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Introducing 2.4GHz Video Monitoring
Rober sC9950 Multi-Event Recorder
GlMFG 2.4GHz Receiver
Win
•A Deluxe Videoscanner Package
•A PRO-82 Hand-Held Scanner
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DJ-X3
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wesome.
vvideband scanning receivers

ULTRA MODERN SCANNING RECEIVER
•100kHz -1300MHz
•AM/FM/WFM
•700 memory channels
•Steps: 5/6.5/8.33/10/12.5/
15/20/25/ 30/50/100kHz
•Auto descrambler
•Bug detector
•Stereo FM (with headphones)
•Attenuator
•SMA Antenna
•Battery saver cct
•Size: 56w x102h x23d mm
•Weight: 14.5g (without batteries)
•Supplied c/w: 3AA dry cell, bait
case, carrying strap
Optional extras
•Lithium ion battery pa
•Ni-Mh battery pack
-

DJ-X2 THE ULTIMATE LIGHTWEIGHT SCANNER
New micro-sized scanner from Alinco.
If you are looking for ascanner that
goes anywhere. Fits in you shirt
pocket, or handbag so you can take it
to the air show, boat show, on holiday
in fact just about anywhere you like,
then the DJ-X2 has got to be the radio
to have.
Easy to operate but with enough power
for the more demanding user.
•Receives: 522kHz -999.995MHz
•AM WFM NFM
•Selectable scan modes
•700 memories
•Audio descrambler
•Bug detector -detects presence and
frequency of bug giving audible
warning
•Selectable internal /external antenna
•Internal or external supply
•Program Search banks
•Illuminated backlight display
•2performance mode, easy and expert
•RX attenuator
•Auto power off mode
•Priority channel monitoring
•Squelch control
•Volume control

with
8.33kHz for
airband

£129.95

available from our dealers throughout the UK or direct RETAIL

ENQUIRIES:

023 9231 3090

DEALER ENOW

DJ-X10E ADVANCED FEATURED SCANNING RECEIVER

DJ-X2000

•Receives: 100kHz -2000MHz
•Multi mode reception
AM -WFM -NFM -SSB -CVV
•1200 memory channels
•Channel scope spectrum
analyser that allows
monitoring of 40 channels
•Advanced scanning features:
Programmed scan
(up to 10 groups)
Programmed memory scan

•Covers 100kHz -2,149.99MHz
•2000 channel memory
•Modes:
AM/NFM/WFM/LSB/USB/CW
auto mode position
•'Flashtune' reads the
frequency of anearby
transmitter and instantly takes
your receiver to it
•Transweeper -Instantly
locates hidden transmitters
that may be used for
eavesdropping
ecord -Up to 160 seconds

-Mode scan
(not found on many scanners!)
-VFO search
-Dual VFO search
-Band encursion scan
-Priority scan
-Any channel ship scan
•Battery save facility
•Facilities for cloning
another set
•Built-in 24 hour clock

THE 'INTELLIGENT' SCANNING RECEIVER
audio direct from the receiver
or voice via the built in
microphone
•Descrambler
•Channel scope
•Bug detector
•CTCSS decoder built in
•CTCSS -Search facility
•Frequency counter
•Field strength meter
•SMeter
•FM Stereo receive
•Two level attenuat
•PC programmable
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DJX-2000
FREE:
•Multi voltage 110V to 240VAC
mains charger for easy use
anywhere in the world
•4.8V DC 700mAH NiCad
battery pack
•Belt clip
•Carrying strap
•Flexible low profile antenna
INCLUDES
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RIES:
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Check out the SWM web site
vvww .r-rp.re-,;11-0-rbienri Itrl sele/cintrn

Join the SWM Readers' E-mail
Forum -send an E-mail to
swm_readeîub
yahoogroupr -- to subscribe don't miss the on-line action!

Share your thoughts

Communiqué

DISCLAIMER. Short Wave Magazine wishes in no way to either condone, or encourage, listeners to monitor frequencies r:
services which are prohibited by law We respectfully refer you all to both the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949, and the
Interception of Communications Act 1985. Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine may have
been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources. Short Wave Magazine advises readers contemplating mail order
to enquire whether the products are suitable for use in the UK and have full after-sales back-up available.The Publishers of
Short Wave Magazine wish to point out that it is the responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items
offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine.
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SWM Services
Subscriptions

r

Subscriptions are available at £36
per annum to UK addresses, £43 in
Europe and £54 (ROW Airmail).
Joint subscriptions to both Short
Wave Magazine and Practical

I

Wireless are available at £61 (UK)
£74 (Europe) and £94 (ROW
Airmail).

comments

Components For SWM Projects
In general all components used in
constructing SWM projects are
available from avariety of
component suppliers. Where
special, or difficult to obtain,
components are specified, a
supplier will be quoted in the
article. The printed circuit boards
for SWM projects are available
from the SWMPCB Service,
KANGA PRODUCTS. Sandford
Works, Cobden Street, Long
Eaton, Noningham NG10 1BL.
Tel: 0115 -967 0918. Fax: 0870 056 8608.
Photocopies & Back Issues
We have aselection of back issues,
covering the past three years of
SWM. If you are looking for an
article or review that you missed
first time around, we can help. If
we don't have the whole issue we
can always supply aphotocopy of
the article. Back issues for SWM
are £3.25 each and photocopies are
£2.50 per article.
Binders are also available (each
binder takes one volume) for £6.50

thas been only afew, but very hectic weeks since I
wrote my last piece for this Editorial space. In that
short time we have moved on to the 2003 volume
of SWM whilst Ihave been travelling around the
southern half of the UK celebrating my recent
marriage to my partner Leslie. We seem to have
crammed much into ashort space of time and had a
very enjoyable honeymoon in the process.
These happy events and some serious technical
problems due to worn out computers here at the
editorial offices have combined to make this a
challenging magazine to produce. Ifor one will be
glad of abreak over Christmas. It'll be good to relax
and prepare for the new and exciting year ahead. I
wish all of you and your families an enjoyable festive
season and peaceful satisfying 2003. I'd also like to
thank every one of you for your continued support of
the UK's best radio magazine.

plus £1.50 P&P for one binder,
£2.75 P&P for two or more, UK or
overseas. Prices include VAT where
appropriate.
Acomplete review listing for

Contest!

SWM/ PW is also available from
the Editorial Offices for £1 inc P&P.
Placing An Order
Orders for back numbers, binders
and items from our Book Store
should be sent to: PW Publishing
Ltd., Post Sales Department,
Arrowsmith Court Station
Approach, Broadstone Dorset
BH18 8PW, with details of your
credit card or acheque or postal
order payable to PW Publishing Ltd.
Cheques with overseas orders must
be drawn on aLondon Clearing
Bank and in Sterling. Credit card
orders (Access, Mastercard,
Eurocard, AMEX or Visa) are also
welcome by telephone to
Broadstone 1012021659930. An
answering machine will accept
your order out of office hours and
during busy periods in the office.
You can also FAX an order, giving
full details to Broadstone
(01202)659950.
The E-mail address is
bookstore@mvpublishing.ltd.uk
Technical Help
We regret that due to Editorial time
scales, replies to technical queries
cannot be given over the telephone.
Any technical queries by E-mail are
very unlikely to receive immediate
attention either. So, if you require
help with problems relating to
topics covered by SWM, then
please write to the Editorial
Offices, we will do our best to help
and reply by mail,
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For quite afew years
now I've wanted to run
alistening contest for
the readers of Short
Wave Magazine. There
are several difficulties
with attempting this
kind of activity especially
with the potentially
large number of entries.
At last, 2003 is to be the
year this happens, as
I've managed to
formulate away to
minimise the
administrative
requirements associated
with such an event. To
achieve this, it seemed
the best way would to
be run an event type
station so as to generate
some extra activity and also have access to all the QSO
information in the form of the station log book.
So, to this end, late spring will see the G3SWM
callsign on air. That is something that's not happened
for quite awhile! To add to the interest we will be
working h.f. from aremote WAB square for atwelve
hour stint. This should allow our station to work into
Australasia early on and the Americas and towards the
end of the period, plus lots of UK and European
stations throughout the day.
There are many details yet to be finalised, but that's
the gist of the plan. The station will be manned by
myself and members of alocal radio club, some of
whom will be familiar to regular readers of SWM and

sister magazine PW. Ihope that in addition to
operating to facilitate the SWM Listening Contest,
we'll end up working lots of you newly licensed M3s
too.
Iwill be announcing the Contest details, rules and
entry requirements in aforthcoming issue. So if you're
at all tempted, keep awatch for the update -coming
soon.

Disaster At The
Other Man's Shack
I'm sad to report that Eric Bray, who's minimalist shack
was featured back in May's SWM, has recently
suffered ahouse fire
which has rendered his
home uninhabitable.
Fortunately, nobody
was hurt. The cleaning
up exercise is underway
and hopefully Eric and
family will be back in
residence soon.

Just In Time
With seconds to go
before we go to press, I
received notice of
forthcoming events at
Wimborne based radio
club Flight Refuelling
Amateur Radio Society
from the newly elected
Chairman Paul Marsh
MOEYT/G7EYT. Paul
informs me that the
coming year will see
lots of good events
organised by FRARS. For starters, 19th January 2003,
John -G6AZV will be giving atalk on radio direction
finding, concentrating on the topic of 2m fox-hunting.
The following week, on the 26th January 2003, Andy
GzUNT will be talking about new digital modes
available to radio amateurs. For more details, please
see www.frars.org.uk
See you next month

*m t .
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Is there something you want to get off your chest? Do you
have a problem fellow readers can solve?
If so then drop a line to the Editor at QSL, Short Wave
Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW.

THE BEST LETTER WILL RECEIVE A £20 VOUCHER TO
SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE.

I
wonder if you could help me with aquery. I
have a
Grundig Satellit 600 and I
think the battery which controls
the memory for the date and time has gone flat. It's adryfit
type 476.8V 3AH 124 FUSE. Would you have the address
of Grundig so that I
can write to them to ask if they still
make this kind of battery. I've no idea of the age of the
radio. It's alovely radio, but s.s.b. clarification leaves abit
to be desired. For a.m. and f.m. the clarity is excellent, but
l'in autility fan and not really interested in broadcast
stations on a.m. or f.m. but I
keep it because as a
youngster I
just couldn't afford such aradio. In my dreams
as they say, I
remember visiting someone's house and
seeing one of these sets and I
was just green with envy.
Excellent magazine, but I
reckon you need afew more
frequencies published in the 'SSB Utilities' column. Also
letters to Graham Tanner seem to be censored due to
September the 11th. Incidentally Culdrose ops is still on
5.696MHz. Thanks in advance for any help you can give
me with my query. Please feel free to publish this if it is
good enough.
Bill Semmens
Penzance
Hello Bill, the text that you mention on the battery seems
to be conflicting to me. I
suggest that you contact SWM
advertiser Nevada as they are very experienced with
Grundig products. Grundig themselves no longer have a

tope
I
feel compelled to write to you regarding a
subject which will no doubt cause alarge
number of heads to 'nod' in agreement. I
would like to pass on my annoyance at what
I
feel to be snobbery of grammar school
proportions. To obtain afull licence to
operate on the h.f. bands, you need to pass
the RAE exam. As this is ahobby, can
anyone seriously understand why on earth
we are expected to have acomprehensive
knowledge of circuit applications and many
other fine aspects of electrical wizardry?
Has it not occurred to the RAE that
they are losing revenue by keeping up the
barriers that prevent many sensible people
from gaining afull licence? Do they not
realise that this is after all just ahobby and
not acareer?
Many people out there find it very
hard to fit in asensible and regular amount
of time to devote to ahome study course or
travel out to aclub. That's if there is aclub
that is local and accessible! Some of us do
have families or distractions that slow us
down. At the end of the day, all we have to
do is keep radio alive by operating aset
safely, within guidelines and no causing
undue annoyance to others. Surely amore
basic course which takes into account good
health and safety operation, aerial
knowledge and hazards that might affect
other users in agood building block?

UK office. On the question of censorship, we most
definitely don't do that. Unfortunately we don't have space
to publish every item we receive. -Ed.
Dear Sir
Thank you for the copy of SWM which I
received this
morning. Having read the comprehensive list of radio
books contained within it, I
hope to make achoice shortly.
Also, I
read with considerable interest your article regarding
the history of Roberts Radio. I
have anumber of Roberts
portables which I
have collected over the past few years. I
am not certain of their age, but they are the original
models with teak side panels. The largest ones are model
R707, which I
am sure you know are powered by two
lantern batteries.
The other thing which I
found of interest in your
article was the reference to the Rees-Mace Company, as I
also have avalved table radio which was produced by
Rees-Mace Marine, model 'Cameo Senior, RM1'. This radio
was given to me by acolleague, who was formerly in the
Merchant Navy and had this radio on board ship during his
travels. Ido not know when the radio was manufactured,
but suspect that it was during the period 1945-50. I
was
also interested to read of the early connection between
Roberts Radio and the Rees-Mace Company.
Having looked back at an issue of SWM Vol. 49 issue
3dated March 1991, which has an article on the Pye
30174 Export model radio and comparing the

Most of us find patience and time
lacking in this day and age, so of course
many people choose not to do the RAE
exam. The RA don't have agood distribution
system for getting younger people involved
and so access is preventing many people,
including the disabled, from communicating
by amateur radio. Most of us don't know of
any nearby radio amateurs to give us
encouragement along the way.
The RA should consider themselves
fortunate that people do study for their
elitist exams, the new access course which is
normally done in aweekend is, I
believe, a
step in the right direction, but if we look at
the basics of this course, just what is being
achieved here? The end product is that new
entrants are granted alicence to operate
radio -there's nothing any more different
here than compared to having afull licence
is there? Do you get the impression that
someone is pulling the wool over our eyes
here?
Now that we have Tony Blair in charge,
perhaps he could point afinger at the RA
and drop hints at seriously modernising the
way they give out full licences? Before I
bring this letter to aclose, just think about
this for amoment, just what is it you are
doing when operating aCB radio that is so
different from using ah.f. set? Cause for
thought I
think! Aradio is aradio is it not?
Good luck to everyone at SWM, I
hope
you have arelaxing and happy Christmas.
Keep up the excellent work.
Glen Hoff
Birmingham
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specifications of it with the Rees-Mace Marine, it would
appear that the two radio sets have identical chassis.
On page 57 of the magazine in the 'SSB Utilities'
column, I
noticed that Ian McDowell uses aLowe SRX
receiver. I
also have one of these radio sets which works
reasonably well, but is in need of re-alignment. There
seems to be some difficulty obtaining aservice manual for
this radio and I
am told that none exists. Perhaps you may
be able to suggest asolution. As this radio uses the Wadley
loop tuning system, I
am hesitant to interfere with any coil
slugs or trimmers without any information!
I
hope that the above may be of some interest to you
and again thank you for the magazine.
J.F. Wedge
Oxfordshire
I'm glad the copy of SWM found you OK. Your
comments on the Roberts Radio 70th Anniversary are
most interesting, your collection must be fascinating.
Roberts Radio have published aBook to commemorate
their anniversary which contains many pictures and
references to the models produced by the company
You are wise to be wary of making adjustments to your
Wadley loop based set as they are notoriously difficult to
align without the correct procedure and equipment.
Perhaps areader might suggest aroute to having your
set aligned, unfortunately I'm not able to suggest a
repairer- Ed.

Dear Glen, thank you for your interesting
letter in which you raise some pertinent
points. I'm sure there are those who agree
with your every sentiment. I
however,
believe that you misunderstand some of
the things that you have commented on though I
have to say in the main I
agree
with the ethos of your thoughts.
You are quite correct in pointing out
that Amateur Radio is ahobby, but it is
undeniably atechnical hobby, so is for
instance sailing. Both though carry risks if
those participating don't know what they
are doing. Radio is acomplex subject and
it is necessary to understand the
properties of the medium and the
equipment in use to transmit and receive
signals. You wouldn't set out to sea in a
boat without acertain level of
competence -it could well prove to be
fatal, both to third parties as well as
yourself. Misuse of radio transmitters
could well have similar results.
Back in the early years when the vast
majority of radio hobbyists built their own
equipment, it was essential that the RAE
provided assurance that the danger was
minimised. Today whilst the emphasis has
shifted due to less home construction,
there remains the very real risk of self
harm and potentially fatal interference,
being caused by incorrect emissions from
amateur equipment.
There is currently much work by both
amateurs and professionals relating to the
modernisation of the structure of the UK
amateur licence structure and the relevant

qualification processes. You only have to
look to the recent Foundation Licence
successes to sample the benefits of this
work.
Afoundation licence is, by the way all
needed to access most of the h. f. amateur
allocation. Next year and the World Radio
Conference 2003 should see more
significant changes in amateur radio
structuring, reflecting the modern
requirement of the hobby I
suggest that
you enrol on aFoundation Course near
you and obtain an M3 call for now and
wait until next year for the positive
developments to materialise.
Lastly your comparison of CB and
amateur radio is not very relevant and in
fact reveals your general
misunderstanding. CB sets are limited to a
few fixed channels, currently one mode,
have low power output and have
restrictions place on the antennas
allowed. The radio amateur licence in
contrast is aimed at promoting
experimentation, allows the use of almost
half akilowatt, antennas with significant
gain and the use of modes which can if
not controlled properly can be the source
of massive interference with the
associated risks that ensue.
Glen, I
hope I
have answered fully
enough, but if you require any further
clarification, please let me know I'm glad
you enjoy SWM, thanks for the good
wishes, seasons greetings from me and
everyone here at Short Wave
Magazine. -Ed.
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JFK Aircraft Incident Mystery

M

by Roger Bunney

artyn Phillips G3RFX, Hon.
Sec. of the Bristol RSGB
Group, has informed the SWM
Newsdesk that following a
personal meeting with Lord
Bath back on the 4th November, he has kindly
agreed to their Rally taking place at Longleat
again next year -this will be on Sunday 29th
June 2003. Write it in your diary now!
It will, however, be the last Rally to be
located at Longleat. The Group are currently
looking for anew venue for 2004 and beyond.
Meanwhile, it's very definitely all systems go for
Longleat 2003! For further details and
information, visit the Longleat Rally website at
www.longleatrally.co.uk

R

euters News Service on/just after October 22nd relayed helicopter surveillance pictures
of aRussian aircraft that had been isolated at JFK, NY airport, behind afenced
enclosure with alarge number of police and vehicles and security in attendance. A
single gangway was placed to the front doorway and police gathered at the foot
awaiting...what? The photograph shows alarge portacabin type structure being
moved into the immediate area.
Only the helicopter feed was transmitted without specific commentary and pictures cut
abruptly after some minutes (a caption indicated JFK). The incident went unreported in the
press, TV -unusual in view of recent terrorist incidents and that aRussian aeroplane was
involved, an attempted hi-jacking, prisoner exchange? Can any air-orientated reader offer
information on this incident?
(left) Russian aircraft behind fenced enclosure, a
security force control cabin moves into place.
IIMII
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Change of Date

(right) Unknown security forces lurk
near to the single gangway.

Quiz Night

B

angor and District Amateur Radio
Society meet on the first Wednesday
'f every month in 'The Stables',

Groomsport, County Down at 2000. On
Wednesday 8th January 2003 at 2000
they are holding their annual quiz night. This
is always agreat night out and visitors,
visiting teams and new members are all
welcome. More information from Mike
GI4XSF on 0284-277 2383 or club website
http://welcome.to/bdars

1p

lease note that the date of the Yeovil
QRP Convention has to be changed
to June 8th 2003 as it clashes with the
Tiverton Rally. The Rally is being held at
Digby Hall, Hound Street, Sherborne,
Dorset. Doors open at 1000 and there will be
three lectures by notable speakers, also traders,
Bring & Buy, good in-house catering, talk-in on
522 by GB2LOW and afree car park. More
information from Derek MOWOB on (01935)
414452 or E-mail: mOwob@tiscali.co.uk

Out-Of-Date

I

nthe SWM Club Listing in November's SWM, we incorrectly stated that the
North Staffs Amateur Radio Society G4BEM is still up and running -this club
in fact wound up and became part of the Stoke On Trent Amateur Radio
Society G3GBU agood few years ago. So, for anyone wishing to get in
contact with the Stoke On Trent ARS, they need to contact Albert Allen

G4DHO about membership. You can also E-mail: g3gbuegsl.net as well. We
apologise for any inconvenience caused by this use of out of date info.
If your club hasn't been included or there is missing or out-of-date
information, then please let us know as soon as possible so that we can ensure
that the SWM Club List is kept as current as possible. Many thanks.

Chelmsford ATV Antenna Talk
nterest in ATV seems to be growing and the
recent talk by Paul Price G8IXC on ATV
antennas for 1240 and 2400MHz proved very

popular with about 70 people attending. Paul
showed how antennas could be made for those
bands and gave alive demonstration of ATV from
acar outside in the car-park. He also
demonstrated an ATV station for 2.4GHz based on
acheap Video Sender available from most d.i.y.
stores.
The Chelmsford Club meets on the 1st
Tuesday of each month at the Marconi Social Club,

8

Paul Price G8IXC
with 200MHz ATV
antenna.

Beehive Lane, Great Baddow, Chelmsford. The doors
open at 1915 and abar is available for refreshments.
Future Meetings include: 4th February VHF/UHF Propagation by Les Barclay G3HTF, 4th
March -A talk by the Editor of Practical Wireless Rob
Mannion G3XFD. The club will also be running
another Foundation evening course at Danbury
starting on Thursday 6th March.
For information contact the secretary David
Bradley MOBQC on (01245) 602838, E-mail:
carsegOmwt.org.uk or visit the club website
www.g0mwt.org.uk
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New Transceiver
evada are pleased to announce the
release of the new Alinco DR-620E
2m/70cm Mobile Base Transceiver.
This is the first amateur dual-band
mobile to support optional digital
voice communications. A plug-in board
(optional) allows use of the advanced 10F3
digital mode with speech compression
technology (this may not be legal for use in
some countries). Features also include an
optional TNC board that supports digi-peat
mode, airband and wide f.m. reception,
CTCSS/DCS encode and decode plus lots more.
Available from Nevada's dealers throughout the
UK or direct from Nevada, the DR-620E is
priced at £299. More information from Nevada
at www.nevada.co.uk or 'phone direct on
(02392) 313090.
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REVIEW OF NEWS PNID PRODUCTS

February 2: The 18th South Essex
Amateur Radio Society are holding
their Radio & Computer Rally at
The Paddocks, Long Road, Canvey
Island, Essex, (The Paddocks are
situated at the end of the A130).
Admission is £1.50 and doors open
at 1030 -features include amateur
radio, computer and electronic
component exhibitors, there will
also be home-made refreshments,
free car parking with disabled
access, RSGB Morse tests (two
passport photos and fee required).
More information from
www.southessex.ars.btinternet.
co.uk or from Brian G7110/M3110
on (01268) 756331, E-mail:
briang7iioeyahoo.com

ann.stevensebtinternet.com
or visit
www.hamradio.harwell.com
February 16: The Northern Cross
Radio Rally is to be held at Thornes
Park Athletics Stadium, Wakefield,
W. Yorkshire. The rally is held in
one large hall -just out of town on
the Horbury Road. Easy access from
M1 139 & 140 -well signposted and
with talk-in on 2m and 70cm.
Doors open at 1100 (1030 for
disabled visitors and Bring & Buy).
There will be the usual attractions
plus Morse tests on-demand. More
details from John G71TH on
(01924) 251822, E-mail:
g7jthOwdrs.org.uk or visit
www.wdrs.org.uk

February 9: The Harwell ARS Radio
February 16: The Cambridge &
& Computing Rally will take place
District Amateur Radio Club are
at Didcot Leisure Centre, Mereland
Road, Didcot, Oxfordshire. The rally holding their rally at Britten Arena,
Wood Green Animal Shelter, King's
will be signposted from the Milton
Bush Farm, London Road,
Interchange on the A34. Talk-in on
Godmanchetser at 1000. Entrance
522. There will be acar park and
fee is £2, concessions £1.50. There
admission is £1.50. Doors open at
is enough free parking for 2000
1030, 1015 for disabled visitors.
cars, there will also be two bars, a
Trade stands, Bring & Buy, Special
Interest Groups, alicensed bar, light restaurant, animal shelter, water
refreshments and disabled facilities. garden and lake. A great day out
More information from Ann G8NVI for all the family. More information
at www.cdarc.org.uk
on (01235) 816379 or

March 8: The Crystal Palace Radio
and Electronics Club Spring Radio
Fair at St. John's Hall, Sylvan Road,
London SE19. Doors open at 1030
till 1330. Traders Tables £5 in
advance. Admission is just £1,
which includes afree drink.
Children under 16 free. Free local
parking. Contact Bob on (01737)
552170 More details on
http://www.members.aol.
com/rfcburns
March 9: The 9th West Wales
Amateur Radio & Computer Rally
will be held at Penparcau School,
Aberystwyth (as part of National
Science Week). Doors open 100 till
1530 and admission is just £1.
Good parking facilities with easy
access for disabled visitors and
traders for all stalls. See GB4FUN
Amateur Radio on the Move.
Demonstrations on h.f., vhf., on
the air. Amateur Radio and
Computer Traders, Bring & Buy,
Clubs and Special Interest Groups,
including Motorcycle Display.
Catering facilities. Talk-in on 522.
More information from organiser
Ray GW7AGG at home QTH or
(01686) 628788, FAX: (01686)
621880 or Email:

mwmg010aber.ac.uk

WRN & CI

A

tasigning ceremony in Beijing, China
Radio International (CRI) has
renewed and extended its agreement
with London-based World Radio
Network (WRN) for the provision of
broadcast transmission services. The new contract
for WRN's services was signed by CRI Vice President
Mr Xia Jixuan at CRIS headquarters back at the end
of October 2002.
WRN and CRI have worked closely since the
two broadcasters signed acollaborative agreement
in August 1999 to bring CRIS programmes to a
wider global audience. Under the auspices of the
agreement, WRN established the broadcasting of
CRIS daily French, English and German programmes
to Western Europe on 1440kHz a.m. via RTL Radio's
powerful transmitter based in Luxembourg.
WRN is now undertaking an extensive
marketing campaign, on behalf of CRI, to promote
these programmes to apotential audience of 500
million Europeans. CRIS English, French, German
and Russian programmes are also broadcast on
WRN's own global radio networks: WRN English,
WRN FranAais, WRN Deutsch and WRN Russkij.
Furthermore, WRN placed CRIS daily English and
standard Chinese programmes on Spectrum Radio
558AM that broadcasts to listeners in London and
South East England.
Mr Karl Miosga,
WRN's Managing
Director (left) and
Mr Xia .11xuan, CRI
Vice President
(right) shake hands
after signing anew
collaborative
agreement at the
headquarters of CRI
in Beijing, China.
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corn (UK) has anew Sales manager. Sam Taylor Nobbs has
been promoted to the post of Sales Manager from within the
company and is tasked with developing the sales strategy
across all its market places, as well as organising the
day-to-day running of the company's sales office.
Congratulations Sam!

New Release

H

aydon Communications have just released
the new QTEK DC-3000 desk top antenna.
The QTEK DC-3000 is intended for use with
scanners and is acomplete desk top
antenna for connecting to scanners and

short wave receivers. Haydon Communications say it is
ideal for use indoors by people who are unable to put
up an outside antenna. Haydon say this antenna is ideal
for desktop use and is fully adjustable for increased
performance.
The antenna is supplied complete with coaxial
cable terminated with aBNC plug, making it suitable
for most hand-held scanners. Frequency range is
100kHz to 3GHz, collapsed length is 600mm. The
antenna features adjustable vertical and horizontal elements. Haydon comment "This is a
superb stylish quick answer to antenna problems and is available now, from stock, at
•
£54.95 (+£6 P&P)".

More details from Haydon Communications at Unit 1, Thurrock Commercial Centre,
Purfleet Industrial Park, Aveley, South Ockendon RM15 4YA, Tel: (01708) 862524,
FAX: (01708) 868441.
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BRIAN ODDY G3FEX, THREE CORNERS, MERRYFIELD WAY, STORRINGTON, WEST SUSSEX RH20 4NS

LN/18tS
efore detailing the latest reports on reception in
the broadcast bands may Iwish all listeners and
readers aHappy New Year! When making your
resolutions for 2003 could you please include
the sending of reception reports to me for
inclusion in IM&S', so that other listeners can benefit
from them and add to their enjoyment of this hobby.
The short wave data herein includes some of the
frequencies which the international broadcasters are
now using for the winter period (27th October 2002 -30th
March 2003). The information is based upon reports of
actual reception compiled at the end of October, but
there are anumber of question marks in the data which
have yet to be resolved. Any information that you can
offer about those entries, such as overall transmission
times, target areas and language(s) involved; also details
of any other broadcasts that you receive whilst searching
the bands would be very welcome here for inclusion in
IM&S'. Please post them to me at the above address to
arrive here not later than the first week of the month
following reception.

Long Wave Reports
Note:I.w. & mw. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in
UTC (=GMT). Unless otherwise stated, all logs were
compiled during October.
Whilst on holiday near Coverack on the Lizard
Peninsula, S.Cornwall during early October Simon
Hockenhull (E.Bristol) logged several Lw. stations with
his Roberts R617 portable powered by batteries -see
chart. During the morning of the 9th he noticed that the
long wave transmitter at Clarkestown, Eire on 252kHz
was powered and undergoing some tests. He rated the
transmission SINPO 43444 at 1025. Upon returning home
Simon checked the band from time to time and he
encountered some fairly good conditions, logging
Nardor, Morocco on 171 as SINPO 15331 at 0050 on the
13th; Sofia, Bulgaria on 261 as 24222 at 2301 on the
23rd; also Sasnovy, Belarus on 279 as 24442 at 2025 on
the 28th.
The sky waves from the
Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI) 10kW
outlet at Caltanissetta, Italy on
189kHz were picked up at 2040 by
Freq Station
Country Power
Listener
Jim Edwards in Wigan. He says
kHz
(kW)
153
Bechar
Algeria
1000
A",G*,1'
"Russian stations were heard again
153
Donebach ULF Germany
500
A,C.D,E',G*.HUJ
on 270 and 279kHz with weak sigs;
153
Rod
Romania
1200
A',ErE',1*
also heard Russian on 252kHz 162 Allouis
France
2000
A',Er,F,G',H',I,J
171
Hadar Mesh-1
Morocco
2000
A',C*,13',F
could have been Yerevan. Armenia,
171
B'shakovo etc
Russia
1200
A',E)',C*,G*,1',J
but poor under co-channel Tipaza".
177
Oranienburg
Germany
500
A*13',C*,E*,G*,H*,1',J
180
Polati
Turkey
1200
El'
An unidentified station on
183
Saarlouis
Germany
2000
A,13,E.G,11.1,J
225kHz was heard at 2209 on the
189
Gut uskalar
W. Iceland
150
A'
12th by David Stevenson in
189
Caltanissetta
Italy
10
A'
198
Ouargla
Algeria
1000
B'
Swansea. A male voice, which
198
Droitwich BBC UK
503
E,r,H•,1,J
sounded Turkish, was heard under
207
Munich DU
Germany
500
A',V,I),G*1-1',1",J*
Polski R-1, suggesting that the
207
Eidar
E.Iceland
103
A'
207
Azilal
Morocco
BOO
G'
station was Van, Turkey (600kW), but
216
Roumoules RMC S.France
1400
A',E1',C,E,P,G',F1',1',J*
reception was very poor and the
225
PolskieR 71
Poland
1.
transmission faded out after half an
225
Van TAT-1
Turkey
600
234
Beidweiler
Luxembourg 2000
hour.
243
Kalundborg
Denmark
300
A',13`,C,E*,F,H*,1*
Whilst on holiday near Venice in
252
Tipaza
Algeria
1500
A',8*,C,D,E*.F',0",11",1',J
N.Italy Geriant Gill (Llanfairfechan)
261
Sofia
Bulgaria
60
C*
261
Burg(R.Ropa)
Germany
85
A',G*,1
searched the band during darkness,
261
Taldom Moscow Russia
2500
mainly from 1800-2100, between the
270
Topolna
Czech Rep
1500
29th & 31st. He used his Grundig
279
Sasnovy
Balaras
500
Yacht Boy 400 portable and
compiled an interesting log -see
Note: Entries marked •were logged during darkness. All other entries were
chart. He says "I couldn't hear much
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
from the UK -the long wave
frequency for BBC R-4 was too
Listeners:crackly. Icould just make out
(Al
Jim Edwards, Wigan
(B)
Geraint Gill, while nr Venice, N.Itaty.
Ouargla, Algeria on there. Ihad
(CI
Simon Hockenhull. E.Bristol.
expected to hear more from Turkey
ID)
Simon Hockenhull, while near Coverack, S.Cornwall.
lEl
Sheila Hughes, Mordes.
on long wave but only heard one
FI
Bob Norman. Chard.
channel".
iGI
Fred Pallant, Storrington.
A broadcast from Bod, Romania
1541
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
ill
David Stevenson, Swansea.
was heard under DLF via Doneback
Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton.
on 153 at 2225 on the 29th by
Sheila Hughes in Morden. At best

Long Wave Chart

10

the transmission rated SINPO 22222 but Sheila was
able to hear two ladies talking in Romanian, followed
by ayoung lady singing aballad and then afurther
discussion took place.
At 2110 on the 30th Fred Pallant (Storrington)
noticed that the sky waves from Bechar, Algeria on
153 were causing co-channel interference to DLF via
Donebach, thereby suggesting enhanced conditions.

Medium Wave Reports
The sky waves from some of the many m.w. stations
in the Middle East, N.Africa, Europe and Scandinavia
reached the UK after dark -see chart
The band was searched after dark by Geriant Gill
during his holiday in Venice. He says "There were
stations on all channels, most frequencies had two,
sometimes even three stations that could be heard.
I've left out some frequencies -they were too
'jumbled' or too faint to be identified properly...some
frequencies had to be listened to several times as
sometimes they would be indecipherable at say 1830
but by 2000 they would be clearer".
One station that Geriant had expected to hear
was Rome on 846kHz (300kW), but much to his
surprise he was unable to detect it. However, other
high power Italian channels, such as Milano on
900kHz (600kW) and Rome on 1332kHz (300kW)
were audible. From the UK he obtained good
reception of the BBC World Service via Orfordness
on 1296kHz but their transmission on 648kHz
(500kW) suffered severe co-channel interference
from RNE-1 via Badajoz, Spain (10kW) which
prevented either station being received clearly.
After searching the 1.w. & mw. bands while on
holiday in Austria for the broadcasts from stations in
the UK (see 'LM&S', SWM November & December
02), Peter Pollard (Rugby) decided to concentrate
on reception in this band during October. He spent
three afternoons from 1400-1600 and three evenings
from 1900-2100 and compiled an interesting list for
the chart.
During daylight, the ground waves from some of
the UK local radio outlets travelled considerable
distances -see chart.
In avery welcome first report Dick Male (Yeovil)
informed me that the frequency of the BBC Somerset
Sound transmitter at Taunton has been changed
from 1323kHz to 1566kHz. For 14 years listeners
to BBC Somerset Sound have endured interference
around dawn and dusk, particularly during bad
weather in the winter, from the Voice of Russia (VOR)
which is relayed by the Wachenbrunn transmitter in
Germany on 1323kHz. Since the change reception
from Somerset Sound on 1566kHz has been very
good in Yeovil, rating SINPO 55555. In Stalbridge
Bernard Curtis has observed that the transmission
can now be received clearly at all times. However,
reception at night in E.Bristol was not entirely devoid
of interference, rating 33433 at 2233.

Short Wave Reports
In the 25MHz (11m) band Radio France
International (RFI) continued to broadcast daily to
E/C.Africa throughout October. It is not known here
how well their transmission on 25.820 (Fr, Eng
0830-1300) reached that area, but there may well
have been some problems when the effects of solar
flares disturbed the ionosphere. In the UK reception
varied from day to day. Sometimes the effects of
solar activity resulted in their transmission being
weak or buried in noise and may have made some
listeners wonder if the RFI broadcasts would be
discontinued when the winter transmission
schedules were introduced on October 28. The good
news is that RFI service planning engineers still have
confidence in the propagation conditions prevailing
in this band and the broadcasts will continue.
The second item of good news is that Deutsche
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Tropical Bands Chart
Freq
MHz
.00
205
.'30
:40
I
55
770
-;79
z: 5
10
-755
365
,00
55
t955
3.965
3.975
3985
3905
3.995
3.995
4.005
4.190
4.650
4.750
4.750
4.755
4.760
4.765
4.770
4.715
4.775
4.790
4790
4.800
4.800
4800
4.800
4205
4215
4220
4220
4.820
4.820
4.825
4.830
4832
4.835
4.840
4845
4245

Station

Country

UTC

TWR Manzini
R.Ribeirao
SABC Meyerton
TWR Manzini
BBC via Meyerton
Namibian BC,Windhoek
La Voz del Napo
AIR Bhopal
SABC (RSG) Meyerton
GBC R-2
AIR Delhi
Hulun Buir
BBC via Krann
R.Korea via Skelton
R.Taipei via Skelton
REÍ Paris
R.Budapest
Nexus, Milan
China Oint via SRI
DW via Julich?
BBC via Skelton
Vatican R.
CNR Minority Sce
R.Santa Ana
Hulun Burr-Mn
Xizang BS, Lhasa
R.Educ CP Grande
AIR Port Blair
R.Rural, Santarem
FRCN Kaduna
R.Liberal, Belem
AIR Imphal
AIR Chennai
Azad Kashmir R.
CPBS 2Beijing
R.Buenas Nuevas
AIR Hyderabad
LNBS Maseru
RNac.Amazonas
R.Difusora, Londrina
R.Botswana, Gaberone
Xizang, Lhasa
La Voz Evangelica
AIR Calcutta
R.Cancao Nova
R.Tachira
R.Litoral, La Ceiba
RTM Bamako
AIR Bombay
RTM Kuala Lumpur
TRIM Nouakchott

Swaziland
Brazil
SAfrica
Swaziland
S.Africa
Namibia
Ecuador
India
SAfrica
Ghana
India
China
Singapore
England
England
France
Hungary
Italy
Switzerland
Germany
UK
Italy
China
Bolivia
China
China
Brazil
India
Brazil
Nigeria
Brazil
India
India
Pakistan
China
Guatemala
India
Lesotho
Brazil
Brazil
Botswana
China
Honduras
India
Brazil
Venezuela
Honduras
Mali
India
Malaysia
Mauritania

0415
0010
2026
0420
2024
2335
0355
0040
2024
2200
1835
2300
2115
2115
1855
1910
2100
TIM
0025
1903
1828
1900
2255
2320
2350
2240
0010
0040
0315
2145
0030
1755
0045
1718
2130
0230
1718
2245
2330
0345
1845
2004
0420
1825
0705
0020
0255
2112
1815
1530
2116

DXer

C,J
C,J
A
A,C
A,C,J

C,H,M
E,H,I,K,M
8,E,K,1
H,L
D,H,K,L,M
A,H,I
D
D,F.I,L,M

A,M
A,C,J
C,G
C,M
C,J
C,G
A,J
A,C,M
A,C,J
G

A,C,J,M
C,G

C,G
A,C,J,M
C,J
A,C,I,J,M

Welle (DVV) returned to this band from October
28. It seems likely that their daily broadcast to
Asia on 25.740 (Ger 0800-1400) will be
received clearly there and probably in Australia
and New Zealand too. Reception reports from
listeners in those areas would be very welcome
here for inclusion in IM&S'.
The following SINPO ratings were quoted by
listeners in the UK for the DVV transmissions:
43333 at 0805 by Bob Norman in Chard; 25342
at 0920 in Storrington; 45334 at 0930 in

Local Radio Chart
Freq
kHz
558
585
603
630
630
657
657
666
666
729
738
756
756
765
774
174
774
792
792
801
828
828
828
837
837
855
855
855
873
936
936
945
945
954

Station
Spectrum, London
R.Solway
CG,Litt'brne
R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
R.Cornwall
RClwyd
R.Cornwall
CI.Gold 666, Exeter
R.York
BBC Essex
Hereford/Worcester
R.Cumbria
The Magic 756,Powys
BBC Essex
R.Kent
R.Leeds
CI.Gold 774, Glos
CI.Gold 792,Bedford
R.Foyle
R.Devon
CI.Gold 828, Luton
Magic 828, Leeds
CI.G 828 Bournem'th
R.Cumbria/Furness
Asian Net Leicester
RDevon
RLancashire
Sunshine 855,Ludlow
R.Norfolk, W.Lynn
Brunel CG, W.Wilts
Fresh AM, Hawes
CI.Gold GEM, Derby
Capital G, Bexhill
CI.Gold 954 via ?

ILR
BBC

e.m.r.p
(kW)
080
200
0.10
0.20
2.00
200
050
034
080
020
0037
100
063
050
0.70
050
0.14
0. 27
100
200
020
012
027
150
045
100
150
015
030
0.18
100
020
075

Listener
C,D,H,1',J
A
E,H,I*.J
C,E,H,J
A,I
A,I
A,I
C,D,G*,1,J
A,H
C,E,H,J
C,H,I,J
A
A,C.11,1,J
C,E,H,J
E,H,J
A
H
H,J
A
A,C,D,G,I
H,J
A
13,6
A
A,C,G,H.J
I
A
C,G,H,I',J
H,J
H,I,J
A
H,J
A,D
A,C,D
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Freq
MHz
4250
4250
4.860
4.865
4.875
4.880
4885
4.885
4885
4.890
4890
4895
4895
4905
4.905
4.910
4.915
4215
4.920
4920
4220
4225
4230
4.935
4240
4.950
4.950
4.950
4.955
4.960
4.960
4.960
4.965
4.970
4.915
4.980
4.985
4.990
4.990
5.005
5.009
5.009
5.010
5010
5.025
5025
5.030
5030
5.030
5.033
5.035
5.040
5050
5050
5100

FE

57 E
1IFIL

Station

Country

UTC

OXer

CNR 1
AIR Kohima
AIR Delhi
,
R.Alvorada, Londrina
RRoraima, Boa Vista
AIR Lucknow
RClube do Para
R Difusora Acreana
KBC East Sce Nairobi
RFI Paris
R.Pon Moresby
R.IPB AM C'po Grande
AIR Kurseong
CPBS 1, Beijing
R. La Oroya
AIR Jaipur
R.Anhanguera
GBC-1, Accra
PBS Xizang
R.Cluito, Quito
AIR Chennai
R.S.Miguel,Riberalta
R.Costena Ebenezer
R.Capixaba, Vitoria
AIR Guwahati
R.Nacional, Mulvenos
AIR Srinagar
VOA via Sao Tome
R.Cultura, Campos
RCima
AIR Ranchi
VOA via Sao Tome
Christian Voice
AIR Shillong
RUganda, Kampala
Ecos del Turbes
R.Brazil Central
Hunan 1, Changsha
AIR Itanagar
R.Nepal, Kathmandu
R.Cristal Int
R.TV Malagasy
Guangxi 2, Nanning
AIR Thinfpuram
R.Rebelde, Bauta
R.Uganda, Kampala
R.Burkina
AWR Latin America
RTM Kuching
R.Bangui
R.Aparecida
Jeypore
AIR Aizawl
R.Tanzania
RLiberia, Totora

China
India
India
Brazil
Brazil
India
Brazil
Brazil
Kenya
via Gabon
Pap.N. Guinea
Brazil
India
China
Peru
India
Brazil
Ghana
China
Ecuador
India
Bolivia
Honduras
Brazil
India
Angola
India
Sao Tome
Brazil
Dominion Rep
India
Sao Tome
Zambia
India
Uganda
Venezuela
Brazil
China
India
Nepal
Dominican Rep
Madagascar
China
India
Cuba
Uganda
Burkina Faso
Costa Rica
Sarawak
C.Africa
Brazil
India
India
Tanzania
Liberia

2210
1645
1717
2335
0045
1816
0025
0025
1835
0535
1850
0425
1745
2348
0350
1654
0055
2007
0025
0405
0056
2330
0245
0415
1825
0545
1820
2015
0033
0100
1800
0540
1835
1755
1832
0020
0030
2325
1750
0015
0205
1835
2305
1840
0625
2200
2220
0200
2205
1845
0002
1835
0100
1820
2225

C
C
C,.
C
C
C,,
C,G
A,C
J
C
C
C

DXers:(A)
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
(B)
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.
IC)
Jim Edwards, Wigan.
(D)
Ian Evans, Ebbw Vale, Gwent.
1E)
Stan Evans, Herstmonceux.
(F)
Bill Griffith, W.London.
(G)
David Hall, Morpeth.
(H)
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
(I)
Bob Norman, Chard.
(JI
Fred Pallant. Storrington.
IK I Clare Pinder, Appleby.
(LI
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
V.c Prier, Seaton

A,C I
C
C,.
A,C,G
A.C,J,M
A,C
C
A,C
C
C
C
C,J
C
A,C,J
C,J,K,L
C,G
C
C
C
C.J
C
C,J
C
A,C
C
C
A,C,J
C
C
C
A,C
C
C,M
C
G
A,C,J
J
A,C
C
A,C
C,J
C

Stalbridge; 44444 at 1030 in Morden; 35523
with pronounced echo) at 1050 in E.Bristol;
34333 at 1310 by Thomas Williams in Truro.
Those for RFI on 25.820 were 55444 at 0910
in Stalbridge; 35343 at 0937 in Storrington;
22132 at 0950 by Vic Prier in Seaton; 44444 at
1025 in Morden; 34333 at 1050 in Truro; 35422
at 1055 in E.Bristol; 44344 at 1100 in Rugby;
42223 at 1130 in Chard; 25522 at 1140 near
Coverack; 25433 at 1210 by Fred Wilmshurst
in Northampton; 35323 at 1247 by Ian Evans in

Freq
kHz
954
954
963
963
972
990
990
999
999
999
999
017
026
026
026
035
035
116
116
116
152
152
152
152
161
161
161
170
170
170
170
242
260
260
260
296
305

Station
CI.Gold 954,Torquay
Cl Gold 954, H'ford
Asian Sd, E.Lancs
Liberty R, Hackney
Liberty R, Southall
R.Devon, E.Devon
CI.G, Wolverhampton
CGold GEM Nott'ham
Magic 9-99 P'stn
R.Solent
Valley R, Aberdare
CI.G,WABC,Shrshire
R.Cambridgeshire
Downtown R, Belfast
Riersey
RTL C'try(Ritz)1035
N.Sound 2, Aberdeen
R.Derby
R.Guernsey
Valley R, Ebbw Vale
LBC 1152 AM
PicIly 1152,Manch'r
CI.G, Plymouth 1152
CID, Birmingham
R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
Brunel CI.G,Swindon
Magic 1161, Goxhill
Magic 1170,Stockton
Capital G,Portsm'th
Swansea Snd,Swansea
1170AM,High Wycombe
Capital G,Maidstone
Brunel CG, Bristol
Marcher G, Wrexham
SabrasSnd,Leicester
Radio XL,Birmingham
Magic AM,Barnsley

LB
BC

e.m.r.p
(kW)
0.32
0.16
0.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.09
0.25
0.80
1.00
0.300
0.70
0.50
1.70
1.00
1.00
0.78
1.20
050
0.50
23.50
1.50
032
300
0.10
0.16
0.35
0.32
0.50
0.58
0.25
0.32
1.60
0.64
029
500
0.15

Listener
G,I
A
C,E,H,J
A,C,E,G,H,J
A,C,D,G,I
H,J
H,J
A

D

G,I
A,C,G,H,1*.J
C,H,J
A
C,D,G,I
E,H,I,J
A
A,H,I*.J
D,G,I
A,C
H,I,J
A

D

G,H
H,J
A
A
A
A
C,6,1
E
G,I
A
H,J
A,H,I,J
A

Freq
kHz
1305
1305
1323
1332
1359
1368
1368
1377
1413
1413
1431
1449
1458
1458
1458
1458
1485
1485
1485
1503
1521
1530
1530
1548
1548
1548
1557
1557
1557
1566
1566
1584
1584

Listeners -

IC)
ID)
(F)
(H)
(J)

Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
Simon Hockenhull, while nr Coverack, S.Cornwall.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Dick Male, Yeovil
Bob Norman, Chard.
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
David Stevenson, Swansea.
Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton.

Station
Premier via ?
Touch AM, Newport
Capital G,Southwick
CI.Gold 1332,Pt'bo
CI.Gold 1359, Cuy
R.Lincolnshire
Southern Counties R
Asian Sd, Rochdale
R.Gloucester via?
Fresh AM, Skipton
Cl Gold, Reading
Asian Net Peterbro
R.Cumbria
1
3
1.Devon
Sunrise, London
Asian Net Langley
CI.Gold, Newbury
R.Merseyside
Southern Counties R
RStoke-on-Trent
Cl Gold, Reigate
Big AM, W.Yorks
CI.Gold Worcester
RBristol
Capital G. London
Magic08,Liverpool
RLancashire
CI.Gold 1557,N hant
Capital G, Solon
CountySnd,Guildford
SomersetSnd,Taunton
R.Nottingham
R.Shropshire

La

BBC

e
B
I
B
I
I
B
B
B
I
B
I

e
B

e
I
I
I

e
I
I
B
I
I
I
B
B
B

e.m.r.p
(kW)
0.50
0.20
0.50
0.60
0.27
2.00
0.50
0.10
?
0.10
0.14
0.15
0.50
2.00
50.00
5.00
1.00
1.20
1.00

1.00

064
0.74
052
500
97.50
4.40
0.25
0.76
0.50
0.50
0.63
1.00
0.50

Listener
J
G
C*
A,H,J
A,G,H,J
J
H,I
A
G,H,J
A
H,J
A,J
A
A,D.G ,
H,J
J
H..1
A
D
A,H
E,J
A
J
D,G,I
H
A
A
H,J
C*
G,H
H,J
A

Note: Entries marked •were logged during darkness. All other velf,
were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk
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IFie
F
Bee*

Listeners:(A)
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.
(8)
Geraint Gill, while nr Venice, N.Italy.
(CI
Simon Hockenhull. E.Bristol.
(D)
Simon Hockenhull. nr Coverack, S.Cornwall.
(E)
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
(F)
Bob Norman. Chard.
(G)
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
(H)
Harry Richards, Barton on Humber.
(I)
David Stevenson, Swansea.
(J)
Fred Wilmshurst. Northampton.

Ebbw Vale. The effects of solar activity were also
evident in the 21MHz 113ml band. Sometimes
R.Australia's early morning broadcast to Pacific
areas via Shepparton on 21.725 (Eng 0200-0900)
reached the UK. It was rated 24323 at 0840 in
Herstmonceux, Their transmission to Asia via
Shepparton on 21.820 (Eng 0900-1400) was
heard here more often, but reception varied from
day to day. During good conditions it was rated
44444 at 1020 by David Hall in Morpeth. On
another oocasion it was noted as 24222 at 1133 in
Rugby.
Also mentioned in the reports were BSKSA
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 21.705 (Ar to Eur 060012001, rated 53544 at 0800 in Seaton & 44444 at
1015 by Rhoderick Illman in Oxted; BSKSA
21.495 (Ar to SE.Asia 0900-1200) 43343 at 1013 in
Oxted; BSKSA 21.505 (Ar to N.Africa 0900-1200)
44444 at 1014 in Oxted; Swiss R.Int via Sottens
21.770 (Eng, It, Ger, Fr to Near East, Africa 08301030) 44333 at 0845 by Stan Evans in
Herstmonceux; R.Pakistan, Islamabad 21.465 (Ur,
Eng to Eur 0700-1010) 24322 at 0830 in Seaton &
55445 at 0910 in Stalbridge; R.Prague, Czech Rep
21.745 (Eng to E.Africa, S.Asia 1000-1030) 44444
at 1000 in Morden; RFI via Allouis 21.620 (Fr to
Africa 0900-1300) 35522 at 1040 in E.Bristol; DW
via Wertachtal, Germany 21.780 (Eng to Africa
1100-1145) 34434 at 1100 by Gerald Guest in
Dudley; DW via Wertachtal 21.840 (Ger to Africa
0900?-1400?) 35522 at 1108 in E.Bristol; UAE
R.Dubai 21.595 (Ar, Eng to Eur) 42232 at 1401 in

Medium Wave Chart
Freq
kHz
526
531
531
531
531
540
540
549
549
549
549
558
567
567
576
.576
585
585
585
594
594
603
612
612
621
621
630
630
639
639
648
648
657
657
657
666
675
675
684
693
693
702
702
711
720
720
720
729
729
738
738
.747
747
747
756
756
765
774
783
783
.792
792
801
801
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Station

Country

Vatican R
Italy
Algeria
Ain Beida
Germany
Berg
RNE5 via 7
Spain
Beromunster
Switzerland
Waine-Cherijse(VRT) Belgium
Solt
Hungary
Les Trembles
Algeria
Sasnow
Belarus
Thurnau (01F)
Germany
Pristina
Yugoslavia
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Tullamore(RTE1) Eire
Bologna
Italy
Muhlacker(SOR) Germany
Barcelona(RNE5) Spain
Paris(FIP)
France
Madric(FINE1)
Spain
Dumfries(BBCScot) UK
Frankfurt(HR)
Germany
Oulda-1
Morocco
Lyon
France
Sarajevo
Bosnia
Athlone(RTE2)
Eire
Wayne (RTBFI)
Belgium
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Vigra
Norway
Tunis-Djedeida
Tunisia
PrahalLblicel
Czech
RNE1 via ?
Spain
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Orfordness(BBC) UK
Venezia
Italy
Madrid(RNE5)
Spain
WieeriffECWales) UK
(VtaliadfIcht)SM Germany
R10 FM
Holland
Ramallah
Israel
Sevilla(RNE1)
Spain
Zffiliandicrf (Mega R) Germany
Droitwich(B8C)
UK
TWR via Monte Carlo
Slovensko 1via 7 Slovakia
Rennes (R .Bleu) France
Langenberg
Germany ...
Lisnagarvey(B8C4) N.Ireland
Cryscal Palace B8C4 UK
Cork(RTE1)
Eire
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Paris
France
Barcelona(RNE1) Spain
Petric
Bulgaria
flevo(NOS-1)
Holland
Cadiz(13NE5)
Spain
Braunschweig(DLF) Germany
Bilbao(El)
Spain
Sonens
Switzerland
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Leipzig(MDR)
Germany
Barcelona (COPE) Spain
Limoges
France
Sevilla(SER)
Spain
Mtrchen-Waning Germany
RNE1 via 7
Spain

Power
(kW)
5
600/300
20
?
500
150/50
2000
600
1000
200
100
?
500
20
500
50
8
200
2
1000/400
100
300
100
100
80
10
100
600
1500

Listener
i•
C"
I'
D,I"
13'
C,D,E,G*,1',J
EL'
C',G•
I'
G',1",J
13'
G',1'
C,D,P,r,G•,(,..1"
Et*
C',I,J*
13,1"
C
C",0*,G*,1",J*
F•
B,G*,1,..1"
C*,D,G*
C*.D,G',1*
13*
C,D,E,G*,1,J*
C,1
I'
13',D,G'

7

10
500
20
20
2
150
120
100
500
?
150
Monaco

C",E*
C,D",E,G*,I,J
13'
C,G',1,J
C,G*,H,1",J
13'
13*
F
",G*,1,J
300

13'

7

300
200
10
0.75
10
4
500
500
400
10
800/200
5
500
?
100
50
300
20
300

C,D,P,G•,1",J*
FL'
I
C,E,G*,J
F•
D,6',J*
J•
Ei*,G*,1*„.1"
Li'
C,E,P.G',2
I'
13,G*,..1*
1%J'
Er,r,G*,1*
F',J*
13,1*
13,C*,G*,1*,..1"
I'
El*
C',G•,1*

Power
Freq Station
Country
kHz
(kW/
11t;
810 WeserjollBaot) UK
Yugoslavia
810 Skople(MacedonianR)
819 Barra
Egypt
450
819 Trieste
Italy
25
819 SSebastian(E1)
Spain
5
828 Sumen
Bulgaria
500
828 Heinencord(CI.Rock)
Holland
837 Nancy
France
200
846 Rome
Italy
1200
855 RNE1 via ?
Spain
864 Paris
France
300
873 Frankfurt(AFN)
Germany
150
873 Zaragoza(SER)
Spain
20
1
873 Enniskillen(R.UI) UK
100
882 Washicrt)tWales) UK
882 litograd(Montee) Yugoslavia
300
891 Algiers
Algeria
600/300
891 Hulsberg
Netherlands
20
900 Milan
Italy
600
900 COPE via ?
Spain
140
909 B'mans Pk(BBC5) UK
200
909 Mode Edge(88c5) UK
918 Domzale
Slovenia
600/100
927 Wolvertem
Belgium
300
936 Bremen
Germany
11)3
20
936 Venezia
Italy
?
936 RNE5 via ?
Spain
945 Toulouse
France
300
954 Brno(CRo2)
Czech Rep.
203
954 Madrid(CI)
Spain
20
972 Hamburg(NOR)
Germany
103
972 RNE1 via ?
Spain
?
981 Alger
Algeria
600/300
981 Trieste
Italy
10
990 Berlin
Germany
100
990 R.Bilbao1SER)
Spain
10
999 Madrid(COPE)
Spain
50
008 Flevo(NOS-5)
Holland
400
017 Rheinsender(SWF) Germany
600
017 RNE5 via 7
Spain
026 SER via ?
Spain
7
035 Milan
Italy
50
0411Dresden(MDR)
Germany
20
053 Talk Sport via ? UK
062 Kalundborg
Denmark
250
?
062 R.Uno via ?
Italy
071 Presov
Czech Rep.
40
071 Bilbao(El)
Spain
5
071 Talk Sport via ? UK
?
080 SER via ?
Spain
7
089 Talk Sport via ? UK
?
098 Nitra(Jarok)
Slovakia
1500
098 RNE5 via ?
Spain
t
101 Rome (RAI)
Italy
6
107 RNE5 via ?
Spain
?
107 Talk Sport via ? UK
?
116 Bologna
Italy
60
116 Pontevedra(SER) Spain
5
125 La Louviere
Belgium
20
125 Deanovec
Croatia
100
7
125 RNE5 via ?
Spain
1
125 Llandrindod Wells UK
134 Zadar(Croatian RI Croatia
600/1200
2
134 COPE via ?
Spain
143 Stuttgart(AFN)
Germany
10
143 Bolshakovo(Mayak) Russia
150
143 COPE via ?
Spain
2

UM»!
C*.D',F.G•,1,J•
1003
D'
13'
G',1'
13'
20
Err
DJ'
Li*,F*,G*,1•,J•
13',C,D,G',H,1*,J*
B",C*,E,G•,H„.1'
C',G',1-1'
D,F,G',I,J*
Et'
B",C*,G*,J*
0*
Er,C•,D,G•,1',J•
G"
F',G*,I,J
H
B",C",G*„.1"
13,D,G'.1,J
1*„.1"
B•
I'
13,C*,6,1,..1"
13'
C",G*,1",J•
CI'
G'
13,G*,1*
13'
G'',1",J*
G'
C',F -,G",1*„.l•
B",6",1",J

r
G•,r

13'
l',J•
6',H,I,J

B'
13'
C',G*,..1"
f',G*,J
D,G,1,..1•
G',H,I,J
Li',D,G',J•

r

13'

G',I,J
Et'
G,..1"
I'
(3•„.1'
G•
I
B,D,G•„.1'
1",,J*
G'
13'
1",J*

Ebbw Vale; BBC via Ascension Is 21.470 (Eng to
S.Africa 1300-1900) 22222 at 1520 in Truro.
Since the introduction of the winter schedules
the following broadcasters have been noted in the
18MHz (15m) band: R.Norway Int. Oslo 18.950
(Norvv to ?), rated 45434 at 0935 in Stalbridge;
R.Sweden, Stockholm 18.960 (Sw? to N.America
1130-1200?, Eng to N.America 1230-1300, 13301400, 1430-1500) 55555 at 1335 in Herstmonceux
& 44444 at 1430 in Truro; Family R, WYFR via
Okeechobee FL, USA 18.980 (Eng to Eur, Africa
1600-1945) 54444 at 1630 in Morden; Christian
Science Herald via WSHB Cypress Creek 18.910
(Eng to E/C.Africa ?-1957) 33222 at 1920 in Rugby.
In the 17MHz 116ml band R.Australia's early
morning broadcast to Pacific & Western
N.America via Shepparton? on 17.580 (Eng 00000800) was rated 33332 at 0733 in Oxted. Their
transmission to SE.Asia via Shepparton on
17.750 (Eng 0030-0400, 0530-0800, 0830-0900,
0930-1100) was noted as 21132 at 0750 in Seaton
& 33343 at 1010 in Rugby.
After mid-day R.Ukraine Int, Kiev 17.760 (Eng
to Eur 1200-1300) was logged as 43333 at 1210 in
Morden; R.Nederlands via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles
17.605 (Eng to C/VV.Africa 1830-2025) as 43334 at
1830 in Stalbridge; BBC via Ascension Is 17.830
(Eng to W.Africa 0700-2100) as 32222 at 1840 in
Ebbw Vale.
During some mornings R.New Zealand has
been reaching the UK in the 15MHz (19m) band.
Their early morning broadcast to Pacific areas on

Freq
kHz
1152
1152
1170
1179
1179
11
11
1197
1197
1206
1215
1215
1224
1224
1233
1233
1242
1242
1251
1260
1269
1278
1278
1287
1296
12%
1305
1314
1314
1323
1332
1341
1359
1368
1368
1377
1386
1395
1395
1404
1422
1440
1440
1449
1449
1458
1467
1476
1494
1503
1512
1521
1530
1539
1539
1548
1557
1566
1575
1575
1584
1602
1602
1611

Station

Country

Cluj
Rouir
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Bali Kriz
Slovenia
SER via ?
Spain
Solvesborg
Sweden
Kuume
Belgium
Marcali(V0A/RFE) Hungary
Munich(V0A)
Germany
Virgin via ?
UK
Bordeaux
France
Filake
Albania
Virgin via ?
UK
Vidin
Bulgaria
COPE via ?
Spain
Nitra
Slovakia
Virgin via 7
UK
Marseille
France
Virgin via ?
UK
Huisberg
Netherlands
SER via ?
Spain
Neumunster(OLE) Germany
Dublin/CorldRTE2) Erre
Strasbourg
France
Lerida(SER)
Spain
Valencia(COPE)
Spain
Orlordness(BBC) UK
RNE5 via ?
Spain
R.Due via ?
Italy
Kvitsoy
Norway
W'brunn (VOR)
Germany
Rome
Italy
Lisnagarvey(BBC) N.Ireland
Madrid(RNE-FS) Spain
Foxdale(Manx R) Is of Man
Venice
Italy
Lille
France
Bolshakovo
Russia
fllake
Albania
Topic (Biz Nieuws) Netherlands
Brest
France
Heusweiler(015) Germany
Mamach(RTL)
Luxembourg
Dammam
Saudi Arabia
RAI via ?
Italy
Redmoss(BBC)
UK
Fllake
Albania
Monte Carlo(TWRIMonaco
Wien-Bisamberg Austria
Clermont-Ferrand France
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Wolvertem
Belgium
Kosice(Cizatice) Slovakia
Vatican R
Italy
Mainflingen(ERF) Germany
SER via ?
Spain
Maiac
Moldova
Nice
France
Bandar Abbas
Iran
Genova
Italy
SER via ?
Spain
SER via ?
Spain
SER via ?
Spain
Vitoria(El)
Spain
Vatican R
Italy

Power
1kWI
10
300

Listener
'
13 1
C•,G

600
5
500
300
100
5130
500
413

7

150
10
600
10
300
10
10
500

7
7

1200
800/150
300
100
600
20
20
300
1200
500
120/40
20
1200/600
1200
1600
2
500
1000/400
600
20
7

300

600
150/450
350(7031
500
300
100
50
5
2
7

10
15

D',G',H,J•
I'
B",D,H,J'
13',D,H,..1
G'.I,J
13*.C',D,G',H•
Er
13',P,G*,H,I,J
Li',C*
G•,1'
C*
G',I,J
G',I
D',G•

C',D,P,I,J•
13'
C',J•
G•„1*
B",1
B.
C',0',G*.1*,J•
PC,F,G*.J
13',G•
C',D,G•,IJ
„I'
D,J•
Fr
13',D,G'
Er C•
E• '

13',G•,H,J
Er,G•,H IJ
C'
Et'
C• G•
13',F•

j•

13',J*
13,G*,..1"
Li",13',G*,1•,J
G'
Er
B'
C'
G',1"
I'
G',1'
.1'
Erfe,G",1",J

Noter Entries marked •were logged during darkness All other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk
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15.340 (Eng 0500-0700) was rated 44433 at 0650 in
Herstmonceux. Later, their broadcast to NZ
peacekeepers in Bougainville, the Solomon Is and
E.Timor on 15.175 (Eng 1100-1300) was rated 22222
at 1112 in Truro & 35433 at 1115 in E.Bristol.
R.Australia has been received in the UK on the
following frequencies from Shepparton: 15.240 (Eng
to Asia 0000-0900), rated 34333 at 0741 in Oxted, 43323
at 0740 in Seaton & 44334 at 0850 in Stalbridge;
15.415 (Eng to E/SE.Asia 0600-0900), rated 44333 at
0600 in Morpeth, 44433 at 0725 in Herstmonceux &
34333 at 0741 in Oxted.
Also mentioned in the reports were the BBC via
Skelton, UK 15.485 (Eng to W/SW.Eur 0700-1600/
54444 at 1145 in Morden & 34333 at 1451 in Oxted;
R.Ext.Espana via Noblejas, Spain 15.585 (Sp to Eur
0900-1700?) 55555 at 1146 in Rugby; WWCR
Nashville, USA 15.825 (Eng to N.America, Eur
1000?-2200) 55445 at 1340 in Stalbridge & 35444 at
1502 in Northampton; WEWN Vandiver, USA 15.745
(Eng to Eur 1000-1700) 42343 at 1557 in Ebbw Vale;
Voice of Greece, Athens 15.630 (Gr to M.East, Eur
1200-1850) 45444 at 1602 in Storrington & 44434 at
1609 in Ebbw Vale.
The occupants of the 13MHz (22m) band now
include the BBC via Cyprus 13.660 (Ar to M.East),
rated 34333 at 1112 in Oxted; Vatican R, Italy 13.765
(Eng to Africa 1730-1800) 44444 at 1735 in Morden;
All India R. (AIR) via Bangalore 13.620 (Ar to M.East
1730-1945) 45434 at 1810 in Ebbw Vale; R.Nederlands
via Flevo 13.700 (Eng to Africa 1830-2025) 43333 at
1830 in Stalbridge; R.Canada Int via Sackville 13.650
(Fr, Eng to Eur, Africa 2000-2159) 32232 at 2100 in
Dudley; VOA via Botswana? 13.710 (Eng to Africa
2000?-2200?) 35443 at 2035 in Storrington;
R.Australia via Darwin 13.620 (Eng to SE.Asia 22000000) 45544 at 2205 in Herstmonceux & 44444 at 2230
by Bill Griffith in W.London.
R.Australia has also been reaching the UK in the
11MHz (25m) band. During the afternoon their
transmission to Asia from Shepparton on 11.660
(Eng 1330-1700) was rated 44444 at 1340 in Morpeth,
44334 at 1400 in Stalbridge & 34322 at 1428 in
E.Bristol.
Other broadcasters taking advantage of the
propagation conditions in this band during the day
include BSKSA Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 11.935 (Ar to
M.East 0900-1200), rated 24333 at 1004 in Oxted; BBC
via Woofferton, UK 12.095 (Eng to Eur 0500-1900)
44444 at 1035 in Oxted; R.Kuwait via Kabd 11.990
(Eng to Eur, N.America 1800-2100) 55444 at 1800 in
Ebbw Vale & 45544 at 1830 in Herstmonceux;
R.Nederlands via Madagascar 11.655 (Eng to Africa
1730-2025) 54434 at 1820 in Stalbridge, 33323 at 1920
in Truro & 32222 at 2014 in Rugby; All India R. (AIR)
via Bangalore 11.620 (Eng to Africa 1745-1945)
42232 at 1900 in Seaton; Israel R, Jerusalem 11.605
(Eng to Eur, N.America 2000-2025) 44444 at 2000 in
Dudley; VOIRI Tehran, Iran 11.695 (Eng to S.Africa
1930-2030) 44444 at 2012 in Rugby; VOA via
Ascension Is? 11.855 (Eng to W.Africa 2000-2030)
SIO 444 at 2014 by Francis Hearne in N.Bristol;
VVWCR Nashville, USA 12.160 (Eng to N.America,
Eur 1200-0000) 34444 at 2125 in Herstmonceux &
44333 at 2225 in Morden; Voz Cristiana, Santiago,
Chile 11.745 (Port to S.America 2100?-0400?) 54554
at 2300 in W.London.
Good reception from many areas has been evident
in the 9MHz (31m) band. R.Australia's broadcasts
have been received in the UK on two frequencies
from Shepparton: 9.475 (Eng to Asia 1330-1858),
rated 34333 at 1420 in Truro; 9.500 (Eng to Asia
1900-2130), noted as 54444 at 1900 in Stalbridge &
33343 at 1927 in Storrington.
Also mentioned in the reports were DW via
Antigua 9.690 (Ger to Oceania 0600?-1000?), rated
44434 at 0703 in Oxted; VVTJC Newport NC, USA
9.370 (Eng to N.America 24hrs) 54444 at 0905 in
Stalbridge; R.Nederlands via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles
9.790 (Eng to Asia, Far East, Pacific 0930-1130) 35533
at 0937 near Coverack; R.Nederlands via Wertachtal,
Germany 9.860 (Eng to Eur 1130-1300) 55555 in
Herstmonceux; R.Mediterranee Int [Medi-1], Morocco
9.575 (Ar, Fr to N.Africa, S.Eur 0500-0400) 43444 at
1459 in Oxted; All India R. (AIR) via Bangalore 9.950
(Eng to Eur 1745-1945) 44544 at 1813 in Ebbw Vale;
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R.Thailand, Udon Thani 9.535 (Eng to Eur 1900-2000)
44444 at 1930 in Morden; Israel R, Jerusalem 9.435
(Eng to Eur, N.America 2000-2025) 44444 at 2002 in
Rugby; VOA via Woofferton, UK 9.760 (Eng to E.Eur,
M.East 2100-2200) 35544 in Herstmonceux; R.Canada
Int via Sackville 9.770 (Fr, Eng to W.Eur. Africa 20002200) 44334 at 2100 in Dudley; R.Cairo, Egypt 9.990
(Eng to Eur 2115-2245) 44344 at 2130 by Clare
Pinder in Appleby; R.Nederlands via Bonaire,
Ned.Antilles 9.845 (Eng to N.America 2330-0525)
33333 at 2330 in Truro; WBCQ Monticello, Maine USA
9.335 (Eng to N.America 2200-0500) 33333 at 0245 in
Morpeth.
The 7MHz (41m) band is used by some
broadcasters to reach listeners in Europe. They
include All India R. (AIR) via Bangalore 7.410 (Hind,
Eng 1745-2230), rated 44334 at 1902 in Rugby;
Sudwestfunk via Rohrdorf 7.265 (Ger 24hrs) 44444 at
0759 in Oxted, 35444 at 1355 in Northampton & 54434
at 2028 in Ebbw Vale; R.Slovakia Int. 7.345 (Eng 19302000) 54444 at 1949 in Rugby; R.Budapest, Hungary
7.135 (Eng 2000-2030) 44444 at 2000 in Morden;
R.Canada Int via Skelton, UK 7.235 (Fr, Eng 20002200) 44344 at 2015 in Ebbw Vale & 53443 at 2105 in
Herstmonceux; Voice of Greece, Athens 9.475 (Gr ?2057?) 44333 at 2040 in Truro; Voice of Russia 7.340
(Eng 2100-2200) 43444 at 2100 in Truro & 54444 at
2110 in Stalbridge; World Harvest Radio (WHRI) via
Maine, USA 7.580 (Eng 0500-1000, also to M.East)
44343 at 0105 in Morpeth.
The 6MHz (49m) band carries many broadcasts
for listeners in Europe. Those noted in the reports
came from Deutschland R, Berlin 6.005 (Ger 24hrs),
rated 44344 at 0705 in Oxted & 44423 at 1645 in
Seaton; Bayerischer Rundfunk, Germany 6.085 (Ger
24hrs) 54444 at 0751 in Oxted & 45544 at 2150 in
Northampton; R.Nederlands via Julich, Germany
6.045 (Eng 1130-1330) 55555 at 1152 in Rugby;
R.Slovakia Int. 6.055 (Eng 1930-2000) 33444 at 1948
in Rugby; R.Canada Int via UK? 5.995 (Fr, Eng 20002200) 44444 at 2000 in Appleby, SIO 444 at 2024 in
N.Bristol & 44334 at 2100 in Dudley; R.Canada Int via
Horby, Sweden 5.850 (Eng 2100-2200) 54444 at 2110
in Herstmonceux; R.Prague, Cz.Rep 5.930 (Eng 21002127) 43334 at 2125 in Stalbridge; R.Ukraine Int, Kiev
5.905 (Eng 2200-2300) 44444 at 2215 in Morden;
R.Yugoslavia, Belgrade 6.100 (Eng 2200-2230) 44444
at 2215 by Ian Pakeman in Folkestone.
Whilst beaming to other areas VOA via Morocco?
6.040 (Eng to N.Africa, M.East 1700-1900) rated
44534 at 1820 in E.Bristol; BBC via Antigua, W.Indies
5.975 (Eng to C/N.America 2200-0500) was 44444 at
0040 in Morpeth.
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The SINPO code is used for
broadcast station reports, here
is an explanation of the code.
Signal Strength
5
excellent
4
good
3
fair
2
poor
1
barely audible
Interference
5
nil
4
slight
3
moderate
2
severe
1
extreme
Noise
5
4
3
2
1

nil
slight
moderate
severe
extreme

Propagationn
iDisturbance
4
3
2
1

slight
moderate
severe
extreme

Overall Merit
5
excellent
4
good
3
2
fair
poor
1
unusable

List of Equipment Used
liA&S for Sflovember, In»comber 2002; 'January 2003.
S,
s.
5#*

S.
Se
Se
Se
Se

St'
•
S.

St'
St'
St
St'

S#
#
#

Vera Brindley, Woodhal I
Spa: Roberts R867 or Sangean ATS803A +r.w.
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel. Co.Down: JRC NRD-525 +Timewave DS9+ filter +Datong AD370 active antenna.
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge: Realistic DX-400 +rod oír.w. in loft.
Jim Edwards, Wigan: JRC NRD-535 or Drake R8E +60m N/S wire attached to guttering on ablock of flats.
Ian Evans, Ebbw Vale Sangean ATS-818 or Eddystone 888A +RF Systems EMF in loft.
Stan Evans, Herstmonceux: Kenwood R-2000 +Balan +11m wire in loft.
Geraint Gill, while near Venice, N.Italy: Grundig Yacht Boy 400.
Bill Griffith, W.London: JRC NRD-535 +25m wire.
Bill Griffith. while in Tarragona. Spain: Sony ICF-SW55 +15m wire.
Gerald Guest, Dudley: Roberts RC818 +r.w.
David Hall, Morpeth: AOR AR7030 or Ten-Tec RX350 +Global AT-2000 +13m wire.
Francis Heame, N.Bristol: Sharp WGT370 +r.w.
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol: Battery powered Roberts 0076 or Bush TR130 +built-in antennas or AKD HF-3 +4m wire.
Simon Hockenhull, while near Coverack, S.Comwall: Battery powered Roberts R617 +built-in antennas.
Robert Hughes, Liverpool AOR AR7030 +15m indoor wire or Drake ROE +RF Systems MTA on roof.
Sheila Hughes, Morden: Sony ICF-7600D5 +home-built loop or Panasonic OMB+ 16m inverted L.
Rhoderick Illman, Oxted: Kenwood R
5000+ r.w. or AN-1. Sony ICF-7600DS,
Dick Male. Yeovil: Not stated.
Eddie McKeown, Newry: Grundig Yacht Boy 400 or Sangean ATS-818.
Bob Norman, Chard Kenwood R-5000 +r.w. in loft.
Bob Norman, while in Taunton: Grundig Yacht Boy 400 +r.w.
Ian Pakeman, Folkestone: Sangean ATS-818 +7m wire.
Fred Pallant, Storrington: Trio R-2000 +Howes CTU8 ate. +r.w.
Clair Pinder, Appleby: JRC NRD-525 +a.t.u. +r.w.
Peter Pollard, Rugby: Sony ICF-2001D +r.w.
Peter Pollard, while in Saalbach &Gossau, Austria: Sony ICF-2001D.
Vic Prier, Seaton, Devon: Fairhaven RD500VX +Datong AD270 active dipole with helical elements erected eastAvest inside indoor
balcony.
Harry Richards, Barton-upon-Harsher: Grundig Satellit 700 +AD270 or r.w. or Grundig Yacht Boy 400 or Matsii IAR4099.
David Stevenson, Swansea: Steepletone MBR-7 or Matsui portable.
Ernie Strong. Ramsey. Cumbo: AKD HF3 or Yaesu FRG-8800 +at u. +30m wire.
Thomas Williams. Truro: Grundig Yacht Boy 400 or Gundig Yacht Boy 206 of Sharp 5454 +r
w
Fred Wilmshurst Northampton: Icom IC-R70 +Global AT-1000 +r.w, in loft.
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AR8200 Mark3
RECEIVER
EVOLUTION PRODUCES THE VERY BEST
Evolution had led to the NEW AR8200
MK3 and provides excellent full coverage
all mode receive including USB, LSB, AM,
NFM, WFM with multiple IF bandwidths.
Frequency coverage is 530kHz -3GHz
with minimum acceptable input of 100kHz.

AR8600 Mark2
RECEIVER
TRANSPORTABLE RADIO -GO ANYWHERE
The AR8600 MK2 is an amazingly
versatile receiver which can be used
mobile, base or trans-portable.., powered
from an external 12V d.c. power supply,
12V vehicle or from an optional internally
fitted NiCad battery pack.

Supplied with NiMH rechargeable batteries,
charger, car lead, whip aerial, MW aerial
and comprehensive illustrated operating
manual.

AOR DIRECT AERIALS
Items in this column are available
directly from AOR UK LTD, please
place your order using any of the
following methods:
•SSL credit card order facility from our web site
https://aoruk-com.secureserve.co.uk/c_card.htm
•Phone, fax or post your credit card details
•Post acheque or postal order (payable to AOR UK LTD)
Items are usually available from stock for immediate
despatch, however please allow up to 28 days for delivery
dependant upon demand, all delays greater than one week
will be notified. Prices include VAT e17.5%. E&OE.
The LA350 is acompact
active loop aerial
specifically designed to
provide good reception
when away from the main
monitoring location or

The upper frequency range has been
extended to 3000MHz (3.0GHz), lower
band sensitivity has been increased (now
officially covering to 100kHz) with an
enhancement to short wave
performance by the addition of further
bandpass filters and revision to IF filters.
Generating enthusiastic reports by the day,
just ask any owner. £719.00 inc VAT.

when large external aerials
are not practical. SEE THE
DETAILED REVIEW IN
THE NOVEMBER 2002
SWM.
Compact, but achieving
high performance,
featuring an internal high-gain amplifier (13.5dB)
aryl excellent overall strong signal handling (high
IP +30dBm).
Very compact being constructed of metal loops
and providing a quality finish, still the LA350
remains only half the diameter of other well
known loop aerials.
Supplied with two loops, 3.0 -9.0 & 9.0 -30MHz
£199.00 carriage £5.00
•3501. Optional element 0.2 -0.54 MHz for LA350, £49.00

AR5000+3 awarded four stars by both the authoritaW
Passport To World Band Radio and World Radio &TV Handbook

****

•350M Optional element 0.54 -1.6 MHz for LA350, £19.00
Carriage on optional elements (2.50 if ordered separately
DA3000 16 element discone aerial. Usable
coverage is 25 MHz to 2,000 MHz (2GHz).
Supplied with 15m of coaxial cable and
terminated in a BNC plug. £69.00 carriage £5.00
SA7000 Twin element 'passive' ultra wide band
receive aerial 30 kHz to 2,000 MHz (2 GHz).
Supplied with 15m of coaxial cable and
terminated in a BNC plug. £99.00 carriage £5.00

AR5000

The MK3 changes are in the following
areas:
1. As the RF components have been
changed, there is a positive performance
advantage with sensitivity and strong signal
handling increasing on some frequencies.
2. The frequency coverage has been
extended to 3GHz.
3. The AR8200 MK3 is supplied with
1500mAhr NiMH batteries (in place of
NiCads) for extended operation.
4. The LCD illumination may be switched to
AUTO so that the illumination will
automatically switch-on (for just afew
seconds) when the squelch opens, ideal for
noting the active frequencies at night time.
Many options are available including SLOT
CARDS for CTCSS, analogue voice
inverting, external memory, recording /
playback, tone eliminator,
computer interface lead,
reaction tune lead, soft
case, free PC software from
the AOR web site.

£439.00 inc VAT.
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The WL500 is a new product,

High performance, top quality build and
true wide coverage all mode receive.
The "+3" version offers even more with
synchronous AM, AFC and Noise Blanker.
Popular with government agencies
throughout the world. AR5000c
Frequency coherent version for
commercial applications, special order.
Commercial & government operators
have selected the AR5000, AR5000+3 and
AR5000c in great numbers over recent
years resulting in the model being
recognised within their organisations in
the same manner as many household
brand names & products. For
counterintelligence surveillance, the
AR5000 (often partnered with the
SDU5500) forms the cornerstone of
modern day monitoring. System training
often revolves around the AR5000 which
leads to even wider implementation
across departments. Transform your
hobby to a commercial grade listening
post with the AR5000, the professional
choice.
10kHz -2600 MHz all mode receive with
no gaps, tuning steps from 1Hz, built in
TCXO.
AR5000 £1599.00 inc VAT.

Full details may be
viewed on the
AOR web site
www.aoruk.com

the

name is derived from its application
of short wave Window Loop.
Following on from the success of the LA350
loop aerial (see above), the WL500 provides a
solution to those operators who need a
good compact aerial for travelling around.
The loop is constructed of flexible cable braced
by acentre pole which splits in to two sections
so that it can be easily stored away. When
setup, the loop forms a diamond shape with an
approximate diameter of 60cm. The loop
covers 3.5 to 30MHz with a range switch
mounted at the termination point of the loop
(switching at 10MHz). A length of screened
cable is supplied which is terminated in PHONO
plugs to connect the loop to the control box.
The control unit provides preselection and
amplification terminated in a BNC socket for
connection to the receiver. Excellent strong
signal characteristics,are achieved, typically
16dB gain with an IP of +14.5dBm. The control
unit can be powered from an internal 9V PP3
battery (current consumption is around 16mA),
alternatively external 12V DC may be used (PSU
spplied). While the WL500 will operate below
3.5MHz, performance on the lower bands can
be enhanced by the addition of the optional
500LM bar element. The bar has a selector
switch for LW or MW operation and connects to
the control box in place of the short wave loop.

WL500 £149.00 carriage £5.00.
500LM £49.00 carriage £2.50 extra if
ordered separately.

AOR (UK) LTD

4E East Mill, Bridgefoot,
Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2UA England

ACDR

Tel: 01773 880788
info@aoruk.com

Fax .01773 880780
www.aoruk.com
E&OE
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Bandscan Europe

I

t's not often Ican report on the re-launch of an external
short wave service. However, Belgrade-based Radio
Yugoslavia has done just that with their recent resumption
of broadcasts to overseas listeners. Having no suitable
facilities of its own, Serbia has signed adeal whereby
programmes are radiated from neighbouring Bosnia's short
wave transmitter site at Bijeljina.

Radio Yugoslavia's broadcasts
to Europe:
UTC
0100-0130
0200-0230
1930-2000
2200-2230

MHz
7.115 (not Sunday)
7.130
6.100
6.100

Radio Yugoslavia continues to broadcast news on-demand
over the Internet. Click on
www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/swm/bandscan for alink to this
and other sites of relevance to this month's piece.

Now On Air
Talking of launches -but on asmaller scale -our very own
Reading 107fm took to the air October 22nd. Despite running
only 100W, the station enjoys aconsiderable coverage area
thanks to the high elevation antenna site, just west of the
town.
The transmitter has already been stolen once, afew
weeks ahead of the on-air date. Another attempt was made to
steal the replacement just hours before launch. No doubt the
liberated equipment will be gracing the airwaves of some
inner city before long.

RSL For Reading
The Independent Television Commission (ITC) has invited
applications for alocal television Restricted Service Licence
(RSL) for Reading. The service will broadcast on channel 62
and should be received by up to 100,000 viewers.
TV RSLs are generally awarded for aterm of four years,
but are subject to the continuing availability of the channel.
Applications must be lodged with the ITC mid-January with
the award expected by the end of March.

Liberty To Close
In London, Liberty 963/972kHz is to close down in July. The
licence for the Greater London area was readvertised and
Liberty lost out to Club Asia, who made acompelling case for
the provision of aformat designed to appeal to the young
Asian population who it demonstrated were currently an
under-served group in the capital. The station already
broadcasts over Sky -channel 895. Get your Liberty QSLs and
car stickers while you can.

New Package
Up at the BBC, things are moving apace on anumber of
fronts. Freeview, the new free-to-air digital terrestrial TV
package, was launched on October 30th and is being heavily
trailed on BBC1 with assistance from the fabulous rubber facemask promo.
There are around 22 TV and eight radio channels on offer.
The line-up includes BBC7 -aspeech-based radio channel
embracing comedy, drama and akid's zone. BBC7 was set to
launch December 15.
BBC Choice is to disappear with BBC Three being slated
for launch early in the year. The channel is targeting 25 to 34
year olds with amix of entertainment, news, current affairs
and education. Around 80% of airtime will be devoted to
programmes especially commissioned for the channel and
almost all programming will originate in the UK.
So it looks as if digital broadcasting may finally gain the
upper hand with UK audiences. Digital cable and satellite are
well established with DAB radio and digital terrestrial TV
about to enter the main-stream arena.
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Digital Introduction
Our next leap of faith is earmarked for the looming
introduction of digital long, medium and short wave
transmissions. Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) are the
consortium that devised the transmission standard and are
largely responsible for its promotion to consumers, who may
well be suffering from digital fatigue. For an in-depth look at
DRM just refer to the excellent article in the July 2002 issue of
SWM.
Test transmissions have been extremely encouraging and
now, if you want to join in with the experiment, you can. The
hardware you require includes agood communications
receiver with access its the intermediate frequency (i.f.) chain,
and acomputer with sound card. You'll also need an adapter
which converts the receiver's if, to 12kHz, afrequency within
the capabilities of the sound card.
Finally, you want appropriate decoding software available from DRM at acost of around £40. Now, call me a
cheapskate, but if Iwere pioneering anew
transmission system and seeking out
committed volunteers to dig inside their radios
and give up their time to take part and report on
tests, Iwould be giving the software away.
Perhaps there are other issues at work here. Go
to the DRM web site if you want to register.

Reading
I0 1
2rn

Prototype Receiver
At the recent International Broadcasting Convention in
Amsterdam, DRM unveiled aprototype receiver and
announced their intention to produce amass-market receiver
some time in 2004.
Incidentally, one consequence of entering the digital age,
is that we'll soon become atapeless society, too. The humble
compact cassette, still with us after over 30 years, is set to be
replaced either by MiniDisc, or, more likely, rewritable CDs. As
for VCRs, these can be had for under £50 as DVD recorders
wait in the wings for their day to come. In under five years it
will be almost impossible to buy video recorders and that the
silver disc will reign supreme.

National Anthem
Many European radio stations -including our very own Radio
4-broadcast anational anthem each day at sign on (or sign
off) and this is auseful clue as to where an unidentified station
may be based. Trouble is, most anthems are as bland as one
another and not necessarily easy to distinguish.
thenationalanthems.net allows you to call up almost
every national anthem on the planet by continent and country
to compare with your mystery station. If you want stirring
stuff, click on select the Russian anthem, pour yourself a
vodka and enjoy.

Happy Xmas
Talking of next year, you'll
probably be reading this
around Christmas time. Let
me take this opportunity of
wishing you ahealthy, happy
and peaceful year ahead.

Online Listening
The future of online listening looks alittle more secure following anew European ruling on
royalty fees for webcasters. At present, stations that also broadcast over the web have to pay a
separate copyright fee, acost that has forced anumber of web broadcasts to cease.
Now, instead of merely licensing music for broadcast in their own country, music rights'
societies will be able to licence for distribution across the EU at competitive rates. This will
enable radio and TV broadcasters to shop around for the best rates in Europe. Good.
Elsewhere, there's aspat between the UK public broadcasters and Sky over the cost of
carriage on the satellite. The BBC, ITV and Channel 4are obliged to make themselves available
on all platforms and want acheaper, at-cost deal. Sky disagrees and will refuse to give them
special treatment.
How times change. It was only ayear ago that Sky was allegedly begging ITV to come on
board as a'clincher' to encourage wavering subscribers. ITV held out, as it's inclusion on Sky
would sound the death knell for iTV digital. Yep! ITV finally agreed following poor viewing figures
demonstrated that audiences were buying into Sky anyway.
The UK's new Communications Bill looks set to back Sky's case. The BBC's Greg Dyke has
threatened to pull the channels off as the Corporation is concerned at the possibility of
substantial price-hikes next year.
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ROTATOR

MLP32 Log
r
e
rodic
*

any UHF/VHF beams.

:100-1300MHz Tx & Ru

£49.9 a
m

+£6.00

P&P

* Conn: N-type

BRACKETS

* Freq: 50-1300MHz Tx & Rn

£169.95

* Conn: N-type
The unlitntate receiving antenna -a
must for the dedicated listener

required 2"S" Points
greater signal that other
baluns. Matches any long
wire to 500 improved

the seidard super scan stick.
(For the expert who wants that

`110à

£7.00
£24.95

SINGLE 11/2"
SET OF FOUR 11/2"
SINGLE 2"

£10.00
£34.95
£15.00

SET OF FOUR 2"

£49.95

Tmektitmemg
SeIAN/NG
DIRECTO Y

ill4 V

coax with BNC plug * Black
finnish Suitable for any BNC £13

6mm standard

£0.35 per mtr

RG213

9mm mil spec

£0.85 per mtr

RG58

6mm mil spec

£0.60 per mtr

RH200

9mm mil spec

£1.10 per mtr

RF mini 8

7mm mil spec

£0.85 per mtr

(Phone for 100 mtr discount phce)

hand-held antennas!
(
ADAP1ER
SFORO
THE
RF
TITI
NGS AVAILABLE)

, TRI
SCAN III

Fr.q. Range 25201108114z Length

7219mm
Desk Top Antenna for
inceor use with triple
vertical loaded coils. The

Duck Antennas

Increase the performance of tyour hand-held,
without an external antenna.

o,

Complete with

nique ground

pia'pepomplete

with
5mts of low loss coax
and BNC plug.
((deal for Desk Top Use).

£39.95
SWP 2000
MHz. Length 515mm. Multiband good stivif
for its small size. Fitted with two suction cups for
ease of fining to any smooth surface (i.e. inside
of car window) comes with 5 metres of mini
coax and BNC connector. (Good for the car user
who doesn't want an external antenna).

£29.95

planes are specially designed to give maximum receiving

performance within the discone design. The Super Discone gives up
to 3Db Gain over astandard conventional discone. Comes complete
with mounting hardware andbrackets. (Ideal for the Experienced

£39.95

Enthusiast).

IIF DISCONE
Freq. Range 0.05-2000MHz Length 1840mm
A

Internal or External use (A Tri-Plane Antenna). Same as the Super
Discone but with enhanced HF capabilities, comes complete with

mine and

mounting hardware and brackets.
(Ideal A
s, the Short Wee H.F. Listener).

asy to install
must for the

This Antenna is deigned
for
weather
external
satellite
use tosigpals.
receive

£24.95 (ideal for lcorn IC-R2)

SUPER DISCONE
.- Freq. Range 25-200081Hz Length 1380mm
,-- Internal or External use (A Tri -Plane Antenna). The angle of the ground

£49.95

th -pod legs are helically
wqlnd so as to give it its

£19.95

MRW-210 37cm long SMA

not included) 14 db Gain.
Complete with lead and BNC

WEA
SATE
ANT
TURNSTILE 13
Freq. 137.5 MHz
Length 1000mm

BNC

£19.95

Wideband 25-180M1117
SuperGainer Rubber

(Preamplifier) Freq Range 252000 Mhz 9-15v input (Battery

connectors.

each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each

RG58

MRP-2000

5

£0.75
£0.75
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.50
£2.50
£1.50
£2.00
£3.00

MRW-100 40cm long BNC
MRW-250 14-41cm long telescopic

8eidd
!on ii

clip
mount
* BNC socket
* 2.5mtrs mini

£24.95

P1259/9
PL259/6
PL259/7 for mini 8
BNC (Screw Type)
BNC (Solder Type)
NTYPE for RG58
NTYPE for 80213
S0239 to BNC
PL259 to BNC
N'TYPE to S0239

£39.95

EXWM-1 Window

£19.95

CONNECTORS

SINGLE 11/4"
SET OF FOUR 11/4"

1119.50
`datiarrà

25-2.1 GHZ
Length
225 mm

NEW L
OW PRICE

£39.95

Hi-Spec coax cambie

extra sensitivity).

£49.95

Freq. Range

required. Super Duper Short Wave
Antenna.

reception.

5' SWAGED POLES

maximum sensitivity to even
, the weakest of signals plus
there is an extra 3db gain over

X1 11IF Vertical

MTS42
MOBILE
MICRO
MAG

feeder,insulated guy rope,dog
bone & choke balun. All Mods No A.T.U.

capacitor loaded coils inside
the vertical element to give

%In

£29.95

S0239

metres of military
spec RG58 coax
cable

Heavy Duty All (1.2mm wall)

amono band antenna. It has 8

the weakest of signals. (Ideal for
the New Beginner ared.ig .

* Conn:

£29.95

external use. It will receive all
frequencies. at all levels unlike

give maximum sensitivity to even

Loaded
2.05mtrs

36" T&K (pair)

Length 1500mm.
This is designed for

amono band antenna.
It has 4capacitor loaded coils
inside the vertical element to

*Type:
* Height:

£6.00
£9.00
£11.95
£17.95
19.95

Freq. Range: 0-2000 MHz.

Freq. Range
0-2000MHz
Length 1000mm.
It will receive all
frequencies at all levels unlike

Experienced
Listener alike).

6" Stand off
9" Stand off
12" T&K (pair)
18" T&K (pair)
24" T&K (pair)

SUPER SCAN
STICK 11

SUPER SCAN
STICK

1.0-50MHz

flexweave antenna wire,10

INSULATOR For use on with receiver 040MHz. All mode no ATU

MLP62 Log
Periodic

* Freq.:

Freq 0.05Mhz-40Mhz Adjustable comes
with 25 metres of H/Grade

25 METRES OF ENAMELLED WIRE
INCLUDES 10M PATCH LEAD á

£99.95

* Length: 1.40mtr

MWA RE Wire
Antenna Mk11

MD37 SKY WIRE
(LONG WIRE
BALI' KIT)

Suitable for MLP Log Periodic or

* Gain: 11-13dB

* Gain: 10-12dB
* Length: 3.00mtr

www.scannerantennas.com

who

mounting hardware.

£49.95

ROVILL DISCONE 2000

(Stainless Steel) Freq. Range Receive 25-2000MHz
Transmit 50-52MHz 144-146MHz 430-440MHz 900986MHz 1240-1325MHz Length 1540mm ConnectorNTYPE Te ultimate Discone Design. 4.5DB GAIN OVER
STANDARD DISCONE! Highly sensitive, with an amazing range of
transmitting frequences, comes complete with mounting hardware &

SWI' 111"30
Freq. Range 0.05-30MHzr
Length 770mm
Although small, surprisingly sensii e
for the H.F. user. Fitted with two se tion
cups for ease of fitting to any sme th
surface (i.e. inside of car windol .,
comes with 5metres of mini coa4 nd
BNC connector. (Good for the cari er
who doesn't want an external
antenna).

£39.95

brackets (The Best There is).

£49.95

;, G. SCAN II
1! Freq. Range 25-2000

MHz.Length 620 mm.
Magnetic mount Mobile Scanner Antenna. 2vertical loaded coils
for good sensitivity complete with magnetic mount and 4mts of
I coax, terminated with BNC plug. (Good for when you are driving

£24.95

fl>t eabout).

ADD £6 P&P
PER ORDER

CID Li =1 121

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD, WOBURN
SANDS, BUCKS MK17 8UR.
TEL: (01908) 281705. FAX: (01908) 281706
16
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Roberts
Kevin Nice has had
the new multi-event
dual speed cassette
employed in his
radio room since last
month. Here is what
he thinks.

W

Cassette Recorder
My Experience

to the arrival of the

Inormally have astereo cassette

voice traffic activating the

unmodulated carrier prior any
deck connected to the output of

switching circuitry in the C9950.

acheap mixer which Ipicked up

Weak signals don't work quite so

at arally some years ago -it cost

well.

very little indeed. The mixer
allows me to have several
receivers connected to the tape

recording characteristics alone.

recorder at once, it's possible the

Although, if you wish to monitor

utilise left to right faders on the

between certain times, then the

mixer to place mono output of

C9950's exceptional timer

different receivers on either of

capabilities come to the fore.

the stereo channels, therefore
hat would we
do without
digital clocks,

In these circumstance you
have to rely on the long duration

maximising the use of tape.
The C9950 simply plugged

Lastly the C9950 can be
powered by four C-cells, which
provides ahealthy away from

into my current arrangement

base battery life. For use back in

mobile

and immediately offer the three

the shack there's a6V p.s.u. that

telephones,

additional benefits.

comes supplied with the

microwave ovens? What would

The most useful has to be the

we do without video recorders

level activation system which has

and what would we do without

three levels of sensitivity. It can

voice operated tape recorders

be tricky to set, though Ifound

recorder.

What Time?

with 6event timers? This is the

once I'd got the level correct, it

Roberts have equipped the

question you end up asking

was very responsive. This kind of

C9950 with asix event timer

yourself once you've used the

operation is terrific, for

which has identical features to

Roberts C9950 around the shack

monitoring channels such as civil

those of your average VCR. I'm

and it's similarity to avideo

air traffic control where there

amazed that no-one's done this

recorder is uncanny.

can be huge chunks of silence.

before, but then perhaps it's a
little too

"At last acassette recorder with a VCR style

specialised for
the mainstream

timer -Just what we need for recording

user. The

around the shack", says Kevin Nice.

we s.vv.I.s are

requirements of
rather esoteric.
Once you've

The C9950 is aportable

You can simply set the radio on

let the C9950 know the time of

cassette recorder that is ideal as a

frequency, press the record

day and the day of the week,

recording workhorse around the

'piano keys' on the C9950, select

you're ready to utilise its built-in

shack. It's not as flexible,

voice activation and the

six event timer. Gone are those

much of it's time on the move

particularly when it comes to

appropriate level and leave

long nights waiting for that

too. With the C9950 you get the

rapid access to recordings, as say

things running. With aC90

elusive DX broadcast station, you

ideal combination for use in and

using asound card based

running the recorder at quarter

can now 'time-shift' your

around the shack. As I've already

solution using Recall or similar.

speed, gives you three whole

listening and enjoy agood

mentioned, there are other

Nor does it have atime/date

hours of recording time.

night's sleep! It is also possible to

possible solution to the role

utilise the external activation

fulfilled by the C9950. In my

much more portable than the

activity you can effectively leave

3.5mm jack to trigger the

opinion though, none of them

computer based system and it's

it to get on auto monitoring

operation of the C9950 by an

are as flexible and conveniently

unlikely to crash in the middle of

while you do something more

external device. There is alead

packaged as the Roberts

avital recording.

meaningful. Ileft the system

supplied with the C9950 for this

recorder. For £80 it has to be

running for several hours and

very purpose, so are there for

worth it. It will certainly enhance

portable or as small as say a

upon my return was treated to a

'line in' and 'line out' signals.

you listening experience.

MiniDisc recorder, nor is it as

continuous stream of audio

stamp facility. Then again it's

The C9950 isn't quite so

On achannel with little

expensive. The media is cheaper

lasting afew minutes -just the

too! Ireckon it takes alot to beat

job.

having acassette recorder

It is worth bearing in mind

Fine Solution
Iwould certainly give the C9950

permanently wired in to the

that the 'VOX' works best on

shelf space in my shack, in fact I

shack's audio.

strong a.m. and f.m. signals due

can foresee that it would spend
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Many thanks to Roberts Radio,
for the donation of the review
C9950 at aprize for last
month's SWM competition.
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See over for
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EVOKE-1

The Future of Radio

Technology
Uwe the east thrdereraoor
LAB technole DUE-1 Boo
omen; cioco ran:quaky
«Jinx Lee tie ieenresend
fumes at an aflordetle pnce

From the makers of the multiawandienreng, biggest-selling
(beta fi.fi tuner of 2071 Dynes PUFE DA31,
1-1, an affordable
portableof raáo that can be enjoead by menree EVOKEla
see retro deagn, eth reEd mod waneer and metallic free
recals mks of old bie lreide ts the eery latest ttirdgeneretie
DAB digital redo tacMology gee% aterfarencefree rep
and as DAB features et an affordable once.

EVOKE-1
PURE
PURE
EVOKE-1

Guality
Oetandrp autk quaky smatched
welly In Lout ta Tidy
construcUrl mode knee can
alurnikurn heck and metalk
opsleecert Ire Iasoa

RCP features adeal ágia¡ toting the serene uack
acts artiste names and programme detais Braided be
broadcasters And, b
ing aDAB de ride tproides an
ánloecn of choice, etch awide variety of swoons to secede/
taste and mood

«Po
i`JDJ'V J

PAS

a.0. 1"), .. •

Transform 13ur radio leering voth E1.
Includes AC adapter
Optional extention speaker (stereo) £29.99

-j:("-!Juiií j,ry 21 9.09

fr.

AR-8200 SERIES-3

hand-held scanners

£79.99

£199.95

MVT-9000 MkII
MVT-7300EU

£19.99
£42.95

FAIRHAVEN RO-500VX4

* PS-1101'SE TESTS SURF. THIS
OUR No! SEILER *
SSP: Seg94100

Superb wideband
receiver (all mode)
with over 50,000
memories capable of
holding text.
20kHz-1750MHz.

OUR PRICE

£745.00

COMMTEL 225
500 channel.
25-1300MHz.
AM/FM /V4TM.

OUR PRICE

£199.99
18

Sale price £219.00

OUR PRICE
Optional case
Optional battery box

£15.00
£14.99

BATTERIES AND CHARGER INCLUDED

It

ALINCODJ-X3

Micro-handy scanner. 100kHz-1300MHz.
700 memories/stereo FM (earphones)/
attenuator/bug detector/audio
descrambler. AM/FM/WI M/ Selectable
tuning steps (incl's 8.33kHz).

£269.95

SALE PRICE

£15.00
£14.99

Cigar lead

£19.99

PC interface

£42.95

Soft case
PC interface

New base scanner with built-in
clock radio. 25-956MHz (with
gaps) 88-108MHz (WFM)
500kHz-1720kHz (AM).
Fully programmable. Ideal for
the bedroom.

Selectable tunning steps +alpha-numeric tagging.

MVT-7300EU
Compact wideband handeld receiver I Covers
521kHz-1300MHz (all
mode) •8.33kHz steps
• De-scrambler.
Ind's
SPECIAL 0
nicads car
charger

£219.99

Optional mains adapter

£14.99

£235.00

OUR PRICE £139.

GARMIN GPSIII+

SALE PRICE
Street Pilot Mono
Street Pilot Colour

95

Delivery £10.00

STREET PILOT III DELUXE

Powered by AA cells
or 13.8V, this
compact
nmigational sstem
gives detailed maps

of the UK 8c Europe

£15.99
£42.95

WSW UBC-278CLT

25-1300MHz wideband
desktop scanner with
turbo scan. (Selectable
AM/FM/WFM).

OUR PRICE

£99.95

Optional batter) pack and drop in charger £39.99

BEARCAT UBC-9000XLT

"Our best selling
desk-top scanner"

£159.00

P&P £10.00

Full-featured handy. 100kHz-2GHz all
mode. Includes SSB/CW band scope,
alphanumeric display plus loads more.
(Includes battery'drop-in charger).

£449.95

PC interface

NOW IN STOCK

Sale price £325.00

ALINCODJ-X I
0

Cigar lead

alpha tag and much more.
Includes nicads 8c charger.

OUR PRICE
Soft case for 7100EU/9000 -specify.£19.99

ALINCO X-2000

Optional case
Optional battery box

New pocket hand-held scanner
(0.1-1310MHz) AM/FM7WFM.
Superb high-speed scanning featuring

Extremely user-friendly hand-held reciever
with outstanding performance unmatched
by its rivals.

The intelligent scanner! 100kHz-2.15GHz.
All mode incl's SSB, "Flash Tune" reads
frequency of nearly of nearby signal & tunes
the handle for you. Inds battery, charger &
loads more.

=me.=

NEW ICOMIC-R5

Wideband hand-held scanner covers
500kHz-1650MHz. (All mode). Includes
nicad/car charger/charger/antenna.

offered so much. * Covers 100kHz3GHz (all mode) * Computer control
caperbility * 8-33kHz steps for the new
airband spacing * Reaction tune
caperbility * Includes nicads/charger/
antenna and car lead. .CQQK
OUR PRICE do," •.1 •
£19.99

CC-8200 PC interface

t

MVT-7100EU

Never before has one hand portable

Optional case

Performance
E\,OKE 1transkry% pur rack
been% ekenence vei more
=ore easer knng aid role
ci the hiss, cracte and fed
regtiar AM FtenS

The see. mansomered EVOKE-1 athe perfect addition to any
home cr office. &Wring amaang Non,/
detailed dleal Wet,
Sare*/:1101 the he. cradde and fade of (tMAI broadcasts.

•

£279.99

099.00
£499.00

Now with "voice
prompts" as well as
direction indication.
Id's: Map CD, 128
meg cart & data
card, power lead 8c mount. The ultimate in
talking GPS's.
Includes 128 meg card

C4
£10 OUR 1
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FIVE GOO
SPLASH 0,

EASONS TO
RISTMAS
H
A
Y
OUR PRICE £299.99

comprehensive scanner
-1300MHz) Alpha Tag, PC
nning control. Smart
anner +trunk track facility.
Includes PSU.

Software 780XLT

£34.99

0.1-2.6GHz all mode receiver
with (optional) DSP plus bandscope/world clock and too
much more to print.
OUR PRICE

£575.00

PSU)

Optional DSP

.11•040,

aaa

êäá
a lb

000
'MI. lima&

r

£79.99

Extremely versatile all mode
receiver (100kHz-3GHz). Now
with improved short wave
performance.

AOR
AR-8800 m

OUR PRICE

ICON"
IC-R8500

1

£589.00 A
£74.99

Next generation wideband
receiver.
0.1-2GHz. (All mode).
Includes free PSU.
OUR PRICE fl

149.95

SP-21 extention skr
Voice synth board
Short Wave Magazine, January 2003

IVI

OUR BEST SELLING HF RECEIVER

Optional extention skr

iâqq.qqqqq

E

£19.99

The short wave receiver for the
true enthusiast. Includes free
PSU.
00 0.03-60MHz (all mode)
• Synchronous AM detection
• PC control capability.
OUR PRICE

N

£649.95

al power supply

it

D

£74.99
£34.95
19
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Mail order: 01708 862524
SONY SW- I
00E

SANGEAN ATS-909

* Miniature portable all mode
SW receiver * Station presets
for 50 frequencies * Single side
band system * Synchronous
detector * Tuning in 100Hz +
IkHz steps * Includes compact
antenna 'stereo
earphones carrying case.

OUR PRICE
ACE-30
AN-100

£159.95

P&P £10

Power supply unit for above
Active antenna

£24.95
£64.95

SONY SW-30

The ideal holiday partner!
* Fully digital world receiver
* FM/MW/SW * Covers all
short wave broadcast/MW
plus FM stereo (on
h/phones)
* Programmable memories
* Sleep timer +alarm
function * 'kHz tuning for

short wave. RRP £79.95.
HALF PRICE

£39.95

P&P £8 50

M-75 SCANNER PRE-AMP
Superb BNC in-line amplifier to boost
signals! Fits on top of your scanner and
away you go. (Powered by PP-3 battery not supplied).
Freq: 24MHz-2.1GHz.
Gain: -10dB to +20dB.

OUR PRICE

SUPERB QUALITY

1
39.95

P&P £10
£16.95
£9.99

entry * 160 memories * Noise blanker.
OUR PRICE

-

HD-1010 optional headphones

JRC NM-5AS DSP

rwave receiver (digital).

0.15-30MHz (AM, USB,
LSB. CW). 88-108MHz
FM stereo. Includes
carry case.

•

•• •
••••
•• •
BEST BUY

£79.95

SALE PRICE
Optional power supply

P8cP £10.00
£16.95

The ultimate short wave receiver with DSP -for the real
perfectionist.

OUR PRICE

£189.00
£269.00

NEW Enh EDMON

THE UK SCANNING
DIRECTORY
Britain's best selling scanner book now
larger than ever. Nearly 700 pages packed
full of frequencies from 25MHz-1.8GHz.

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

£54.95

1M-838

PRICE

13.99

SPECIAL OFFER

ALKALINE STARTER KIT

kit,
t
ch e
Starter

includes
4xAA cells.

14.99

+£3.00 P8cP.

Please auk that uni, the rpeclal te• tan b, ',hare welt tins charger.

Extra cells available «i 8xAA pack £10.99 £1
P&P. 4xAA pack £5.99 £1 P8cP. 4xAAA £6.25
£1 P&P. Rechargeable Alkaline. No memory
effects. I.5V cells. 3xcapacity of nicads.

20

fb Wide screen/2" digit time
display S BarometerS Calender
• Temp • Auto RF synch clock
from Rugby.

PRICE

P8cP £2.50

£59.99

9.99

P&P £10.00

Accessory Items

(Rx:- 25MHz-2GHz) (TX:- 2m 70cms).
OUR PRICE

Up to 3Km range. Call alert/low
battery warning. Ideal for business
or pleasure. 2radios +2batteries
and charger.
28

PL-259 -PL-259 (short patch lead)
£5.99
PL-259-PL-259L (4 mtr patch lead)
£8.99
BNC-BNC (short patch lead)
£6.99
BNC-BNC "L" (5 mtr patch lead)
£9.99
50m roll flexyveave (heavy duty antenna wire)
£30.00
20m roll flexweave (heavy duty antenna wire)
£15.95
50m roll PVC coated (stranded wire)
£10.95
30m roll nylon guy rope (4.4mm)
£10.00
Nylon "Dog Bone" insulators
£1.00
Roll self-amalgamating tape (25mm x10m)
£6.50
Ferrite rings
£2.00 each

"BNC" 2Icm flexible whip that is ideal as replacement.

P&P £6.00

BT FREEWAY TWIN

ALL FOR edr

£19.75

REGULAR-GAINER PH-770

J
UMBO WALL/DESK CLOCK.
RADIO CCÏHTROLLED

Del £10.00

CHE-199 VHF/UHF converter

Abrilliant new compact indoor antenna
that covers 0.1-3GHz and is just 24"
when collapsed. Features "horizontal or
vertical" adjustable elements. Ideal for
table top mounting or by the window.
Patch lead with BNC plug fitted.
(Frequency range: 0.1-3GHz).

111 Supplied with one remote (wireless)
sensor • Weather forecast S Barometer
• 24 hr "radio" clock I Thermometer

RM-9 I3

£1299.00

NVA-319 Extention speaker

0-TEK APOLLO 3000

BA-888U

RADIO CONTR011FD CLOCK.
• 12/24hr alarm function
• Auto clock from "Rugby" RF signal
• Alarm functionS Backlight 8c more
• Inds batteries

£9.99

, "Automobile" award.
Excellent small short

WEATHER/RADIO coNrrRouED CLOCK.

RADIO CONTROLLED

P8cP £10

NEW! Wins Dutch

DUAL CONVERSION

INTRO PRICE

P&P £5.00

£199.95

OUR BEST SELLING LOW PRICED RECEIVER

SANGEAN AIS-505

£79.95

£69.95

(or

* Superb performance
SW receiver * 0.230MHz (all mode)
* Selectable tuning
steps (down to 100Hz)
* 240 or 12V * Digital S-meter *Attenuator * Key pad

P&P £6.00

OUR PRICE

See over for
address

REALISTIC DX-39411

Asuperb performance
Lportable 'base synthesized
world receiver with true SSB
'and 40Hz twining for ultra
clean reception. The same
radio is sold under the
Roberts name at nearly twice the price. Other features
include ADS facility, 306 memories and FM stereo
through headphones. The ATS-909 represents superb
value for money.
OUR PRICE
Optional power supply
HD-1010 mono/stereo headphones

-

£16.95

P&P £1.50

SUPER-GAINER PH-9000
"BNC" 40cm flexible whip for the ultimate in gain.
(kv:- 25MHz-2GHz) (Tx:- 2m/70cms).
OUR PRICE

£21.95

P8cP £1.50

SECONDHAND LIST
MVT-7100 as new
MVT-7300 as new
MVT-9000 Midi as new
AR-8000 boxed as new
AR-8200 Mid vgc
AR-8200 Midi as new
Armco DJ-X3 +case as new
AR-8600 as new, boxed
PRO-2042 (25-1300Milz)
DX-394 as new
AR-3000A immaculate

£169.95
£199.95
£299.95
£199.95
£249.95
£329.95
£89.99
£499.00
£199.95
£119.95
£499.95

IC-R75 as new +DSP
£549.95
FRG-100 vgc
£279.95
RD-500VX+ as new
£549.95
HF-150 as new
£199.95
Yacht Boy YB-500
£79.95
Aline° DJ-X2000 as new
£369.00
IGR3 as new -boxed
£339.95
UBG780XLT as new -boxed....£259.95
BC-9000XLT as new
£179.95
NRD-535 as new (bads BWC)....£699.99
IC.-R70 VGC (private sale)
£299.99
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FROM IONDON

THURROCK, ESSEX SHOWROOM

W. MIDLANDS SHOWROOM

WERE HERE

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est.,

8z MAIL ORDER:

Brettel Lane,

NIAGNU

Unit 1, Thurrock Commercial Centre,
Purfleet Industrial Park, Avelev,

Brierley Hill

A1306
IWENNING TON

CIRCUS TAVERN

a
.eig";%
r,i ,re

e
e
,

South Ockencion, Essex RIVI15 41(A
TEL: 01708 862524

Ge e

W. Mids.
DY5 3L0

eet
PREMIERE
HOTEL

FAX: 01708 868441

Open Mon-Fri 9.30-5pm.
Set 9.30-1prrm

Mas FROM

Open Mon - Fri 8ain - 4.30prn.

Tel:

seessesie e

Sat 8am - 1.00pm.

NEW A

01384

ASESIDE

te

Afully adjustable desk top stand
for use with all hand-helds. Fitted
coaxial lead with BNC +S0239
connections.

OUR PRICE

£10.00

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

I

-

Two way combiner, one antenna
feeds two scanners (without
mismatch). 10-2500MHz. High
isolation (BNC sockets).

7111fili
f'

Can be used in reverse

WA-50 'AMPLIFIER'

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

BRANCH

SP-3 "PROFESSIONAL"

QS-300

ITh

0

Broadband
amplifier for
short wave,
• medium & long
wave. 50kHz-50MHz. 10dB gain. Superb low noise
amplifier. Ideal for short wave improvement. Requires
12V (150mA).

£16.99

GLOBAL AT-2000

Deluxe SW ATU
0-30MHz. S0239 fittings.

ONLY £89.00
(Probably the best ATI:around)
KITH 1FADS MIIIABLE IF REQUIRED.
PL-259 to PL-259 patch lead
BNC to PL-259 patch lead

95

AIR-4 11
Prof quality base antenna for AIRBAND. (Civil 8e
military). With SO-239 fitting (1.7m long).
Gain 4:5/7dB.
PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY
AIR-44N

£79.95

P&P £10.00

As above "N-type" fitting

£84.95

AIR-33 Vis above) I
m long. Gain 3/611B.

£49.95 p&p £8.5o

£3.49
£3.95

The MLB contains aspecial impedance
matching transformer which converts
any piece of wire between 6and 20
metres long into awide band receiving
antenna. 100kHz-40MHz. Low noise probably the best there is!

£42.95

THE VERTICAL CYCI-OPSE
This new short wave listeners antenna was
initially made specifically for one of our
commercial customers but we felt the general
public would find it of great interest. At only just
over 7feet high this vertical short wave receiving
antenna will give amazing results from 0.2-30MHz
and thanks to its commercial construction you
simply errect it and away you go. Length 76".

49.95

DEL £10.00

0X- I0 IRE SYSTEMS'
Asuperb quality active antenna with avery high
intercept point ideal for weak signal
reception without increases in radiated
noise. Atruly amazing antenna! Freq:
100kHz-30MHz.
Bomb-proof over loading figures, 90cm long,
mains PSU +controller supplied (coax
optional). Atmospheric-noise compensated
sensitiyity.

Fitting PL-259 (not supplied).

£79.95

P&P £10.00

•

DEL £10.00

OUR PRICE

£54.95

Comments from John Griffiths
P&P £10.00
Putting the DC-2000 up gave me atremendow boost to all signals with
the ancient AR-2000 corning alive! Signals wen ,well received and I
found that Iwandered out of airband
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in reverse

1

To receiver low

fi
nser ti on l
oss

o

o

£54.95
P&P £3.50

E.M.F. ANTENNA

Alow cost, superb passive broadband
(500kHz-30MHz) antenna useable down
to 150kHz. Ideal for indoor or outdoor
use and at only 4mtrs long you most
SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET certainly will find the space! Using
magnetic transfer technology, interference & noise is
minimised. Ready assembled +PL-259/coax.
ONLY

£62.95

P&P £4.00

Aunique ready to go antenna
system that works from
6-30.'111Hz. The antenna is centre
'•••=11.
fed with coax (not supplied) and
incorporates six tuned coils for
optimum reception. The system
also incorporates an anti-interference balun and comes
ready assembled for immediate use. At only 15.5mtrs
(51ft) long it will certainly fit most gardens. (Mounts
horizontally down garden). Fitting PL-259 (not supplied).
••••••

£69.95

P&P £10.00

DX- IPRO IRE. SYZTEMS)
This is aprofessional wide band
receiving antenna with avery
high intercept point that ensures
alow noise level allowing even
the weakest signals to be heard.
Constructed of high-impact
plastic and aluminium alloy -the
amplifier is protected inside a
waterproof stainless steel vessel. The unit is supplied
complete with mounting hardware and an indoor controller
with PSU (coax not supplied). Freq. 20kHz-54MHz. Gain:
+6dB (ref dipole). Intercept points: -(-75dBni (2nd ord),
+50dBm (3rd ord). (Static protection included). For the
true professional.

£329.95

DEL £15.00

itrate Q-TEK INTREPID 2000

Q-TEK ELL 2000 LISCDIJE
Ahigh performance wideband discone
offering superb performance from
0.2-2000MHz. Transmit range:- 6m. 2m,
70cm, 32cm & 23cm (power handling
200W). Fitted with low loss 'N' type socket.
Supplied with mounting brackets. (N-plug &
coax not supplied).

Can be used

CI-TEK WIRE CYCLOPS E

Q-TEK SS-2000

1111,2.6Glizand

n

P8cP £3 50

DIPLEXERMIBIER

Allows two antennas to be connected
to one receiver without interaction.

POST £-3 00

Compact -indoor/outdoor scanning antenna.
(50MHz-2.6GHz). Superb glass fibre
constuction. Ideal in areas affected by "nosey
neighbour syndrome". This antenna can be put
in the loft or outside on the building. Initial
tests show this to far outperform adiscone at
"VHF". SO-239 socket (PL-259 plug needed)
1.3m long (mast clamps supplied).

underi.3m long

£59.95

Ant A (0-30MHz)
Ant B (30-2000MHz)

P&P £2.50
As above with 'rotary hinge'.

MLB tPJ. SYSTEMS'

NEW
PRODUCT

(Airband base)

I

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

9.

1

£29.95

£5.99
£9.99

1_,

OPX-30

BNC adaptor
N-tvpe adaptor

P&P £5

J1

PI -P 5

whip. Ideal for all receivers.
OUR PRICE

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

it

Very high quality combiner
allows two short wave receivers
to be connected to one antenna
without interaction. 50kHz30MHz (S0-239 fitting).

Can be used in reverse

0.2-2GHz. An easy to use PL-259 (right angled) telescopic

PL-30

SP-ITWO WAY MEIER PROFESSIONALJ

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

£59.95...

OUR PRICE £99.95 P&P £7.50
Optional AC adapter

481681

NO MAIL ORDER TO MIDLANDS

(Stainless steel)
Frequency range: receives
0.2-2000MHz, transmit 6/2/70 ,23cm,
connector N type. High sensitivity with
an amazing range of transmitting
frequencies. Comes complete with
mounting hardware & brackets. (N-plug
& coax not supplied).
OUR PRICE

£44.95

P&P £10.00

An amazing vertical (glass fibre) colinear
antenna. Quality construction with
incredible performance. For the serious
scanner enthusiast.
Freq range: 0.5-2GHz. PL-259 fitting (not
supplied). Length 3m. Mast clamps
supplied. (Gain up to 9dB is easily
obtained). SO-239 fitting. Requires PL-259
plug (not supplied).

ON., £89.95

P&P £10.00
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ând
Keith Hamer &
Garry Smith
welcome you to
the fascinating
world of longdistance TV &f.m.
reception!
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E

ver since public
broadcasting by

wireless was
inaugurated by the

BBC some 80 years ago
on November 14th 1922 from

\„/

atmospherics have the upper
hand, reception can be
degraded, causing annoyance
to the viewer or listener. Even
under 'quiet' conditions

TV signals are also influenced,
unless of course you follow the
monthly 'DX Television' column
in Short Wave Magazine! So
how do the signals arrive at
distance locations and how can

the 2L0 Station, atmospheric

interference is inevitable,
particularly if the receiving site

the enthusiast predict with

conditions have played akey
role in the behaviour and

is located beyond the fringes of
both service areas.

some certainty when the
conditions are right?

predictability of radio-wave

Atmospheric anomalies are
not always adisadvantage, and
their effects are sometimes

reception. Over the years,
propagation effects have had to
be taken into account for
broadcasters to be able to
provide interference-free
reception of domestic radio and
TV stations.
For reception under normal

harnessed to enable

Tropospheric
Enhancement

communication to take place

Weather conditions play an

over vast distances. This is great
news for the keen

enormous part and it is

experimenter, or DXer, who has

commonly known that settled
weather conditions (anti-

built up afascinating hobby
exploiting such anomalies and

cyclonic periods) associated with

conditions, engineers have gone
to great lengths to ensure that

deriving pleasure from

high-pressure tend to enhance

transmitters sharing the same

receiving signals which are not

semi-local stations and 'draw in'
distant signals which are not

frequency are spaced
geographically as far apart as

normally available.
It is well known that

usually present. This type of
enhanced reception is called a

possible in order to reduce the
incidence of co-channel

amateur radio enthusiasts revel
in these anomalies, but perhaps

'tropospheric lift', or 'opening'.
Its impact is more marked on

interference. When

not so well appreciated is that

the f.m. band, Band Ill (Hi-band

Short Wave Magazine, January 2003
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of the UK will have less chance
of receiving Continental TV

rrJiu

and September. Layers some
75km above the surface of the

these days as channels will be

Earth become highly energised

blocked by surrounding
transmitters.

and are able to reflect (or more
correctly refract) signals back to

Don't think escaping to the
hills will provide an ideal

Earth, which would normally
continue into space. Reflection,

remedy and bring in lots of

or skip, distances are in the

distant signals -the whole of

order of 1,100km, although

the band is likely to be jammed

reception can sometimes span

by avariety of analogue and

almost double that distance.

digital channels from local and
semi-local sources!

The ionised layers are
unstable in movement and in

RF Survival
So just how does the DXer
survive these days? Well, there
is one band that is of particular
interest to the TV DXer and that
ST9735a

S
LC

density, therefore making the
path between the transmitter
and receiving site volatile and
unpredictable. Distant signals
received by such propagation
are random in duration,

Fig. 1: High-gain rotatable

is Band I(Lo-band v.h.f.),

distance, direction, quality and
intensity. Sporadic-E reception is

antennas for Bands I, Il, Ill and

abandoned by BBC-1 405 lines
on January 3rd, 1985. Different

the ideal recipe for keeping the
DXer on their guard as the most

types of propagation affect this

u.h.f.

mid-morning. Stations from

band which spans 40-70M Hz

unpredictable of events can
occur with stations, previously

semi-local to those located up

and as aresult BBC-1 was

thought impossible to receive,

to 800km are usually received.

When To Look And
Listen
An opening is less obvious these
days as the f.m. band is already
overcrowded with even more
local, RSL and community radio
stations. Even the u.h.f. TV band
in the UK is filled to capacity,
particularly now that each main
transmitter has gobbled up six
additional channels thanks to
the digital multiplexes.
Many years ago the advice
would be to observe otherwise
blank u.h.f. channels for signs
of TV pictures emerging. These
days asnowy channel might be
occupied by alocal digital
multiplex, which looks invisible
to the untrained eye. The

Fig. 3: A chimney-mounted system featuring a vvideband grid for

digital signal, which resembles

u.h.f. DX-ing and an eight-element v.h.f. array for Bands I. Il and Ill.

'snow', blocks out analogue
transmissions attempting to
break through.

always plagued by 'Continental
Interference' throughout the

Nowadays it may be best to
check semi-local analogue

summer.

stations for signs of improving
signal-strength. Digital

favoured by broadcasters
because of the havoc

occasions Band Ill. This form of

transmissions can play havoc
with analogue services sharing

atmospheric disturbances cause

propagation is highly

Fig. 2: A wideband dipole

to transmissions. This is good

recommended for beginners

covering 48-110MHz, which is

the same channel, resulting in a

and it can be very addictive!!

ideal for Band Iand f.m. DXing.

degraded and snowy picture
not unlike aweak signal.

news for the DXer, as long as
other countries do not

The dipole should be mounted
horizontally as most
transmitters use horizontal

Enthusiasts living on the east
and south coasts will probably

Band Iis not particularly

abandon it.

Sporadic-E

slowly emerging on the screen.
Sporadic-E often affects the
f.m. band, occasionally
venturing into the amateur 2m
band at 144MHz and on rare

F2-Layer
Another type of propagation

polarisation.

have the most luck with this
type of reception as antennas

The summertime disruption

v.h.f.) and at u.h.f. (470-

will usually be directed away

referred to is caused by

850MHz). Reception times tend

from digital pollution.
Enthusiasts living in the centre

Sporadic-E activity, which

Unlike Sporadic-E, which is an

presents itself between May

annual phenomenon, F2 occurs

to be early evening through to

Short Wave Magazine, January 2003

that affects TV channels at the
lower end of Band I(up to
approximately 50MHz) is F2.
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roughly every 11

frequently exist into Africa,

years in response to
the Sun's solar cycle.

it is often the case that TV
signals are absent.

Reception is at its

Transmissions from the

rrJ,

not have to be an expert in TV
system differences to receive
long-distance broadcasts. It is
worth bearing in mind that

best during the
winter months

west tend to be received in

three different sound spacings

the afternoon.

exist within Europe. In the UK

between mid-

Unfortunately, TV stations in

and Éire it is 6.0MHz, in Russia

October and mid-

the USA and Canada are

and CIS countries it is generally

March. Reception

seldom received because the

distances are vast,

6.5MHz and in Western Europe,
5.5MHz spacing has been

usually spanning

lowest TV vision carrier is
55.25MHz and often the

several thousand
kilometres due to

m.u.f. (maximum useable
frequency) only reaches

with PAL colour, as opposed to

around 50MHz.

SECAM.

TEP (Trans-Equatorial
Propagation)

unique TV system in which the

the higher altitudes
of the ionised layers.
F2 reception
between October
2001 and March

Fig. 4: The Swiss +PTT test card received in 1970,

France and Corsica operate a

with a strip of colour bars superimposed when
the colour service was introduced.

adopted. Some CIS countries are
now adopting a5.5MHz spacing

sound is a.m. (amplitude
modulation) rather than
intercarrier f.m. (frequency

2002 was virtually a
daily event with

This generally occurs within

exceptionally strong

affect all v.h.f. frequencies.

modulation) and with positive
rather than negative-going

signals from the

Within the past couple of

vision. This means that when

Middle East and Far

viewed on anormal TV, such

East and occasionally

years, strong signals from
Europe and the Middle East

from Australasia.

have ventured regularly into

Severe multi-path

South Africa. TEP in Europe
is rare, although in the

with unstable synchronisation.
This is an ideal way of

40° of the Equator and can

distortion impedes
traditional visual
identification, but

Eighties, Zimbabwe was
frequently received in the

using ascanner to

UK, assisted by Sporadic-E

measure the exact

Fig. 5: The Finnish Test Card "G" received from

vision carrier

VIE on an indoor dipole in 1971. The TV-2 Channel

frequency is an ideal

E2 is now defunct.

solution, once a
reliable list of
frequencies of
identified stations

propagation.

identifying these countries.

TV Channels
Different TV standards have
varying channel allocations and

Meteor-Shower

channel numbering schemes.
For example, Channel 2in

Ionised trails occur at various

Western Europe is not the same

peak activity times

frequency as Channel 2in

throughout the year.
Reception is brief (typically

has been obtained.
The highest solar

pictures appear to be negative

Russia, or Channel 2in the USA.

less than afew seconds) and

To differentiate, aletter prefix
is usually assigned, for example

ionisation density

so identification can be

'E' for Western Europe, 'R' for

occurs around noon,

difficult. This type of

Russia and CIS countries and 'A'

so this is the time

reception is recommended

for the USA and Canada. There

that the reflective

more for the experienced
DXer. Band Iand the f.m.

are listings available on the

layers need to be
roughly between the
transmitter and the
receiving site. The
best viewing times
are mornings
between 0800 and

band are mainly affected,
although Band Ill signals can
Fig. 6: In 1969, both Hungary and Poland used the
RETMA 1956 Resolution Chart. Needless to say,
identification was very difficult.

1200 to receive
stations from the
east. Generally

Internet which can provide
details of frequencies
appropriate to the various

be received during intense
activity. Reflection distances

channel numbers.

are similar to Sporadic-E.

is, trawl the band, discover the
pictures then make anote of

TV Transmission
Systems

where signals appear on the

Our advice for the beginner

dial for future reference.
Western Europe has three

speaking, stations in

Nowadays there is less

channels allocated in Band I:

the Far East tend to

diversity between the TV
systems employed in various

Channels E2, E3 and E4, so if
you receive the same picture at
three different spots on the

be received earlier
than those

countries. Less than two

transmitters located

decades ago, 405, 525, 625

dial, then it narrows down the

in the Middle East.

and 819-line systems
operated within Europe.

options of which likely country

The 6m (50MHz)
band is usually a

Nowadays only 525-line and
625-line systems exist

good indicator as to
where reception

Receivers For DXing

throughout the world, the
former adopted by countries

For f.m. DXing, areceiver with a
frequency readout and RDS is a
'must'. Some receivers feature a
narrow if. band option which
improves selectivity thus making

paths lie. African

Fig. 7: The German studio caption from ARD

stations operating

photographed on June 12th 1970 during a

around 48.250MHz

tropospheric opening. The signal was

such as the USA, Canada and
Japan linked to public

are few and far

received on an indoor dipole from the WDR

electricity supplies of 60Hz as

between, so while

Langenburg transmitter which operates on

opposed to 50Hz.

reception paths may

Channel E9.
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has been received.

The budding DXer does

it easier to receive weak signals
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Video Recorders

are calibrated directly with

Some video recorders have
tuners which will access v.h.f.

Sound spacing is variable
allowing the sound to be

Bands Iand Ill in addition to the

matched to the appropriate

usual u.h.f. channels. Use the
recorder in its E-to-E mode to

picture. The converter feeds an
existing TV set on aspare u.h.f.

view the channels on the TV. As

channel. A traditional black-

DX channels.

abonus, the reception can be

and-white portable with rotary

recorded directly off-air.

tuning makes an ideal monitor
and creates apowerful and

External Tuning
Systems
For the more ambitious

effective receiving system.

Multi-Standard TV Sets

enthusiast, an external tuning

These will access virtually all the

system known as the 'D-100' is

frequencies used for TV
broadcasting
throughout
the world,
feature
decoding for
PAL, SECAM

Fig. 8: The French TF -1 test card received on a Bush
dual-standard TV receiver modified to display the now

and the USA
NTSC colour

defunct 819-line system.

adjacent to strong ones. It is

other scales sometimes

systems.

possible to fit additional

Sound

filtering, but unless you are fully

marked 2-4 (Band I) and
5-12 (Band Ill). For

conversant with r.f. circuitry

simplicity, they usually

6.0, 5.5, 6.5

techniques, the receiver innards

have arotary knob for

are best left well alone. Many
car radios feature RDS, thus

tuning.

and
sometimes

making mobile DXing an

some versions may have

standard) are

attractive proposition.

been tailored specially

often catered
for. Many

Beware though -

Suitable DXTV receiving

for the UK (u.h.f.-only)

equipment is relatively easy to
obtain and many receivers,

market with only a
u.h.f. tuner fitted. Look

particularly portables, will access
Band Ichannels. Dial tuning is a

out for aslide switch
sometimes marked 'Lo',

'must' for DXing as it enables
you to see exactly where you

'Hi' and 'U' which

are on the scale.
Receivers with automatic setup, electronic search tuning and
all the other bells and whistles

spacings of

4.5MHz (USA

receivers
Fig. 9: Good quality tropospheric reception from Belgium on

include the

Channel E10 captured using an indoor antenna at a location in

obscure
French

Bristol.

standard with

indicates Lo band (Band I), Hi
band (Band Ill) and u.h.f. At such

tailor-made for the hobby. It

its positive-going video and

features variable vision if.

a.m. sound.

alow price it may be worth
taking arisk and buying one!

bandwidth reduction to help

Although the features may
look impressive, many will be

lift weak signals out of the

wasted for DX reception. For

are best avoided. Also avoid

instance, the chances of picking

receivers with video mute

up sound and colour from the
USA in Europe are virtually

(usually ablue screen) which
comes into action when the
signal weakens. Unless this can

zero. This type of receiver works
fine with strong stable

be disabled you are stuck with a

reception, but whether such a

TV which can only display strong

receiver would be suitable as

signals. These remarks usually

the main DX monitor is

apply to the more upmarket

doubtful.

products such as multi-standard
TV's and video recorders.

Computer Cards

Small Portables

These are very popular and

Some of the best TV sets for
DXing are the small portables

for what they were originally

priced around £30 or less and
often found in novelty shops

viewing. For DXing, the video
Fig. 10: A simple receiving system consisting of a D-100 converter

mute is ahindrance and the

and High Street catalogue retail

feeding a monochrome TV for vision and an f.m. radio for sound.

computer itself generates inband interference. These

Usually atelescopic antenna is

noise. As abonus, selectivity is
enhanced which helps reject

drawbacks are apity really
since, in theory, it would be an

tuning scale marked not only

provided, but take alook to see
if an external antenna can be

interference from adjacent

ideal way to receive, capture

with u.h.f. channels 21 to 68 but

easily connected.

channels. Its rotary tuning dials

and store DX images.

relatively cheap and effective
designed for, i.e. domestic TV

chains. They usually have a
screen size of around 14cm (or
smaller) and normally have a

continued on page 28
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"le

SMLE OPEN:
Monday -Friday
9:30 -5:30
Closed all day
SetrAday

our warehouse CRAMMED
with the LATEST PRODUCTS

le771
SA

24hr SHOPPING

e

leYOLI

NEVADA ONLINE STORE
Le IN

ROBERTS C9950

Programmable
Cassette Recorder
•Dual record speed
•6separate
timed
recordings
•6hr recording, C90 cassette
•Voice activated recording, timed voice activated
recording, remote switching of other equipment

karR
à3
•495kHz -2451MHz
•450 memories
•FM, AM WFM
AM-TV, FM-TV
•Supplied c/w
•telescopic antenna
•belt clip •charger
•LOION battery pack

£449

IDEAL FOR THE
RAMO ENTHUSIAST

£80.00

3CHEQUES OF £153.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

PRICE
MAUI

•530kHz-1650MHz
•1000 memories
•AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
•C/w NiCads, mains
charger, 12VDC cigar
lead, -belt clip, carry strap

£1599

•10kHz-2.6GHz
•Modes AM, FM,
USB, LSB,CW
•1000 memories
•45 ch/sec scan
•20 search banks
•DTMF decoder

•RS232 port
•Ntype Er S0239
sockets
•Audio 1.7W 1862)
•12V DC @ IA

023 9231 3090

t

N

8

NLI Ece

. ICOM IC-R5

Evy i
" •
495 kHz-1309.995MHz

IN STOCK!

• AM, FM, WFM modes

• PC
programmable
•
1250
memory channels
• Dynamic Memory Scan
• CTCSS Et DTCS Decoder
• Auto S uelch

e40£229
3 CHEQUES OF £79.66

i

ORDER HOTLINE

w.nevada.co.uk

YUPITERU MVT 7100

AOR
AR 5000

Order ONLINE, PHONE, FAX, POST at our WAREHOUSE

or come and see us

HITACHI WS
WorldSpace Digital Satellite Radio
•Receive over 40 channels of fade free
digital programs direct from satellite f
+
roFm
ma
irvi
lmwosis
tw
anywhere in the world!

3CHEQUES OF £63.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE ,

•SW1: 2.3-7.3MHz, SW2: 9.5-26.1MHz

£149
PAY BY

SPECIAL OFFER!
MAYCOM FR100

MH-C204F Plus •1MH-204
Intelligent Charger
•4xAA 1800 mAh
batteries
•UK AC adaptor
•Car kit

for en in
the CAR ter
at HOME!

£39.95 % 5
p
°

POWEREX

-

650mAh ....AAA cells
1500mAh..AA cells
1600mAh..AA cells
1700mAh..AA cells
1800mAh..AA cells
ADD £2 75 POP

TO ALL

NIMH HIGH
POWER
RECNARGABLE
BATTERIES

(set of 2)...£6.95
(set of 41..17.95
(set of 4)110.35
(set of 4).£15.95
(set of 4) f1695

ABOVE PRICES

NEVI Mini
'Wideband
Receiver

[

fop.
;:,,777
5'6

•66 -174, 420 470 MHz
•AM/FM/WFM
•150 Memory ch.
•Smeter bargraph
•3xAA cells (not supplied)
•Supplied c/w:
SMA antenna, belt clip,
carrying strap

O

SUITABLE FOR WINDOWS XP

YUPITERU MVT 3300

ALL MODE
WIDEBAND
BASE RECEIVER

•66 -88MHz,
108 -170MHz,
300 -470MHz,
806 -1000MHz
•Modes: AWNFM
•Memories: 200

•Now 100kHz-3GHz
•Increased RX
£699
Cro
sensitivity
3CHEQUES OF £236.33
•New Bandpass filter
PAY
BY
CHEOUESPREAD
•12V DC or optional
INTEREST FREE ,
internal NiCad pack

AR 8200 Mk III

£69.95 rno

•530kHz-204MHz
•All Mode including
8.33kHz AM
•1000 Memories
•We carry full range of
accessories!

peR 1000

•100kHz -1300MHz
•ALL MODE RECEPTION
•Plus Lots More!
3CHEQUES or £133.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

FeR OPTION OSP UN TUT toe

£82 £275 nw

PALSTAR 4.430 Combined 3-in -1unit

PALSTAR R30 Portable
Communications Receiver

,ffleamemi

ea. PURCHASE
•ACTIVE ANTENNA •SW PRE-AMP
•ACTIVE ANTENNA/TUNER
•Frequency: 300kHz-30MHz
•Variable Gain
Et Peak control
£69.95 ro
•12V DC or internal
9V battery (nor supplied)

SPECIAL PRICE
1. COMPLETE
PACKAGE
INC
•12V

AKD TARGET HE3M
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Connect this radio to your
PC Er receive Weatherfax
pin with the FREE Disc Ft
PC interface cable su, ,l,ed

FREE

MAINS PSU
• LONG WIRE
ANTENNA
GUIDE TO SW
LISTENING
ORIGINALLY £205.95

YUPITERU

7,Po

Ayr 7300

520kHz -1.32GHz
1000 Memories
8.83kHz Airband
Duplex reception
Descramble function
C/w Mains adaptor,
NiCads, Belt clip

5280f259
3CHEQUES or £89.66
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
ITR TER E,

PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE!

SPECIAL

£429

3WOOFS OF
f146.33
4-pole crypt
fter at 45MH
•Switchable 7pole input fi
•100kHz 30 mHz •Ceramic ilters fitted
AM, SSB SW
•Coffins mech. filter (op
„100 memory ohm,. •5W low distortion full
fidelity audio amp
•Internal batteries,, Analo_g S-Meter
foot sweet or 12v •
• +15dBm 3" per inter

£448£149

3CHEQUES OF £53.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE ,

64,30 £399 ;r0
3CHEQUES OF £136.33

I
com

COMPUTER RADIO SYSTEM

PRICi
MAO

AOR AR-8600

OPTIONAL PSU
AVAILABLE

AR108
•MAYCOM
Airband: 108-136.975MHz
VHF: 136-180MHz
•Selective Channel Steps:
5, 10, 12.5, 15, 25, 1MHz
•Modes: AM or FM
•Memories: 99
•Supplied c/w Belt
Clip, Carrying Strap

Mains Charger £8.95 E2.75 p&p

LATEST VERSION
_
with &GRADED sOFnvARE

NEW Mk II Versio;

New Dual Civil/Military
Airband Radio

I
F

ege £749
3CHEQUES OF £253
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

UBC 780XLT

the enthusiasts!

N
•N
50EW
Ochannels
VERSIO
•Smartscanner •25-1300 MHzkrin gaps)
interface
•AM,FM,WFM
•Alpha tagging
•5/75/10/12.5/20/25/50/10014z •PC+VFO control
•Trunktracker- includes
•Clone feature
Motorola/EDACS/LTR
•CTCSS/ DCS

PRICE
MAUR
This receiver is
everything we hoped it
would be, covering
100kHz -2GHz and lots
of features including
computer control.

14448 £1299

PRICE
MAICH

UBC 280XLT Sportcat

Twin Turbo Handheld
Triple conversion AX
25-956MHz (with gaps)
200 memories
CTCSS/DCS Tone Search
CTCSS/DCS receive
Turbo search/Turbo Scan
C/w Antenna,Earphone, Belt
Clip, Nicad battery, 240V UK
Mains adaptor
3CHEQUES

OF

KIEW!

r-

£129.95

;ro

3CHEQUES OF £436.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE ,

0,0(10

3CHEOUES OF
£46.65
•10 presets and last station memory
•Headphone jack/stereo line out connectors
•Extemal jack for multimedia Et data service
•Easy-to-aim antenna WorldSpace antenna
•Battery or mains operation-AC/DC adaptor inc

SANYO WS1000
IC-R75

WorldSpace Digital
Satellite Radio

•0.03 -60MHz
•Twin PBT built-in
•PC control
capability
•Synchronous AM
detection

A stylish satellite
radio for home
or portable use.

IN STOCK!
£699
3CHEQUES OF £236.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE ,

FREE
MAINS
PSU
This receiver
provides solid
coverage from
50kHz -30MHz with
all mode reception of
AM, SSB and CW.

ek9Of399

ira

3CHEQUES OF £136.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE ,

INTEREST FREE ,

£179.95;ró

WS2000

IN STOCK!

MVT9000EU
YUPITERLI

OP9 0SOf CASE
£26.95 £2.75 Oro
£369 no
3CHEQUES OF £126.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

INTEREST FREE ,

a"
mas
thave" for

ICOM IC-R8500

•Stereo headphone socket
•32 memories
£149
•Mains or battery
I
Mains adaptor inc) 3CHOQUES OF £53,00
•Remote control
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
•Multi-media port
I It TFR

.meil

YAESU FRG-I00

•531kHz -2039MHz
•1000 memories
•W-FM, FM, N-AM,
AM, LSB, USB, CW

Latest database
lover 20,000
frequencies)
Frequency:
20kHz -1.7GHz

;r, 3CHEQUES OF £53.00
CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE!

£63.31

PAY BY CHEOUFSPREAD INTEREST FRFF

ROBERTS R861
Is' •Covers
'DIGITAL

WORLD BAND
RADIO WITH RDS
Ceee -"

Supplied with:
Dual voltage AC
supply, sw antenna,
earphone,
carrying case

MW/LW/FM/SW
•SSB/CW
reception on SW
•307 presets
•Clock/alarm
facilities

A2001179

0. ,10

3CHEQUES OF £63.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

UBC 3000XLT

•25-550, 760-1300 MHz
•AM/FM/WFM
•400 memory channels
•TURBO SCAN/SEARCH
•Automatic Freq Storage
•Selectable Attenuator
•Automatic Freq Sorting
•Supplied c/w earphone, case,
belt clip, charger, rubber duck
antenna

£199.95 ira 3CHEQUES OF £69.98
PAY RV CHFOIIFSPRFAD iLV TCPFÇT FRFF ,

STEEPLETONE MBR747
Multiband Receiver
Covers LW,MW AND
•Shortwave
(2.3 -22MHz)
•Marine/Airband
(108 -175MHz)
•Battery/Mains

UBC 220XLT
66 -956 MHz (with gaPs)
AM/FM
200 memories
TURBO SCAN/SEARCH
Data Skip facility
10
Memory Backup
Supplied c/w earphone,
belt clip, charger and
rubber duck antenna

UBC 278CLT Base Scanner with
MW/FM Radio Et Alarm Clock

NEW!

3CHEOUES or
£56 33

Product sheet 2002

GRUNDIG SATELIT 800
•100-30,000kHz (0.1-30MHz) for
AM Broadcast and Shortwave
•87-108MHz for FM Broadcast
• 118-131MHz for Aircraft Band
•AM, USB, ISO modes
(0.1-30MFIA
•AM mode only for 118-137MHt
•WFM mode only for 87-108MHz
•Three built-in bandwidths for S

•25-956 MHz (with gaps) • Programma e
•VHF Radio: 88-108MHz •channel
•100 Memories
Lockout
•70 Radio Presets
•Priority Ch.
• iill Ire LCD readout
•S nUela

£149.95 no 3CHFOUES OF £53.31
PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE'

•FM
Stereo: z
87.5-108MH
•M1NrIAN
•S(bSo8threUeSeBP/tLS°Bn)
•40 station preset
•Fine tuning
•Dual alarm clock

Supplied complete with:
•S\N Handbook•Carrying case
•EXteMal Wire Antenna•Carry Strap

....,

PORSCHE
G-2000
•FM Stereo, ANI/FM/M1N

'.'ilte•
it•t.

.7.'lleitee

3CHEOUES or
£93.00
•
I100 MHz (with gaps) •Auto Tape
• rii rr emory channels
Record
,Iii' Anenuator, Delay, •TURBO SCAN
(.1, L (AM/WFM/NFM)
/SEARCH
•r ,dure/Freq Transfer •VFO Control

1

69.00
ROOD
99 00

GOLD

•.

•66-512 MHz WM,Mel
•80 memories
•Channel or Freq display
•Priority Channel
•Channel Lockout
•Scan Delay
£79.95

•25 -1300MHz
•Supplied C/W Coax,
Mounting & BNC Connector

Iwtroduc -

•• eacinj3atte'ry (optional ac tadapnto_edat
•Supplied c/w leather cove br i
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Canceller b
Diversity Combiner

•Cancels S-9 line noise
•Nulls strong interfering signals
.
Makes two antennas into phased array
•
• Enhanced
UVII Spotlight
noise reduction •Wipes out noise before it hits your receiver
Works with any transceiver/receiver
-'-LOTS MOREr

PA BY CHEOUFSPREAD

- .1.......... Ipeel Per:ot Z'en .:.DA_Co
8_ ..../Vitoicie BeCordaeer°

Easy to pay &GENUINE INTEREST FREE with
CHEQUESPREA
• o hassle!
• No catch!
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11
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uk

75 p&p

INTEREST FREE'
PAY uy CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE'
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Enjoy tiie STUNNING QUALITY of DAB radio
whilst on the move

NEW UPGRADED MODEL -now with
80 memories for the SAME PRICE!

13 SW bands,

ECM

New DAB Tuner features •Fast Autotune
•Digital Text Display
•Remote Control
•USB
connectivity

world'

On Glass
Scanner Antenna

EVOKE - 1
•Band Ill
(174-240MHz)
•Fast Autotune
•Scrolling digital
text display
•Dynamic range
control

DRX-70 TES

RG213 low loss
SPECIAL PRICE

UBC 60XLT-2
Abrand new low cost
scanner that covers MARINE,
LAND MOBILE Er more!

Iron Horse ATA1300

£99

Awe

RG58 standard

3CHEOUFS or £46.31
£129.95
PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE!

adio
SUPERB INTERFERENCE
FREE DIGITAL AUDIO

29R00
299.00
i99.00

aegs
f
p
2
Ec5IAP,L
P
P
E.R
1
1
0
C
0
E
0

-26.1MHz
•2.3
20 station
presets function, world times
"'

e

125.00
169 00
145.00
599.00
100.00
375.00
599 00
32900

1ff
00 metre
5 5 Pr/
A:II:
1:00

•66 -512 MHz (with gaps)
•AM/FM
•100 memory channels
•TURBO SCAN 100
ChanneVSecond
•TURBO SEARCH
•Data Skip facility
•10 Priority Channels
•Programmable Search

£269

sensitivity
•Auto Search
••• S
S
‘
n
eo
eo
pz
t
e
im
tim
erer
Mains or Battery
(with optional
mains adaptor)

-

UDC I20XLT

UBC 9000XLT

EU VERSION FEATURES
•240V AC mains adaptor and
OBILIXe Headphones included

PORTABLE SW RADIO
•144kHz -30MHz
•Norrovve de
•SW: 1.711-26.1MHz
borrocle

siriwat
— lí.51eou
sees

SCANNERS b RECEIVERS
ALINCO
.HANOHELD SCANNER
AOR A111.8000
FIANDHELD SCANNER
BC UBC3000XLT.....HANDHELD SCANNER
ASO AR-5000 ........NADEBAND RECEIVER
HITACHI KH-WS1....WORLDSPACE RECEIVER
JRC NRD345
RECEP/ER
KENWOOD R-500EN..HF RECEIVER CVTII IF 232b/11
LOWE HF225+CASE,FM NC PAD HF RX. ACE
REALISTIC DA394..HF RECEIVER
vAEOU íes-roe
HF RECEIVER
YAESU FRG-9600 ...BASE SCANNING RECEIVER
YAESU VR.5000......WIDEBAND RECEIVER
ACCESSORIES
GLOBAL AT-2000_1a ANTENNA TUNER
MF.1 1020C
ACTIVE ANTENNA TUNER
TORO 0 550
DATA TERMINAL

COAXIAL CABLE

NIS zis

•Full 13K warranty
3CH10U1
f186 33
'READ INTEREST FREE!
•CE Approved
GRUNDIG YI3400 HIGH PERFORMANCE

USED EQUIPMENT

Spur

Farrington •Portsnlouth •PO6 7TT
3097

info©nevada.co.ulc • fee. 023 9231

ALL GOODS SHIPPED
£10 (UK
FOR
Mainland)
24 HR
unless
DELIVERY
otherwise stated
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levels so indoor antennas, or

VHF To UHF
Up-Converters

even atelescopic rod, can be

rc

1,1/

.DL

7LC D

screened coaxial cable and lownoise mast-head amplifiers
where appropriate. It goes

used in some instances, but bear
in mind there is agreater risk of

without saying that multi-

costs because they generally

interference from household

element arrays are directional

give very disappointing results!

products these days. Computers,

and should therefore be

central-heating switch-mode

rotatable.

These are best avoided at all

even the dog's remote-

These are ideal for measuring
precise vision frequencies and

controlled ball retriever no
doubt, pose an annoying threat

advantage that
they will detect a
vision carrier long

and gain figure of 13 to 25dB
for optimum results.

Keeping avisual record of

Amplifiers
For Band IDXing (and probably
f.m. DXing) it is best to
avoid using amplifiers.

they have the

band. Choose one with alownoise figure (1.8dB or lower)

Visual Record Of
Reception

p.s.u.s, energy-saving lamps,

Scanners

rrJ1 J

reception has always been part
and parcel of the hobby,
whether it be film or video.
Many enthusiasts possess

Experience has shown

photos of test cards and

that nearby local f.m.

captions dating back several

before aTV

decades, so much so that

receiver will

archive TV has now become a
hobby in its own right.

display the
beginnings of a
picture. Some

Nowadays, the PC and digital
camera come into their own as

scanners have a
video output but

shots can be instantly E-mailed
to other DXers around the

reports suggest

world.

that such an

It is worth keeping a

option is best

logbook to record reception

suited for local-

details, i.e. time, channel,

level reception.

length of reception, type of
programme and where it came

Adjacent
Channel
Interference

from, if identified.

Fig. 11: An ambitious receiving system featuring a
bank of home-made signal processing units. A
varicap tuner box with a meter display sits

Identifying Signals

adjacent to the antenna rotator control unit.

Interference from

Few services transmit atest card

close adjacent channels is one

to peace in Band I.

aspect of DX reception that is
often overlooked. As signals

consider an outdoor multi-

Fortunately, most broadcasters

element array as it will provide
superior gain when compared

feature an on-screen logo which
can aid identification, although

with atelescopic rod or dipole.
However, if along coaxial cable

'1' symbol which can be

interference from adjacent

is used, the increased gain may

confusing if you haven't

channels can be anightmare.

be cancelled out by the cable
loss.

from different TV standards can
be present in Band Iat the same
time, their diverse channel
allocations means that

The problem lies with the
fact that the internal TV tuning

these days thanks to the
intrusion of round-the-clock TV.

Where space permits,

many first networks feature a

identified its style in the first
place! In addition, logos can
change and some broadcasters

Experimenting with different

circuits 'see' alarge chunk of r.f.

antenna systems is always good

spectrum and the receiver
attempts to display it all. If it

advice. If you are happy with
the results of an indoor array

time-share transmitters, which
sometimes leads to confusion.

'sees' two vision carriers, it will

then continue using it. Antenna

display them both, so you could

height is not too important

end up seeing Russian pictures
floating over Norwegian

when encountering Sporadic-E
or F2 reception as signals tend

for locating websites associated

images, even though their

to arrive at alow angle. This is

with the hobby. Use a

channels are more than 1MHz

perhaps good news as it might

apart!

be possible to hide the antenna

Fig. 12: The impressive Swiss

and simply enter either 'DX TV'

from the neighbours by
installing it at alower height.

transmitter at Sankt Chrischona

or 'DX-TV'. A different selection

near Basel.

of websites will appear if you
include the hyphen!

Many experienced DXers use
receivers with anarrowed vision
bandwidth to help it 'see' less
of the spectrum, thus helping to
reject adjacent channels and

Further Information
The Internet is avery useful tool

comprehensive search-engine

Having said that, aBand I
array can look amonster at
close range! Always try to

display only the wanted signal.

position the antenna away from

At apush, an adjustable notch
filter could provide aremedy -

sources of interference.
For tropospheric reception in

transmitters, CB installations

Check out our website at:

and baby alarms can produce

www.test-cards.fsnet.co.uk
as this covers not only the DXTV

unexpected cross-modulation or
overload problems.
Amplifiers can provide a

hobby but also archive TV. An
electronic catalogue featuring

simply set it to reject the

Band Ill or at uhf., high-gain

significant improvement in

equipment and publications is

unwanted signal.

arrays are essential and need to

Band Ill and at u.h.f., but avoid

be mounted as high as is

available via the website. A
hardcopy is also available for

reasonably possible. The

using them if you live very close
to ahigh-power transmitter as

installation should be regarded

cross-modulation can occur

7 Epping Close, Derby 0E22

Sporadic-E signals in Band I

as fringe-area, using good-

creating amixture of local

4HR, Tel: (01332) 381699.

often attain very high signal

quality antennas, double-

signal interference all over the

Antennas
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The best amateur television gear in the world...
NEW microwave video receiver

Microwave Video Receiver
aacall

NMI

Oa.

Cr

"

Receiver accessories

Highly sensitive, full-featured receiver with memories,

SMA -N RF input adapter

£3.95

scanning, backlit LCD frequency readout and much,

SMA -BNC RF i/p adapter

£2.95

much more! 12V DC. SMA RF input, phono video and

13cm rubber duck antenna

audio out.

13cm mag-mount (5dBil

£9.00
£55.00

23cm (covers 800-1800MHz)

£125.00

Phono -Phono AV leads

£3.50

13cm (covers 2200-2700MHz)

£125.00

Phono -SCART AV lead

£4.95

Mains 12V power supply

£6.50

Cigarette lighter power lead

£4.95

Read the review in this issue!

FM ATV
transmitters

FM ATV receivers
23cm Platinum 1240-

23cm Covers 1240-1367MHz in

1367MHz in 500kHz steps,

500kHz steps, 50mW )nom)

includes CCIR de-emphasis,

power output, sends video &

video & audio

audio, runs from 12V

13cm like 23cm but 2304-

£42.50

£60.00

13cm 2304-2559MHz in 1MHz

2559MHz in 1MHz steps, no

steps, 20mW out

de-emphasis.

£42.50

70cm AM ATV
transmitter

Connects to Tx and Rx to
make afull-featured transceiver. Adds wideband

Transmits video on 435.5MHz DSB AM,
50-100mW RF output

£55.00

LCD controller

receive, 3Tx & 3 Rx VF0s,

£79.99

tunes in 125kHz steps.

Our transmitters must only be used by

Specify 23cm or 13cm.

licensed radio amateurs! All of these
products are supplied built and tested
with full technical documentation.

With green backlight

£49.99

Without backlight

£42.00

All prices include UK P&P. Visit our large and informative web site for more details on these and many other items,
including power amplifiers, microwave co-axial relays, aerials, more receivers, and lots of data.

TO ORDER: send a cheque or P.O. payable to G READ to G1MFG.com, L'Eglise, Durley Street,
Durley, Southampton, S032 2AA. Telephone 01489 860 318, email sales@G1MFG.com

Sound Engineering Solutions
Do you suffer with noise and interference?
Would you like much improved readability?

bN noise eliminating speakers and modules. .
• Dramatically reduce interference and

Main Features:
(NES10-2)

unwanted background noise
• Listen clearly on SSB, UHF, VHF and FM

• Fully adaptive noise

• No more squelch!!

cancelling

• New competitively priced affordable DSP

• 8 selectable noise cancelling

solution

levels

• Enables you to upgrade your existing

• Earphone socket

equipment to DSP

• Input sensitivity control

• Can be used with any receiver or transceiver

• Noise cancelling ON/OFF

SIMPLY CONNECT THE AUDIO LEAD TO THE EXTENSION
SPEAKER SOCKET ON YOUR EQUIPMENT!
Designed and manufactured in Great

switch

Britain

NES10-2 Noise eliminating speaker

£99.95

NES5 Basic (plug and gol noise eliminating speaker

£79.95

1030-UKPA UK mains power adapter

£9.95
£129.95

All speakers & modules include afree 1030-FPL DC power lead

ORDER BY PHONE, FAX, POST OR E-MAIL

Nruñ

Effe,,11,

effective" PC

y5 , inmall

dcli.
mo unit 'no,'

September :002

• LED indication of power &

vdtition fro. thme “ishing o, woo, not,

tim

•

200 :

rne,,Poli,, lcuse

hto),

200:

On 40. 20 and 15entr,. Ihare consult. 57/8 noise. Iconnected the
NESI0-2

1030-VEPL Fused vehicle power lead£4.95
NFVV -NEIM1031 Noise eliminating in-line module

-Very

nex rig and rhe Impnnement

1.5

remarkable

-

00171.

An excellent easy-ro.tise plug.in oceessory that can significonr4 improve
re4Tilers

undifl

performance and readobtln,"

noise cancellation
• 12-28V DC operation, fixed
station or mobile
• Compact robust units, easy
to install

Ratkom review Dec 2(X)2

Delivery charges: £6.95. 12 month warranty.

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM OUR APPROVED DEALERS.
TELEPHONE US OR SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR
DETAILS.

Ltd, Blake House, 35 Collington Avenue, Bexhill-on-Sea
East Sussex TN39 3PX

E-mail: sales@bhinstrumentation.co.uk

Website: wwvv.bhinstrumentation.co.uk
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small omni with a magnetic

the time to locate signals, and

base is recommended. It's also

once found, the directional

always looking to

helpful to have a low noise

antenna can be used to peak

further their

preamplifier to help 'pull in'

the signal. This gets especially

reception horizons,

the signals as they can be

interesting when airborne

so what better place to start

quite weak. A nice collinear

video is detected, as real time

than the exciting area of the

antenna design can be found

tracking is required in order

2.4GHz ISM Band? Delving

on-line at

to keep the video signal

into the microwave bands

www.geocities.com/radproj

locked. Directional antennas

may seem a little daunting to

ect.geo/2.4colinear.jpg with

for this band take many

some, but there are some
cheaply available receivers

another variation at

forms, and a low profile

wwvv.frars.org.uk/cgi-

design is the 'double quad'. A

and associated equipment to

bin/render.pl?pageid=1071

simple design can be seen in
Fig. 1, this antenna is taken

For fixed station use, as

help you get started.

well as an omni-directional

from the Radproject web site

free for ISM purposes

antenna, it's useful to have a

at

(Industrial, Scientific and

more directional antenna on a

wwvv.geocities.com/radproj

Medical). This band was

rotator. Again, antennas from

ect.geo/2.4DQUAD.jpg and

allocated by the International

the wireless LAN world can be

is very straightforward to

The 2.4GHz band is licence

build. There is aversion with
four phased elements which

Introducing RaliGHz
Video Monitoring
Long term video and
microwave
enthusiast Alexander
James combines
both of these
disciplines and
introduces us to ISM
band video. Read on
and see just how

Once a good antenna has
been built or purchased, the
next requirement is how to
connect it to your receiver. I
cannot stress enough that it is
very important when dealing
with microwaves to use good

Reflector made from any
metal of p cb material

The band extends from

Adjust spacing
for best results

2.400 to 2.4835GHz, but it is
very useful to have receive
Short length of rn.nlature

capabilities outside this range
to cover the 13cm amateur

-

'l
i

SOU coamal cable
140

television band for example.
Generally, as with any
microwave signal, line of site
to the transmitter is usually
required. For high bandwidth
services such as television or

[SP.,

wireless LAN this is important
to consider but excellent

Fig. 1: A simple 2.4GHz antenna. Note the coaxial cable is not to

results can be obtained

scale but enlarged for clarity.

without line of site.

Antennas
Solder to the outer

The type of antenna you'll
most likely need will be an
omni-directional one to start

offers little in the way of gain.

30

Connectors & Feeder

range' devices.

extend your hobby

monitoring.

bin/render.pl?pageid=1162

(ITU) for low power 'short

with. The advantage with this

microwave video

www.frars.org.uk/cgi-

Telecommunications Union

easy it can be to
to include

can be found at

type of antenna is that no
pointing is required, but it
Because wireless LAN
technology has exploded

Solder to the inner

recently, you can find
hundreds of articles on the
Internet with design and
construction information for

used, as they are cheap to buy

quality connectors. You must

2.4GHz omni-directional

or cheaper to build. Ideally,

ensure that you use good

antennas. For mobile use, a

the omni will be used most of

quality N-types, SMA, TNC and

Short Wave Magazine, January 2003
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have its own advantages.
S-Band down-converters
from the old Arabsat satellite
days can be used also. These
are identical in operation to
the normal satellite TV -Kuband -LNBs, although they
work on vastly different
frequencies (25G Hz vs.
11GHz). Typically, they have
an r.f. input range
of 2.5 to 2.7GHz
but will allow
tuning outside
this range with
little or no loss in
sensitivity. Mostly,
these downconverters output
an if. of 950 to

Fig. 2: A 2.4GHz
receiver card.

at apush BNC
connectors. Try to
limit the number of
connectors in the
system to the
absolute minimum
to keep signal
losses low. For
example, if the
antenna has an Ntype plug, then
one end of your
coax should have
an N-type line
socket, not an Ntype plug and
female back-to-

Fig. 3: Airborne video captured.

back adapter.
System losses soon
build up at these
frequencies.
The coaxial
cable is important

very high loss at
2.4GHz. Instead,
look out for the
Times Microwave
LMR series of
Fig. 4: More airborne video captured.
coaxial cable. If the
cable run is short, say less
Receivers
than 3m such as in avehicle,

on atower or house, then the
coax run should use LMR-400.
The LMR-400 cable is very
similar in dimensions to RG213 so the N-type connectors
can be made to fit, although a
little initiative is required! If
however, money is no object,
then Andrew LDF-xxx series of
heliax can be used, as this is
extremely low loss. LDF-450
has around a4.1dB loss per
30m at 2.5GHz where LMR400 has around 7dB loss for
the same length -at
microwave frequencies it is
the usual case of getting what
you pay for.

majority of this
type of down
converters use
'high side' mixing
with their local
oscillator set at
3.65GHz -this
means that the
recovered video is

too. RG-213, RG-6
or 'satellite TV
coax' should be
avoided, as it has a

then LMR-100 coaxial cable
can be used. If however the
antenna is installed high up

1150MHz and so
can be attached
to anormal
analogue satellite
television receiver
in order to
demodulate the
video. The

When looking at receivers for
2.4GHz there are several
options, all of which should
be explored. If you own a
communications receiver that
covers the 2.4GHz band, such
as the AOR AR5000, then it's
possible to build asimple f.m.
video demodulator that can
be fed with the 10.7MHz if.
output. The problem with this
solution is that the if. output
only has a 10MHz bandwidth,
so isn't really too good for a
lot of the signals you will find,
but it does work very well for
13cm amateur TV. Using a
good quality communications
receiver will of course allow
the tuning to be performed
very accurately which does
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inverted, so it's
important to use a
satellite receiver
with selectable
video polarity.
One such
source of S-band
down converters
in the UK is
Astrotel at
www.astrotel
europe.com There are
limitations with using a
satellite TV receiver, mainly
the very wide if. bandwidth.
This makes the selectivity very
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poor and consequentially
tuning of closely spaced
signals is difficult. It is possible
to replace the i.f. filters in
satellite receivers, however,
this is not asimple task and
requires agood
understanding of r.f. and
electronics if it is to be
successful.
The other common
hardware for 2.4GHz
reception is to obtain a
'Comtech 2.4GHz demo board'
from the likes of www.
g1mfg.com or
www.13cm. co.uk
These boards are receivers
that will tune from 2.2 to
2.7GHz in either 1or 2MHz
steps. Simple modifications
can be performed to allow
feeding power up the coaxial
feeder for apreamplifier, and
video polarity switching is
simple. A big advantage of
these receivers is the fact they
can be powered from 13.8V,
making mobile operation a
very easy option. One of these
receiver boards coupled with
asmall I.c.d. television makes
anice mobile S-band
reception system that will fit
into abriefcase. A typical
Comtech wide coverage
receiver board can be seen in
Fig. 2.
These receiver boards are
tuned with d.i.p. switches
allowing any frequency within
range to be set, although
toggling up through the band
does get a little tiring after a
while. Better tuning methods
are available in the form of
'I.c.d. controllers' -both being
available from the above
suppliers. The I.c.d. controller
from www.g1mfg.com is the
more advanced version,
having variable speed tuning
and several v.f.o.s, whilst the

Uses of the 2.4GHz ISM Band
Typically, you'll find the band is shared between the following
technologies or uses:
• Wireless LAN equipment (802.11b, Bluetooth, Home r.f. and
other CSMA/CD wireless networking technology).
• Short-range video sender devices -two and four channel
giga-video types.
• Spread spectrum cordless telephones (mostly in the USA)
• Personal Role Radio (spread spectrum).
• Wireless surveillance cameras.
• Microwave Ovens.
• Outside broadcast links.
• Military.
• Airborne video downlinks.
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controller from
www.13cm.co.uk is more
basic allowing push button
tuning only.
A UK company
www.videoscanner.co.uk
offers an all in one solution
for 2.4GHz video monitoring
with aportable monitor with
built in 2.3 to 2.5GHz receiver.
This monitor will scan the
band and stop on avideo
signal. The monitor does have
apatch antenna attached that
would be useful close to a
transmitter, but ideally, an
external antenna and
preamplifier should be used.
The Videoscanner is also
powered by anominal 12V
making it too acandidate for
mobile use.
Lastly, the IC-R3 scanner
from Icon which features TV
reception from 9022450.095MHz has to be
discounted as its receive
sensitivity is sadly not really
up to the job -apity as it
would be ahandy package for
this aspect of monitoring.
Perhaps the next revision of
the set will make the grade.

Automatic Reception
The very nature of the 2.4GHz
video transmissions means
that they are usually not
present 24 hours-a-day, which
can make long periods of
monitoring seem alittle
boring! Especially as you have
to watch the screen to catch
short duration transmissions.
The answer in this case is to
build some additional circuitry
to allow the receiver to scan
up and down the band
looking for video signals.
Once asignal is detected, the
scanning can stop and aVCR
can be activated to record the
video. Home-brew electronics
are required for this,
unfortunately I'm not aware
of any kits or built products to
perform this function. The
video detector looks for the
15.625KHz line synchronisation
signal present in PAL video detecting the 50Hz frame
sync. would result in lots of
microwave ovens being
detected, and they don't
transmit anything interesting!
The Radproject video
scanner adapter at
www.g1mfg.com/website/
Datastuff/borrowed/MFGSC
AN2.gif is worth alook. This
32
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design will scan the 2.4GHz
band looking for avideo
signal. Once asignal is found,
then aVCR can be started to
record the video for afew
minutes, before the scanning
is resumed. Very handy
indeed.

What Can Be Received?
Domestic video senders
usually operate on one of four
spot frequencies in this band:
Channel
1
2
3
4

GHz
2.415
2.435
2.455
2.475

Fig. 5: Image from a ground surveillance CCTV camera.

Here you will see the
normal run of the mill
broadcast television being
relayed around the house.
With a reasonable antenna,
you'll receive normal
domestic video senders over
half akilometre away. Since
the band is also shared with
wireless LAN devices,
horizontal noise bars may be
present indicating spread
spectrum or frequency
hopping network activity.
After awhile monitoring
these bands, it's easy to pick
out different types of wireless
LAN traffic simply by looking
at the patterns of
interference on the screen.
Video from airborne
sources can be received over
distances of greater that
50km, providing the receive
antenna is fairly high up and
there are no local
obstructions. Emergency
services and news helicopters
are probably the most
frequent users of this band,
but on occasion it is possible
to see video from civil and
military aircraft during flight
tests. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. show
some examples of airborne
video down links.
Security and CCTV cameras
that operate in the 2.4GHz
band usually have agood
coverage area due to being
mounted at ahigh vantage
point, and as such that r.f.
coverage will also be very
good. Typically you can expect
acoverage radius from
around 250m to a3-4km,
mostly dependant on the type
of antenna and the mounting
position of the
camera/transmitter

Fig. 6: Image from a ground surveillance CCTV camera.

Fig. 7: Image from a ground surveillance CCTV camera.

combination. The output
from aset of typical wireless
CCTV cameras can be seen in
Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
Interestingly, the cameras
producing these pictures also

have what looks like u.h.f.
control for pan, tilt and
zoom.
That's it for this time, I'll
be back soon with some
more.
SVVM
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Kevin Nice looks at a
convenient solution to
the choice of 2.4GHz
receiver. The new boxed
scanning receiver from
G1MFG is aimed at those
shy of home
construction.

I

fyou read this month's
introduction to microwave
video monitoring on page
30, then you'll quickly
realise that this emerging
facet of our hobby is alittle
devoid of ready to go receivers.
Until very recently, there
were only p.c.b. based
receivers which required
the use of on-board,
fiddley, dual in-line
switches to set-up the
module's receive
frequency.
The introduction of
the brand new G1MFG
Microwave receiver has just
changed this. Unlike the only
other competitor, the
Videoscanner, the G1MFG
Microwave receiver has no
built-in screen. This is either
good or bad depending on you
perspective and your intended
use. If like me you fancy some
roaming monitoring, then a
small I.c.d. panel for view is
preferable, though I've been
using both a14in colour
portable and a3in mono TV in
conjunction with video
recorder during my period of
testing. I've used the video
recorder mainly because
neither TV has direct video
input which is arequirement as
the G1MFG Microwave receiver
outputs 1V p-p composite
video. This signal I've been
feeding into one of the VCR's
SCART inputs and then by
utilising the recorder's internal
modulator on to the TV via r.f.
A tortuous path with some
degradation, but it works and
the kids wouldn't let me
'borrow' their set with video in,

microwave receiver
apparently it was
busy with their XBox -whatever that
is? The added
benefit of the video
recorder approach
is the ability to
record any
captured signals in
an instant.

Two Versions
There are two versions of the
receiver, based around the
13cm and 23cm amateur bands,
but covering widely extended

frequency ranges. The 13cm
version reviewed here covers
2.2-2.7GHz (2200-2700MHz)
and offers 10 memories,
scanning functions, and superb
frequency control. The 23cm
version, which covers 8001800MHz, offers similar
facilities. I've only used the
13cm version so all my
comments relate to that
version.
Both receivers are housed in
identical custom-made
aluminium cases measuring
some 130 x70 x100mm, with a
high quality painted finish and
white screen printing on the
front panel which identifies the
button functions.
The front panel contains a
pleasantly green back-lit two
line liquid crystal display and
six push buttons. The display
shows the receive frequency, to
the nearest 5kHz, and other
operating information such as
the current memory or
scanning mode. The push
buttons offer control of
frequency (in 125kHz steps),
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band searching between two
arbitrary frequencies, memory
scanning, plus storing and
retrieving the memory
frequencies. As you can tell, it's
not quite what we're used to
with scanning receivers, but
the receiver is simple to drive
and effect in use.

Connections
The rear panel contains the
socket to allow interconnection
to the other system items.
These are; an SMA socket for
the r.f. input, power (a 2.1mm
coaxial type), and three
phono sockets for
video, 6and 6.5MHz
offset audio signals.
Most 'videosender'
transmitters and all
amateur TV activity
uses one or both of
these frequencies. All
you need to get the
receiver running is aregulated
12V power supply, an antenna,
and phono leads to connect to
the AV inputs on aTV set.

Performance
The receiver sensitivity is -quite
simply -stunning. If you've ever
used an Icom R3 and decided
that there are no signals out
there, think again. The G1MFG
receiver is estimated to be
around -90dB, which is around
1000 times 20-30dB (100-1000
times) more sensitive! Even
with asimple antenna, and I
only used apatch antenna
'borrowed' from my home
video sender unit, the G1MFG
receiver can pick up wireless
cameras at several hundred
metres, whereas the R3
struggles to achieve afraction
of this due to its -60dBm
sensitivity as measured by Alan
Gardener in SWM October
2001. Picture quality is
excellent, although the
brightness can vary between
different sources.

Overall
These new G1MFG receivers
offer awhole new easy-to-use
way of getting into microwave
scanning. It isn't exactly a
crowded market -apart from
the p.c.b.-level products by
G1MFG, the Videoscanner
integrated receiver/monitor
and of course the IC-R3, very
few off-the-shelf products
offer anything like this level of
sophistication at an affordable
price. That price by the way is
£125. Giles at G1MFG tells me
by the time you read this the
receiver will be in full
production. My experiences
here relate to the
preproduction model, though
it's only the case that's
preproduction, the electronics
remain identical.

Thanks for the loan to
www.G1MFG.com who are
the UK's leading supplier of
microwave video
transmitting equipment for
amateur television
enthusiasts. In the last five
years, they have helped get
many hundreds of people
interested in, and active on,
amateur television (ATV). A
lesser-known part of the
business is that it sponsors a
number of ATV repeaters,
with amixture of
equipment and/or financial
donations. Giles Read, the
man behind the business, is
well-known in ATV circles.
He is an active and
enthusiastic ATVer of
around 20 years' standing,
and frequently takes part in
amateur television contests.
He can also be seen at many
of the amateur rallies
around the country, and is
always available for
technical support by 'phone:
(01489) 860318 or E-mail:
sales@g1mfg.com
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Videoscanner

WATCH THE REAL ACTION!
2.3 -2.6 GHz microwave video scanner
• Receives all standard 2.3 -2.6 GHz video:
,/ 13cm amateur television (ATV)
,/ Domestic videosenders
./ Home and professional security cameras
▪ Unencrypted airborne transmissions
• Onscreen frequency display
• 5" mono screen, colour output for VCR
• Built-in speaker for standard 6 MHz audio
• Integral patch antenna (adjustable)
• Mains or 12V (mains adapter included)

New lower price £159.99 inc UK P&P
12V cigarette lighter lead available -add £4.99

See review in October 2001 Short Wave Magazine
Matching 2.4 GHz wireless camera
•
•
•
•
•
•

No license needed
Up to 100m range
92° wide angle lens
High sensitivity 0.5 Lux
High resolution mono CCD
Includes mains adapter &
mounting kit

New lower price
£39.99
inc UK P&P

Send cheque with order to:-

Videoscanner
PO Box 12
Hedge End
S032 2EG

www.videoscanner.co.uk

Seen anything interesting recently?
Wide Coverage Synthesized Video
Receiver module.
Covers 2.2-2.7 Ghz
with 6 and 6.5 Mhz Audio Carriers
£41.00

LCD Controller module £30
Simple four wire connection to
the Wide Coverage or 23cm
Receiver for a frequency
display, rapid tuning and fine
tune mode. Firmware chips
upgraded free of charge as
new controller versions are
available.

Synthesized ATV Modules:
13cm or 23cm
Transmitter £36.00
23cm Receiver £36.00.

13cm Package, Wide
coverage Receiver and 13 cm
Transmitter £65.00.

Package Deals: get on the air for
less than £70.00
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23cm Package, Transmitter
and Receiver £65.00.
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Order online using our secure shopping cart or call our sales line

0709 2002681

ffLicre3,

DTECH, PO Box 26, Be'per, Derbyshire, DE56 1YU
Visit www.13cm.co.uk or www.g1jux.com
We offer special deals for Trade Customers, Repeater groups and Clubs please enquire.
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Win a2.3-2.5GHz
Videoscanner
microwave video
receiver Worth over £200!
The Videoscanner is a simple no-frills receiver capable of tuning over the 2.3-2.6GHz band.
The receiver is sensitive (-90dBm) and capable of providing good reception providing you are
within range of the transmitting source, especially in large urban areas where there is
likely to be a high degree of usage. The Videoscanner provides a quick means of
receiving signals without the hassle and unpredictability of connecting together lots of
individual bits of equipment and obtaining a suitable antenna. The Videoscanner could
well herald the beginning of a new dimension to the hobby of monitoring radio
transmissions.
The Videoscanner is basically a small black and white video monitor measuring
approximately 130 x170 x200mm with a built in 2.3-2.6GHz receiver and directional
antenna. The monitor was originally designed to be part of domestic wireless CCTV system,
but it has been carefully modified to provide extra functions including an on-screen
frequency display. The unit only has a few controls, but they provide all that is required for the
basic reception of video signals. The front of the unit is dominated by the 125mm
monochrome c.r.t. display.
Videoscanner have very kindly donated one of their deluxe packages comprising of a
Videoscanner receiver, camera and power supplies. Full details can be found at
www.videoscanner.co.uk or Videoscanner, PO Box 12, Hedge End, Hants S032 2EG.
The Videoscanner cost around £159.99 and includes a mains adapter and video output
leads for connecting to a VCR or colour screen.
Also available for use with the Videoscanner is a companion video camera complete with p.s.u. and brackets which costs
£49.99.
This excellent system which could provide you with simple entry into the world of video monitoring could be yours. Just
enter our competition to the Videoscanner prize draw, simply complete the entry form below answering the three questions
and post your entry now.
Good luck!

Entry Form
I

111111111111,

To enter this prize draw, please fill in your details on the entry form, (photocopies can be accepted with the
.
original corner flash attached), answer the three questions and post your entry to: SWM Videoscanner
Competition, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

I Name
I Address

Tel
E-mail:
I Do you receive SWM every month'?

Where do you buy SWM9.

QI: What frequency range is covered by the Videoscanner?

I Q2: What size is the Videoscanner screen?

Q3: How is the frequency displayed by the Videoscanner?

The closing date for this competition is 23 January 2003, the winner will be drawn on 4 February 2003 -the first
correct answer drawn will win. The winner will be announced in the March 2003 SWM. The Editor's decision is final.
If you wish not to be contacted by PW Publishing Ltd. or associated companies please tick here. Ul
I.
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ike many of us, Dave
Roberts has lots of
portable kit that relies on
batteries. These days,
there are many choices
of potential power packs. Dave
looks at what is currently
available.
A few months ago Ireceived a
letter from aShort Wave
Magazine reader commenting
that although so many scanning
receivers and scanner/transceivers
required battery power there
was precious little information
available regarding the batteries
that drive the radios. Like most
of us, he found the plethora of
batteries available rather
confusing. He wondered what
power would be suitable for his
hand-held scanner, which would
give him reliable service coupled
with longevity. He also was keen
to know the best way to charge
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From the pocket torch to the
pocket tape recorder, batteries
form the 'life blood' of the
system.

Non-Rechargeable Types
For most of us, the first batteries
with which we had any contact
was the good old zinc-carbon
battery. These were the energy
store that you would find
powering apocket torch and
maybe in the guise of asmall
cuboid 6-cell battery called aPP3,
they would have driven your first
transistor radio.
One electrode is made of zinc
and the other carbon. They are
separated by an acidic paste
which acts as the electrolyte. As
soon as the battery is
manufactured the acidic
electrolyte starts to eat away at
the zinc electrode. There is no
effect on the carbon electrode
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applications these battery types
will have an advantage over zinc
carbon types. This is entirely due
to the type of use that radio
users will subject their
equipment. We tend to use our
radios on acontinuous discharge
basis, i.e. the radio is on for an
extended period of time. If you
transmit on the set then a
percentage of use will be at a
higher current load. Basically, the
alkaline-manganese battery has
almost twice the energy content
of asame sized zinc-carbon
battery. This is still the case at
higher loads.

Lower Power
For really low power applications
or discontinuous discharge
equipment, such as the
ubiquitous pocket torch, the
zinc-carbon battery can provide
an inexpensive alternative to the
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practical and furthermore is not
usually possessed by most
hobbyists. A specialist
charger/regenerator must be
used. A 'charge' strategy of 12/1
is required, i.e. 12 hours charge
for 1hour use. In any case, even
under the most stringent
conditions of use and
regeneration Alkalinemanganese batteries have an
absolute maximum number of
regenerations, this is accepted to
be 20 cycles. Having said that, a
friend of mine has been using
this system with two sets of three
AA size cells for two years. He is
very careful not to discharge the
cells over 30%, only runs them at
low current and swears by this
method. Most pundits, however,
believe this regeneration
method to be impractical in
respect of charge time and cost.
There is, though, anew
alkaline battery available.

Batteries
A Difficult Choice
gle

his batteries in order to get the
best out of them.
Ireplied directly to him
thanking him for his excellent
suggestion and then Ibegan to
scratch my head and gather
information. It took awhile and I
found out that there are more
battery types than Iever
imagined.

What's Included
Iam not including details of any
lead acid technology batteries
here as they are not generally
fitted in scanners or hand-held
transceivers. Iam also going to
skip 'button' cells as likewise,
they are not fitted in radio
equipment other than covert
equipment.
Most of us have at least one
hand-held radio. Ifor one, have
more hand-held sets than hands.
They are all battery powered.
Without the convenience of such
available power, portable radio
equipment could not operate.
The same goes for portable
telephones and ahost of other
handy gadgets that we all use on
adaily basis and take for
granted.
36

but when you connect awire
between the two, then electrons
flow through it and combine
with hydrogen on the carbon
rod. A voltage can be measured
across the electrodes and current
can be produced. Typically these
cells produce 0.76V and will be
placed in series to produce a
battery that supplies anominal
1.5V when first manufactured
and used. The zinc rod will
eventually dissolve completely
due to the action of the acid or
the hydrogen ions in the acid are
exhausted and the battery is then
exhausted or 'flat'.
The same basic reaction forms
the basis of all batteries. The
difference being that different
metals and electrolytes will
produce different potentials
(voltages). As you probably
realise some of the chemical
reactions are reversible, which
results in the cell being
rechargeable.
The most popular nonrechargeable cell/batteries in use
at the moment are alkalinemanganese. In these units the
electrodes are zinc and
manganese-oxide, with an
alkaline electrolyte. In most radio

alkaline-manganese type. It is
important to stress that both
these battery types are nonrechargeable and both start to
lose capacity as soon as they are
manufactured thus giving them
afinite shelf life. Alkalinemanganese units will self
discharge at arate of around 2%
per year and zinc-carbon
batteries at amaximum of 4%
per year. When an alkalinemanganese battery is fresh
(recently manufactured) it will
provide aterminal voltage of
1.5V. Just prior to final discharge
that voltage will have dropped
to 0.9V.
Alkaline-manganese batteries
can, however, be regenerated. To
acheive this, certain conditions
have to be met with regard to
the use of the battery. The
battery must not have been used
at ahigh discharge rate with the
terminal voltage not dropping
below 0.8V. No more than 30%
of the capacity should have been
used otherwise an irreversible
process will occur that will
prevent regeneration. The above
figures are critical and should be
monitored constantly with
equipment that is not 'field'

Marketed as arechargeable
alkaline cell under the name
Pure Energy the manufacturers
claim that the cells will retain its
charge for five years. More of
this product later...
Therefore, for nonrechargeable battery use, the
clear choice for powering radio
equipment is the alkalinemanganese type. It has agood
shelf life and is able to provide
higher current for longer periods
than the zinc-carbon. Remember
too, that the storage life of
batteries is dependent on the
conditions of storage. Generally
the higher the storage
temperature, the less abattery
retains it's capacity due to the
increased reaction rate of the
interval chemistry. The ideal
storage location would be a
refrigerator set at between 0°
and 10°C. Batteries should be
kept tightly wrapped in vapour
proof packaging such as plastic
laminated aluminium foil to
prevent them drying out. They
should be left at room
temperature for an hour or two
prior to use.
Most of us will never go to
this trouble.
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Rechargeable Types
Batteries of this type are
manufactured in the usual AA,
AAA, Cand D cell sizes and in
addition they are also made in
equipment specific packs. Most
radio amateurs, scannists and
laptop computer users are
familiar with batteries that are
put together specifically for a
particular make of radio,
computer or other appliance.
Firstly, the Nickel Cadmium
cell (NiCad) The electrodes in this
case are nickel-hydroxide and
cadmium with potassium
hydroxide as the electrolyte.
Most hobbyists and radio
amateurs will be familiar with
this type. Typically these cells
will, when charged, give 1.2V
per cell as opposed to 1.5V for
Zinc Carbon and alkalinemanganese types. Unlike
alkaline-manganese they
discharge at an almost constant
1.2V. This level is roughly
equivalent to the average
discharge voltage of the
alkaline-manganese battery.
Therefore, exchanging battery
types in equipment is not a
problem as long as they are not
mixed in use, i.e. don't use
different cell types in an
appliance's battery tray.
NiCad batteries have long
been the most popular
rechargeable power plant for
scanner users and amateurs
using hand-held radios. Supplied
in adischarged state these items
should be fully charged before
use. The type of charger supplied
or sold for charging NiCad
batteries is the type that will
recharge aflat battery in
between fourteen and sixteen
hours. Manufacturers make
these chargers to operate at a
rate of 0.1C. This is where Cis
the hour capacity of the battery.
A typical NiCad battery has
600mAh capacity and therefore
has aCrate of 600mA. The 0.1C
rate is therefore 60mA. A 0.1C
charge rate is, therefore, the
cheap option for manufacturers
of the charging units. If the
charger operated at ahigher
rate then acircuit would have to
be built to detect when the
battery was fully charged and
then shut off to avoid damage
to the battery. The charger
would cost more.
The 0.1C rate is the best
option for keeping the charger
cheap and cheerful but still
charging the battery within
reasonable time. A battery
charging at 0.1C will be fully
charged at between fourteen
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and sixteen hours. You may
wonder why it takes that much
more time to charge the battery
than the formula would
indicate. A 0.1C charge should,
after all, charge the battery in
ten hours. The fact is that actual
battery capacity is usually
greater than it's rating and the
efficiency of charge is always
less than 100%. This means that
the fourteen to sixteen hour
period is necessary for afull
charge. Charging over this
period of time only heats up the
cell and builds up internal
pressure. At the 0.1C rate, this
does not cause damage but
accelerates deterioration of the
cell and so reliability suffers.
In practical terms, charging
should be carried out in
accordance with the
manufacturers instructions.
Normally afifteen hour charge is
recommended to charge afully
discharged battery. If you are a
meticulous sort of person you
may work out just how
discharged the unit is and you
can adjust the charge time
accordingly. If the battery has a
third of the capacity used then it
will be fully recharged in five
hours. This, however, can cause a
problem. If the battery is
repeatedly only partially
discharged before being
recharged then the battery will
form aso called memory of the
discharge level and forget that it
can be further discharged. This
memory effect is caused by a
chemical reaction to repeated
partial charge and manifests
itself in the user realising that the
cell does not provide current for
as long as it did previously. The
best thing to do with NiCad and
Ni-Mh batteries is to regularly
discharge them before charging.

Nickel Metal Hydride
Nickel Metal Hydride (Ni-Mh)
cells provide the same voltage as
NiCads but will give around 30%
more output in terms of use.
They also cost more. Again a
charger specified by the
manufacturer should always be
used. Unlike the NiCad battery
Ni-Mh can withstand random
charging but agood tip is to
treat it pretty much like aNiCad
and discharge it fully before
giving it afifteen hour charge in
acharger meant for Ni-Mh
batteries. Ni-Mh batteries initially
were not thought to suffer the
memory effect but it seems that
they do, as the nickel plate
common in both NiCad and
Ni-Mh units contributes to
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crystalline formation that causes
the effect. Memory effect is not
so noticeable in Ni-Mh batteries
because they have ashorter life
cycle.
Both types of cell have a
pretty high 'self discharge' rate
of around 1% per day at room
temperature. Also NiCad and
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In laboratory tests aproperly
maintained NiCad was cycled for
1100 times before any
deterioration in performance
took place at all. The battery
remained fully useable for
another three hundred cycles
and then the main difficulty
noticed was that the self-
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D-cell -500mA.
Typical light drain discharge
(30mA continuous)
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Fig. 2: Service life comparison for Zinc-Carbon and Alkaline
0-cell -30mA.

Ni-Mh batteries may not reach
their full efficiency with regard
to charge retention until after
they have been fully discharged
and recharged about five times
from new.
To keep NiCad and Ni-Mh
batteries fully charged when not
in use you can either allow them
to 'trickle charge' at avery low
rate using apurpose-built
charger for the battery type or,
using their normal chargers and
acheap timer unit, simply give
them athirty minute charge
every 24 hours. This works
for me.
If properly cared for, regularly
discharged and fully charged
(whether they are actually used
in an appliance or not), aNiCad
battery is the clear winner. It will
maintain constant, almost
perfect performance over many
hundred charge/discharge cycles.

discharge rate increased. Testing
ultra high capacity NiCad
batteries that contain around
60% higher energy density
revealed less spectacular results
with capacity dropping off quite
noticeably after four hundred
charges and the battery being
useless after around amaximum
of around eight hundred cycles.
Note that these were laboratory
tests conducted under ideal
conditions and don't reflect
normal use where the battery
would be subject to stress of
differing temperatures and
current flow.
Nickel Metal Hydride battery
life is definitely not as long as
NiCad types. Tests have shown
that after around three hundred
discharge/charge cycles the thing
is pretty much useless.
Significantly less than the life of a
well looked after NiCad!
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THE
FAMOUS
TIVOLI
RADIO

•22 MAIN RD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX, SS5 4QS•

!

ENQUIRIES: TEL: 01702 206835/204965•FAX: 01702 205843 ,

E-MAIL: sales@wsplc.corn•WEB: www. wsplc. corn.

MIDLANDS STORr 'BENTLEY BRIDGE, CHESTERFIELD RD,

MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE, DE43 5LE.
ENQUIRIES: 'TEL: 0I629 582380•FAX: 01629 580020.

Superb audio
with amazing
base response.

E-MAIL: info@lowe.co.uk•WEB: www.lowe.co.uk

Measuring
11.4x21.2x13.3mm it's

•20 WOODSIDE WAY, GLENROTHES, FIFE, KY7 5DF.

quality will astound you. Full FM

I ENQUIRIES: 'TEL: 01592 756962•FAX: 01592 610451.

WATSON W-HP200
COMMS HEADPHONES

and 12v operation. No external

Plus £6.00 Carr.

NES10-2 DSP SPEAKER

HE
•Speaker with built-in DSP nose filters
•Dip switch ',flings for 8 filter settings

e
hm

.

•Plu

Plus EE 75 Carr

I

c

to 3.5m speaker SOcket
Same as "NES" version but with fixed

atts input

. 200 -10,000Hz

output
s 1PV at 0.4 Amps max

• Tailored for Comme

•Padded ear pieces

This is a combined speaker and

-

• 1/4" stereo adaptor

MVT-3300EU SCANNER

UBC-220XLT

VR-1200 RECEIVER

The MVT-3300EU from Yupiteru
covers most of the useful bands
in the VHF and UHF spectrum It

Ideal for ij.

•i,

has 200 memories as standard
with a range nf hand and
security channels as well. It has

baedusfroni 66MHz - •
4,14110‘in*
3007ner
•
end avery fast scanning speed
•very «trail* buy.
•
•• ne flexible short
.
,
.

functions normally associated
0000
000 0
0 0 0

with more expensive sets such
as pre-setting the receiving
mode and frequency step,
Duplex reception with 'One
Touch- function

Arc

cite El^ 7"

Sea4ePass rin
Thereis also a bent •• o
function to receive certa,

Plus EIS 00 C.

UBC-3000XLT

scrair hled communications.

AOR AR-13500 II

.•

•530kHz -2040MHz

•FM AM SSIB CVV

• 1000 Memories

•2000 pass frequencies

•37ch sec scan
•8.33kHz airband steps
•RS232 PC interface fitted

tr. r

£679

• 10.7MHz IF for SOI 5500

‘.3Hilun

•Accepts up to 5 siic

• NULlIll

.irdh

•Detachable MIN bar' rir I

I

BEARCAT UBC -9000XLT
BASE STATION

£159

£159

Plus E9 00 Car'

ALINED 0_1-X3

•
h pucl ,canning (30
channels phi -second)
•DC power lack for use with
cigarette lighter socket
•Ultra compact size, with
drip-resistant construction
•CTCI-IS Bud DTCS tone se., -•
Clo,•..

YAESU VR-5000

•AM. FM, VVFM
•/00 Memories
•Audio descrambier
ii ell,0

•
•

L.

i,

snd data opt ire, .11'12 available do riot from
•no reyboard
Oir unattended operat rir the
JODOXLT ha, ,i• •,titorririuc 'ape recorder ON OFF
and tape out p.n. fe, turc!

scanner from Aline°. For the
airband enthusiast it include- 8.33kHz steps aswell as the

£109

plus E0 00 Carr.

usual step frequencies. Its ei.•
wide coverage is from 100kHz t.
1300MHz,

0 00 77
0 0 £
0 0 0 CD
O
5-7.,

•NFM, WFM. NAM. VVAM
La
LSB, CVV
•521kHz -13POMHz
• 1,000 memory channels
•High sensitivity
•Signal strength meter
•High speed scanning & searching'
•MONItor button
•%scrambler function
•Telescopic rod antenna
•Clock tee,' f

o
O

W WITH «ADS &CHARGER
YAESU VR-500

1.-300m0..

• 1000 m,,,,has

•Audio Output 220mW
"Size 56x102x23mm

lure DJ-X3 is the latest handhen

Plu ES 00 Car

• 10rj.• •.•

•Stereo FM (with headphones]

ifl S,,, ,r1 bands
• 8 D, -acter

•3A.A.A dry cell batter', case
le
;L. oha

YLIPITERLI MVT-7300

This lovely little scanner

•Weight 14.5g (without bets)

select.ab4.
,:nvering AM
FM arid
cdes Self ,table receiver attenuator, di

E6 00 cari.

from Yaesu offers
supons performance

•Bug Detector

•

£229

Plus E6 00 Carr

• 0150 to 1309.995MHz wide
riand coverage with AM. FM. VVFM
modes
• Builtan rod antenna clearly
improves low frequency
broadcasts
•Total of 1250 memory
channels (1000 regular channels
with 18 memory banks, 50 scan
edges ad 200 auto memory write

AOR's exciting new scanner

(51

charger and telescopic antenna.

ICOM IC-RE

lif2C

•

• 10 Tuning steps
•
•Fast scar speed
Rechargeable batteries, AC

frequencies

•Select chie Attenuater

•Recharge.

•500 Pass channels

•VFO search feature. PC
3qrammable with optional ADMS-3

• -.ton Tirt

•La_
Jack 3 ',non
•n•t eare•,0r,
,. 2

•USE]. LSB. CVV, AM, FM. VVFM,
• 1,000 memories

•0Character Alpha-tags
•Preprogrammed broadcas

c •Antenna: BNC •Supply 9.013BV DC •2 xAA cells •Battery

• •JUF ,ir

for

time arid svery sensitive. Offers

•%al watch

voltage: 2.2-3.5V DC [nominal 3V]

hest value

money, it has stood the test of

•64 frequency slop channels
•21 Smart Search
•8 Search bands
• 1Priority channel

r

•LCD with back light

Probably the

• 12 Channel step,
•640 Memory Channels

FPBarik,

•Modes AM VVFM, NFM

10014Hz - 1.955Hz

• 100kHz -1300MHz
•AM. FM, WFM

•,'liMPz I ISOfIa

•
Cll sr
•Data ,kip fear, i•

YUPITé.-RU MVT-7100EX

U;iih1Pirli;111 MEIN MODEL

a

• 10 PC1(11 ' Chri

se. DX and weal signe ca-, sr ,
car noise and making •are

Plus £6 00 Cart.

Uniclen-Bearcat

•Size 68 •

at can be used with any receiver or transceiver it

ers 8 filter settings selected V18 a
ntch on the back and atop mounted on, off switch to
ct the DSP nanti out of circuit. The unit offers dramatic noise reductioo enabling weak

• Single cable

•Power re

performance

nsP

• 3.5mm stereo plug

•.100 Ch

optimised filter setting that can be
switched in or out. Gredt value and

•Use mol ,:ie lye cigar adaptor

• Good sound proofing

j
we
sal

and AM broadcast coverage. Ac

E-MAIL: joyceecomstaol.com•WEB: www.jazizz2Ts.com

It
. ME
M

VERSION

neu ocarinei
t'599MHz •FM AM SSB

•Real-time band scope
•DSP Noise anr• notch filters(with optional DSP-1)
•2000
—
,•Optional digital voice recorder
•Large „•
a
nLry.S.ipe- HF performance
•Ultra sensa..e •Fully nrograrninable

a•pnrinumer it 'Ir play
•Bard scope Priorit,
rr,nitorng
• PC orb

•—nnable

•Smart rri
ch feet!, e
•Alpha numeric rectal,
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SHORT WAVE DIPOLE

STREET PILOT III

1.5m long!
anuo

,

ROBERTS R9914

IT TALKS TO
Plus (6 00 Carr.

AM & SSB
FREE
AC Adaptor

£49.95
Pii

•True Dipole
Performance

• Low noise design.

The new

70 -

• Matching Module

on '"-me

• •-

• Receive Only

• CD Ohm Input

• 1MHz -30MHz

• SO-239 socket

• 10m Long approx.

• 10m Coax

"nx•

-•ndc

600C•

MusE900Ca

on from Watson gives you dipole
ocross the entire

short-wave bands.

vires, it reduces the background noise

and pL s nthe signals. And its small size means it kvill fit
Ions Absolutely no adjustment required

mapping, 32Mb storage card and card reader for
quick PC programming. Examples of voice info are:
"turn left 2 miles," "take 2nd left at next
roundabout". "house number 17 is on your left,'
"him rinht in 'Mlle " Thee
çtnrk now

BAR-BBBLI

IC-R75 RECEIVER

AM E. SSB portable short wave receiver at an amaz-

It talks to you and is supplied with street level

ing price. 153kHz to 29.99MHz plus FM stereo
broadcast. Built-in whip, 45 memories, Bedside timer
and alarm, Clarifier, external antenna socket etc.
Includes case. AC adaptor, earphones detailed manual
and Radio Guide

GLOBAL AT-2000

HITACHI KH-W51 WORLD

ANTENNA TUNER

SPACE DIGITAL RECEIVER
This

£59.95

own mini satellite
dish and receives
digital WorldSpace

P9•9 f9 00 Carr

broadcast signals
via the AfriStar

ppi display
The IC-R75 has receiveii

satellite. As well as
all the normal VHF

poked

t•.•

Amateur Radio Press. It's aviarz serious short wave
receiver with coverage right up to the exciting 6m

oie •

Ham Band. Features include USB. LSB, CVV, AM, FM
• 101 Memohes •Super High Dynamic Range •

inside
outside
tempera - e

Synchronous AM detection • Twin Pass band Tuning
•Digital Signal Processing (with optional UT-106)

reco-der [wit,

Rugby

FM programmes,

'anclard,

you can switch to

poassic

wireless remote

satellite broadcast
signals from CNN.

-e antenna tuner for snort we, e

stening.

BBC, Bloomberg (multi language), World Radio

cg 1.8 -30MHz. it includes our

nehvorks 1 Ey 2, and lots more. High quality mono via

• Automatic Notch Filter • 101 Alphanumeric

sensor), barometer plus 24-hour forecast trono and

exclisive

Memories • RF Gain/Squelch •Clock • Numeric

day/date information.

selectiv,ty J,.s: connect arandom length of wire oi

yeypad • Altenuator • 2-level Pre-Amp • Scanning

Order BAR 888U

connect a cose care from ATU back to receiver

ALINCO DJ-X2000

which improves front-end

CAPTURE THAT FREIlUENEYI

WR-1550E

the internal speaker and stereo via the headphone
pocket. Runs from AC. 4 xD cells (not supplied), or
external 6V

WINRADIO

Hunts dawn Frequencies

"Current (max) 200mA

ARB200 MARK III

VVR-15501

HUNTER 10MHz -315Hz

•Current (standby) 30mA

The AR-8200 Mark 3 developed
on

the

successful

AR-8200

"Audio 100mVV (8 Ohms]

Supplied with

"Size 57x150x275ir

Series-2 is

telescopic

receiver It now has extended

antenna

•Weight 320g

and

DJ-X2000 Super Scanner
arn Alinco covers 100kHz to

charger. If you

AC

the

handheld,

should

are

be

able

you
to

mad off the frequency

F
E PCR-1013C1
UTE.R

-

ote

1014Hz - 1300MHz

it

down

scanner It's that
simple and it's pocket
sized.

Connect this up to
your PC and enjoy
high quality
eception with an
amazing
station
data
base
and
ne:41.3maur,;77 memory log. Can
e
be used remotely
from PC. Requires
PC (not included)
Acide•US8 LSB 0W MIA& WPM.

Zoom into any FM
transmission between 30MHz
and 900MHz and monitor the

handling over the extremely wide
530kHz

to

£389

3Hz -Antenna

Plus E6 00 Ca0

R-861 PORTABLE

SANYO W5-1000 WORLD

SW WITH ROS

SPACE DIGITAL RECEIVER

£199.95

comprises a complete
button,

squelch

Plus (6 00 Carr

adjustment

and built-in speaker

renier'

•

••

auto-hold control and a

• 153kHz-29.999MHz. 875 -108MHz

bargraph signal meter It also

•AM, SSB (USB/LS13), FM (FM Stereo)

adds a CI-V port for reaction

• AM wide- narrow filter •Tone control

tuning loom and AOR receivers fitted with this

•AM RF Gain control •Stereo through ea

feature. These monitor receivers are designed for

• 307 memories •261 SW. 16 MW,

nearfiled use and the range is from a few hundred
cuit -es to around 1km, depending

ci.

i'reguenoy and

pow,- of the transmitter.

VVR-5001 £99.95 VVR-5002 £159.95

•stand-alone pocket
¡sized Morse code
'reader Similar in
size
•Ç

•Built-in P.M

to

the

MFJ

Morse tutors, all you do is hold it close
-

to your receiver and it instantly displays

CW on the 32 character high contrast LCD. It has
automatic speed tracking, a serial port -if you wish to

Fast keypad entry. • Rechargeable

connect to a computer to display the text on a bigger

batteries. AC charger and helical

screen

antenna.

audio if required. Truly pocket sized at 57 x 82.5 x

It can also be connected to your receivers

25.5mm and 156g.

as a

Wa5 2003 CATALOGUE!!

Plu£9 00 C

nversabor • Fast

phono connectors as well

',ices Amazing performance; amazing price

IThe MFJ-461 is a

.nction lets you near both

ante, .. •Dual frequency display •

d out via

liDIF digital audio output. It also has 32 mernor es
with remote control and a port for multimedia

£8495

ope display • Duplex
rea
sid

in speaker, external optional stereo headphones or

MFJ-461

.

Runs from supplied AC main,

,otor or optional batteries Audio output via internal

• 110/230V auto-switching AC adaptor

• Ji Priority channels,

as it does not require

"vinkiSpace Satellite

Auto time set • 3 individual alarm time,

• 1,000

casks • 500 Pass

vith 5m of cable. Receives digital broadcasts from the

18 FM 9 LW plus priority station

\if, NAM. VVAM. LSB, USB, CW,
F-npoency steps

Throes complete with detachable mini flipaiip dish and

• RIDS (Radio Data System) Station nami

yet Features include WM,

of new modes. The
SignaLink is unique

'' c

The WR-

5002. is similar, but adds an

ckizing ano

enquire for more details.

of

3000MHz.

Connection BNC

receiver with auto tuning, skip

transmitting avane:.

Plu9 E6 00 Can-

coverage

FM-N, FM-W. USB, LSEL CW -Tuning res: 10H2

nave acomplete station in your

£69.95

has also been improved for best

'Freq. range: 150kHz-1500MHz 'Modes: AM.

•otrum from long wave to UHF.

,eparate accessory pack
'al 95) is available, please

high

sensitivity and strong signal

zvering the complete radio

swhich makes it compatible with most of the rigs
le market.

and

audio. It takes a fraction of a

YUPITERU MVT -9000

ore free for other tasks. The SignaLink has internal

enhanced,

capacity Nickel Metal Hydride
batteries supplied.. Performance

,oth runnels

second The VVR-5001

SPECIAL OFFER

uuse of a corn port to trigger the PTT on the rig
'sen transmitting images, which leaves the com

3GHz, the illumination has been
further

(1Hz USB, LSB. CW) •DSP Bandpass. Notch E.

NEARFIELD MONITORS

1COM IC-R2 50014Hz - 1303MH

5-gnaLink SL-1

the new all-mode

receive frequency coverage to

The internel model, easily
slots into a spare 6,4
socket in the PC with
power and o .
controlled fri
rompu'

Noise reduction 'IF shift

7 "«
,e

This palm size handy offers great
performance. Offers:
• FM. VVFM and AM •Auto
squelch • 400 Memories
• 11 Tuning steps •CTCSS
decode • Duplex monitoring
•P,t1.2 - > • PC Programmable
•Bi. • ,nenuator • Priority
watch • Needs 2 x
AA cells (extra).
Antenna included.

The External model, is
used in conjunction with a
desktop or laptop
computer making it
portable and can be used
with a RS-23P interface

and

enter it in your

CONTROLLED RECC,7 - '

11[1:11

battery

within 200 ft or so of

'5GHz all modes.
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Lithium-Ion

by this time. These batteries
seem just the job for mobile
phone use where the phone is
often replaced after ayear or so.
Time will tell how they shape up
in the hobby radio market. In
any case if you buy aLi-ion
battery you may be purchasing a
unit that was made months ago
and may be well past its prime.
The makers of these units code

Lithium-Ion (Li-ion) batteries are
arecent addition to the power
armoury of the portable radio
user.
They are around 30% lighter
and have at least 30% more
capacity than NiCad or Ni-Mh
equivalents. They require avery
special charger to charge at
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Capacity, self-discharge and internal resistance
of a'standard' Nickel Cadmium cell
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hundred times the service life of
azinc-carbon battery.
Apparently RAM cells should be
recharged before going flat in
order to optimise longevity.
There are few statistics available
indicating just how many
discharge/charge cycles the
battery can deal with before
deterioration but such test
results that are in the public
domain indicate that around
sixty cycles are possible before
the cell exhibits any
degradation. The makers claim
that the cells may be cycled over
two hundred and fifty times
which does not compare
favourably with NiCad units.
RAM cells cost around twice
as much as nickel-cadmium but
are around the same price as
NiMh. A special charger type is
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1
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1

available to hobbyists at the
present and at reasonable cost it
seems to me that for non
rechargeable batteries the
manganese alkaline type is the
clear winner.
Nickel-cadmium and nickelmetal hydride rechargeable cells
are high maintenance batteries
in that they require regular
discharge/ charging cycles to
ensure long life.
Lithium-ion batteries seem
destined to fail after around two
years and RAM batteries have
yet to be proven in the long
term.
It seems to me, therefore,
that the NiCad battery, if well
looked after, is the clear winner
in terms of service life and cost.
If you run ahand-held radio
there are many power options

Capacity, self-discharge and internal resistance
of aNickel Metal Hydride cell

Capacity, self-discharge and internal resistance
of an 'ultra-hicih capacity' Nickel Cadmium cell
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Fig. 3: NiCad cell characteristics -standard.
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Fig. 5: Nickel Metal Hydride cell characteristics.

Fig. 4: NiCad cell characteristics -ultra high capacity.
Capacity and internal resistance of aLithium Ion cell

constant current (0.2C to 0.7C
depending on the manufacturer)
until the battery reaches 4.2Volts
per cell. Then the voltage is held
at that figure until the current
has dropped to 10% of the
initial charge rate. The charger
should detect this drop and
cease charging In effect this
means that equipment
manufacturers build the
chargers and we stick with them.
Overcharging Li-ion cells is
downright dangerous and they
can catch fire. Lab tests on Li-ion
batteries show capacity
remaining constant over a
thousand cycles with very good
performance. There is no
memory effect with Li-ion cells
but and this is abig but, the
makers of these batteries never
mention that these batteries
seem to age rapidly whether the
battery is stored or in regular
use. If your Li-ion battery is over
two years old and is still in fine
fettle then give it aparty
because many of them are dead
40

the date of manufacture and
mere users like us are not able to
establish this vital statistic. You
have been warned.

350
Internal
_
resistance

300
250
?" 200

RAM
A newcomer to the market place
is the RAM (Reusable AlkalineManganese, trademark of
Battery Technologies Inc.)
battery. Currently manufactured
in AA, AAA, Cand D cell sizes
they are delivered fully charged
and are claimed not to suffer
self-discharge to the extent of
NiCad and Ni-MH types. Nor do
they contain nearly the same
amount of heavy metals of the
other types thus reducing
pollution on disposal. They are
rated at 1.5V and exhibit no
'memory effect'. The chargers
for these cells are less expensive
and the makers claim that one
RAM cell can deliver up to
twenty five times the service
hours of asingle use alkalinemanganese battery and up to a
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Fig. 6: Lithium ion cell characteristics.

required but an advantage is
that the charger is inexpensive
and the makers claim that the
cells can be left in the charger
for weeks with no ill effects.
I'm sure that further
information will become
available if and when these cells
enjoy more widespread use.

You Choose
Battery technology is continually
moving forward but having
looked at all the options

available. Some users will prefer
the convenience and power of
single use alkaline-manganese
batteries. Others will require a
rechargeable solution, perhaps
built into aradio specific cell
case.
It is definitely the case that
good battery maintenance will
enhance battery life and
serviceability and in the long run
help us poor hobbyists save our
cash, and that can't be abad
thing -can it?
SWIM
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Win aPRO-82
Scanner
Worth over £120!
Get started scanning with the
help of SWM and RuSK.

2

3

e.,

o

.

RadioShack

Reviewed in SWM last month, the PRO-82 scanner is a chunky beast presenting a
comforting handful and measuring around 150 by 65 x40mm. It covers 29 to
465.6375MHz with gaps. A belt clip is supplied as is a 150mm helical rubber antenna
that locates on the left hand of the top panel via a BNC connector. This easily allows
an external or replacement antenna to be hooked up. There are two battery trays
supplied in the box. One tray is for 1.5V AA size cells and the other, a yellow tray, takes
rechargeable cells. Optional adapters can be purchased to charge the batteries in
the set or to power the unit from a mains supply.
There are two controls on the top panel. One is for on/off/volume and the other handles the squelch threshold. A
headphone socket completes the line up on the roof of the radio.
The display, speaker and all other controls, bar one, are presented on the front panel.

Anyone first handling a Radio Shack scanner will find it's use totally instinctive.
This entry level scanner could provide you with all you need to get started into the world scanning.
Just enter our PRO-82 prize draw, simply complete the entry form below answering the three questions and
post your entry now.
Good luck.
RuSK can be contacted at 29 The Hollies Industrial Estate, Cannock, Staffordshire WS1 1DB

Entry Form
To enter this prize draw, please fl" —

s

original corner flash attoc -c-.7:

-- e
_,

_

'or—.. (photocopies can be accepted with the
and post your entry

SWM PRO-82 Competition,

Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW
Name
Address

Tel
E-mail:
I Do you receive SWM every month'?

Where do you buy SWM'?'

QI: What is the lowest frequency that is covered by the PRO-82?
Q2: Where are RuSK based?

Q2: What colour is the tray for rechargeable cells?

The closing date for this competition is 23 January 2003, the winner will be drawn on 4 February 2003 -the first
correct answer drawn will win. The winner will be announced in the March 2003 SWM. The Editor's decision is final.
If you wish not to be contacted by PW Publishing Ltd. or associated companies please tick here. j
m.

-2,

(01543) 468855
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Areflective article from John Wilson
this month as he looks back at abusy
2002 and ties up afew loose ends.

T

owards the end of
each year of writing

performance transceiver being

He found that quite often,

presented in the current issues

phase noise causes reciprocal

for the magazine, I

of Radio Communication, the

mixing that masks the IMD

try to clear up some

RSGB's journal, in which he

performance of receivers".

of the unfinished

says:

topics which may have arisen

For those of you who are now

from my articles and reviews,

"...in normal usage, an

and although Iam writing this

amateur is unlikely to require a

"Yes, well, Iknow all this, why is

at the end of September, I

receiver with a spurious free

he repeating it again" Imust

know that you may be reading

dynamic range (SFDR)

apologise, but a magazine

exceeding 95dB...In this regard,

writer should never forget that

ST9938

fOSC

nodding heads and thinking

local oscillator noise leading to

there are always newcomers to

reciprocal mixing is more

the hobby who might welcome

troublesome than pure IMD

an insight into what makes a

performance..."

good or bad receiver, and an
introduction to the more

Wise words from a very

fif

esoteric language which the

knowledgeable expert,

experienced among you find so

reinforced by an article in the

familiar. So what, in simple

July/August 2002 issue of QEX

terms, is reciprocal mixing? The

ST9940
8MHz

45MHz

fOSC

53M Hz

Fig. 1: The mixing process in a superhet receiver.

f
w

í; f
Noise If
n )at

+10kHz

fOSC

fosc

fw = (fif )

fn

f
w

fuw

(fif)

fif
Fig. 3: Here, due to oscillator noise, the unwanted signal makes it
though the conversion process.

ST9939
8.01MHz

Fig. 2: The conversion of
a 8.01MHz signal.
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44.99MHz
(rejected)

it in December, so Happy

entitled 'Improved Dynamic

definition given in ITU

Range Testing' which said:

Recommendation F.612 says:

"Peter Chadwick, G3RZP, took

"Reciprocal mixing in areceiver

on the task of deciding how

occurs when, during the

Christmas. Imentioned at the

much dynamic range HF

reception of a wanted signal, a

end of my review of the AOR

receivers need. He made some

strong out-of-band interfering
signal mixes with out-of-band

LA-350 loop antenna that Ihad

measurements of actual

been talking to Colin Horrabin

received signal strengths and

skirt noise from the synthesiser,

about a design for a high

based his conclusions on those.

producing mixing products which
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fall into the receiver IF band,
causing the receiver output
signal to noise ratio to be
degraded".

Date 28.Sep
Ref.Lvi
-10.00 dBm

4, *

What does that mean? The

10.0

normally encountered

'02
Time
Marker

12.3816
-10.33 dBm
10.00000 MHz

Res.Bw

10.0 HzI3d81

Vid.Bw

10 Hz

CF.Stp

1 000 kHz

RF.fitt
Unit

20 dB
fdBm/

-20.0

explanation of the mixing

30.0

process in a superhet receiver

40.0

uses a diagram similar to that

50.0

of Fig. 1, where the wanted

-60.0

signal f
w is mixed with a local

70.0

oscillator f
o „ to produce an

-80.0

if. shown as f
if .Ihave shown

-90.0

typical frequencies for today's

100.0

receivers, where it is customary

-110.0

to convert to a high if., often

-120.0

45MHz, in the first mixer stage.

Start
9.995 MHz

So far, so good, but these

Span
10 kHz

Center
10 MHz

Sweep
300 s

Stop
10.005 MHz

neat diagrams represent
theoretically perfect signals

Fig. 4: The ultra clean spectrum of JW's Racal Rubidium frequency standard.

with no sidebands and asingle
wanted incoming signal. Life
isn't like that, so what if there
are several signals around our
8MHz wanted one, and what if
the unwanted signals are
higher in amplitude? No

4.

problem, according to Fig. 2,
for if there was a strong

-10.0

unwanted signal f
uw some

-28.0

10kHz higher than fw ,say at

-30.0

8.010MHz, then this would be

-40.0

converted by our theoretically

-50.0

Date 28.Sep
Ref.Lvl
-10.00 dBm

'02
Time
Marker

12 ,48:09
-11.08 dBm
10.00000 MHz

Res. Ow

10.0 Hz13(181

Uid.114

10 Hz

CF.SLP

1.000 kHz

RF.Mtt
Unit

20 dB
IdBm1

60.0

perfect local oscillator to an if.

-70.0

at 44.990M Hz which does not

-B0.0

correspond to our theoretically

-90.0

perfect 45MHz i.f, and would

-100.0

seem to be rejected.

‘Ptitiii$1414460%414
1Aittl

-110.0

Is there such athing as a

-120.0

local oscillator which behaves

Start
9.995 MHz

in such a perfect fashion -of

Span
10 kHz

Center
10 MHz

Sweep
300 s

Stop
10.005 MHz

course not, and every oscillator
generates sidebands of noise

Fig. 5: The H-P 8657A synthesised generator is not so clean.

on each side of its wanted
frequency. If we add some
noise sidebands to our local
oscillator, what happens?
Getting more complicated,
Fig. 3 shows that the original
situation still applies, with our

ete

wanted signal f
w mixing with
osc
f

Date B4.0ct.'02
Time 1100 , 17
ReF.Lvi
Marker
-0.62 dBm
2.00 dBm
14.05800 MHz

Res. 8w

10.0 HzI3d81

Uld.Bw

10 Hz

CF.Stp

1.000 kHz

RF.Fitt
Unit

35 dB
IdBml

to produce f
if .However,

now we have the strong

-10.0

unwanted signal f
uw mixing

-20.0

with the noise sidebands of

-30.0

f
o „ which also produces f
if,so

-40.8

in addition to our wanted

-58.0

signal being put into the if.

-60.0

stages of the receiver, we also

-70.0

have an if. full of unwanted

-80.0

noise from the unwanted

-90.0

signal.

-100.0

Expand the situation

Start
14.053 MHz

further and imagine awanted

Span
10 kHz

Center
14.058 MHz

Sweep
300 s

Stop
14.063 MHz

signal surrounded by many
unwanted signals, each of

Fig. 6: John's 'standard' crystal test oscillator spectrum.

which can mix the local
oscillator noise sidebands into
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sales

We have many accessories for the
SWL including:
MFJ-461 Pocket Morse Decoder
Global AT-2000 Antenna Tuner

£84.95
£89.95

8

YKES'U VR-12013
IVIL8cS £159.95 special offer

Maldol HDX30.

NEW!

Have a trade in?

MÁYCONI AR -10B

£49.95

This little airband scanner sells itself with
coverage of the civil airband

MYDEL
MiniMag Scanning Antenna
available with BNC fitting
£32.95
SMA fitting
£34.95
Will also work on 2M fr 70cms TX (50 W)

NEW -NOW IN STOCK!

This little handy scanner is very simple to operate and is very popular among

Call for more details

our commercial customers. The new IC-R5, complete with NiCads Et charger.

ML&S £179.00 WITH FREE NICADS, CHARGER AND PROTECTIVE CASE!
I

icom IC-RIO

ML&S

£319.99

IC&A IC -RSE

MO DEPOSIT! 24 z116.04
Covering 100kHz to 1300M Hz with AlvVENVWFM and SSO. Complete
with Nicads,Charger and rubber helical wide band antenna all for only
f319,99.
Add the Super Searcher (£99.95) and RT-R10 (f109.99)
for reaction tuning to nearby transmitters
PC Programmable. Requires PC-1110 at £39.95

"air
twin&

GARNIIN ETVIÁP
ILlie

I I 'Orate wttip ie-rriveb
utest
s,
with thank
run on receive with un Jcow

Handheld version of the Street
Pilot and comes with Data Lead,
16Mb Ram Card and UK Metro
Guide on CD Rom

GRuNDIG

very yooD idea reception
tver
was us god us with the

RADIO

STREFf PILOT 3DELUXE

and 24Mb of RAM. Price

The first portable GPS to talk directions to you. This unit looks similar
to the Colour Street Pilot but has the inbuilt ability to calculate your
route for you. It will then speak directions to you in aclear female
voice. The Street Pilot 3Deluxe uses afaster processor than
previous versions and is much faster at relocating. Supplied with all
you need to mount the unit in the car, plus 128Mb memory module,
plus European City Street Map CO ROM with
keys Fr you get aFREE USO Memory
Programmer

expected to he about £500

ML8cS £1150

GPS VDeluxe his
,innounced ahand field GPS
looking similar to the
established GPS3 range agai ri
with built in route calculator

ML&S £99.95

YACHT BOY Lf00

11 S
-

GARMIN

NOW IN STOCK'

Id

PaLdeS £449
ZERO DEPOSIT! 36 o£15.96

The Scanner with TV built-in that picks up abit more than
Coronation Street! Complete with Lithium Ion battery and
charger, all ready to go!
Only f418
PC Programmable. Requires PC-R3 at £39.95

NEW GPS VDeluxe

ML&S £329 ZERO DEPOSIT! 24 x£14.49

716 unD lduesu 7700 feud

BEST

_

TOP MONEY i
f
lib

I
C
ON I
C
R5

£19.95
only £39.95

PRICED £129.99

The

We pay

ML&S £69.9

UK Scanning Directory
In stock at last! The 8th edition of this excellent
frequency guide has just arrived
PRICED £19.75 plus £5.00 P&P
Ifs BIGGER than ever!

tong wire

100kHz-1300MHz AM/FM/WFM/LSB/USB/CW. This amazing
little scanner is an ideal pocket communications receiver with
keypad entry! PC Programmable
Requires ADMS-3 at £39.95
ML&S £199.95

,
iêi

£38.95

This Amazing Antenna at
only 55 inches long is an ideal
companion for any receiver
covering 600kHz -460MHz

36 x£15.96

The Scanner that transmits! Covering 100kHz -1300MHz AM/FM/WFM plus SSB (100kHz -470MHz) with Lithium Ion
battery and Charger plus Transmit (6 Watts) on 2metres and 70cms. An ideal scanner for radio amateurs! All this for
only £289.00
ML&S £289 ZERO DEPOSIT! 24 x£14.48
PC Programmable. Requires PG-4P at £31.95

New discone to clip on top of any bnc

Maldol GDX-30 General Discone

«

TelescopicAntenna all for £229.00. ML&S £199.98

KENWOOD TH -FTE

Zero Deposit

YAESU VR-500

YuTrERu NIVT -71ori

NEW Maldol
Handheld Discone

ou t
siDe

ML&S £99.95

This scanner is very old in design and lacks afew features but
offers good scanning facilities. Covering 100kHz-1300MHz
AM/FM/VVFM/USB/LSB. Complete with NiCads, Charger,

Ideal for scanners and shortwave receivers. This Mini
switch mode 2.5 amp PSU will power many scanners
and SW receivers. About the size of 20 cigarettes and
very light. Ideal for popping in your brief case or
suitcase! (State make and model of receiver when
ordering)
Only £29.95

MIRACLE WHIP

o

Pocket Mini Scanner.500kHz-1300MHz AM/FM and
WFM. Ideal Go Anywhere pocket scanner.
12V DC! Now with NiCads and Charger

M.LeeS PRICE: £439

II

Magnetic Long Wire Balun
Skywire Antenna Kit

Y

e'CONI FR-1 o

IN sioCKI

Only

EMAIL

The best Handheld Scanner available with AM/FM/ CW/WFM /USB/LSB. Frequency range: 530kHz-3000MHz, PC programmable and controllable
(requires PC8200 l'85).Complete with high capacity NiCads, Charger, Cigar lighter lead, rubber helical wideband antenna, medium wave plug-in antenna.
Add the Super Searcher and RT8200 (£119.99) for reaction tuning to nearby transmitters

ARA 100 HDX

Micro PSU

r

ÁOR AR -3200 TVIKIII

This outstanding range is ideal for use with
all base station receivers, ICR-8500, AR
5000, PCR 1000, NRD 545, FRG 100 &
MORE! Beautifully designed and
manufactured in Germany

scanner

o

Pocket scanner with 8.33khz steps for the airband.
AM/FM Et WFM
Basic scanner at abasic price
only g8e00.

NEW! DRESSLER
Active Antennas

£349
ARA 2000 HDX £349
ARA 60
£189.95
ARA 2000
£189.95

desk

SDU

,

ML&S £899
550d Flet.Pee
ZERO DEPOSIT! 48 x£26.60

.PC.Controllable

See what is happening on the air with this add on spectrum

W

A083000a -it will also work with loom ICR8500, ICR9000,
ICR7100 and TS-870. (A good a(tematWe to the SM-230)

L
E4 scope Not only will it work with the AR5000 and

This popular portable shortwave Receive is
back in stock at only £99.95

EQUIPMENT

at

the

BEST

P F

martin lynch &sons
CALL US 6 DAYS A WEEK, MON-SAT 9.30-5.30

0208 566 1120

128, 140-142 Northfield Avenue •Ealing •London W13 9SB
email sales@hamradio.co.uk fax 0208 566 1207
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36 x £41.41
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EM-8200 Memory Card
VI-8200 Voice Inverter
RU-8200 Record Unit
CT-8200 CTCSS Card

¡UN IC -Rq000 .
1.

With many of the features of the AR8200
Mk2 this is an exceptional desktop
°
communications receiver with FREE PSU
PC Programmable
Pa« £699.00 ZERO DEPOSIT! 48 x/20.88

shoiowaxe broadcast
I0

ile

radio -suitable both the

'

experienced or oovi:e

ICOM ICR8500
ML&S £1349
POSIT

TE-8200 Tone Eliminator
MF-2.5 Collins SSE Filter
MF-6 Collins AM Filter
PSU-8600

48 x £39.91

One miet, pe a-eve-aced example axallalble!
40300 Deposit 48 x 4118.38
Ortly £ 4500.
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This is the finest communications receiver AOR have
M
produced and has all the features needed for
Commercial users and Scanning enthusianT
shere is
also The plus version with extra enhanc
good short wave recep-tion as well as excellent VHF/UHF
ce. With FREE PSU PC Controlable
a

-.

ML&S PRICE: £439

- lcom's Latest Shortwave Receiver
With all inode coverage from 30Hz to
60MHz Options available are:
•Voice synthesiser •UT106 DSP Module.
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PC Programmable

ML8cS £799.00 ZERO DEPOSIT! 48
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FINANCE EXAMPLE
YAE SU

CM

APR
PRICE

19.9%
£599.00

Deposit

£00.00

48 Payments of

£17.72

Total purchase price £850.56

Martin Lynch can offer finance terms up to 48 months with no deposit.
We welcome your part exchange against any new (or used) product
provided Nis clean and in good working order, cal the Sales Desk
today ,Usual APR: 19.9°. Payment protection is also available up to 48
months. AN units are brand new and boxed and offered with fut
manufacturers RTB warranty Ad prices quoted for cash( cheque or
Switch/ Delta card No add-itional charges for credrt cards. Martin Lynch
sa licenced credit broker. Full written details are available on request.
'
,
Inance is subject to status. El 0p&p on all major semi
E&OE

ICOM PCR 1000
This black box gives
all mode receive
100kHz to 1300MHz
via your PC. Supplied
with software for c.
Windows
3.1/95 and 98.
Featuring DTMF
decoder,CTCSS decoder, Spectrum
scope and much more. We can
supply you with alternative demo
software that will work with XP
(Registration is under £30.00).
Complete with Whip antenna,PSU,
UT-106 DSP module and software.
PC Controllable

AOR AR-7030

This strange looking radio has
stunning audio and avery lively
receiver. It is one of the best
broadcast band receivers
available and an ideal radio for
Broadcast DX chasers but is
equally at home on SSB and CW.
Even old Lynchy uses one of
these!
The Plus version is an enhanced
version of 7030.

ML&S £799

ZERO DEPOSIT! 36 x£29.05

New DAB
Radio's
arriving
soonCall for
details!

BEARCAT UBC 7BOXIJ
This is our fastest selling scanner for along time -we just cannot get them in fast
enough! Covering 25-510MHz and 800-1300MHz AM/FM -plus it is the only CE
approved desktop to offer the Trunk Tracker facility. Complete with DC lead, FRFF
PSU and Whip Antenna -asteal at only -

*le

PRICE: £329 Zero Deposit 36 x£11.60

CES

VR5000

ML&S £599.99 ZERO DEPOSIT! 48 x1.17.7Z

Also available. The New Yaesu VR-5000 plus 3.
This unit has the DSP module, Digital Voice Storage Unit
and Voice Synthesiser fitted and is available for 729.*

PC PROGRAMMING
_
SOFTWARE NOW AVAILA BLE

ML&S

scanner to

offer tile dual receive. Coverage is from kilohertz to
gigahertz offering all modes and has optional DSP for enhanced shortwave reel».
Complete with FREE PSU at only £599.99. PC Programmable

£949.00 ZERO DEPOSIT! 48 x£28.08

Wen

_IbisYKESu
NR5000
arming desktop
is the only
scanner

Our best selling HF Transceiver modified
for Receive only makes this an excellent
DSP Receiver. PC Programmable

• -•••••
• ,„
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'Men,

£83.64

ICR -13500

lfflOOD T5-570GERX

1.120000:

LAST FEW!

Icom's Flagship Communications receiver covering 100kHz-2000MHz AM/FM/WFM/SSB Er CW. SW
performance is as good as many short wave only receivers but the VHF/UHF performance is where this
radio comes into its own. Complete with Free PSU and Control software (Not suitable for XP or Macs)
PC Controllable
ML&S PRICE: £1349 Zero Deposit 48 x£39.91

Me....

ZERO DEPOSIT!
24 x £27.52

x£15.96

All mode, all band desktop receiver

1VIL8cS £599.00 Imo »POSIT! 36 x £2Z.Z6

rà

Zero Deposit 36

R3000A

ICON R-75

Psul
111111if

ML8cS £549

ZERO DEPOSIT! 24 x£19.30

The best Handheld Scanner available with AM/FM/ CW/WFM /USB/LSB. Frequency range: 530kHz-3000MHz, PC programmable and controllable (requires
PC8200 £85).Complete with high capacity NiCads, Charger, Cigar lighter lead, rubber helical wideband antenna, medium wave plug-in antenna. Add the
Super Searcher and RT8200 (£119.99) for reaction tuning to nearby transmitters

•••__•

listener.

ML&S £385

CD, AOR AR-8200 MKIII
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Broadcast All ideal
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Forbad and FM

MLA PRICE: £6995 £995 Deposit 60 x£134.00
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800 Millennium

We are able to offer the last few of these excellent radios at £6995.
Coverage: 0.1-1999.8Mhz with all modes. Featuring aspectrum scope, 1000 memory channels
and many advanced scanning facilities.

•

o

Covers Shortwave

The AOR 8600mk2 Plus is the fully
loaded scanner from AOR. Coverage
is 100khz-3000mhz all mode.
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GRUNDIG SATELLIT
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The "AOR8600mk2 Plus' comes
supplied with the following:

AOR 8600mk2 PLUS
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Check out our
NEW SHOPPING BASKET
on our website: www.hamradio.co.uk
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'plop' out again as you
continue tuning into the hiss
on the other side of the
signal.
If the hissing starts along
way from the crystal

the receiver if. chain, and you

oscillator is plain to see, and

frequency you can be fairly

begin to approach real life.
Inverting the process, it's no

highlights one aspect of trying
to make reciprocal mixing

certain that the noise is being
generated by your receiver's

more complicated to

measurements on areal

local oscillator (synthesiser).

understand than having avery

receiver, for in order to carry

To some extent, the results

noisy wanted signal mixing
with atotally clean local

out such tests it is essential

are affected by the shape of
the if. passband in the

oscillator which obviously

that any signal sources used
should have sideband noise

gives anoisy signal into the

c_hei

L'

rrLii J

loops, and there are still some
unconvinced souls out there
who think that Iam 'fiddling'
the figures. Having an
afternoon spare recently, Idid
some further plots in the EMC
Centre using my regular
Rohde & Schwarz active rod
antenna and the measuring
loop which Wellbrook made
for me to enable
measurements of radiated
emissions at low frequencies

receiver, but you will soon get

as demanded by the IEC 60945

lower than that of the

to know what agood or bad

if. It's this inversion which

oscillator(s) in the receiver

receiver sounds like.

Marine equipment test
standard.

leads to the term 'reciprocal

being measured.

mixing' used to describe the
effect.
When areceiver suffers
badly from having anoisy

My outstanding memory
of good performance was,

To make it simple but
realistic, Iset up both

use the H-P 8657A to make

oddly enough, the

antennas on 1.5m high tripods

measurements on any
reasonably good receiver. In

performance of the KW2000
transceiver which utilised a

in the centre of the building,
which has fluorescent lighting

In other words, Icouldn't

local oscillator, you can get

serious measurements, one

Kokusai mechanical filter in

and an administration

some strange effects. Going

technique used has been to

the i.f., and slavishly copied

back to Fig. 3, what happens

use acrystal oscillator

computer running on adesk
about five metres from the

if the unwanted signal is

followed by avery narrow

the classic Collins frequency
conversion system. In those

keyed, such as atransmission

crystal filter to further reduce

transceivers the signals did

using Morse code? In such a

the close-in sideband noise.

indeed 'plop' in and out of

case, the reciprocal mixing

However, for the record Ialso
include (Fig. 6) aplot of one
of my standard crystal
oscillator sources at

the if., and that was atribute
to the use of crystal controlled

antenna, without using any

products would also be keyed,
giving the listener the

first conversion and alow
noise v.f.o. in the tunable if. -

software. What you see
therefore is the raw

impression that there is a
strange Morse code keyed

antennas. Using aRohde &
Schwarz measuring receiver, I
plotted the output from each
correction factors in the test

14.058M Hz which Iuse in my

but you don't want to hear all

performance of two very good

noise on top of the wanted

regular receiver review

examples of their type of

signal.

measurements.
A simple test of a

that again, because I've said it
all so many times before.

It's no good switching in a
noise limiter, or tuning

receiver's reciprocal mixing

around to find the source of

performance is to tune very

the keyed noise because it's

slowly through aclean signal -

coming from the noise
sidebands of the local
oscillator -and this does

such as acrystal oscillator. In
the olden days, when most

happen, even in the best
receivers if the unwanted

receivers has acrystal
calibrator built-in, this was an

the crystal

clear why, in my reviews, I

calibrator is no

always try to measure the
reciprocal mixing performance

longer found,
but plenty of

of receivers, and why Igo on

simple designs

at length about the inherent

abound for

low noise granted by the use

crystal oscillators,

of crystal controlled local

typically using a

oscillators, particularly in the
designs of Art Collins who

single f.e.t. and

introduced the 'Collins'
conversion configuration -

than enough

clever engineer.

check. The mark
of aclean

My Comparisons

the active rod antenna from

Another subject which has
raised some correspondence

10kHz to 2MHz, which starts
at over 60dB microvolts (1mV)

from readers relates to my

at 10kHz dropping to anoise

comparisons between active
whip antennas and active

floor of about 2pV just above
1MHz. Notice the prominent

providing more
signal to do this

point yet again, let me show

receiver oscillator

you Fig. 4 which is the close-

is that as you

in spectrum of agood crystal
oscillator (actually the 10MHz

tune towards the

monitor output of my Racal

crystal oscillator

9475 Rubidium frequency

frequency you
will hear a

standard), and compare it

gradually

with Fig. 5which is the same
plot of the output from a

increasing hiss,
then the signal

decent synthesised signal
generator (H-P 8657A). The

should 'plop'

superiority of the crystal

passband and
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Take alook at Fig. 7-this
shows the signal output from

easy thing to do.
Nowadays

signals are of sufficient
amplitude. Perhaps it is now

To hammer home the

antenna under real conditions.

Fig. 7: The spectrum plot of the Rohde & Schwarz active rod antenna.

into the i.f.
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'comb' of signals in aregular

asks "If the active rod (or

at classica domestica in the

to my eyes, the direct

pattern sticking out above the
noise and starting at about

whip) is so useless at receiving

Zenith Transoceanic saga,

competition for the Royal 7000,

signals, how can it possibly be
used for EMC measurements?".

lately another Racal, the
RA3791 and acouple of loop

and thanks to areader of Short

the harmonics of the line scan
drive in the computer monitor,

As so often in the past, little

antennas.
Quite amixture, and areal

Wave Magazine Ialso have a
CRF-5090 which was the nine
band version of the CRF-5100.

and it is clear that they extend
up to (and beyond) 2MHz.

through, and has forgotten

opportunity to compare the

The '5090 is anon-working

that the active rod antenna is

Where is Rugby on 60kHz?

normally used inside afully

classics with more modern
receivers, so to answer the

47kHz. Those, dear fri ends are

Dickie hasn't thought it

Where indeed is any signal

screened room which has no

except for 198kHz Radio 4,
barely visible at alevel of

external signals present due to
the screening.

about 45dB microvolts? Now
take apeek at Fig. 8, which is

Under these conditions,
the active rod has alow noise

the output spectrum from the

floor and can be used to make

Wellbrook loop. (Incidentally,
this loop is only 600mm in

accurate measurements, as a
glance at my results for front

diameter compared to the
normal Wellbrook ALA1530).
Not only can you see signals,

show (June 2001 SWM, page

even GBR is clearly visible at

33). In ascreened room the

16kHz, MSF on 60kHz is there
at +38dB microvolts, 198kHz is
at nearly +60dB microvolts,

active rod (or whip) is great;
outside in the real world, and
certainly in near-field

LORAN centred on 100kHz and

conditions, adecent loop

loads of other signals all
clearly visible (and audible)

antenna will always be better
for lower frequency listening.

computer monitor signals

Last on the list of portable

the Ten Tec RX-320 which gave

'serious' short wave receivers is

me the most enjoyment
overall, combining as it did a

which Ifound in ascrap bin

aNordmende 'Globetrotter'
minus its knobs (the owner of
the bin had removed them so I

panel radiation from the

back-end which worked

was able to get them back),

Watkins-Johnson HF -1000 will

without producing 'monkey
chatter', but most of all the

complex dial stringing -Iknow,

Memory Lane

which were the only signals
heard above the noise from

time having reviewed the

the active rod antenna. Does
anyone need more

classic of all time, the Collins R-

More Questions

it.

good r.f. performance, ad.s.p.

Looking back over the year I
have certainly had avaried

convincing?

be surprised to find that it was

modest price tag with really

across the entire spectrum
plot.
What is missing? Why, the

inevitable question of "which
one did Ilike best?". You may

specimen, but if time allows, I
will attempt to get it back into
good order and tell you about

Racal RA1772 and RA1795, a

fact that it was being
supported not only by Ten Tec,
but by lots of enthusiasts who

and which is amasterpiece of
Ihad to work out where the
missing cord had been and
then work minor miracles in

were writing innovative
control software and handing

getting anew cord back in

it out as shareware via the

used, in addition to dial cord.

Internet.
I'm seriously contemplating

place. Many swear words were
Ihave to mention that of

locating the RX-320 some 30m

all these portables, the nicest
audio without any doubt at all

from my desk and using it as
an instant access receiver

comes from the two 'tube'
Zeniths. The combination of a

which Ican call up using the
RS-232 line from my PC

Class A output stage coupled to
adecent size speaker in a

whenever Ineed to listen to
the h.f. bands. Needless to say,

just unbeatable.

390a, two of the latest
offerings from are-vitalised

the RX-320 will also be

Ten Tec company in their RX-

loop!

connected to aWellbrook

substantial wooden cabinet is

Amazing Feedback

320 and RX-350, two trips

My thanks to all of you who

My old acquaintance Tricky

down memory lane with

have written to say that you

Dickie has his hand up at the

reminiscences of the Marconi
Company in Nigeria and alook

back of the class again, and

My Collection
My modest collection which
started with a
Zenith
Transoceanic
G500 from the

enjoy my observations on this
and that, and also to those
who found fault. It's only by
listening to all the comments
that Ican judge future articles,
and the feedback constantly
amazes me with the amount

early 1950s has
gradually grown

of knowledge which is held by

to include the

short wave enthusiasts and

next model

about which Iknow relatively

along, the H500,
a'Royal 1000', a

little.
Top of the knowledge list

'Royal 3000' and
a'Royal 7000',

must come Michael O'Beirne
who regularly surprises me by

these last three

commenting on obscure topics

being the solid
state

of equipment design and

Transoceanics
and the Royal

history, and who must have a
memory like arat trap to
remember it all. His latest

7000 being the
last of the line

surprise for me was to tell me

before Zenith

adjustment on the Racal 9475

how the fine frequency

ceased

Rubidium standard actually

production
under the

worked, but we'll tell that

onslaught of

story another time.
Ihope that the world

firms like Sony.
Imentioned

becomes amore peaceful

Fig. 8: The same slice of spectrum received via the calibrated 800mm
Wellbrook loop.

my Sony CRF-

all: Happy listening in 2003.

5100 which was,
Short Wave Magazine, January 2003

place for us all, and wish you
SWM
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42 Brook Lane, Great Wyrley, Walsall, West Midlands WS6 6BQ
Phone: 01922 414796 Fax: 01922 417829
E-mail: saleseradioworld.co.uk Web: www.radioworld.co.uk
A.11
High performance full featured wide band all mode base receiver 10kHz 2600 Mhz. IF selection as standard 220kHz, 110kHz, 30kHz, 15kHz, 6kHz,
3kHz (500Hz optional). Supplied with mains power supply.
£1295.00
High performance base receiver with three enhanced options factory
AR5000

fitted: noise blanker, synchronous AM, automatic frequency control.
AR3000A

£1449.00
Unique all mode extremely wide band base-mobile receiver 100kHz 2036mhz with no gaps. RS232 port fitted.

£699.00

AR3000A
+(plus)

Customised AR3000A with switchable narrow SM & SAT filters, Tape
relay, SDU ready and discriminator output.
£799.00

AR3000A

AR8200

o
ICOM

MkIII 3

New advanced wide band all mode hand-held receiver with enhanced
microprocessor facilities, slot card options available, multi-function

AR8000

The New Concept. Wide band all mode hand-held receiver with many
microprocessor facilities, dot matrix display and computer compatibility.

display.

PCR1000

£399.00

£296. I I
0.1300mhz Handie. Fits in the palm of your hand. AM/FM, FM Narrow 450 memory channels
£139.0

j

YAESLJ
VR-5000

ICOM R2
IC R8500

100kHz -2GHz Continuous. All mode no gaps 1000 Memories. 4IF ban
widths
Excellent all round for the professional listener
£1

IC-R75E

0-60MHz. High Stability receiver circuit 100 DB Dynamic range. T
bandpass Tuning. Optional digital processor. Best selling rece

.
£549.00

IC-PCR1000 & PCR 100 ICOM PCR1000 -0-1300mhz. All modes. Co
On screen programming. Band scope. Instant band scope access via
features, call for brochure.
PCR 1000 £319.00 +£20.00 for XP software

Moving map
features
basemap, built-in
European, African
and Middle East
to 20mi; includes
lakes, rivers, cities, railways, coastlines,
motorways and roads. Uploadable CD ROM,
detailed map data available from MapSource
CDs.
RWP

£325.00

Built-in
international map
contains
motorways,
major roads,
lakes, rivers,
streams, airports, cities, towns, coastlin
motorway exits plus waypoints.

£950.00
Jr

11,011.1.1{
1.071•Vile 11. .00111'
\

1

•S UV/ 1 t / /

PCR 100 £199.00 I

The Garmin GPS12 series products are as rugged
as GPS gets. Military-tough construction and
waterproof cases make these units ideal
companions for any outdoor adventure. All feature
a12 channel receiver that locks onto stellites fase
and stays locked on, even under extreme
conditions. These units may be tough on the
outside, but their operations are easy and logical
RWP

£129.00

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE. PHONE
DAVE FOR DETAILS!

ME
Ogg. ,
2p1' C-11

USED EQZ/ IPMENT
Freq 25 -1300MHz
500 Channels
Modes AM, FM,
WFM Trunktracker
Alpha Tagging
With UK mains
adapter, Telescopic
aerial.

Yupiteru's flagship model, with a range exceeding
2000mhz, a real time bandscope.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

531 kHz -2039 Mhz
1000 memory channels
All modes: W-FM, FM,
N-AM, AM, LSB, USB, CW
Multiple scanning steps
50Hz -125kHz
Alpha numeric display
Band scope with marker function for direct
access to displayed frequencies
Duplex receive capability -hear split
frequency signals easily with VFOs
20 search bands
Fast tune facility gives 10 times function for
quick tuning
Built-in ferrite rod antenna for AM
broadcast reception
OP90 Soft Case

An exciting new handheld packed with
features -but at a price you can
afford! The receiver has "breathtaking
performance" ensuring this set is
destined to he a number one seller
) FREQUENCY
66 -88MHz
108 -170MHz
300 -470MHz
806 -1000MHz
MODES: AM/NFM
L.) STEPS: 5, 6.25, 10, 12.5, 25kHz
MEMORIES: 200
BAND MEMORIES: 10 (user re-programmable)
PRIORITY CHANNELS: 10
SCAN/SEARCH SPEED: 30 per sec
POWER: Requires 4 x AA batteries
PPL1ED WITH: Antenna, Ear
Carrying Strap and
in Desk Stand

£15935

r
.)

Desktop scanner with TURBO SCAN
Freq 25 -1300MHz
AM,FM,WFM

AOR
171.
,

1
•

rjs
in in no
s ..
s

0 0

nan ei nu a no aa-

,

•
All mode, wideband desktop scanner
530KHz -2040MHz. Additional slot cards
PC Control. 1000 memories
t\r

,

1(1

r1r1
Exculding power supply

()(

4•••••••‘

ltig
)PACKED FULL OF FEATURES
Excellent for surveilance

ROBERTS R-80^

£79.99

Multi-band digital PLL preset stereo worl
radio.
) High specific. - - easy to use D 54 preset
stations )5tur
—e:hods ) LCD display fo
all important functions )Dual time display
Standby function J Co.:, alarm ) Snooze
function )Adjustable 59 mir.*.e sleep timer
)Power supply battery (6V
)FM stereo
on external socket 3 3.5mm s'e -e: headphone
socket )AM wide-narrow fi e. )MY. switched
tuning steps

There is NO CHARGE for using ore cards

DJ-X10 WIDE BAND RECEIVER

PRICE
f/75

ALINCO

DJ-X20013 SCANNER

1375

ALINCO

DJ-X3 SCANNER

ALINCO

DJ-X2 HANDHELD SCANNER

£39

AOR

AR-2800 SCANNER

f140

199

AOR

AR-3000 WIDE RECEIVER

1450

AOR

AR-3000A WIDE RECEIVER

1475

AOR

AR-3030 HF RECEIVER

£399

AOR

AR-5000 TOP CLASS RECEIVER

£999

AOR

AR-7030 TOP RECEIVER

£550

AOR

AR-8000 WIDE BAND RECEIVER

f199

AOR

AR-8200 WIDE BAND RECEIVER

f/30

AOR

AR-8200mk11 WIDE BAND SCANNER n75

DRAKE

SW-2 RECEIVER

1/15

DRAKE

SW-8 WORLD BAND RECEIVER

£375

FAIRHAVEN RD-500 WIDE BAND RECEIVER .1575

ROBERTS
-

MODEL

GRUNDIG

SAT-800 SATELITE 803 MILLENIUM

ICOM

IC-R9000 TOP CLASS COMMUNICATIONS

1400

ICOM

IC-PCR100 COMPUTER SCANNER

ICOM

IC-R2 HANDY SCANNER

ICOM

IC-R1 D00 RECEIVER MINT! CONDITION £550

ICOM

IC-R11E RECEIVER

ICOM

IC-R72 RECEIVER

f399

ICOM

IC-R75 HF I
6m RECEIVER

f475

RECEIVER.U,995

Probably the most popular high end
scanner. It's easy to use and can
receive just about anything going!
) 530kHz -1650mhz
AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
1000 Memories
C/VV N/Cads & charger
OP51 Soft Case £17.95 + £2 p&p

J

MAKE
ALINCO

-0-30MHz
HF receiver
3Airband
)VHF
.3 Large easy to use
base/portable
3 Suitable for all
ages

tl ri

e

-

-

1175
199
1325

ICOM

IC-R8500 WIDEBAND RECEIVER

f899

JRC

NRD-345 RECEIVER

D99

JRC

NRD-535 HF RECEIVER

1600

KENWOOD R-2C00 RECEIVER

M5

KENWOOD R-5000 RECEIVER

1499

KEN WOOD R-51ffI RECEIVER +CONVERTER ...I«
KEN WOOD R-600 RECEIVER

1115

REALISTIC

PRO 2042 1000 CHANNEL SCANNER

1115

SANGAEN

AIS-409 WORLD BAND RECEIVER . 1130

TARGET

HF-3S RECEIVER

TRIO

R-2030 RECEIVER +CONVERTER ...

£300

TRIO

R-1000 AC HF RECEIVER

f120

YAESU

FRG-100 HF RECEIVER ..............................£340

199

YAESU

FRG-7700 HF RECEIVER

YAESU

FRG-88111 RECEIVER

YAESU

FRG-8800 RECEIVER INCLUDES
CONVERTER

£399

YAESU

FRG-9600 RECEIVER

£200

YAESU

VA-120 RECEIVER FM ANFMIAM . 199

YAESU

VR-5000 TOP RANGE SCANNER
RECEIVER

1450

YAESU

VR-500 HANDHELD SCANNER

1149

YUPITERU

MVT-225 AIRBAND SCANNER

1150

YUPITERU

MVT-7300 MULTIBAND HANDHELD
SCANNER

1199

YUPITERU

MVT-.111 SCANNER

M5

YUPITERU

MVP3000mk11MULTIBAND HANDHELD
RECEIVER

.U75

YUPITERU

VT-125 AIRBAND SCANNER

1120

YUPITERU

Mn7100 HANDHELD SCANNER
5C1XliZ •
1650 MHZ

f/20
85

lie
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ICOM

No need to he kop
in the dark...
The terrific NEW IC-R5 hiL
Hhes ahe Isle

ditib

undone -na need tn

The IC-R5's combination of small size, powerful
performance and oustanding features will get
you straight to the action.

IC-115 filtilleihtiaufi.
Side Socket allows you to work from
external DC

Although compact to the extreme, the IC-R5
Built-in, Ferrite AM Broadcast Antenna
wideband receiver (0.150-1309.995MHz),
AA Nicads are Rechargeable using the Wallcovers virtually everything from AM
charger supplied
broadcast to UHF TV audio. Every TV
broadcast channel is programmed
1250 Alphanumeric Memory Channels
into the IC-R5. Listen to AM and
Convenient Power and Charging
FM radio stations, utility comms
Computer Programmable
and much more. For the motor
racing fan, the IC-R5 will put
FM Earphone Cord Antenna
you
so
close
to
the
DTCS and CTCSS Tone Squelch Monitor
asphalt that only the
Offset Monitor for Semi-duplex Monitoring
man
on
the
track
experiences more!
Auto Memory Write Scan stores detected Frequency, Mode and
Tone into Specified Memory
Reversible UP/DOWN buttons and Dial Knob for
Volume,
Frequency, Memory Channel, Scan
Direction and Set Mode Settings
Auto-Squelch and Squelch Monitor
Built-in Attenuator
Low-Battery Indicator and Beep
Power-save Function
Backlit LCD with Timer
Priority Watch Function

4ep

30-120 Minutes Auto Power-off Timer
100 Preprogrammed Worldwide Shortwave Channels

How do we squeeze su much in? Pay avisit to your
local authorized tom dealer and try one out...
you'll end up taking the IC-115 everywhere with you!
'corn UK Ltd. Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
e-mail: info@icomuk.co.uk

Tel: 01227 741741.

Fax: 01227 741742.

...or visit our website: www.icomuk.co.uk

Count on us!
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• CLIVE HARDY G4SLU ,SWM,ARROWSMITH COURT,STATION APPROACH ,BROADSTONE,DORSET BH 18 8PW
IM EMAIL:clive@pwpublishing.ltd.uk.

Amateur Bands
increase the score to 2 -two countries times one zone. A

\A/ here am I? Not such an easy question
for a radio amateur to answer. Most
people can indicate where they are by
giving some component of their postal

third country in adifferent zone raises the score to 6 three countries times two zones.
The site that provided the maps for this page and has a

address. But for the amateur, there are

lot of good information is
http://www4.plala.or.jp/nomrax/webatlas.htm which
is run by Takumi Namura JF9EXF.

several different systems for indicating location. The
one to use is often
determined by the
requirements of an award, or

he
area.

fey

the rules of acontest. Some

GO,GT
EI-Er -...nG,GX

PA \

Imluv1Gw GGreard

we"'

GU GP

outlined below.

irse4Gle,

ArDL

The most official system is
el*

1

.14_
F

HBO
..."
}
MB

ITU
that of the International

those next month. Before leaving

Diworrk

GI GN

address, most need one or
based on the systems

astation's position, other locator
systems are used, and I'll look at

GM GS

do require part of the postal
other indicator of location

For greater accuracy of indicating

LA-LN

lso

Telecommunications Union
(ITU), the pan world UN

-

the subject of locators for this
month, I'll mention one other
system, whilst not amateur radio
related, that might be of interest.
Citizens' Band (CB) has a locator
system all its own. Ad hoc, and
probably born out of the need for
operators in some countries to be
evasive about their location, it gives
most countries, and afew areas
within countries, a number. For

telecommunications

some reason countries are called
'divisions' and England is number

administrations of member

26. A clue to its origins? Italy is

countries. The ITU has
divided the world into three

'Division One'!

geographical regions and

M3 Tune
Again!

organisation overarching the

sub-divided those regions
into zones based on

Congratulations
are in order for

geographical and political
boundaries. These zones, 90
in all, are identified by

acouple of

number.

contributors to
the page. Ted

For example, the British
Isles together with France,

Stanmore is
now MW3EBS

Andorra, Luxembourg,
Belgium and The Netherlands

and Alan
Barker has the

are in zone 27. The ITU is also
responsible for allocating callsign prefixes to each
country, and each country makes allocations to the
amateur radio service within their ITU allocation.
Great Britain has been issued the prefixes G, M
and 2, with amateurs having calls consisting of the

call M30AB. Although Ted's licence is new, his Morse
skills go back to his days in the RAF. The list of countries
he's notched up with 10W from his TS-930S and a half
size G5RV antenna using both c.w. and s.s.b. is

Alan
Barkers
impressive
(1SL card.

impressive. Most of Europe is in his list, as well as

prefix followed by an alpha numeric series which

Bombay, Brazil, the US and Jordan. Alan hasn't had his

denotes the location and class of licence. Aircraft
watchers will be aware that UK flying machines are

call for so long as Ted, but I'm pleased to say Iwas one of
the first contacts in his log on 7MHz. We were both

allocated calls with the prefix G followed by four

squirting 10W into the feeder, which was more than

letters.

enough for a good contact. Alan's QSL card is also rather
smart!

CC)
Just like the ITU, the American CO magazine has also

Military Manoeuvres
Philip Davies has been busy listening as usual. His

divided the globe into zones, but their zone boundaries
are different from those of the ITU zones. For example,
CQ zone 14 includes those countries which are in ITU

interesting letter had some rather nice little snippets
worth passing on. Probably one of the first occasions

zone 27, plus Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland,

when a military station, this one using the call MRE52,

Spain, Portugal and Gibraltar. There are 40 CO zones
which means the average area covered by aCO zone is

joined in with an amateur OSO on 5MHz. (One wonders

somewhat greater than that of the average ITU zone.
Both systems are used in various contests and for
awards. There are awards for working a number of

if, technically, only amateurs authorised to use 5MHz are
permitted to listen to the military side of such QS0s?).
A special event station W2WTC (World Trade Centre)
to remember the events of 11th September 2001, which it
is believed took the lives of several licenced amateurs. So

zones. For some contests the scoring involves
multiplying the number of stations or countries worked
by the number of zones. For example, working one

many special prefixes in use for the Scandanavian
Contest that Philip logged over 40 different ones from

country would score 1-one country times one zone. A

that area during the 24 hours of its activity.

second country worked in the same zone would
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Next month -IARU, WAB and IOTA locator systems.
51

Practical LIlimles

THE UK'S b

AND Li

Next Month in Practical Wireless, the magazine that brings you Amateur Radio &So Iv uch More ...
BUMPER REVIEW SELECTION!
• The Yaesu VX-7R Tri-bander is billed as a submersible hand-held but did it sink
or swim when on test with Richard Newton GORSN? Find out in this issue
• Listen-Up! says Carl Mason GOVSW as he tries out a pair of Heil Pro-Set Plus
Headphones
• Rob Mannion G3XFD puts the Yaesu FT-8900 quad-band fm. transceiver to
the test
FEATURE
• Somerton Radio Station's history is documented by Tim Walford G3PCJ
BUILD
• James Brett GOTFP shares his design for building an RF ammeter. So, get your
workbench cleared ready to have a go!
• Amateur Radio Waves

• Bargain Basement

• Club News

• Keylines

• News

• Radio Scene

• Valve & Vintage

and much, much more!
•contents subject to change
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Radio Active is published di 7 the third Friday Of
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oANuclear Secret Hack Green Bunker°

• STUDY
SESSION 1
AC Theory

• STUDY
SESSION

RAE Home Study Course Part dIC'

•
Tried &Tested- Pure Evoke-i DAB Receiver

rç

effiirriagg""

Combinations of all three R.
C and L: Impedance,
Resonance. Tuning & Filters

MI the, usual
feature's ?a*-exJ with
inf.ormafion foif the, radio
eithysiast...

month -aval/able7r
om all good newsagents or direct by
calling [01én.1 559930. priced at onlg E2.50
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• KEITH HAMER & GARRY SMITH, 17 COLLINGHAM GARDENS, DERBY DE22 4FS
• E-MAIL: dxtv@pwpublishing.ltd.uk

• WEB: www.test-cards.fsnet.co.uk

DX
Television

0

ctober saw the return of F2 reception but, compared
with last year, the openings made less of an impact.
Auroral activity occurred on the 1st with distorted
pictures from Scandinavia. Meanwhile, the Spanish
Band Itransmitters continue to be on-air.

F2 Reception Reports
Weak Iranian signals on E2 were encountered at scanner-level
around 0800 on October 6th. Two days later, there was a
report of strong pictures from Dubai (EDTV) sporting logos in
the top and lower-right of the screen. On the 9th, 6m (50MHz)
activity from Kazakhstan and pictures from Chinese TV
penetrated Western Australia.
Simon Hockenhull (Bristol) regularly monitors 34-35MHz
for prevailing F2 conditions. The 19th was particularly
rewarding with Arabic p.m.r. and the USA Fire Service heard
between 1300 and 1530.
On the 20th, Paul Farley (Newhaven) noticed line syncs
on E2, but the signal was insufficient to produce locked
images. Using a scanner the signal was identified as Iran with
later reception from Dubai. Several Norwegian E2 stations
were identified in South Africa on the 21st.
By 0915 on the 22nd, Peter Barber (Coventry) discovered
scenes of rivers, hills and trees on E2. Pictures were strong,
but exhibited the typical characteristic smearing and multiple
images associated with F2 reception. By 1050, Stephen
Michie (Bristol) identified the Iranian 1st network IIRIB-1) by
its diamond logo in the top-left of the screen. An IRIB-2
announcer was also visible with its broken diamond logo in
the top-right of the picture. A news and parliamentary
programme followed at 1105.
On the 24th at 0851, John Faulkener (Sutton-in-Ashfield)
detected scanner-level signals from Australian commercial
station TVQ-0, based in Queensland. The station was
simultaneously received in Japan. On the 26th, Moscow R1
was identified in Western Australia.

Equatorial Guinea
On several days, weak E2 carriers were present from the
south, hovering just above noise-level. Equatorial Guinea
(TVGE) is the likely contender as transmissions on this
channel ceased in Ghana many years ago.
On the 27th in the Netherlands, atype of colour-bar test
pattern was just visible at around 1430 from the TVGE 1kW
outlet at Malibo. The TVGE logo is now positioned on adark
rectangle in the lower left of the picture. It will be interesting
to discover whether the Spanish GTE electronic test card is
still in use, but with TVGE identification.

Tropospheric Reception
Peter Barber was successfully rewarded with Luxembourg
(RTL Plus) E7 in the German language on the 11th. Belgium
(RTBF-1 E8 and VRT TV1 E10) and the Netherlands INED-1 E41
were also logged. On the 4th, 5th, 15th and 19th, Stephen
Michie heard various UK f.m. broadcasts originating from
Croydon, Mendlesham and Chillerton Down. An opening on
the 28th also brought in afew f.m. stations.

Tele Departe
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Freeview Launched

11111 1 1
i
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'Freeview', the new 'no-subscription'
digital terrestrial service, commenced on
October 30th with the promise of 30
channels. Unfortunately, the whole event
was somewhat of adamp squib with an
unceremonious switch-on at 0600. It was not surprising
really as the only 'new' TV channels to appear on that day
were Sky News, Sky Sports News, Sky Travel and UK
History.
Prior to this, these channels were showing trailers
from mid-October. Sky News, with their warped sense of
respect and bad-taste, showed endless repeats of 'news
breaking' items including upsetting reminders of recent
rail disasters and the tragic events from September 2001 in
America.
Two pop video channels ('The Hits' and 'TMF') were
also available, but these have been up-and-running since
early October anyway. Quite afew more channels are to
enter service, according to the channel
'banners', but apart from FIN, which opens
on 15th January 2003, no other channel
seems to want the viewing public to know
when to expect their fantastic offerings!
Some technical changes were necessary
which meant digital receivers throughout the
country required retuning. This was to
accommodate the reshuffling of digital
channels and changes in modulation from 64
to 16 QAM.
Although the reduction means less
channels per multiplex, the digital signal is now
more robust and reception should be more reliable with
less incidence of picture break-up. This will effectively
extend the present service area and create the same effect
of imposing a3dB e.r.p. increase at the transmitter. Since
Ju)y, many of the UK's main digital transmitters have
increased their power
by 3dB.
Freeview could
have been launched
on November 2nd
Coming soon a new
to mark the
channel from tidy
anniversary of the
World's first TV
Service which
opened in 1936
from the BBC
Studios at
Alexandra Palace,
but the powers-thatbe seemed oblivious to this fact.
Incidentally, Channel Four has been
serving up, in our opinion, rubbish now
for twenty years; it began on November
2nd, 1982.

Fig. 1: The
Spanish GTE
test card,
which may
still be used
by TVGE in
Equatorial
Guinea, but
bearing the
appropriate
identification.

frve
Fig. 2: The
new bland
and boring
logo from
Channel Five
which neatly
sums up their
programmes.

Fig. 3: The
UK TV
Channel
caption.

Fig. 4: The FTN
logo advertising
their new digital
service.

Service Information
United Kingdom: The trademark Channel Five colour-bar effect
captions have now disappeared. Since October, the cheap-andcheerful channel has used 'five' as their identification. They have also
abandoned their translucent on-screen '5' logo.
From November, ITV have dropped their regional logos in favour of
a single 'ITV-1' logo.

BBC Colour-Bar Riddle Solved

Keep On Writing!

Jon Kempster (BBC, London) and Andy Middleton have
solved the mystery surrounding the colour-bar identification
caption (SWM November 2002, Fig. 3) seen by Stephen
Michie. 'N6' is TV Studio N6 (the main studio for News
Summaries and Bulletins at the BBC Television Centre in
London). Obviously the BBC-2 Presentation suite had N6
faded up ready for atransmission, but accidentally broadcast
the colour-bar pattern.

Please send your DXTV, slow-scan TV and f.m. reception reports,
news, off-screen photographs and information to arrive by the first of
the month to:- Garry Smith, 17 Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22
4FS. We can also use off-air pictures stored as JPG files on PC discs
and good-quality video recordings. Our DXTV and Archive TV vvebsite
can be found at: www.test-cards.fsnet.co.uk
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MAIL ORDER FREEPHONE: 020 73232747
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THE NEW ASK FLAGSHIP STORE IS NOW OPEN COME SEE US AT:
248 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1T 7QZ
KAMLA: 251 TOUENHAM COURT RD, LONDON W1T 7RB
McDONALD: 70 OXFORD STREET, LONDON W1D 1BP
HARP: 237 TOUENHAM COURT RD, LONDON W1T 7QW

eIRA DLY THE
BEST PRICES!

SONY

GARMIN

ICF -SWO7Inc dual voltage mains adapter and
ANLP1 active loop antenna

£229
£210

ICF-SW07 Inc ANLP1 loop antenna
ICFSW100E with wire antenna, earphones and
carrying case£159
ICF-SW1000T
£330
ICF-SW7600GR Dig WB receiver
£124
ICF-SW77
£300
ICF-SW35 Dig WB receiver
£69
ICF-SW12 11 band analogue receiver £59
ICF-SW11 12 band analogue receiver.. f.39
ICF-CD2000S World Travel Clock
£139
AN-71 Wire antenna
£7
AN-100A Active antenna tor ICF-SW100 and
7600G
£49
AN-1 Outdoor active antenna
£59
AN-LP1 Active loop antenna
£59

ICF-SW07

SONY £210

AR8200 SERIES 2

AOR £370

HITACHI
WORLDSPACE KHWS1

£140

£540

AR5000
ROBERTS
R862 12 band analogue receiver
£25
R871 15 band analogue receiver
£35
R9921 MB Dig WB Radio with RDS
£60
R881 Multiband digital world band radio £70
R9914 MB Dig WB Rad with SSB
£85
R876 Muttiband digital world band radio .1115
R861 MB Dig WB radio with RDS
£170
RC828 MB Dig WB radio with cassette & timerecording
£170

LICENCE FREE TRANSCEIVERS
MOTOROLA XTN446 nch
MOTOROLA 16222
ALINCO DJ-446 nechargahle
KEN WOOD TK3101
ENTEL EUROWAVE PMR446
MULTICOM JUNIOR For 2
PANASONIC KXTR320

YUPITERU
MVT-9000 MKII ALL MODE
MVT-7300 EX ALL MODE
MVT-7100 EU ALL MODE
MVT-3300 EU

£360
£250
£195
£135

VR-120 100KHz-1300MHz£160
VR-500 100KHz-1300MHz with AM FM WFM
LSB USB£209
VR-5000 1001(Hz-2599MHz
£630
FT817 Inc PSU & Rechargeable battery £670
FT8471200

GRUNDIG
SATELLITE 800EU

£135
£165
£225
£200
£320
£200
£330
£430
£140
£200
£190
£310
£770

YAESU

£140

SANYO
WORLDSPACE WS 10006

ETREX
ETREX VENTURE
ETREX LEGEND
ETREX SUMMIT
ETREX VISTA
GPS II +
GPS III +
GPS V
GPS 12
GPS 12XL
GPS 76 Marine
GPS MAP76 Marine with MAP
STREET PILOT COLOUR III

AOR

AOR

£1340

AR7030

£670

£170
£65
£140
£189
£55
£110
£110

HITACHI

AOR
AR5000
AR5000 +3
AR7030
AR7030 PLUS
AR8200 SERIES 2
AR8600 MKII
SDU5500 Inc PSU

£1340
£1500
£670
£800
£370
£600
£799

ICOM
IC-R2 500104z-1300MHz, »A,FM, WFM, PC£135
I
C- R10 100KHz-1300MHz, AM, FM. WFM. PC£3 00
IC-PCR100 100KHz-1300MHz. AM, FM WFM, pd185
IC-PCR1000 1001(Hz-1300MHz, AB mode PC Re f325
IC-75 30104-60MHz. AMS. AM. FM. USB. LSB, RTTY, CW£645
ICR-3 Full UK tv coverage. 500KHz-2450MHz£CALL
,

BEARCAT

UBC9000XLT Base receiver£250
UBC220XLT Hand held receiver
£120
i
K lY 40
1
UBC780XLT With Trunking
£325
ONLINE ORDERS
OVER £100 RECEIVE FREE OF
CHARGE DELIVERY TO
UK
MAINLAND ADDRESS.

A

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 17.5%. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABLITY AND CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY 12 MONTHS MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTY. DELIVERY CHARGES APPLY ON TELEPHONE MAIL ORDER. WE ARE OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9 00AM TO 6.00PM E&OE.
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Satellite TV News

T

he past 12 months has seen terrorism making the
big news and unfortunately mid October 2002

from about 1800.

continued the trend. Bali, noted for peaceful

carries the Globecast bouquet -11.014GHz-H ISR20145 +3/4)

surroundings, the blue sea, skies, palms and white

now carrying sporting events on many evenings -in the clear

sand beaches in an instant became aburning,

November 1st and Globecast Ch.2 featured high class ice

bloodied nightmare with 200 locals and holidaymakers

incinerated after amassive terrorist bomb exploded.
Within hours the media arrived and live pictures from
Bali were uplinking to the world's TV networks from October
14th. Use of Europe*Star-1 @ 45°E ensured that asingle Ku-

Atlantic Bird-1 @ 12.5°W has now 'run in' and happily

skating championships in the '2002 Mastercard Skate Canada
International' from Quebec, really compulsive viewing.
Meanwhile Globecast Ch.3 carried American PGA Golf.
The Globecast bouquet also carries afurther three
channels that will not lock on certain receivers, for example

band hop could provide excellent quality pictures into

my RSDs will not lock the additional chs. 4-6 whereas the

London/Western Europe out of Bali and the 'NON CAT

Manhattan does. November 11th featured the American

THAILAND' uplink unit was soon on-site runnning at

'NESN' ice hockey which locked up on Globecast Ch. 1and

12.644GHz-Vertical, SR 6116+FEC 3/4 carrying many live 1and

Chs. 4-6.

2way TV reports into the European networks.
Picture content varied to the extreme. The reporter

Digital satellite receivers are temperamantal things, not
personality! So I'm scanning over SESAT@ 36°E and hit

beaches with the palms moving in the breeze to the soldiers
shovelling ice around piles of bodybags. Such are the faces of

signals at 11.149GHz-V which eventually establish as SR6667

Another side of terrorism was witnessed some two weeks

normally carry aservice ident, the RSD tells me an interesting

demands were ignored and following the shooting of a

NewVVave 9000 satellite receiver, brilliant operational and very

hostage, the 'elite force' went in and in the resulting firefight

quick, running fine until one day Icheck out the Kabul Fox

In this temperamental theme Ihave been testing a

all the Chechins and over 100 hostages were killed either by

News feeder on 45°E which of course used 525-lines NTSC.

gun or gas. Once more Europe*Star-1 played media host to

Receiver crashes, self reboots and crashes again, on each

this latest terrorism outrage, feeding back pictures and live

crash the nearby (digital) receivers also crash in sympathy.

reports into the BBC and others via anew uplinker 'VISCOM'

Manufacturer suggests it's the firmware that operates the

using 11.627GHz-V 15632+3/4).

software gone down and areprogam is advised. Never had
NASA-TV provided excellent picture coverage evening
November 9th of the International Space Station 1/SS) with

swept to an election victory taking over 99% of the vote.

the departure of an earlier Soyuz 5craft from /SS, the crew

Baghdad coverage of the election was carried live on

having flown up more recently in alater model Soyuz 5craft

'APTNBAGHDADPATH1', 12.677GHz-V 15632+3/4)

which had docked and transferred supplies and other material

Europe*Star-1 @ 45°E. The locals seen in APTN's footage

into ISS. The return flight down to the Russian Steppes takes

looked happy and excited on election night.

about two hours and an external /SS camera provided a
poignant view as the Soyuz slowly pulled away growing

victory speech with Saddam on apodium thanking all for

smaller in the vastness of space. NASA provided pictures of

their support and congratulating them on their voting

both the Johnson USA and Moscow control centers in the

decisions -his speech was translated into English and mixed

NASA-TV feed. Globecast obliged with these dramatic

with the original Arabic sound track. Less expected was the

pictures on their Ch.2 slot via Atlantic Bird-1.

audience member that stood up, shook his fists and

the end of October I'm scanning the output and apart from the

this democratic outburst. It's difficult to edit out such

Star package, Ifind activity at 11.098GHz-V running an odd

problems on alive broadcast and his comments were not

SR1488 +FEC 3/4. The service id 'P11098 V 01' looks

translated into English!

promising, but atotal refusal to reveal apicture. I've had no

News' feed out of Jerusalem is worth monitoring -the signal

success in the Eutelsat 48°E slot where their 2F1 bird has been
in hibernation, late October and Eutelsat 2F2 has taken over

is present on a24 hour basis over Eutelsat's SESAT bird @

from 2F1 so perhaps 'things' will liven up?

36°E, it's strong on a 1.2m dish at 10.960GHz-V ISR3258+3/4).

But good news from Edmund Spicer (Littlehampton) who
reports that RUV Iceland has appeared on satellite -the spot

Alan Richards (near Nottingham) first alerted me to the
South African 'Tellytrack RSA' horse racing programming that

to check is Astra 2D, 28.2°E -10.818GHz-V (SR22000+5/6)

runs during the afternoons and later into the evenings plays

where late October into November 'NLC' promotional pix,

out arecorded 'video loop' of that day's racing highlights,

patriotic music and aerial Icelandic shots have been carried on

complete with the racing odds, etc. Only South African

two video streams. 'NLC' ='Northern Lights Communications'

courses are included at this time. The Europe*Star signal feed

and the service idents ringing up are 'RUV TESTS 1(and 2)' -

is strong and appears at 11.495GHz-V ISR3254 +FEC 7/8).

signal levels are 95% on Edmund's 450mm dish.

Alan E-mailed 'Tellytrack' and received an enthusiastic reply
from Dieter Wohlberg, their executive producer, commenting

Meanwhile over on Thor-2 @ 0.8°W the 'Telenor Info

how delighted they were down there knowing that he was

Channel' is also carrying the same promotional video
offerings -and within the same transponder is carried the

enjoying their productions up here.
A note from Edmund Spicer who comments 'nag racing

two channels on Thor are on 11.247GHz-V (24500+7/8) -

channel 'E-Quinielia' has started FTA with excellent pix on

excellent detective work from Edmund.

11.731GHz-H ISR28126 + FEC 7/8) over on Hispasat, 30°W
Portugal' has moved to 12.591GHz-V freeing up the

16°E October 28th showing red hot lava flows I'HOL 091'

11.615GHz-V slot for the Madrid 'Canal 35' on test early

12.517GHz-G 5632+3/4). Next day the recently slotted

November (both using SR27500+3/4 on Hispasah.

Russian Express 3A, 40°E gave more live lava flows, roads
blocked and forests destroyed (11.662GHz-V 6400+3/4).
This period of Earth's instability led to the collapse of an

intended for regional TV services in Germany.

Italian school with many kiddies and their teachers lost, a

'WETTERSTUDIO GAIS' uses 10.988GHz-V (5632+3/4) with a

tragic happening recalling for many the Aberfan disaster of

service id 'SUE -GAI 001' suggesting aSwiss origination, check

the 1950s.
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Australian reporter prepares a
news report -Bali bonibing -a
beautifill island marred for years
with the terrorist outrage.
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Sky Spurts VTR clock in
widescreen (Intelsat 801).

A final note from Roy Carman (Dorking) who comments
on the eruption of Mount Etna, carried live on Eutelsat W2,

weather forecast that pops up evenings on Intelst 801,

Rali

Icelandic religious channel 'Gospel Channel Europe'. These

(ETA =free to air). Spanish exiles might note that 'AXN

For German speaking weather anoraks there's adedicated

Sky News news packages
bomb -transmitted over
Europe•Star-1).

There's not much to be seen on NSS-703 @ 57`E, but at

remonstrated loudly whilst Saddam stood impassively during

With the sabre sharpening in the Middle East, the 'Fox

Haiti assylum seeker is rescued
from the Florida waters (NSS-7).

these problems with valves!

however looked much happier on October 15th when he

The Iraqi satellite TV 'Space Channel' showed the election

VIFi re roll.

'MTI-EBU-LBR', but the Manhattan DigiPlaza receiver differs,
telling me 'TES D16'!

Iraq and Saddam with his government are far from happy

Take

+ FEC 7/8 -but it's encrypted. Now all digital transmissions

later when Chechin terrorists seized atheatre in Moscow city
centre and held the audience hostage. Not surprisingly, their

over the UN demands for weapon inspections. Saddam

REUTERS WILL
WILL REFEED
BIBI AND THE
REST OF THE
CUT AT 20:00

unlike a2-stroke motor bike engine -each has its own

standing against abeautiful scene of blue seas and skies,

terrorism 2002.

Police Chief Moose of
Montgomery County update, (i,.
press on the sniper shootings
(NSS 7)

Saddam, after his sweeping
99.9% election win, makes his
victory speech live on 'Iraq
Space Channel'.
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Sky High
9-11 The Recovery

Lakenheath

Some excellent news was announced in mid
November when the airline passenger figures for
October 2002 were made public. At our busiest

Two SWM readers who wish to remain anonymous

seven airports, 11.4 million passengers travelled in

was apparently copied from a photograph of the

October, these figures are up 16.2% compared with

stud list which was located on the dash, inside an F-

October 2001, (for obvious reasons). There was also
an increase of 2.3% compared with October 2000,

visit to the base in September. As you can see the

15 cockpit! This photo was taken during a private

which means that we are now back on a par with pre

operations frequency on Stud 01 varies for each of

September 11th passenger numbers. Perhaps not
surprisingly, the Trans-Atlantic figures showed the

the three based squadrons.

biggest increase with a25.8% rise between October
2001 and 2002. All in all it's great news for the civil
airband listener.
Another piece of interesting news was the
announcement that to hopefully curtail any further

Studs 17 to 20 are individually programmed with
specific pre-set frequencies before each operational
mission. According to my records there appears to
have been afew changes in the past year, so it is
worth including the complete listing. ICF = Initial

expansion of Heathrow and Stansted, it is possible

Contact Frequency, SOF = Supervisor Of Flying. It
was also noted during the visit that the Air to Air

that they will consider building a new four runway

frequency 343.675 appears to be used by visiting

London Airport on the Thames estuary at Cliffe in

TDY aircraft rather than based aircraft.

North Kent. From an Air Traffic point of view,
another major airport launching aircraft into the

Stud 01
Stud 01
Stud 01

300.075
343.475
316.7

Reaper Ops/493 FS

Stud 02

397.975

Ground

Stud 03
Stud 04

358.675
242.075

Tower

If Iremember correctly in 1971 the plan was to build
the new third London Airport at Maplin Sands on
edge of the Thames estuary, the only difference was

Stud 05
Stud 06

300.8
299.975

UK Low Level Ops
London Mil East ICF

that it was on the northern Essex side! Interestingly,

Stud 07

the plan to build at Maplin was apparently not finally

Stud 08
Stud 09

275.475
249.475

busy skies above south east England may not be
such agood idea, but Isuppose expansion will have
to take place in one form or another.
It's funny how these projects go around in circles.

Bolar Ops/492 FS
Panther Ops/494 FS

Departures

London Mil West ICF

362.125

Scottish Mil ICF
SOF/Ramrod

Stud 10

337.6

Approach/Rapcon

5Squadron -Coningsby

Stud 11
Stud 12

309.075

Radar/PAR

259.05

Radar/PAR

Some news from Dave L and Mick who recently

Stud 13

290.825

visited RAF Coningsby, they report that sadly

Stud 14

367.325

Radar/PAR
Radar/PAR

another RAF Squadron disbanded on the 27th

Stud 15

scrapped by the government until 1984.

September. 5Squadron performed afarewell six
ship flypast on the 26th, (callsigns Scorpion 1to 6),
to mark the stand-down of one of the resident
Tornado F.3 squadrons, thus leaving just 56 (R)
Squadron and the Tornado F.3 OEU. Iwas under the
impression that 5Squadron were due to reform at
Coningsby in mid 2004, equipped with the new

369.075
Stud 16
338.025
Stud 17-20 as above

Radar/PAR
Have Quick Timing

Leuchars Bob
Thanks to Dave and Jimmy for their E-mail in
which they include ashort list of some of the more

EurofighteriTyphoon, but recent reports indicate that

notable callsigns used by aircraft arriving at the

they may now reform at Waddington in 2005?

Leuchars Battle of Britain show on the 12/13th

Some of the 5Squadron callsigns noted in use by
SWM readers between 2000 and 2002 were:
CARBON, SATURN, SCARLET, SCORPION, TITAN,

September.
BARON

GAF/JG-71

F-4F

TYPHOON and WARLOCK. (It should be noted that

BISON
FREEBIRD

C-130H
STRIKEMASTER
HUNTER T.7A

KEMBLEJET

USAF/914 AW
UK/CIVIL
UK/DELTA JETS

It would be interesting to see any reports of

PACK

US ANG/157

callsigns still in use with 56 Squadron -also, can

SCALP

USAF/917 Wing

ARWKC-135R
B-52H

anyone confirm if the 5Squadron frequencies,

SCARAB

RAF/14 SQN

Tornado GR.4

(243.325 Air/Air) and (254.675 Maple Ops) are still in

TRON

USAF/52 FW

F-16C

use?
Thanks to Graham another brief piece of news

Also noted during late September by Dave and

regarding Coningsby based aircraft, the Battle of

Jimmy were 3Squadron Harriers using the

Britain flypast over London on the 15th September,
was executed by four aircraft from 56 (R) Squadron

These were exercise callsigns rather than actual 3

using the callsigns SATURN 1-4.

Squadron callsigns and were used by aircraft

some of the Coningsby callsigns have been reported
in use by our readers by both 5and 56 Squadrons).

56

have sent me a listing of the main radio studs for the
48 TFW F-15s at RAF Lakenheath. The information

apparently new callsigns HATCHET and BLOWLAMP.
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deployed to St. Mawgan for the National Collective

of the air show flying display. They then proceeded

Training Exercise, (see next).

to carry on with their mission in the area of the

Collective Training

some D -School frequencies after leaving Yeovilton

Bristol Channel and interestingly were heard to use

During the period of the 17th to the 25th September
a National Collective Training Exercise was held at
RAF St. Mavvgan. Unfortunately, due to other
commitments Ionly managed to turn the radio on a
couple of times during the exercise and they were
both relatively quiet periods. 1am therefore grateful
to Rich, Steve R and Brian whose information 1
have collated into the following report.
The exercise involved eight 3 Squadron Harrier
GR.7s and eight 54 Squadron Jaguar GR.3As, one
of the Harriers was damaged during the exercise
and was taken by road to St. Athan for repair, a
replacement was flown in from Cottesmore. The
reports did get a bit confusing as it seems that
some of the callsigns used during the exercise were
used by both squadrons at differing times.
Hopefully,1 have sorted this out and the callsigns
that were reported are as follows, (it seems likely
that some of the callsigns such as POISON and
CHAOS were used for positioning as well as
actually during the exercise).

-249.725, 259.8 and 276.25 were all noted in use.
Apart from standard ATC frequencies, very few
other frequencies were noted by my
correspondents, the following were the exceptions:
255.85 which is the 4Squadron Harrier, Skeleton
Ops. 275.475 which is UK Low level channel 3, (TAD
043) was used by HACHET 1-4. If you can add to or
amend this report please let me know.
Lastly, a new Coltishall Wing callsign has
appeared in the past couple of months and that is
SHOCKER which seems to be used mainly by 16 (R)
Squadron.

Tk8500 -Update
Following up my report on the Tk8500 software for
the lcom 1C-R8500 and other radios in the
November SWM, some further information has now
been passed onto me. When Ievaluated it
originally, it was version 0.6 of the software. This
has now progressed to version 0.8 Beta,
unfortunately any changes or updates to the
software are not identified in atext file. From a

3 Sqn/Harrier GR.7

BLOWLAMP 1-2, HATCHET
1-4, POISON 1-3,
RAMPAGE 1-4

54 Sqn/Jaguar GR.3A

ACID 1-4, BLACKCAT 1-8
(arrival callsigns),
CHAOS 1-2 (or 4?),
HATCHET 1-4, HAVOC 1-4,
NEWCON 1-2, PASHER 1-2,
UKON 1-2, (possibly
YUKON?).

It appears that switching callsigns for different
elements of a mission also took place so this
caused more confusion between the reporters. For
example it appears that aircraft were heard
switching to/from HATCHET to callsigns such as
JOYFUL and DIVINE, (type uncertain). LION 1and
NESTEGG 1-3 were also heard providing refuelling
for the exercise aircraft and these are presumably
Brize Norton VC-10s.
On the 21st RAMPAGE 1-4 and 5-7 plus HAVOC
1-4 and 5-7 took off for Yeovilton where they
performed asimulated attack on the airfield as part

personal point of view, Ididn't notice any obvious
changes to the software with the new version, but
readers may wish to make the upgrade.
Idid however find one small glitch. The 1C-R8500
allows you to cut and paste memories between
banks up to a maximum of 99, consequently Ihad
two of my banks set to 75 and 82 memories
respectively. When Idownloaded the memories
from my R8500 with the software, it would only
recognise banks of up to 67 memories. After an Email to Bob in the USA, Ifound out that the
tk8500.ini file has a line which reads
HighestChanne1=67, (67 is the maximum number of
memories Bob had in a bank in his R8500). If you
change the tk8500.ini line to read
HighestChanne1=99, the full range of memories will
be enabled. Bob warns howeber, do not use a
number above 99!
After two months 1continue to use the software
on an almost daily basis and Istill continue to be
impressed, (especially as it's free). The problem
with the scan delay is annoying, but if you have the
log function running you don't miss anything. For
information and downloads of the software see
www.parnass.org
For this month's
photo, Ithought we
would have
something exotic
from the archives.
Seen on the ramp at
Jacksonville in 1986
is this very smart
Florida Air National
Guard F-106A.
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MANUFACTURERS OF:
RECEIVERS,
TU 1 FILTERS

HF ACTIVE ANTENNA
FREQUENCY RANGE:

voture

COMMUIPOCAMWS RECElm

30kHz -30MHz
LENGTH:
400mm
COMPLETE WITH:
* Fused 12V power cable
* Power adaptor
terminated with phono

HF3S SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

plug for direct

* 30kHz -30MHz

connection to the Target

* USB, AM & LSB

HF3 & HF3S short wave

* 10 PROGRAMMABLE MEMORIES

receivers
* Seven meters coaxial

* FULLY SYNTHESISED

cable

* SIGNAL STRENGTH METER

POWER CONSUPTION:

* DATA LEAD FOR CONNECTION TO COMPUTER

20mA @ 12V

* JVFAX OR HAMCOMM SOFTWARE

WATERPROOF
ANTENNA ASSEMBLY

* PSU AND LONG WIRE AERIAL

£39. 95

Unit 5, Parsons Green Estate,
Boulton Road, Stevenage
Herts SG1 4C1G.

>

inc. VAT + £2.50 P&P

Tel: (01438) 351710

TELFORD ELECTRONICS
Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, Horton,

Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ.
Tel: 10044) 01952 605451/670178.
Fax: (0044) 01952 677978.
E-mail: telfordelectronics@btinternet.corn
annie.007@btinternet.com marc.007@btinternetcom
Web site: www.telford-electronics.com
Hawker SBS30 Battery

April 2002

• SCANNING Rx

RA1792

Superior regulated battery.

HF Communications Receiver

• Widely used in cable TV,

lb Fully synthesized solid state

emergency lighting, power

receiver as used by government

generation. & offshore

departments
•

applications

(Airband, etc)

• AMATEUR RADIO
• SHORTWAVE
LISTENERS
• PMR, etc
Plus
• SURPLUS STOCK
• COMPONENTS
• SOLDERING
IRONS

150kHz to 30MHz

St Modes: LSB, USB, AM, CVV & FM

el Sealed Lead Acid

• Digital AGC Scan facility

• 12Volt
II Conforms with BS 6920 Part 4, IEC
60896 Part 2, EN 60896 Part 2 and
Telcordia SR 4228

SI 100 channel memory
• Price: £550.00
Raven

Research 8

• List Price: £162.15

Kflulticoupler

• Our Price: £50.00

• Price: £352.50

Collins

Solid State Electronics (UK)

180L-3A

A

Way HF

selection of Bird

(Collins pin: 522 0293 004)

elements in stock

Automatic Antenna Tuner.

• Prices from. £35.25

(Weller & Metcal)

For breakdown, this unit contains
Sealed Lead Acid

lots of wonderful goodies!!
If Jennings 1000pf Vacuum capacitor

6.5AH. Brand New & Boxed

inductors (roller-coasters/
et Ceramic stand off capacitors
41 Servo Motors etc... etc... etc...
GI These units are cosmetically in
excellent condition, and are
complete with full operator/user &
service literature

List price: £44.65 each
Our price: £11.75 each
Yuma. Rechargeable Battery
Model NP2.3 12
• 12V. 2.3Ah
• Valve regulated, Sealed Lead-Acid

O Price: £100.00

Type
• Price: £6.00

Watkins 8. Johnson 87003
Duel VLF/MF Receiver

JUST ARRIVED -

• Frequency: 5kFle to 32MHz

LIMITED

f. Modes of operation: AM, FM, CVV,

gal 792 HF Communications

QUANTITY:

Receiver

LSB, USB
e• Five IF Bandwidths

fitted

• Price: EPOA

*Price: £881.25

811E. facility

We are now open to the public every Saturday from
Slarn

'til Zprry

Post & Packing £17.62 (Mainland UK)
All prices include VATC(17.5".
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Contact SSE as below for your FREE copy!

Rechargeable Battery
Sonnenschein -Dryfit A500 12,

• 2 x Silver plated Tuneable

NEW 24 PAGE
CATALOGUE!

ww

SSE product -UNIQUE adjustable passive audio filter for
)dise reduction -NFM, SSE. MA, CW
•Improve intelligibilrty with less fatigue
•Connects between spk-socket and ex spk and phone
•Low internal attenuation Special power inductors allow up
to 5W of audio power
•Fully isolated 2pole by-pass switch
•Choire of filter minbinations
•Limited period offer includes loudspeaker!
PRICE: £23.00

shin' AAF-2002

Payment by POSTAL ORDER or CHEQUE Standard
postage iq (PLUS) £2.00 per order within the UK
For FREE information COlitact.
Solid State Electronics (UK) SWM, 6The Orchard
Baçsert Green Village. Southampton S016 3NA
Tel: 023 8076 9598 •Fax: 023 8076 8315
Email: solidstateessejim.eo.uk •Visit our web site: www.ssejim.co.uk
The Jil6 logo is a registered trade mark of Solid State Electronics (UK)
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...bring your scanning
directories to life!
With 2Megabytes of Memory
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is a new kind of
wideband receiver with
sleek, robust styling,
...only 8 inches wide!
FAIRHAVEN RD uL)
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RADIO DATABASE
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5 FAIRHAVEN RD500
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FAIRHAVEN RD500
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Its massive memory can store information equivalent
to several scanning directory books. Any word such
as "Fire', "Air", "Voice Of America", or even your local
town can be searched for. It can hold 54,682 entries,
each with 20 characters of text, mode, and frequency.
A 45 key TV style remote is
provided for text entry and
control, and a PC keyboard
can be plugged into the
receiver.
...No more thumbing through
scanning directories, and no
PC needed!
Price: £899

gives wideband coverage with auto
memory, skip list, priority channel, pause/hold, AFC,
world time clock, and S.meter, and its HF performance
is complemented with pass band shift, notch and
peak filter, noise blanker, and smooth 5Hz tuning
steps.
Modes include USB/LSB, AM, sync AM, stereo CW,
NBFM/WBFM and stereo FM, with TV sound and video
output as standard.
We include Windows software to make it easy to
gather information from document scanners, the
Internet and other sources.
can be
linked to your PC to backup or download information,
and a database is loaded into
the receiver before shipping.
It also has a built in digital
sound recorder and editor so a
news flash or rare DX can be
recorded. Up to 4 minutes of
sound can be permanently
stored!
Specifications:
Sensitivity (10dB S/N) HF SSB 0.2uV. IP3 +10dBm.
VHF/UHF NBFM 0.3uV. Scan speed 50/second.
Frequency range 0-1750MHz
Collins filters available.
Fairhaven Electronics Ltd
PO Box 6102, Hatton, Derby DE65 5WG

Includes software, PSU, remote and 2 year guarantee.

Phone +44(0)1332 670707 Fax +44(0)87 00 55 88 99
http://wwvv.fair-radio.demon.co.uk
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Decode

T

Let's try making asimple RTTY decoder with a

he hot news this month is the release of
version Skysweeper version 2.10. Regular

built-in tuning display. To do this start the program

readers will know that this program has

and you will be presented with the basic interface as
shown in Fig. 1. This just shows a picture of a
receiver connected directly to aspeaker. Making this
into a RTTY decoder just requires one extra module -

been gradually evolving over recent years

and is becoming an ever more competent
decoding system. The latest release marks a

aRTTY receiver.
To add a module you use the '+' icons on the

UR
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net."1."
; El«.• Ybd.
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FREE
R.OX FIX
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Iddl
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eta,

toolbar, see Fig. 2. These icons are used to either
connect modules in series with the signal path or to

lANoulsis i
°Male
pact«

sitor-b

nog"

connect visualisation (display) modules across the
signal path. If you start by clicking the '+ Add Block'

wet«

icon, you will be presented with acomprehensive list
of module categories, these will include: Decoders,
Transmitters, Filters, Visualisers and Applications.
Select decoders and you get achoice of 15
decoder types -choose RTTY and press OK. You don't
have to worry about the position selector, there's only
one place it can go at this stage. When you hit OK you
will find the RTTY decoder module inserted between
the receiver and the speaker. You should also find the
main RTTY decoder screen will be on show.
Whilst the actions so far will give you a basic RTTY
system, there are a number of other items that can be
added to make the system more interesting. One of
the first choices may be to add aspectrogram display.
This is easy, just choose the parallel + (Insert
rág

Fig. 1-Basic
Skysweeper
v2.10 screen.

Analyser) and choose Spectro. In this case you have a
choice of two positions for the monitor, either before

significant step forward, so justifies abit more space.

or after the RTTY decoder, select position one.

Although 2.10 represents a major improvement over
earlier versions, current owners will be delighted to
hear that 2.10 is afree upgrade -this is excellent

If you've completed this correctly, you should find
your screen looks something like Fig. 3. Before we
move-on, lets take a look at how the spectrogram and

news and shows the developers commitment to

RTTY decoder can be configured. That's not to say

continuous development.

you have to configure them as the default settings are
generally very well chosen.

Major Revision
If you've not come across Skysweeper before, there
are afew unique characteristics that are worth noting.
The most notable is the facility to put together a
customised decoding system using the software

fe.+1.»
RFO,

elel ean 21111211._1

modules built into Skysweeper. This
modular approach provides enormous
flexibility and allows you to use

Start with the RTTY decoder. When you click the
Config button you get agrey box with a number of

Skysweeper for much more than just

user adjustable options. In the left of the box you will
see the tone scan ranges. This controls the range of

modules built into the latest release is
amazing with fifteen decoders, eight
transmitters, eight filters, five visualisation
tools, four applications and eight
Fig. 2-Block and

analysers! These are not just fixed

frequencies that the decoder will monitor whilst it
tries to find a usable RTTY signal.
If you want to save a bit of processing power, you
could adjust this to be closer to the range we would
normally use for RTTY, i.e. 1to 2kHz. You need to do

modules with asimple set-up, all are fully

this for both the mark and space scan frequencies.

configurable.
needs awell thought through interface to make the

Providing you tune your signal to this frequency
range, this should speed-up the automatic baud
speed recognition process. There are afew other

features manageable. This is achieved through the

parameters you can play with in the RTTY module.

With such a huge range of options, the program

neat graphic interface that shows the Skysweeper
components in block diagram form thus making the
set-up very obvious. Adding or subtracting modules
is done using avery simple menu system. Probably
the best way to show this is to take you through an
example.

60

You will note that on the both the RTTY decoder and
the spectrogram there's aCONFIG menu item in the
top left of the display. This is where you can
customise the modules to do exactly what you want.

simply decoding signals. The range of

analyser selection.

Getting Configured

Perhaps the most interesting is the SYNOP/SHIP
tick-box atick here starts the SYNOP/Ship translator
that takes five digit coded weather messages and
produces adetailed message readout. This is really
great fun and very informative too. If you want to
save all the decoded output, just hit the Save button
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in the RTTY receiver and you can send everything

FFT power spectrum

you receive to a log file.

display at position one

If you know the parameters (speed, shift, etc.)
of the signal you want to receive you can preset
these, which will speed the time from tuning into

and another at position
two. You now have a

the signal to decoded text being displayed. If
you're monitoring the coded weather stations

the filter is improving
the signal.

then set the speed to 50, shift to 450 and tick the
SYNOP/SHIP box. On my system (450MHz

may be struggling with

Pentium3) this reduced the time taken from

a rather messy screen

rrJ1

iL

.21

IDSP

very clear view of how

lANALYsIs

hffax

mUtile

sitar-b

synop

I

At this point you

tuning the signal to receiving text from fourteen

layout, don't worry,

seconds to four seconds.

there's asimple

Another module you may want to seriously
consider is a band pass filter to help cut out some

solution. Go to the
Window menu and choose Tile, the open

of the unwanted noises and make your signal

windows will be magically rearranged to fit

Fig. 3-Basic RTTY

easier to decode. Again this is really easy to do.
Go to the '+ Insert Block' icon, choose filters then

within the main Skysvveeper window. Its also

decoder.

select FIR. This is aFinite Impulse Response filter
and is one of the most powerful d.s.p. building
blocks. Insert this block in position 1and you will

worth maximising the Skysweeper window so
that you have lots of space to work within.
When you've managed to put together a

be presented with what might appear an

customised decoder,
you can save the entire

overpowering array of options. Don't panic. This

configuration via the

filter is really quite easy to use.

save icon on the main
menu. Conversely you
can also load one of

The first thing to decide is the type of filter you
want, for this example we want to pass a band of
frequencies so choose band pass. Next job is to
set the upper and lower limit of the range of
frequencies we want to pass. Well set that to just
slightly wider than the scan range we used for

the many pre assembled
configurations.
You may have

our RTTY decoder, i.e. 800Hz and 2.1kHz. To do

twigged by now that,

this set FP to 800 and FS to 2100Hz.

although Skysweeper
is mainly viewed as a

Next adjustment is the filter length -the longer
the length the more processing power is required

decoding tool, it also

and the sharper the cut-off. To help you optimise

doubles as avery
effective audio d.s.p.

this setting, the two graphs on the right show the
filter bandwidth and its impulse response. The

..141à1

••••••

8'"24",

unit and can be used

only other setting is the window type and you can

to tidy-up all manner of signals using

Fig. 4-Skysweeper

choose this by experimentation using the graphs

comprehensive range of d.s.p. filter systems. In

FIR parameter screen.

as your guide. The filter parameters can also be
adjusted whilst you are decoding. Just open the

addition to the expected band pass related filters,
there is an excellent noise reduction systems for

window, make the changes you want and hit the
'Apply' button to implement the change.

take out up to eight separate whistles. Don't be

white noise and an amazing notch filter that can
tempted to use this anywhere a utility signal, it

Powerful Filtering

will take it out completely. Even Morse code is
quickly eliminated. Idon't mean reduced either,

This is a really powerful way to apply filtering to

they are rendered totally inaudible!

your signal as the range of adjustments are huge.

Although this has taken the

Once you've designed the filter you want you can

entire column for this month,

save it for future use by right clicking on the

I've only really scratched the

adjustment screen and selecting 'Save to File'.
This will save all your setting in a *.tap file for use

surface of what the program

again whenever you like. Don't forget to press the
green button to start the d.s.p. running!

can do. As if that wasn't
enough, the team at
Skysvveeper are currently
working on aprofessional

One of the other great features of Skysweeper
is the facility to reuse many of the modules. A

version of the program that will

good example of this is the way in which you can

include a host of sophisticated

use the same analyser tool in different parts of
your decoding system. Going back to our RTTY

to try acopy just go to the UK

decoder with FIR filter, it would be really useful if
we could monitor the signal immediately before

analysis tools. If you would like
agents (Pervisell) web site and

ourselves. With Skysweeper this is simple use

download atrial demo or buy
the full version at £59.99.
The address is

the '+ Add Analyser' icon to add aspectrogram or

www.pervisell. corn

and after the filter so we can see the effect for

SY NOP MESSAtil:
WMO identification number: 71912 CANADA GILLAM, MAN 56 21N 94 42W
Precipitation indicator: Precipitation reponed in group Ionly
Senior, type
:manned station -- weather group included
Cloud bave
above 25481
:24 km
Total cloud cover
0eighths (clear)
Wind direction
:330 Deg
Wind speed
:12
Temperature
:-15.3 C
Dewpoint temperature
-17.7 C
Station pressure
:1009.2 hPa
Sea level pressure
:1028.3 hPa
Pressure
:Increasing, then steady -- resultant pressure higher
3hour pressure change
02.5 hPa
Liquid precipitation
0.0 mm
Precipitation meas time 6houes
Present weather
:clouds dissolving
Past weather (type I) :mow or mixed rain and snow
Pgst weather (type 2) :snow or mixed rain and snow
Tinto of observation
09h 23rnin
Data for National use
10082
Data for National use :20082
Data for Nattonal use :30229
Data for National use :40161

Fig. 5-Skysweeper
SYNOP output.
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SSB Utilities

T

his month's column is entirely devoted
to the recent changes to the global h.f.
system used and operated by the US
forces world-wide. Last month I
mentioned that some subtle changes
had been noticed since the 1st October, and the
publication of the latest US DoD Flight
Information Handbook (HIM at the end of October
has revealed the extent of the changes. Some of
the changes are immediate and have already
been noticed by listeners, and some will take
place over the next few months.

GHFS Is Dead, Long Live The HF-GCS
The most significant change is that the h.f.
network has changed its name. It is no longer
called the GHFS (Global HF System). It is now the
USAF High Frequency Global Communications
System or HF-GCS. The PH says that there are 15
stations in the network, but it only lists 14 of
them.
The station at Thule on the west coast of
Greenland will be closing down in January 2003
and will be replaced by anew station operated
from NAS Keflavik in Iceland. Keflavik has
already been heard making test transmissions on
11.175MHz during the day in early November, in
preparation for its official start in the new year.
Iknow that the FIH is publicly available from
the NOAA in the USA, but many people seem to
want to avoid contacting them, maybe think that
they would not sell individual copies. Well, they
are quite happy to sell to individuals, so long as
you have acredit-card. However, for those who
are unable to get hold of the latest FIH, here are
the details from the HF -GCS section of the new
FIH that was released on 31st October 2002.

USAF High Frequency Global
Communications System (HF-GCS)
The HF-GCS System is aworld-wide network of
15 high-power h.f. stations providing air/ground
h.f. command and control radio communications
between ground agencies and US military aircraft
and vessels. Allied military and other aircraft are
also provided support in accordance with
agreements and international protocols as
appropriate. The HF-GCS is not dedicated to any
service or command, but supports all DoD
authorised users on atraffic precedence/priority
basis. General services provided by the HF-GCS
are:
General 'Phone Patch and Message Relay
Services
Automatic Link Establishment (ALE)
HF Data Support
Command and Control Mission Following
Emergency Assistance
Broadcasts
HF Direction Finding Assistance
ATC Support
SCOPE Command replaces older high power
Global h.f. equipment. SCOPE Command
incorporates Automatic Link Establishment (ALE)
to automate and enhance h.f. communications.
By January 2003, all HF -GCS station transmit and
receive equipment will be remotely controlled
from the Centralised Net Control Station (CNCS)
at Andrews AFB in the USA.

HF-GCS Procedures:
General Calling. Aircrews use apreliminary call
as outlined in ACP-121 (US) Supplement 2using
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the collective callsign "MAINSAIL" or the HF-GCS
station callsign (example: Sigonella Global this is
Dark 86 on 11175, Over). HF-GCS operators
require approximately 10 seconds (for automated
equipment configuration) to respond to calls for
service. The HF-GCS operator may request the
aircraft change to adiscrete frequency for
improved and/or extended service.
PUBLISHED FREQUENCY LISTING -all the HFGCS stations operate on "core" frequencies to
provide increased "Global" coverage. The
published frequency listing does not reflect
complete system frequency authorisations. These
published frequencies will be used for initial
contact, EAM broadcasts, and short term C2
'phone patch and message delivery. Other
extended or special services will be moved to
each station's available "discrete" frequencies.
FREQUENCY GUIDE -The frequency guide is
designed to optimise air/ground
communications.
Primary HF-GCS Frequencies -24 hours -8.992,
11.175
Back up HF-GCS Frequencies -DAY -13.200,
15.016
Back up HF-GCS Frequencies -NIGHT -4.724,
6.739
Unclassified 'Phone Patch and Message Relay
Services.
'Phone Patch Service. 'Phone patching allows
direct voice communications between ground
agencies and aircraft by electronically connecting
telephone circuits to radio transmitters and
receivers. 'Phone patch service is reserved for
official unclassified business only and should not
exceed five minutes. Patches of more than five
minutes, or of asensitive nature, should be run
on adiscrete frequency. Aircrews requesting a
'phone patch must include all information
necessary for HF -GCS operators to complete the
call, such as the identity or location of the called
parties and telephone number if known. 'Phone
patches are monitored by HF-GCS operators and
if radio reception is not of sufficient quality to
complete the patch, they will attempt to copy the
traffic and relay it to addressees.
Message Relay Service. HF-GCS operators
transcribe encoded or plain-text messages for
aircraft or ground stations and forward them to
the addresses by radio or landline. The text of the
messages can be in the form of alphanumerics,
code words, plain text, acronyms, and/or
numerical sequences. Aircrews may use "READ
BACK" procedures when the message data is
critical, or when an incomplete transmission is
suspected due to poor radio reception. All
messages received by Global stations will be
accepted and delivered by the fastest means
available according to precedence and priority.
ALE -ALE allows automated ground agency
contact by selecting the best station and best
frequency without operator interaction. ALE
radios make this possible by using adatafill that
contains frequency, station and other pertinent
information. For ALE radios to operate properly,
the radio must have aloaded datafill, be turned
on in the "automatic" mode and remain there the
duration of the flight. If the radio is removed from
the ALE mode, history tables will require time to
rebuild and initial communications may be
slightly degraded.

HF Data Service. All HF-GCS stations have h.f.
data access to AUTODIN and SACCS. HF Radio
Teletype requirement has been removed by Joint
Staff J6.
Command and Control Mission Following. C2
agencies can use the HF -GCS for mission
tracking/control of their aircraft. Aircraft
responsible to aC2 agency for mission
tracking/control should transmit an initial
contact/departure report to aGlobal HF System
station after takeoff. The following information
should be included:
Aircraft Callsign
Departure point and time
Destination point and ETA
Relay Instructions for C2 Agencies
Remarks: DV codes, special instructions, etc.
EMERGENCY ACTION MESSAGE (EAM)
BROADCASTS -Most HF-GCS stations transmit
high priority EAMs on published frequencies
during specific broadcast periods. During EAM
broadcast periods, aircraft may only transmit InFlight Emergency traffic.
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE -Distress and
urgency situations should be clearly identified by
the words "MAYDAY" or "PAN" as appropriate
(refer ACP 121 (US) Supplement 2, chapter 8for
definitive usage). Aircrews should transmit
present position and heading when encountering
grave or serious emergency situations.
HF DIRECTION FINDING (D/F) ASSISTANCE -HFGCS stations are capable of coordinating D/F
efforts between aircraft and direction finding
facilities for both emergency situations and
suspected spectrum interference location efforts.
Emergency D/F Requests. Aircraft requiring D/F
support should advise the HF-GCS station of the
nature of the emergency, abearing (steer) or a
position (fix). The HF -GCS operator will arrange
the support and ask the aircraft to transmit aslow
count from 1to 10 and back, followed by the
aircraft callsign. The aircraft should then standby
for further instructions and/or results of the
service. D/F facility response time will vary,
depending on operating conditions, location of
the aircraft, nature of request, prevailing d.f.
facility operating commitments, type of D/F
facility providing the service and coordination of
all concerned. The average response time is
estimated at four minutes for bearings and ten
minutes for positions after the slow count.
D/F support for suspected spectrum interference.
Aircraft experiencing spectrum interference may
obtain D/F fix information on source of
interference by calling the nearest HF-GCS
station and requesting Spectrum Interference D/F
support. The aircraft will advise the Global
stations of the frequency affected, type of
interference (Voice, Morse Code, Printer, Noise,
etc.) and request aread-back of the information
passed. A report will be filed in accordance with
AFI 10-707 by the aircrew upon landing. The
Andrews CNCS will report Spectrum Interference
D/F results via message to the AF Frequency
Management Agency and the aircraft unit
command post.
ATC SUPPORT -HF -GCS is not configured to
meet ATC communications routing requirements
and cannot provide ATC flight following service.
This service can be obtained through the
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appropriate Civil/ICAO ATC communications agency such as
the AREA CONTROL CENTER, SECTOR RADIO, or FLIGHT
INFORMATION CENTER (see section B, ICAO HF
Aeronautical Station List). Global h.f. stations will accept
emergency ATC traffic and provide 'phone patch or
message relay support as required.

Although the ALE details are not strictly covered by this
column, Ihave mentioned them here as they are part of the
HF -GCS system. Over the next few weeks and months Iwill
be able to spend some time analysing these changes and
next month Ihope to provide some comments.

HF-GCS Network Frequencies
Winter (Oct-Mar), Summer (Apr-Sep), times UTC.
MHz (u.s.b.)

4.724

Andrews

0200-1230
0430-0930
2400 -0700
2400-0700

2400-1230
0230-0930

1800-0800
2230 -0400

1800 -0800
2230 -0400

Ascension
Croughton

6.712

6.739

8.992
24 hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs

1900-2400
1900-2400

24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs

Diego Garcia
Elmendorf
Guam
Hawaii
Keflavik
Laies

0230-1900

0030-2130
0800-1400
1000-2030
1100-2000
0400-0800
1000-1600
0500-1000
Station will be operational in January 2003

1000-1300
1200-2030
1300-2000
0800-1700

Puerto Rico

1800-0800
2230-0400
0500-1530
0730-1300
0300-1400
0600-1100
0200-1100

Sigonella

0300-1000
1800-0800

McClellan
Off utt

24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs

0300-1530
0530-1300
0100-1400
0400-1100
2400-1100
0100-1000
24hrs
24hrs

2230-0400

0930-2200

0730-2400
1000-2130

1200-1930
*Station will deactivate in January 2003.

13.200

15.016

1230-0200
0930-0230

1230-2400
0930-0230

0800-1800
0400-2230

0700-1900
0700-1900
0800-1800
0400-2230

1900-0230
1300-1000
2030-1200
2000-1300

24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs

24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs

Thule*
Yokota

11.175
24 hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs
24hrs

2000-1300

2130-0030
1400-0800
2030-1000
2000-1100
1700-0400
2000-1100

24hrs
24hrs
1530-0500
1300-0730
1400-0300
1100-0600
1100-0200
1000-0300
24hrs
24hrs

0800-1800
0400-2230
1530-0300
1300-0530
1400-0100
1100-0400
1100-2400
1000-0100
0800-1800
0400-2230

24h rs

24hrs
24hrs

24hrs

2200-0930
1930-1200

2400-0730
2130-1000

HF -GCS ALE Address and Frequency Chart.
Station

Call

Andrews
Ascension
Croughton

ADVV
HAW
CRO

Diego Garcia
Elmendorf
Guam
Hawaii
Keflavik
Lajes
McClellan
Offutt
Salinas
Sigonella
South Atlantic
Thule
Yokota

JOG
AED
GUA
HIK
IKF
PLA
MCC
OFF
JNR
ICZ
MPA
JTY

MHz
3.137
✓

4.721
V

5.708
V

6.721
V

✓

V

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

v
v
v
v
v

x
x
v
v
v
x

v
v
v
v
v
v

Operational early 2003
✓
V
V
✓
V
V

V
V

✓

V

V

V

✓

V

V

V

Operational early 2003
✓
V
V
No capability

V

✓

V
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V

X

9.025
V
✓
✓
✓
✓

11.226

13.215

15.043

18.003

V
V
V
V

V
V
V

e/

e/

e/

e/

e/

i/

✓

V

6/

e/

v
v
v
v

6/
v
v
v

•/

23.337

e/

V

v
v
v
✓

v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v
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Scanning Scene
y

eight months ago Iwas

too much processor power to
operate. Iam using it on a PC

mooching around at about
three in the morning and

with a233MHz AMD processor
and 132MB of RAM, running

ou know how it is.
You can't sleep and

sobered up from the SWM

brought down trees and

Windows and my mate lain

The program runs under

office party and the Speech

power lines. Some consumers

you eventually

(who knows about this stuff)

invertor program should be

were left without power for a

wind up surfing the
Internet. About

reckons that it doesn't need

languishing in the files section
of the SWM Readers group

whole week. Often the factors
that contribute to power

site just ready to be
downloaded and pitted

outages make radio

against your local audio
inversion users!

Just when you need the

monitoring more interesting.

decided to run asearch for

Windows 98. You will need a

audio inversion decoders.
The more Iventure into the

lead to connect the
soundcard's line input socket

'net the more convinced Iam

to the audio out socket on

that all of the world's weirdest

your receiver. Then all you
need to do is to tune the radio

I'm sure that it's not terribly

people have websites so that

lawful to decode inverted

is a handy item. No Imean a

they can let the entire planet

to the inverted audio signal

straightforward battery. I

know just how strange they
really are. Anyhow, after a
while Imanaged to find some

and launch the program.
There are four controls on

audio you know. Even less so
was the chap from north east
Scotland who was recently

the screen. START, STOP, EXIT

fined four hundred quid for

recently bought an 85AH 12V
Leisure (Deep Cycle) Battery
for £35. Guaranteed for ayear

programs. As Ilocated them I

and Inversion Point Control.
Hit 'START', you'll then hear

listening to his neighbour's
cordless telephone

deal. When charged it will run

would download the files and

audio coming from the

conversations on a radio

have 'em ready to run on the

computer speakers. It's pretty

scanner. The matter came to

a radio scanner for ages and
can also supply power to any

computer in case Icame

unlikely that you will hear

across any inverted signals.

decipherable audio at this

light when he told another
acquaintance about what he

12V device. Using asuitable
inverter will create a.c. mains.

Ifound one such program
hidden in the depths of an

stage. The thing to do now is
to tune the
peec nverter
Inversion

audio inversion decoding

American university ftp site (I
can't remember which one)
and like the others Ileft it

Point
Control

handy for use should I

slider gently

encounter any coded audio
transmissions. One by one I

until the
audio starts

deleted the other programs as

to make

Ifound that they were as
useful as aspittoon in the

sense. It is
very similar

ocean. Eventually Iwas left
with the single file freeware

to tuning a
lower

program called Speech
Inverter.

sideband

Several weeks ago Iwas
just running the scanner

alternate power source? I
don't mean an expensive

had heard and then the word

generator although a 'genny'

it represents a pretty good

The amount that the
inverter costs
will determine

• ommunications

Inversion Frequency

current it will

Hz

supply. Ihave a

Inversion Polit Control
1

10111.11111111.1..111111.1"111•11.1111,1111111.111•111.1101.011.0.111111114"111111111191111

.11,11111311111111.11911.1111111111111,11

start

01.1111.1,1•1111.1111.1.111114.1"MIII.111".111110111111111.11.11.

got around. A complaint was
made to the authorities who
searched his gaff and located

(or rather lack of it). Ifound

Ireland discussing their catch

It sounded similar to MASC

that Iwas able to decode their
audio with the Inversion Point

encryption in that there were

set at around 1500Hz.
The kind of encryption that

end of transmissions. My set

they were using required me

run the TV in the
house and a
computer (not at
In the past I
have used this

signal. After all this trouble,

came across some audio that
was clearly encoded using

125W inverter
that will happily

the same time).

I

the signal that Idecoded on
169MHz sounded like
fishermen from Northern

data bursts at the start and

Listening In

how much

around some frequencies and

some sort of audio inversion.

scanner.. no electricity.
Have you considered an

inverter to power a laptop in
my car. It certainly has been
useful here in the wilds.

the offending radio receiver
and found it to be well laden
with frequencies.
The court heard that he had
a previous conviction for
placing a listening device in a
room. The 'beak' threatened

New Lease Of Life
As Iwrite this, the firefighters
are in the middle of their first
forty eight hour strike period.

him with a period of

It may well be that the dispute
will be concluded by the time

up here is such that Ican plug

to continually adjust the

incarceration in the slammer

that we go to print, but it

the computer soundcard into

Inversion Point Control to keep

any of the receivers in atrice.
Within asecond Ihad

decoding the transmissions.
After afew minutes this

should he offend again. Be
Warned Folks!

appears that military MOULD
frequencies in the London

connected the Bearcat receiver

becomes almost second

area are being utilised by
military units providing fire

Power Cuts

to the computer and was

nature. This program is

running the Speech Inverter

certainly worth atry if you are

A few weeks ago the TV and

cover, giving that system a
new lease of life.

hearing encrypted audio on

radio news was full of stories
of lengthy power cuts inflicted

The MOULD repeaters are
characterised by afew

program. It worked, just like
that! It actually worked! After
so many failures Icouldn't
believe it.
64

the scanner. It's so simple and
it really works.
By this time Kevin will have

on people in England due to

seconds of blank carrier

some windy weather that

followed by ashort data burst
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after which the carrier drops. It
may well be that other

was using a personal radio.
The quick glance that the

increase recently were the

or events make afew simple

Members of Parliament who

plans. Firstly, arrange a

essential services decide to

TV afforded me gave the

take industrial action in which

impression that the set could

were able to award it to
themselves. They didn't need

location within walking
distance to rendezvous should

case MOULD could again be in
action. Look for these

have been one of the new PAR
(Personal Role Radio) sets that

to take industrial action did

there be aterrorist alert or
incident. This location may be

frequencies between 74 and

are being issued. A small low

around 79MHz in f.m. mode.
Voice transmissions can be
heard and even if there isn't

power unit, easily carried and

safety. Ialways have asmoke

Identify afall back location

with a range of accessories
including remote head sets,

alarm here in the radio room

should the primary spot be
untenable. If you can be

any live action, you may hear
tests in progress. Theu.h.f.
MOULD links are in the 420-

etc., the radio will allow
communications up to 500m

440MHz range of frequencies,

they!

your vehicle in the car park.

Just athought on fire

and keep an extinguisher by
the door. For the sake of afew

bothered, carry personal

pounds it seems worth it.

communications (PMR446
perhaps) so that you can all

Take Care

keep in touch.

but some have been replaced

operations and patrols.
Operating within the

with microwave these days.

2.4GHz frequency range it

This issue of SWM will be on

overloaded or out of action if

ensures secure speech by
utilising spread spectrum

sale towards the end of

there is a major incident. Keep

December. The threat to
Britain from terrorism has

a look out for abandoned bags
and vehicles at crowded

Personal Role
Radio
It seems that some police
forces are providing comms
for the military crews and, of

range -ideal for small unit

technology overlaid with
encryption. Someone has

Cellphones may be

thought this out carefully as

never been higher. There are
people whose idea of success

the radio runs on two AA cells.
No specialist chargers or

is to murder as many of us as
possible. They will target

locations. Don't be
embarrassed to inform the
police of your suspicions.
Shop staff can always 'phone

course, much will be dealt
with by mobile telephone.

batteries are required for these

locations where large

in details for you. If there is an

radios and that alone allows

incident, get yourself and your

Normal fire service
frequencies will also be in use

troops to blag batteries for
their sets from any source

numbers of people are
gathered or locations from

group right out of the way.

for although many control

should supplies become a
problem in the field.

whence swift egress may be
difficult. The Christmas period

Just go anywhere to get away
from the danger.

room staff are on strike, senior
fire officers may be manning
the consoles. Inoticed on the
TV that asoldier on fire duty

The firefighters are after a
40% pay rise. The only people
who achieved that amount of

is an anathema to these
Oh yeah...and have a good

groups.
If you and your family or

time!
SVVM

friends go to crowded towns

DEALERS PANELS
1)&04

THE SHORTWAVE SHOP
Radio Communications Gen Ire
Amateur/C.B./Shortwave
Scanners/Marine/Airband
Full range of used equipment
www.shortwave.co.uk
18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 2LJ
Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

GAREX
ELECTRONICS
L,fabliAlled 1963

VHF/UHF specialists
Aerials, preamps, filters, connectors. PMR
equipment and spares.
Main agents for REVCO premium quality
mobile aerials.
www.garex.co.uk

PO Box 52, Exeter EX4 5FD

Scanners & Amateur Radio...

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Was.
Glenrothes. Fife KYI 5DF

Tel: 01592 756962

Cooke
International
www.cooke-int.com

Electronic Test &
Measuring Equipment
Tel: (+44) 01243 55 55 90

Tues-Fri 9am-Spm •Sat 9am—Ipiii
Closed Sunday & Monda
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NIctal Detectors.
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UNIDEN 9000XLT
25_1300
k
.aMmirrrr .
,
-4'Alziadiiie *ea
AM/FM/WFM

COMM..11 c•cmem

C90 GeleaNC.

e

£299.95
£i39.99

•

COMMTEL 225
25-1300 NO GAPS

UNIDEN 278XLT
25-956 WITH GAPS

AM/FM/WFM

F249.95
£225.99

AM/FM/WFM

GRUNDIG SAT0ELLIIT 800

£59.95
£29.95
14:

SUPERB RADIO!
YACHT BOY 400
SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

£119.95

95.99

V1300 DISCONE

THE BEST!

i'. 7ew:

SHORTWAVE ANT

T

o0 .
0

£539.95

£499.99

UNIDEN 780XLT
25-1300 WITH GAPS
TRUNKTRACKER II

leerSOScAN ANTENNAS

DOUBLE DISCONE
EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCE

DESKTOP
IDEAL FOR INDOOR
USE

A
f2F%,%'"11
g

£269.99

AIRBASE
EXCELLENT FOR THE
AJRBAND

£39.99 £39.99. £39.99 £35.99

SANGEAN ANT. 60
RETRACTABLE

VERSION
0 0.A-Sit

SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
GRUNDIG

NEW
UROPEAN

• VVIDEBANDER
25-1300 MHZ
MICROMAG

£6.99 £19.99

G5RV
HALF AND FULL SIZE

99
El 188

PILOT
CIVIL /MIL

AIRBANDER
CIVIL

BNC CENTER LOADED
ANTENNA

MICROMAG

MICRO MAG

FOR HANDHELDS

£19.99 £15.99 £8.99

WWW.SRPTRADING.COM

MON•THURS 9.00-5.00 FRIDAY 9.00-3.00 SATURDAY 10.00-2.00

,„,Aerial-Techniques.com

Time step

GRUNDIG MULTI STANDARD
AC/
DC 14" PORTABLE TV

MANHATTAN 15"/38CM L.C.D.
MULTI-STANDARD PAL/SECAM
COLOUR T.V.
NEW
• 240v AC/I2v DC

For use in the UK, France and Europe
•

operational

,grey cabinet

•

NEW

••

• Automatic tuning
• international teletext
• 2s1.5w nicam digital
speakers

• Six watts music output

• Spart connection

• Satellite compatible

• PC compatible

• PAL/SECAM

• Remote control

• 14'(34cm) picture tt..4e

• Slye, cabinet

• Dual voltage 1220.240v

• .'. all mountable
• Sni and lightweight

£699.00

• 12/24Dc, 50/60Hz
• Multi-system reception

• -- eideal size for travel
•
-:neon covers PAL system lito, UK); PAL systems
.‘or Europe). PAL system 0Ito, China); SECAM L
•:
,ancel, SECAM 00 ifor Eastern Europe); and

• AIS tuning system

£299.00

• Infrared remote control
Overnight delivery for all items
by insured courier £12.00

NEW GRUNDIG
GDS-3000
PROsat for Windows is used by most leading weather satellite
enthusiasts. They have grown up using Timestep products and now
rely on the superior image quality and ease of use provided by
PROsat for Windows. Features such as real time reception, autoscheduling, temperature readout. totally automatic reception of all
NOAA's and Soviet satellites and automatic animation have made
PROsat the preferred package. For weather satellite systems contact :

Timestep PO Box 2001 Dartmouth TQ6 9QN England
Tel: 01803 833366 Fax: 01803 839498
www.time-step.com email information@time-step.com

Digital satellite receiver
Complete digital satellite system
available for only £399.00
This includes:

Additional extras available

• 60cm mesh dish kit
Plus all connection cables & plugs

• New collapsible tripod
• Satellite signal finder -

• Free viewing card, accessing: BBC1, B8C2, (Ni,
Channels 4& 5, all the BBC radio stations.

• Folding SiScm dish (including digital LNal
• Folding 88cm dish (including digital LN81

Plus many other channels

MULTISTANDARD SPECIALISTS
59 Watcombe Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth, Dorset
Tel: 01202-423555

DEMODULATORS AND PC PROGRAMMES
All Dennyds have 25 way female D type - ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY £16.99
RECEIVE ONLY with SoundCard Cable (saves cable swapping) £19.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version las lb( only with variable hysteresis) £19.99
POCSAG RECEIVE with SoundCard Cable (saves cable swapping) £22.99
Original TRANSMIT version (Rocsag Ro . Fax ,SSTVII-lamComm Tx) £24.99
JVComrn/PSK31 Tx i
Focsag Az .Fax/SSTV/HamComm/JVC32/PSK31 Tx) £29.99
Adaptors 25m/9f £3.00 25m/9f Cable lATXJLaptopl £6.00 25m/25m £3.00 9m/9m £3.00
4-way 'D' switch Boxes 25 way £17.50 9 way £16.00 Stereo 3.5mm x 2.5m lead 13.50
CD JVF.7 u Log Analyser e PD2.05 uWxgraph y RadioRaft V3.21 + Pktmon12 +
JVComrn32 version 1.27
SkySweeper V2.10 y Freqs sAircraft info etc. £6.99
For CWType & CWGet NEW Morse Interface (25-pie Male) £18.99

Fax: 01202-425055
Est. 1979

CB, Amateur, PMR & Mobile phones.
Contact the No 1supplier in
Northern Ireland ...

Agent for YAESU, ICOM,
ALINCO &KENWOOD

REGISTERED SOFTWARE •JVComm32 V1.27 •

Pervisell Ltd, 8Temple End, High Wycombe Bucks HP13 5DR
Tel: 101494) 443033 Fax: 101494) 448236
VISA

e-mail: ham@pervisell.com

1
11:141

C
.,

a

1'`

Callen by

All types of communications in stock,

See Mike Richards' Decode Column for reviews. SkySweeper V2.10 £59.99
Log Analyser V1.7.2 £30 00 SkySpy V2.50 £24.99 RadioRaft V3.21 £24.99
JVComen32 version 1.27 £49.99 Pocsag IPD2.05) £19.99
All prices UK/Eire inc VAT * P&P. Phone for FREE INFO PACK.
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum Credit Card order £15.00. Outside British Isles add £3.00.

fr -

1(9

All nc VAT

F
ULLY COMPREHENSIVE 35 PAGE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR £1 .50

atech«rdinron.co.ul

www.pervisell.com

c5

•1Knockbracken Drive
•Coleraine •Co. L'derry
•Northern Ireland
=

Tel: 02870 351335

Fax: 02870 342378

VISA

Mobile: 07798 731460

The Publishers and Staff of Short Wave Magazine would
like to wish all our Readers, Advertisers and Authors a
very Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year!
Please note that the SWM Offices will be closed from
24 December until 2January 2003.
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Info in Orbit
had hoped to publish the first image from MSG1in this month's column -but...see later. A
closer look at METEOSAT's normally encrypted
Primary Data stream was unexpectedly offered
during October when, for reasons that are not
clear (!), encryption was turned off on two
occasions. As well as having a look at the
transmissions still available, Iinclude asummary of
the information recently released by the World
Meteorological Organisation, following a recent
meeting about weather satellites (WXSATs). The
storms of October and Mt. Etna erupting are also
featured this month.

MSG-1 On 'Hold'
The first hold-up in the otherwise smooth
commissioning timetable to bring METEOSAT-Ts
replacement MSG-1 online later this year, happened
in the early hours of Thursday 17 October when a
solid state power amplifier (SSPA) on the satellite
switched off unexpectedly. At that time, operational
conditions of the satellite were nominal. Following
this anomaly, staff have not managed to switch the
SSPA back on.
There are four such units on board -one
providing redundancy. Before reconfiguring the
Mission Communications Payload and continuing
with other commissioning activities, further
investigations into this switch-off are being
performed with ESA (European Space Agency) and
industry. This allows for the re-start of
commissioning activities in the safest possible
mode. Consequently, commissioning was still onhold during late October and up to press-time in
mid-November. When re-started, the next steps of
commissioning will include activation of the SEVIRI
radiometer, leading to the first images.

The timetable is as follows:
25 September 2002 -official handover from ESOC to
EUMETSAT (completed).
25 September 2002 -start of commissioning
phase A (Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget
(GERB), (QGSE Imaging and Image, Calibration and
Product Dry-runs), (started/then suspended).
TBD (to be determined) -first image taking.
Early 2003 (TBC -to be confirmed) dissemination of level 1.5 images based on IQGSE
(rectified images).
End May 2003 -end of commissioning phase A.
End May 2003 -start of commissioning phase B
(Core Imaging Tests and Image, Calibration &
Product Validation Tests).
End 2003 -end of commissioning phase B, start
of routine operations.

METEOSAT-7 Primary Data
Because of the time Ihave spent getting my
telescope set up on a permanent mount in the
garden, my 1.8m METEOSAT dish has remained
upside down in acorner, awaiting 'the day'! As I
write, Ihave some days off this week and
EUMETSAT has advised that -for the second time in
afew days -there will be no encryption of Primary
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Data for several hours. This
was too good an
opportunity to miss, but
re-assembling my own
receiving system was not
possible within the timescale, so Icontacted Dr
Gititz Romahn of Germany
and he very kindly sent me
aset of images. These form
acomplete set of METEOSAT
PDUS (Primary Data User
Station) images from the nonencrypted visible formats. These
particular images are on the regular
METEOSAT schedule -in effect we have a
complete tour around the world in 24 hours.
Figure 1 originates from the American GOES-E
VVXSAT, currently GOES-8, positioned above
the east coast. This high resolution
image reveals excellent detail
across the entire hemisphere.
Severe weather conditions
across the tropical regions

Fig. 1:
GOES-E (east)
25 August 1800 relay
from METEOSAT-7.

can be seen when they
occur, from the eastern
Pacific ocean, through the
Gulf of Mexico and on to
the Atlantic. Next in
chronological sequence,
Fig. 2 shows the world
as seen by the Japanese
GMS WXSAT. The whole
of Australia, and a large
part of the Pacific ocean,
together with mainland China
are shown several times each
day. Figure 3 is the GOES-W
visible-light image from 2130 and is
one of my favourites, showing the
eastern Pacific ocean and the west coast. Figure
4 originates from METEOSAT-5, positioned at 63°E

Fig. 2:
GMS visible-light
26 August 0300 relay
from METEOSAT-7.

(over the Indian ocean), showing the view to the
east of the main METEOSAT-7 full-disc, visible-light
image of Fig. 5. This, together with its
companion Fig. 6, form one of the
unencrypted transmissions made
during asynoptic hour (1200).
All of these images are
from the Primary Data
METEOSAT-7 channel A2
data stream transmitted on
1691.0MHz. For those
unfamiliar with
METEOSAT, some
background notes may be
of interest. METEOSAT-7
is ageostationary VVXSAT
that is part of the global
world watch network in
which several such VVXSATs
are positioned around the
world over their respective
countries or continents. Each is
marginally different, reflecting the
requirements of the funding countries, but
most have kept to the original principle that

Fig. 3: GOES -W
(west) 26 August
relay 2130.
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my dish from its normal sedentary position
attached to awooden framework, and had stood it
vertically against agarden wall, leaving atrail of
scraped concrete behind!
The other aspect of a PDUS dish is its
surface quality. We are monitoring the
1690MHz transmission, and this does
offer considerable latitude in dish
construction. My PDUS dish was
originally used (abroad) for 4GHz
television transmissions, so its
surface accuracy was much
greater than that required for
METEOSAT data on 1.7GHz.
Gótz tells me that his dish
antenna for METEOSAT (HRI)
image reception is a 1.35m
Fig. 4:
METEOSAT-5 26
August relay 0800.

Fig. 5: METEOSAT-7 26
August mid-day wholedisc image 1200.

prime focus dish with acoffee
can feed -see Fig. 7. His antenna
data is
transmitted on
standard
frequencies in afreeto-air format. EUMETSAT
is singularly different in
having established encryption in order
to prevent 'home-produced' imagery being
routinely seen by 'unregistered' Europeans. To
view this data, the potential user has to formally
register with EUMETSAT, usually via the local
meteorological office, and then pay 700Euros for a
decryption unit and a key interface for their own
receiving station. Fortunately for amateurs, two
sets of images -those produced during synoptic
hours (0600, etc.) and those from other satellites are not encrypted.
The availability of
these images to those
with a PDUS receiver
does allow amateurs to
receive an excellent
series of 'prime'
images, and once
sampled, you can
become 'addicted'!
WEFAX images

Fig. 6: METEOSAT-7 26
August European sector
image 1200.

Romahn's METEOSAT
dish.
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amplifier, and this is mounted at the dish end of
the feed. It may incorporate adown-converter to
convert the received carrier to 70 or 140MHz for
transport to the receiver -rather than experiencing
increased attenuation losses at 1700MHz. The
receiver is designed to allow switching between
both METEOSAT dissemination channels (Al and
A2) because high resolution data can be relayed on
either channel. The recommended bandwidth of
the receiver is 1MHz, and the demodulator output
will be a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) signal with
abit rate of 166.66Kb/s.
A PDUS system comes with software to
condition and process the data stream from the
receiver. With adequate signal strength, perfect
images can be received, and -as illustrated in
Gótz's images -artificial colour can be added to
great effect. My thanks to Gátz for these images.
Visit http://goetz-romahn.bei.t-online.de/

Storms Hit Britain

originate from Primary
Data, but of course are of considerably lower
resolution and much cheaper to receive. As with
WEFAX, original PD images are transmitted in
black-and-white. Although Primary Data systems

Ever since my first large dish showed its
vulnerability to strong winds, Ihave remained
'concerned' whenever forecasters start quoting
figures in excess of 56kph for average wind
speeds. Chimneys start whistling when gusts get

are now of somewhat academic interest due to the
near-future introduction of MSG-1 all-digital
telemetry, and the consequent phasing out of
METEOSAT-7 transmissions, parts of the basic
receiving system are not too dissimilar to the
requirements for MSG-1 reception.

strong, so Marion and Iusually remove the
steerable h.r.p.t. dish to prevent it rocking on its
bearings. When Ireturned from work one Friday

ATypical PDUS Set-Up
Fig. 7: Dr Giitz

is buried among large trees, so he
comments that his HRI signals are
really marginal. Figures 1to 6 seem
pretty good to me!
The second component is a low-noise

The physically largest component of the system is
the dish -and for consistent image reception
quality -many official organisations employ fourmetre jobs, or even larger. My own is about 1.8m
and has proved adequate under most
circumstances.
If -as Idid until last year -you live in an
exposed situation, such adish needs to be either
fixed firmly to the ground, or able to be dismantled
and stowed away when storms are forecast. On
one occasion several years ago, Ireturned home
one evening to find that the wind had transferred

evening in late October, only to hear winds being
forecast to reach in excess of 128kph Ialmost
needed sedation!
Figures 8 to 10 show comparable portions of
the D2 format transmitted at 0300, 0600 and 1200
on 27 October, and reveal the speed of movement
of the intense depression that brought havoc
across Britain that Sunday. By way of preparation
for the storm, Ifitted a rope across the dome of my
observatory and anchored it to the ground using
hefty paving stones that Ibought ayear ago to lay
last Easter.
Kevin Hughes of Tamworth returned home
after the storm to find his OFH's support mast bent
at 45°, his 2m/70cm colinear antenna barely
clinging to the mast, and the top section of his 8m
high h.f. transmitting vertical antenna had
disappeared altogether. This was eventually found
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in atree at the other side of the garden. Most of the
following afternoon was spent up a ladder! Kevin

satellites. It will include seven satellites to be
operated from 2005-2020. The first two satellites FY-

sent me Fig. 11 -a NOAA-17 image the day after.

3A and FY-38 and the on-board instruments, are

Figure 12 and Fig. 13 show differing views of
the eruption of Sicily's Mount Etna.

being designed and manufactured. Updates on
China's other meteorological satellites will be
included in future columns.

WMO -CGMS Meeting

Russia's Polar Orbiters

From weather prediction to air pollution research,
and from climate change related activities to the

Transmissions from METEOR 3-5 resumed as

study of ozone layer depletion, the World

expected in mid-November. This polar satellite is

Meteorological Organization (WMO) is there. The
WMO coordinates global scientific activity to enable

transmissions on 137.30MHz are from the MR-900

operating well beyond its lifetime. Currently

increasingly prompt and accurate weather

imager (resolution 2km, swath width 2600km) in the

information and other services for public, private

spectral band 0.5-0.7pm. The latest satellite,

and commercial use, including international airline

METEOR 3M-N1 was launched on 10 December

and shipping industries.

2001, but does not carry an a.p.t. transmitter.

The WMO's activities contribute to the safety of
life and property, the development of nations, and
the protection of the environment. Within the United
Nations, the Geneva-based 185-Member
Organization provides the authoritative scientific
voice on the state and behaviour of the Earth's
atmosphere and climate.

The Russians announced a "serious revision" to

Fig. 8, Fig. 9and Fig.

the plans for future METEOR 3M series WXSATs.
Instead of using a new "ightweight' platform as

10: Section of
METEOSAT-7 infra-

originally announced, "It is now planned to develop
and launch in 2005 and 2007 two satellites on the
base of 'Resurs' type (of) unified heavy platform".

October 2002.

red D2 formats on 27

"The Meteor -3M spacecrafts will be launched on

The recent Co-ordination Group for
Meteorological Satellites (CGMS) meeting enabled

sun-synchronized orbit. The orbital parameters are
clarified and will be coordinated with CGMS later".

satellite operators from Europe, India, Japan,
America, Russia and China to present updates on
the state of their WXSATs. A summary of two of

Seasonal Thoughts

these updates is included here.

This publication reaches the stands just before
Christmas, so may Ioffer atimely seasonal

Peoples Republic Of China:

greetings and wishes for a Happy New Year to all
readers, and a special thanks to the many who have
contributed to this column during the past year. I

FENGYUN-1C is a3-axis stabilised polar WXSAT
that was launched on 10 May 1999 with atwo-yeardesign lifetime, but continues to provide real-time

Fig. 11: NOAA-17

look forward to hearing from many of you again in

1117 28 October

the coming year.

from Kevin Hughes.

telemetry in CHRPT format. It
is in asun-synchronous orbit
having a descending node at
0716 (passes over Britain at
approximately 0716 each day).
Instrumentation includes a
10-channel radiometer with
ocean colour sensors. Like the
American NOAA WXSATs, FY/C records acertain amount
of high resolution data during
its orbit, and this is 'dumped'
over the ground station.
During 2002, problems hit FY/C on 7 February and 17
October, but neither problem
was critical.

Fig. 12: METEOSAT-7 28 October 1630 showing Mount
Etna erupting.

STOP PRESS

The polar orbiting
meteorological satellite FY-1D
was launched on 15 May, 2002
from Taiyuan Satellite Launch
Center, and the Urumuqi
Meteorological Satellite
Ground Station received the
first image. The satellite is
similar to FY-1C, but has a
descending node passage at
0845 (local time). The Multichannel Visible and IR Scan
Radiometer (MVISR) is the
primary sensor of FY- 1D,
providing 10-channels of
spectral data.
The FY-3 series will be the
second generation of Chinese
polar orbiting meteorological

Fig. 13: NOAA-16 28 October 1317 Sicily's Mt. Etna
erupting.

Frequencies
a.p.t.
NOAA-12 (off during v.h.f. clashes) and
NOAA-15 transmit a.p.t. on 137.50MHz.
NOAA-17 transmits a.p.t. on 137.62MHz.
METEOR 3-5 usually transmits on 137.30MHz
when in sunlight.
h.r.p.t.
NOAA-12 and NOAA-16 transmit h.r.p.t. on
1698.0MHz.
NOAA-14 transmits on 1707MHz.
NOAA-15 transmits on 1702.5MHz.
NOAA-17 transmits on 1707MHz.
FENGYUN-1C and -1D transmit on 1700.5MHz.
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Fig. 14: The imager
on MSG-1 was finally
switched on for the
first time and the
first image was taken
at 1215 on 28
November. Because
of the special
circumstances
(unresolved
problems with an
amplifier), the image
is raw unrectified
with only preliminary
settings. Further
images are expected
after more tests.
More news next
month.
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Introducing a breakthrough
Just when you thought that there is nothing in shortwave that
could surprise you anymore, here comes the new WiNRADi0
G303i Receiver.

Front Panel

This new receiver continues in the fine tradition established

An intuitive control panel features a wide variety of tuning and
scan modes, memory functions, and many other facilities.

Demodulator
I

The Professional Demodulator (optional) is adjustable In many
respects, including the digital filter parameters.

by WiNRADiO's successful range of wide-band PC-based
receivers. The "G3" stands for "the third generation": As the
original, award-winning, first-generation WR-1000i receiver
was the world's first commercially available wide-band
receiver on a PC card when launched seven years ago, the
newly introduced WR-G303i is the world's first dedicated
shortwave receiver on a PC card. It is also the first
commercially available receiver where the entire final
intermediate frequency stage and an all-mode demodulator
are entirely executed in software, running on a PC.
The advantages of this receiver are too numerous to list in
this limited space: In addition to the flexible and friendly user
interface of a PC-based receiver, with its numerous functions
and facilities not normally available on any conventional
receiver, the WiNRADi0 G303i Software-Defined Receiver
excells particularly by the ability of its demodulators: While the
Standard Demodulator provides the performance of a highly
respectable shortwave receiver including synchronous AM
demodulation and a real-time spectrum scope, the optional
Professional Demodulator offers even more: continuous IF
bandwidth adjustment (in 1Hz increments), interactive block
diagrams with two additional audio spectrum scopes, and
even built-in THD and SINAD measurement facilities.
Additional demodulators are planned as further options,
including a DRM (digital radio) demodulator.
The WiNRADi0 G303i -a ground-breaking shortwave receiver
that will surely amaze you.

The Professional Demodulator (optional) includes interactive block
diagrams for all modes, with two real-time spectrum scopes and
THD and SINAD measuring facilities.

Spectrum Scope

The secondary wide-band spectrum scope complements
the primary narrow-band one.

Specifications
•Frequency range: 9 kHz to 30 MHz •Tuning resolution: 1Hz
•Modes: AM, AMN, AMS, LSB, USB,
DSB*, CW, FM3, FM6, FMN
•Antenna: 50ohm (SMA) •DynamIc range: 95dB •IP3: +8dBm
'Professional Demodulator Option only

System Requirements
•IBM PC compatible (CPU 500MHz or higher. PCI slot)
•
Sound Blaster 16 (or compatible sound card)
Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP
Specifications are sublect to changewtthoe notice. WINRADIOand G3 are
of WiNRADIO CommunlcatIons. 1
44NRADi0 technology is protected by US Pat No.
/
6,289.207 andothetexengorpenclIngpatents or patent applications.
C2002 WINRADlOCommunicattons Melbourne. Australia.
a

111MINI

For more technical details please visit:

www.winradio.com

Contact the authorized UK distributor

Falcon Equipment and Systems
Tel: (0)1684 295807
Fax: (0)1684 850011
Email: winradio@sda-falcon.co.uk

WiNRADi0
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ShackWare

A

very merry Christmas and a
happy new year to all SWM
readers and especially to those
of you who have followed my
'ShackWare' column over the
years and written with your queries, tips
and offers of help for fellow readers. Iwrite
this in late November so there's no telling
what Angela will tuck under the Christmas
tree for me this year (though Ihave one or
two ideas for the shack as you might
imagine!), but Ihope the season brings all
that you want this year. Now festive
greetings are out of the way, let's press
onto your letters without further ado...

Mailbag
There's one question which I've had many
times now and which I've been saving for a
kind of 'special', aone-off 'ShackWare'
devoted entirely to asingle topic. However,
the increasing spread of broadband
telephone services and the widespread use
of the web nowadays means that Ican't
really put it off any longer. So for regular
correspondents and novice 'ShackWare'
readers alike, Ernie Johnson, Anthony
Bartlett, Steven Hunter, Keith Morris
and others whose names have slipped my
memory, here's the answer to your home
networking questions.
Each asked whether it was possible to
link two or more computers to share a
single Internet connection and move data
around between acomputer in the shack
and the family machine under the stairs.
The simple answer is of course yes, it's
entirely possible to network home
computers and share asingle Internet link
as though each machine had an individual
connection. There will be overheads
depending upon how many machines are
connected, but if you have areasonably
speedy modem (or better yet Home
Highway ISDN or one of the new
broadband services), your surfing will not
suffer too much. What's more, with a
network, you can swap data between
computers as easily as moving it from one
folder to another -even across machines of
different types such as PCs and Macs.
There are many possibilities for
establishing links including Apple's
excellent proprietary radio networking
standard 'AirPorr, but the easiest, cheapest
and fastest solution is Ethernet. Using
simple pairs of wires and aprotocol
invented by Bob Metcalf in the early 1970s,
Ethernet is the solution bar none for localarea networks (LANs). To use it, each
machine will need an Ethernet port (later
Macs have them as standard, PCs can be
upgraded with asimple and inexpensive
card), ahub (or 'switch' though nowadays
the names are interchangeable) if you're
networking more than two machines, and a
few 'RG45 cables'. Essentially you plug the
cables from the computer ports into the
hub, fire up suitable software (it's shipped
with the cards for PCs and built into Macs)
and networking...well, just happens. Of
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course to do anything useful you'll need to
acquire and run applications packages
rather than simply the networking software
itself, but this is widely available as free and
shareware downloads from the web.
Returning to the original question then,
and assuming you have anetwork up and
running, you dial into your ISP (Internet)
account via one machine with the modem
and share that connection with other
machines via your Ethernet LAN. Every
computer attached to the Internet has a
unique number (IP address) which, for a
home user, is assigned when the
connection is established. It looks
something like this: 234.38.175.11. Each of
the machines on your network must also
have aunique number and these are
created, assigned and managed by a router,
either ahardware device (expensive) or a
piece of software (cheap or free). Windows
98 (second edition), ME and later Windows
versions and Mac OS X all have routing
built in. The Windows machines offer
Internet Connection Sharing (ICS).
From the Windows control panel, select
Add/Remove Programs and click on Internet
Tools from the dialog which appears, then
click on Internet Connection Sharing. An
ICS 'wizard' will run and prompt you
through the set-up process -its very easy.
The wizard will create aclient configuration
floppy which you use to set-up the client
PC(s). If you're using Macs with OS X,
download acopy of IPNetShareX from
wwvv.tucows.com which provides an
easy-to-use graphical interface to the Ks
own routing software.
Those with machines still running
Windows 95 must acquire acopy of an addon software router such as WinRouteLite
(www.tucows.com). Versions of the Mac
OS earlier than X (7.1 to 9.x) can use
Internet Gateway (tucows again) for the
same purpose. Simply install and follow the
on-screen instructions.
So that's it! One or more client
computers tapping into and sharing a
single Internet connection across an
Ethernet LAN. Cost? Well afive-port hub
can be had for less than £30 -PC World has
one for £29.99 and an Ethernet card for PCs
is about atenner (though PC World offers a
pack of five cards for £24.99-ish). If you're
connecting two machines, there's no need
for ahub. You can buy or make an Ethernet
'crossover' cable (like anull modem cable)
which essentially has the 'send' and
receive' connections crossed over (Mac
iBooks can use astandard Ethernet cable
and make the cross-connection
themselves!). If you'd like to make acable
see www.makeitsimple.com/howto/dyi crossover.htm for details of
making your own.
One small point: don't leave large coils
of Ethernet cable between nodes on the
network otherwise you can induce what's
known as 'ringing' -essentially, echoes of
the original signal which can disrupt
communications. Try to use cable which is
more or less the exact length.
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An Apple A Day
Though many claim the title of 'the micro that
started it all' and certainly one or two came
before it, the Apple, a6502 micro devised by
Steve Wozniak and sold by Steve Jobs at the end
of the 1970s, is probably the machine closest to
the title. Wozniak was ahardware engineer for
Data General who designed his own computer in
his spare time. Friend Jobs was abarefoot hippy
and college dropout with radical ideas about
business, computing and life in general. The pair
earned themselves extra dollars by building 'blue
boxes' in their spare time -electronic gizmos
which could be used to whistle the necessary
operating frequencies into AT&T's telephone
lines in order to get free international calls and
trunking via exotic exchanges.
'VVoz' built his one-board, 6502-based
prototype and Jobs drummed up enough
venture capital to launch it and the new company
Apple Computer. Within ayear they were
impossibly rich and wielding immense power in
the computer industry. Typical of American
machines at the time, the Apple (followed quickly
by the Apple II) were 'systems': they sported
add-on floppy and graphics boards, real
monitors and keyboards and all the extras that
we take for granted nowadays, but which here in
the UK were rare indeed then (compare with the
Sinclair ZX81 for example!).
Like its corporate rival the Atari 800
(essentially a'copy' of the two Steves' machine),
the Apple was hugely expensive in the UK,
listing at more than £1200 in 1984 (five years
after its launch). By comparison, the expensive
Atari 800 with similar specs cost £399 -athird of
the price. That sum bought you a 16K machine
with mono monitor, 280x192 graphics resolution,
parallel and serial interfaces and eight internal
expansion slots. From its beginning, Apple's
computer was designed to be expanded, unlike
offerings from rival companies where you only
had to think 'screwdriver' to invalidate the
warranty! Install adrive card for example, and
you could daisychain up to six floppy drives
offering abreathtaking 140K each per disk at
high-speed transfer rates.
It's price made the Apple exclusive here. You
might spot one at acomputer club meeting, but
you were more likely to run your fingers over an
Oric, aJupiter Ace, aSpectrum or aCommodore
64. Colleges bought them by the dozen,
networked them together and used them to
teach Pascal to novice programmers eager for
real computing experience.
The Apple was also the first machine to
spawn clones -around adozen lookalikes from
other manufacturers. These met with only
moderate success and there was even aRussian
clone call the Agat. Built by Elorg, it featured a
full-size keyboard with Cyrillic and English
character sets, one disk drive and colour
graphics. The Agat was actually the first Soviet
microcomputer and it came to light around 1983
when aUS eye surgeon and computer buff
called Leo Bores came across one while
travelling in the Soviet Union. He wrote about it
in nothing less than scathing terms for Byte
magazine when he returned home. Byte
reported:
"Bores discovered that the Soviet machine
performs some tasks 30 per cent slower than an
Apple. The Soviets would not be able to export
Agat to the West even if they gave it away.
Stephen Bryen, atop Defence Department expert
on technology trade, claims that the disk drive on
the Agat often breaks down. The government
has not allowed ordinary Soviet citizens to own
personal computers. Even if the machines
became available, few people could afford one.
The Agat costs at least $3,600, far more than the
typical worker's annual salary of $2,500" ...and so
on in not exactly glowing terms!
There's still ahuge fan base (largely on the
web, see www.applefritter.com as agood
starting point) and much software -including
some radio-oriented gems. Interfacing an Apple
to aterminal unit is easy and Isuspect that even
to this day, they'd still give good service in the
shack. If you see one buy it. If you've got one and
you don't want it, send it to me: I'll tell Angela it's
aChristmas present!
That's it for this time. Ihope to see more of
your radio-oriented computer queries and tips in
the new year. In the meantime, good listening!
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Propagation Forecasts
How to use
the Propagation Charts

probability of success for the path and time.
To make use of the charts you must select the
chart most closely located to the region
containing the station that you wish to hear. By
selecting the time chosen for listening on the
horizontal axis, the best frequencies for listening
can be determined by the values of the
intersections of the plots against frequency.

The charts contain three plots. The lower dashed
line represents the lowest usable frequency (LUF),
or ALE (Absorption Limiting Frequency). The
chances of success below this frequency are very
slim.
The middle line indicates the optimum working
frequency (OWF) with a90% probability of
success for the particular path and time.
Lastly, the upper dashed line represents the
maximum usable frequency (MUE), a 50%

South America (N)

o

South America (S)

Good luck and happy listening.

January 2003
Circuits to London
North America (E)
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Propagation Extra
Ron Ham's barometric pressure chart, taken at Storrington, W. Sussex, November 2002.
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OF THE FOUNDATION LICENCE

It is hard to believe but the M3 licence
has now been with us for a year. Over
5500 people have taken up the new licence with ages ranging from 8to 80 and
over half the total being completely new
amateurs. Even those who have been
am ateurs for
years

Top: Andrew Finch, M3FM& with Scout leaders Nigel Hull and
Christopher Chapman.
Right: Andrew (seen here with his parents) proudly shows his new
Yaesu FT-817.
Bottom. Alan Betts.G0H10 (RA); RSGB President BobWhelan,G3PJT;
Scout leaders Christopher Chapman. Nigel Hull and Marlyn Medcalf,
and Yaesu (UK)s Paul Bigwood. G3WYW. with Andrew.

and who have taken the simple Morse
assessment to add to their licence are
impressed. One amateur recently corn-

mented "My MW3 call has given my amateur radio a new lease of life, Iam like a
kid with a new toy again!" The Foundation Licence is easily the fastest growing
licence category ever in the UK and probably worldwide. The new licence is grabbing attention around the world and is a
credit to both the RSGB and the Radiocommunications Agency for the joint efforts in bringing in the
new licence.
The
RSGB also takes a
huge amount of credit
for the implementation
of the scheme through
the tireless efforts of its
affiliated clubs.

exam has never been better.

If you are

one
an avid
whoshortwave
is interested
listener
in theorpossibilititie
just some
in amateur radio, take the opportunity and
get your own Foundation Licence. A list
of suitable courses and assessors can
be found on our web site www.rsgb.org
or you can phone 0870 904 7373 and
ask for more information.
We all look forward to continued massive growth in amateur radio numbers in
the years to come, but as astart the Foundation Licence has proved a huge success!

To commemorate the
huge success of the
Foundation Licence a
special award was
made by the RA,
RSGB and Yaesu to the
5000'h M3 licence
holder. Andrew Finch,
M3FMA, an 11-year
old
Scout
from
Chelmsford became the 5000th licence
holder after a course with the Chelmsford Scout Amateur Radio Fellowship
(ScARF). Despite being dyslexic, Andrew
managed to pass the multiple-choice
exam at his first attempt, an outstanding
achievement on his part. Andrew's pass
also highlights the efforts of individual
amateurs up and down the country who
have been enthusiastically bringing new
people into the hobby with the accessible new licence.
Hundreds of courses are being run up
and down the country so access to the

TEN THINGS ABOUT THE
FOUNDATION LICENCE
1.

M3s can access HF radio at 10
watts through to 70cm (not
28MHz and satellite)
2.
Foundation Licensees get 1watt
on 136kHz
3.
Beginners can be on the air in a
single weekend
4.
A course fee for beginners is £10
(normally)
5.
VHF licensees go straight to
Foundation Licence with only a
Morse Assessment (if held 1
year).
6.
Morse Assessment is a short
course NOT an examination
7.
Your local club and the RSGB are
holding Morse Assessment sessions right NOW
8.
Morse Assessment fee is only £5
(normally)
9.
M3 callsign prefix, pick your own
suffix (if available)
10. Fast turn round for new licences.

Celebrate the "Paper" Anniversary of the Foundation Licence
by Buying "Foundation Licence Now!"
For those wanting to know more about the new Foundation Licence, the
RSGB has abook that contains all that is required to obtain that first step
into Amateur Radio -gaining the Foundation Licence -Now!
This is not simply a textbook; we provide insight into the technical basics,
receivers, transmitters and antennas. How and where to operate with your
new licence are covered along with safety considerations and electromagnetic compatibility. Written in an easy to use and understand style, this is
the ideal book for young and old alike.
In addition to the basic book the RSGB is also providing free of charge an
information and materials pack. The pack not only includes the new Foundation Licence application form but many other useful items such as current band plans etc., making this avery useful addition for every beginner to
amateur radio.

FOUNDATION
LICENCE
NOW!

—
\Lill Bulls. (Mill()

ONLY £3.39 +p&p
(£3.99 non-members)

The Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE

www.rsgb.org -Tel:

0870 904 7373

New books and CDs for worldwide radio!
HF E-mail radionets and digital data decoding

riee

Receivers .Scanners •Transceivers

all broadcast and utility radio stations worldwide!

Call &discuss which part of the radio spectrum you
wish to operate and we will advise you on the
most cost effective way achieving it.
• Full range of new it secondhand
equipment available.
• We stock all leading brands>
Airband Amateur CB, Marine Shortwave
Licence-Free Family Radio
wens.

10,000 entries with latest schedules of all clandestine, domestic and
international broadcasters on shortwave. 10,100 frequencies from our
2003 Utility Radio Guide. 19,400 formerly active frequencies. All on
one CD-ROM for PCs with Windows". You can search for specific
frequencies, countries, stations, languages, call signs, and times, and
browse through all that data within milliseconds. It can't get faster and
easier than this! • EUR 25 = 16 (worldwide postage included)

•Business and security radios

2003 SHORTWAVE

tmrry.y.

Simply the mo tup-to-date worldwide radio handbook vailable today.
Really user-friendly and clearly arranged! Contains more than 19,000
entries with all broadcast and utility radio stations worldwide from our
2003 Super Frequency List on CD-ROM, and aunique alphabetical list of
broadcast stations. Tao handbooks in one -at asensational low price!
516 pages • EUR 35 = f. 22 (worldwide postage included)

téBelk.

WORLDWIDE
DISTRIBUTORS FOR
WELLBROOK
ANTENNAS

44/
8

SHORTWAVE ADVISE LINE 01202 490099

FREQUENCY GUIDE

ZMÉMI/

Now in stock

Icom 1C-8500
£CALL

AOR
AR8200 Mk3
£379.00

Kenwood
TS-2000
£1599.00
Icorn
1C-706 Mk11
£849.00

2003 GUIDE TO
UTILITY RADIO STATIONS
AOR
AR8600 Mk2
£629.00

Includes many HF E-mail Pactor-2 and GW-Pactor radionets that ste
have cracked! Here are the really fascinating radio services on SW: aero
diplo, maritime, meteo, military, police, press, and telecom. 10,100 opto
-date frequencies from 0 to 30 MHz are listed, plus hundreds of new
decoding screenshots, abbreviations, call signs, codes, explanations,
meteo/NAVTEX/press schedules, modulation types, all Q and Z codes,
and much more! 594 pages •EUR 40 = E26 (postage included)

Eurocard, Mastercard. No cheques! Please ask for our free catalogue with recommendations
from all over the world. We've been leading in this business for 34 years! (P.,

Fax 0049 7071 600849

Phone 62830 •klingenfuss@compuserve.com

DEDICATED TO THE SCANNING
AND SHORTUE ENTHUSIAST.
WE'RE MORE Tfa JUST SOFTWARE!

DX-77
£499.00
Yaesu FT-897
£CALL

Call for latest seconcl•hand list or visit our website http:I/vAm.shortwave.co.uk

• Germany

www.klingenfuss.org

Alinco

Yaesu
'VR-5000
£599.00

CDs, frequency databases. WAVECOM Digital Data Decoders = the • 1worldwide: ask
for details. Cracks Pactor-2 and its variants, plus 100+ other modes! Sample pages and
colour screenshots can be viewed on www.klingenfuss.org. Payment can be made by AmEx,

Hagenloher Str. I4 • D-72070 Tuebingen

1110 AOR
AR7030
{CALL

Bearcat
UBC-780
£329.00

Special package price: CD-ROM + Shortwave Frequency Guide = EUR 50 = 32. For
more package deals and a full list of our products see our webslte and catalogue: books,

Klingenfuss Publications

if I.: (01202) 400099

THE COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS

2003 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM
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SCANCAT0 GOLD for Windows
Since

1989, The Recognized Leader in Computer Control

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll NEVER

use your radio again WITHOUT SCANCAT

SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by: AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU
and dRC INRD). Plus, PRO-2005/6/35,•42 with 0S456/5351, Lowe HF -150 and Watkins ,Johnson,

Announcing Scancat-Gold for Windows Ver. 8.25
We've added alot of new features to our latest Scancat.
AND ... We have made it EASIER than EVER! Scancat-Gold
for Windows •New features for VER. 8.25.
'mpletehr redesigned Graphical
•
•
terface
• Two Scanning modules'
Asimple basic module for
beginners

•

•

•

Plus

•

ost advertisements are legal, decent,

•

•

•

Scancat-Gold for Windows-SE — Imporoved features for Ver. 8.25
All the features of our 'Standard Scancat' plus these additional functions

• _ong ti
drive

• Record audio to hard drive using your computer's
soundcard

Limited offer
Grove Hot HF 1000
frequencies FREE with
software

• Improved spectrum analysis with several great
graphical analysis screens

Scancat-Gold for Windows
Scancat-Gold for Windows -SE

$99.95 uso
$159.95 USD

SHIPPING $10.00

NOW- ORDER ON-LINE FROM OUR WEBSITE

WEBSITE-www.scancat.com E-mail: info@scancat.com

KTAKE ALOOK NOW FOR FREE DOWNLOADABLE FREQUENCIES &DEMOS
Pact el
contact
your
favorite
dealer

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES FS
P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138
Phone: (318) 687-444
Info/Tech

FAX: (318) 686-0449

Support: (318) 687-2555 (9 a.m. -1p.m. Central M-F)
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M honest and truthful. A few are not,

and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about
how to make complaints, please send for
our booklet: The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.
The Advertising Standards Authority. /
We're here to put it right.r
ASA Ltd., 2Torrington Place. London WC1E 7HW
This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising.
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SWM UK Radio Club Listing
If you want to meet
with others with a
radio passion, then
please use this guide...
wegv
CHESHIRE
CHESTER & DRS. G3GIZ. Meets at the Burley Hall,
Waveiton, Chester. Details from Bob Campbell
G4CMI. Tel: (012441 378699.
HALTON RADIO CLUB. MOBXZ. Meets at the Play
Centre, Norton Hill, Windmill Hill, Runcom. Details
from Alan Parker 2E1DSF. Tel 019281 790228.
MACCI FSIFFID ',%•IBLISS SOUL -pr. GL:'.M.S Meets
at the Pack Horse Bowling Club. Abbey Road.
Macclesfield. Details from Mrs
Pandtt.
MID CHESHIRE ARS, G3ZTT. Meets at the Colebrook
Village Hall, Cotebrook Nr Tarporley, Cheshire.
Detads from Mall Reilly GOVOK.
NORTH CHI SHIP! PC. GOB ,A. Meets at the Morley
Green Club, Mobberley Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
Details from Jill Gourley GOOZI. Tel, 0161-485
5036.
RADIO OFFICERS ARS. MOROA. Details from Mr J.
Bell GOCMM.
UKFM GROUP WESTERN, GB3MP Meets at the
Morley Green Club, Mobberley Road, Wilmslow,
Cheshire. Details from Gordon Adams G3LEQ. Tel:
(01565) 652652. FAX: (01565) 634560.
WARRINGTON & DARS. GOWRS. Meets at the
Grappenhall Community Centre, Bellhouse Lane,
Grappenhall, Wanington, Cheshire. Details from
John Riley GORPG. Tel: (01925) 762722.
WIDNES & RUNCORN ARC, GOFWR. Meets at the
Scout Hut, Castle Road, Hatton Castle, Runcom,
Cheshire. Details from Martin Tust G4LUQ. Tel:
(019281 714843.

CUMBRIA
CARLISLE & DARS. G4ARS. Meets at the Morton
Community Centre, Wigton Road, Carlisle. Details
from Mr JA. Ennis G3A/VA. Tel: (012281 27463.
EDEN VALLEY RS, GOANT. Meets at the BBC Club,
Penrith. Details from John Roue GOVMP Tel:
(01931) 716421.
FURNESS ARS. G4ARF. Meets at the Fartners Arms
Hotel, Newton-in-Furness. Details from Mr K. Moore
M1BWA. Tel: (01229) 465691.

LANCASHIRE
BURNLEY & DARS. RS87674. Meets at Barden High
School, Barden Lane, Burnley, Lancashire. Details
From Bill Scnvener GOBQC.
.1ENTRAL LANCS ARC. GOFDX Meets at the Priory
Club, Broadfield Drive, Leyland, Lancs. Details from
Steve Sheanng M lACJ.
:1ARWEN ARC, 641S. Meets at the Darwen Catholic
Club, Wellington Fold, Danven, Lancashire. Details
From Len Jackson GONPJ.
FISTS CW CLUB, GOIPX. Details from Mr E. Longden
G3ZQS. Tel: (01254) 703948.
FYLDE ARS. R553939. Meets at the A.N.T. Flying
Clubhouse, Blackpool Airport. Details from Ken
Randall G3RFH. Tel: 101253) 407952,
MORECAMBE BAY ARS, G4YBS. Meets at the
Trimpell Sports & Social Club, Outmoss Lane,
Morecambe, Lancs. Details from Brian Watson
GORDH.
(01524) 424522.
PRESTON ARS. G3KUE. Meets at the Lonsdale Club,
Fulwood Hall Lane, Fullwood, Preston, Details frors
Mark Procter GlPIE.
ROLLS-ROYCE ARC, G3RR. Meets at the Club Room
Rolls-Royce Sports Ground, Bamoldsvack. Details
from Mr J.A. York G3KYJ.
POSSENDAIF
G:PPS meets at the Old Fire
Station. Burnley Road. Rawtenstall, Rossendale,
Lancs BB4 8EW.
, o-r- Ken Slaughter. Tel:
4)1706 8.373OG
THOP^,T
..
•
s OSS, G.4ATH. Meets at the
Frank Townsend Centre, Beach Road, Thomton
Cleveleys, Lancs. Details from Mr J.E. Duddington
G4BFH. Tel: 1012531 853554.
MERSEYSIDE
LIVERPOOL & DARS, G3AHD. Meets at the Churchill
Conservative Club, Church Road, Wavertree,
Liverpool L15. Details from David G. Part G8DEY.
SOUTH WIRRAL CONTEST GROUP, G3CSA. Details
from Mr T.B. Saggerson G4WSE. Tel: 0151-339
0842.
SOUTHPORT & DARC, G20A. Meets at St. Marks
Church Hall, Scarisbnck, Lancs. Details from Don
Atkins M1BUL.
WIRRAL & DARC. CLAMOR. Meets at the Irby Cricket
Club, Mill Hill Road, Wirral. Details from Bean Black,
WIRRAL ARS, G3NWR, MX1ARC. Meets at the Club
Room, Ivy Farm, Arrowe Park Road, Wirral L49 5LW.
Details from Alan Upton G3UZU. Tel: 0151-677
3266.

METH EAST
CLEVELANCI
EAST CLEVELAND ARC. G4CRD. Meets at the
Committee Room Of The New, New Marske Institute
Club, Gurney Street, Cleveland TS11 8EG. Details
from Malcolm Brass G4YMB. Tel: (01287) 638119.
STOCKTON & DARG, G4XXG. Meets at the
Billiream Community Centre, Billingham,
Cleveland. Details from Durad J. London GOVGB. Tel:
(01642) 896395.

SCARBOROUGH ARS, G4BP. Meets at the
Scarborough Cricket Club, Pavillion, North Manne
Road, Scarborough, North Yorks Y012 2T.I. Details
from Mr D.P Tipper G31E1R. Tel: 101723) 377296.
SCARBOROUGH SE GRP GX0000. Details from Roy
Clayton G4SSH. Tel: (01723) 862924.
THE VINTAGE & MILITARY ARS, 83183536. Details
from HA. Asornall.
YORK ARS. G3HVvW. Meets at the Guppy's
Enterprise Club, 17 Nunnery Lane, York. Details
from Keith Cass G3WVO. Tel: (019041422084.
YORK RADIO CLUB (AMATEUR) G4YRC. Meets at the
Bishopthorpe Social Club, Bishopthorpe Main
Street, York. Details from Gareth Foster G1DRG. Tel:
(01904) 421392.
NORTHUMBERLAND
Meets at the Old
Telephone Exchange, Cressweli Road, Ellington,
Morpeth. Northumberland. Details from Mr D.
" - 3026.
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
FINNINGLEY ARS, 07114H. Details from John Fennell
G4HOY. Tel: (01427) 872522.
MALTBY & OARS, 045KM. Meets at the Centenary
Hall, Clifford Road, Hellaby, Rotherham. Details from
Keith Johnson G1PQW. Tel: (01709) 798098.
MExBOROUGH & DARS, G4BTS. Meets at the
Harrop Hall, Mexborough, South Yorks. Details from
Mr R.T. Sheppard GOKSK. Tel: (01709) 586329.
SHEFFIELD ARC, GOINE NRAE/RAE tuition provided.
Meets at the Sheffield University Staff Club, 197
Brook Hill, Sheffield. Details from Mrs Irene Glossop
GOSFH.

TYNE & WEAR
HOUGHTON-LE-SPRING ARC, G3NMD. Meets at the
Dubmire Royal British Legjon, Dubmire,
Fencehouses, lyse & Wear DH4 6U. Details from
Foster Aungles GOABF. Tel, 0191-584 4673.
SOUTH TYNESIDE ARS. GXOWKQ. Meets at the
Boston Scout Hut, Grey Horse Car Park, Front
Street, Boston. Details from William Wilson MOBWI.
Tel: 0191-421 9921.
TYNEMOUTH ARC GONWM. Meets at the Linskill
Centre, Linskill Terrace, North Shields, Tyne & Wear.
Details from Mr ON. Thompson GOSBN.
TYNESIDE ARS, G3ZQM. Meets at the St Teresa's
Club, 2006 Heaton Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE6
5HP Details from Mr J. Prckersell GODZG. Tel 0191265 1718.

DARLINGTON & DARS. G4ZVH. Meets at the
Hulworth Community Centre, Haworth, Darlington,
Co. Durham. Details from Mike Wood G8M1V -Tel:
(01325) 721545.

NORTH WAKEFIELD RC. G4NOK. Meets at the East
Ardsley Cricket Club, Nr Wakefield. Details from Mrs
Olga Parker 2E1ASV. Tel: 0113-253 9087.

OLDHAM ARC, G4ORC. G1ORC. Meets at the
Royston Air Training Corps, Park Lane, Royston,
Oldham. Details from Michael Crossley M1CVL. Tel:
(01706) 367454.
OULDER HILLS ARS, GOUQA. Meets at the Ouster
Community School, Hudsons Walk, Wider Hill,
Rochdale. Details from Carolyn Hope G7WFF. Tel
(01706) 522687.
ROCHDALE & DARS (RADARS), GOROC. Meets at
the Bamfield & Fieldhouse, Cricket Club, Bamfield
Village. Details from John Cannell G70A1. Tel:
101706) 376204.
SOUTH MANCHESTER RAD & COMP CL. G3FVA.
Meets at the Sale Cricket Club, Devoe Road, Sale,
Cheshire. Details from Chns Ward G4HON. Tel:
0161-483 5174.
STOCKPORT RS, G6UQ, G8SRS. Meets at the T.S.
Hawkins, Stockport Sea Cadets HQ, Pearmill Ind.
Est., Stockport Road, West Howe, Lower Bredbury,
Stockport. Details from David Srmcock MlANT. Tel:
0161.-456 7832.
TRAFFORD ARC, GOTRC, G1TRC. Meets at the
Watch House, Cruising Club, Canal Bank, Stretford,
Manchester M32 8V/E. Details from Roger May
G4YLQ. Tel: (014571 8666575.
TRAFFORD RADIO GROUP, GOTRG. Meets at 17th
Stretford Scouts HQ, Barton Road, Stretford,
Manchester. Details from Jon Mossman G71KK.
Tel: 0161-865 5609.
WEST MANCHESTER RC, G4MWC. Meets at the
Astley & Tyldesley Miners Welfare Club. Meanly
Road, Astley, Tyldesley, Manchester. Deta,ls
from Jeffrey Moran MOBGU.
Tel: (01204) 497694.

PETERLEE RADIO CLUB. GOKVJ. Details from Andrew
Pennell GONSK.

HUMBERSIDE
EAST YORKSHIRE ARS, GOECR. Meets at the
Northern Foods Sports & Social Club, Millhouse
Woods Lane, Cottingham, E. Yorks. Details from
DavKI Taylor G4EBT. Tel: (014821 876702.
GOOLE R & ES, GOOLE. Meets at the West Park
Pavillion, Goole, South Humberside.
GRIMSBY ARS, G3CNX. Meets at Cromwell Soc
Club, Cromwell Road, Grimsby, South Humbe•
Details from Mr G.J. Smith G4EBK. Tel: (014
887720.
HORNSEA ARS, G4EKT. Meets at The Mill, Alwick
Road, Homsea, North Humberside. Details from Jeff
Southwell G4IGY. Tel: (01964) 533331.
HULL & DARS. G3AMW. Meets at the SWL Centre,
Club Room, Goathland Close, Walton Street, Hull.
Details from Mr R. Hatton,
RAYWELL PARK SCOUTS ARS, G4CMT. Details from
Mr A.D. Russell MOAXU,
SCUNTHORPE STEEL ARC, G4FUH. Details from
Alistair Butler MlECF.

NORTH YORKSHIRE
fN,PLEY FBC, GOFOS
HAMBLETON ARS GILIQB Meets at the Mencap
Centre, Northallerton, N. Yorks. Details from Ian
Bnckwood GOIQA. Tel: (01609) 775598.

WIGAN & DARC, GOHRW. Details from Mr D.H.
Barkley GODPL Tel: (019421 237162.

QUEEN MARY ARCG, G6QM. Meets at Blazefield,
Pateley Bridge, Harrogate, North Yorks HG3 5DR.
Details from Frank Hams G4IEY Tel: (01242)
236715.

ISLE OF MAN

RIPON & DARS. G4SJM Meets at The Bunker, rear
of Ripon Town Hall, North Yorkshire. Details from
Nigel Drumm M1130Z. Tel: (01423) 884733.

ISLE OF MAN ARS, GD3FLH. Meets in the Sea
Cadets Hall, Tromode Road, Tromode, Douglas.
Details from Dave Walton MDOB)0t.
Tel: (01624) 816308.
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ROYAL SIGNALS SCARBOROUGH ARC, GORCS.
Details from Mr A.W.W. Trmme G3CWW. Tel:
(01484) 842330.

MOUNT ST MARY'S ARC, G4MSM. Meets at the
College, Spinkhill, Sheffield. Details from Rev. P
McArdle GODAG. Tel: (01246) 812230.
NOTTS & DERBY BORDER ARC, G4NID. Meets at
Marlpool United Reform Church, Chapel Street,
Maripool, Ilkeston. Details from Graham Bromley
G4UTN. Tel:101773) 834308.
NUNSFIELD HOUSE ARO, G3EEO. Meets at the
Nunsfield House, Boulton Lane, Alvaston, Derby.
Details from William F. Smith G7P11.
STH DERBYS & ASHBY W ARG, GOSRC. Meets at
the Moira Replan Centre. 17 Ashby Road,
Moira, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE12 6DJ.
Details from Mrs B. Walley.
Tel: 8)1283) 760822.
STH NORMANTON, ALFRETON & DARC, GOCPO.
Meets at the New St Community Centre, New
Street, South Normanton, Derbyshire. Details from
Peter Getfung MOCLQ. Tel: 0115-955 5766.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Meets at the
Prestbury Library, Prestbury, Cheltenham. Details
from Ivan Wilson G4BGW. Tel: (01452) 731956.
CHELTENHAM CLUSTER SUPP GP, GB7DXC. Details
from Mr A.M. Davies GOHDB. Tel: (01684) 72178.
GLOUCESTER AR & ES, G4AYM. Meets at the
Churchdovm School, Churchdown. Details frorn Mr
A.J. Martin. Tel: (01452) 618930.

WHITE NOISE LISTENING GOWNL. Details from

GREATER MANCHESTER

GREAT LUMLEY AR & ES. G4EUZ. Meets at the
Community Centre, Great Lumley, Chester-le-Street,
Co. Durham. Details from Mr D.J. Barclay MOBPM.
Tel: 0191-388 8113.

EREWASH VALLEY ARG, GOPCX. Meets at The
Sitwell Arms Public House (between Horseley
Woodhouse and Woodside). Details from Peter
Russell MOAQI.

HALIFAX & DARS, G2UG. Details from Mr SP
Ortmayer G4RAW. Tel: (014221203062.

LEEDS & DARS. G4LAD. Meets at The Radio Shack,
Yambury (Horsforth), RUFC Grounds, Brownberrie
Lane, Horsforth, Leeds LS18 5HB. Details from Mr
E. Howden GOIBU.

MANCHESTER & DARS. G5MS. Meets at the
Simpson Memonal Community Hall, Moston Lane,
Moston, Manchester. Details from Mr T. Lever, Sor.

DERBY & DARS, G2D1. Meets at 119 Green Lane,
Derby. Details from Martin ShardIE, G3SZi. Ti.':
(01332) 556875.

STROUD RS. G4SRS. Meets at the Minchampton
Youth Centre, nr Stroud. Details from Mr S.G.
Spencer 03ILO.

BISHOP AUCKLAND RC, G4TTE Meets at the Stanley
Village Hall, Rear High Road, Stanley, Crook, Co.
Durham. Details from Mark Hill GOGFG. Tel:
(013881 745353.

ECCLES & DARS, 030)(1. Meets at the Eccles Liberal
Club, Wellington Road, Eccles, Manchester. Details
from Chns Harnson G8KRG. Tel, 0161-773 7899.

BUXTON RA, G4SPA. Meets at the Leewood Hotel,
Buxton. Details from Derek Carson 041HO. Tel:
(01298) 25506.

WEST YORKSIBRE

CO DURHAM

DERWENTSIDE ARC, G4PFQ. Meets at the Steel
Club, 36 Medomsley Road, Consett, Co. Durham.
Details from Mr G. Darby G7GJU
0191 370
2032,

DERBYSHIRE
BOLSOVER ARS. G4RSB. Meets at the Blue Bell,
High Street, Bolsover, Derbys. Details from Colin
Morris GORXT. Tel: (01246) 822856.

DENBY DALE & OARS, G4CDD, G8KMK. Meets at
the Pie Hall, Denby Dale, West Yorkshire. Details
from Mr J.P Morley G4FSQ.

WHITEHAVEN ARC, MCBEE. Details from Mr N.
MO(RM

DOUGLAS VALLEY ARS, G3BPK. Meets at the Wigan
Sea Cadet HQ, Training Ship Sceptre, Brookhouse
Terrace, off Warrington Lane, Wigan. Details from Mr
D. Soupe G4GWG. Tel: (01942) -211397.

PETERBOROUGH R & ES, G3DQW. Details from Mr
V. Edwards G8NGZ,
WISBECH AR & ELEC. CLUB, M5ARC, G8NED
Details from Alan Bndgeland.

SMITHS INDUSTRIES RS. G4MEN. Meets at the
Sports & Social Club, Evesham Road, Bishops
Cleeve, Cheltenham GL52 4SF. Details from A.J.
Hooper GLIMF.

KEIGHLEY ARS, GOKRS. Meets at the Cricket Club,
lngrow, Keighley, West Yorkshire. Details from Mr I.
Townson M1BGY. Tel: (01274) 723951.

•
.Meets at the Mosses Centre,
Cecil Street. Bury, Lanes BL9 OSB. Details from
Steve Gilbert G30AG. Tel: 0161-881 1850.

Legion Club, Roo
Road, March, Cumbo PE15
8DP. Details from Mr J. Brarthwarte G3PWK. Tei
,01353) 698885.

OTLEY ARS, G3XNO. Meets at The RAOB Club,
Westgate, Obey, West Yorkshire. Details from Jack
Worsnop GOSNV. Tel: (01274) 636197.
PONTEFRACT & DARC, G3FYQ. Meets at the
Carleton Community Centre, Pontefract, West
Yorkshire. Details from Colin Wilkeson GONQE, Tel:
(01977) 677006.
SPEN VALLEY ARS, G3SVC. Meets at the Old Bank
WMC, Meek', West Yorkshire. Details from Mr IR
Wilde GOF01. Tel: (01274) 875038.
WAKEFIELD & DARS, G3WRS. Meets at the Ossett
Community Centre, Prospect Road, Ossett, W. Yorks.
Details from Ian Roberts. Tel: 101924i 216502.
WAKEFIELD RPTR GP. GOKNR. Detalls from Mr Mike
Charlton G6OXZ.
WHITE ROSE ARS, G3XEP. Meets at the Moortown
RUFC, Moss Valley, Kings Lane, Leeds LS17 7NT.
Details from Mr M. Wilson G7SDW. Tel: 0113-273
6039.«

HEREFORD & WORCESTER
siJur,ist,BuJJ
L+.3 .
v1.1l, Meets at the
Avoncroft Arts Centre, Bromsgrove, Worcs. Details
from Mr J.E. Burford 0407,2.
BROMSGROVE ARS. C414:1 Meets at the bkey End
VVMC, Bromsgrove, Worcs. Details Soir. Barr, Tafl'o ,
GOTPG. Tel: (01527, 542266.
DROITWICH ARC. G4PV0. Meets in the Community
Hall, Doitwich Spa, Worcs. Details from Hector
Wragg M1BUV. Tel: (01905, 794399.
HEREFORD ARS, G3YDD. Meets at the Civil
Defence HQ. Magistrates Court, Gaol Street,
Hereford. Details from Tel Brieg)and-Taylor GOJW1
Tel: (01432) 279435.
KIDDERMINSTER & DARS. GOKRC, Meets at the
Sutton Arms, Sutton Park Road, Kidderminster.
Worcs. Details from Mr A.W. Saunders 00078.
lei: (012991 400172.
MALVERN HILLS ARC, G4MHC. Meets at the Red
Lion Inn, St Anne's Road, Malvern, Worcs.
Details from Dave Hobro 0410F. Tel: (01905)
351568.
REDDITCH RC, G4ACZ. Meets at the WRVS Centre,
Ludlow Road, Redditch, Worcs. Details from
Mr R.J. Mutton G3EVT. Tel: (01789) 762041.
VALE OF EVESHAM RAC, GOERA. Meets at the BBC
Club, Hip Street, Evesham, Worcs. Details from Mr
A.C. Lindsay G4NRD. Tel, (01386141508.

LEICESTERSHRE

BEDFORDSHIRE
DUNSTABLE DOWNS RC, G4DDC. Meets at the
Chews House, 77 High Street South, Dunstable,
Beds LU6 3SE Details from Phil Seaford G8X-fW. Tel:
(01525) 384419.
SHEFFORD & DARS, G3F1E. Meets at the Church
Hall, Ampthill, Shefford, Beds. Details from John
West. Tel: (01462) 812739.
ST SWITHUN'S ARC, MOA1V. Meets at St Swithun's
Church, Rectory Rooms, Sandy, Beds. Details from
Kelvyn Darton GOWOD. Tel: (01767) 683179.

1F ATC. G7MCD. Details from Site Cmdr Atinan
Lifting G1WZQ.
BEAUMANOR ARC, G3BMR
DEMONTFORT UNIVERSITY, G3SDC.
Open to past and present students. Details from
Mr R.G. Titterington. Tel: 0116-257 7059.
HINCKLEY AR & ES, G3VLG. Meets at the United
Services Club, St. Mary's Road, Hinckley. Details
from Mr RA. Bennett GBBFF.
Tel: (01455) 846493.

CAMBRICIIINESHIRE

LEICESTER RS, G3LRS. Meets at Gilroes Cottage,
Groby Road, Leicester LE3 SQL Details from fvfr S.P
Hay G3HYH. Tel: 0116-224 2598.

CAMBRIDGE & DARC. G2XV Meets at the Coleridge
Community College, Radegund Road, Cambridge.
Details 'rom RoG3y,BR '5, 01 7231
501712.

LOUGHBOROUGH & DARC. G3RAL. Meets at Hind
Lays College, Shepshed, Loughborough, Leics.
Details from Chns Walker GlETZ. Tel: (01509)
504319.

DUXFORD ARs 367 i
1
.
1
,
1 Meets at Building 177,
Imperial War Museum, Duxford Airfield, Cambs.
Details from Mrs B.I. Pope. Tel: (01279, 656149.

MELTON MOWBRAY ARS, G4FOX. Meets at the St.
John Ambulance Hall, Asfordby Hill, Melton
Mowbray, Leics. Details from Mr R. Winters G3NVK.
Tel: (01664) 63369.

GTR PETERBOROUGH ARC, G4EHW. Meets at the
6th Form Building, Stanground College, Farcet
Road, Retton, Peterboroug(,. Details from Alan D.
Ralph G8XLH.
HUNTINGDONSHIRE ARS, GOHSR. Meets at the
Medway Centre, Medway Road, Huntingdon. Details
from Deed Leech 07010. Tel: (01480) 431333.
MARCH 8. DRAS, G3PMH. Meets at the British

NATIONAL SPACE CENTRE ARS, M1NSC. Details
from Mr J. Heath G7H1A,
TAMWORTH ARS, G8TRS. Details from Mr Al. Dyson
GOHLIW. Tel: (01827) 830437.
WELLAND VALLEY ARS, G4WVR. Meets at the
Village Hall, The Green, Great Bowden, Leics.
Details from The Secretary.
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HORNDEAN & DARC. G-IFBS. Meets at Lovedean
Village Hall, Lovedean Lane, Lovedean, Hants.
Details from Stuart Swain GOFYX. Tel: (01705)
472846.

COVENTRY ARS. G2ASF. Meets at the Binley Church
Hall, Brinklow Road, Coventry. Details from John
Beech G8SEQ. Tel: (01203) 673999.

SILVERTHORNE RC, G3SRA, G2HR, G8CSA. Meets
at the Chingford Adult Education and Community
Centre, Friday Hill House, Simmons Lane, Chingford,
London E4 6JH. Details from Dave Christy GOKHC.
Tel: 0208-504 2831.

ITCHEN VALLEY ARC. GO1VR. Meets at the Scout
Hut, Brickfield Lane, Chandlers Ford, Eastleigh,
Hants. Details from Sheila Williams GOVNI. Tel:
101703) 813827.

DUDLEY ARC. G4DAR. Meets at the Community
Centre, Sedgley, Central Library, St James Road,
Dudley. Details from Tony Lucas G4LVA. Tel:
(01384) 277925.

SOUTH LONDON COLLEGE ARS, G3HEY. Meets at
the Lambeth College, Norwood Centre, Knights Hill,
West Norwood, London. Details from Mr M. Knott
GOWCR.

H1LLCREST ARS. GOSPM. Meets at The College,
Simms Lane, Netherton, Dudley, West Midlands.
Details from Mrs Megan Fleetwood GOTMF. Tel:
(013841 294804.

SOUTHGATE RC, G3SFG. Meets at the Winchmore
Hill Cricket Club, Firs Lane, London N21 3ER.
Details from Mr D.F. Berry G4DFB.

WEST MIDLANDS
the Aldndge Central Hall Community Centre.
Middlemore Lane, Aldndge WS9 8AN. Details from
Mr C.J. Baker GONOL Tel:101922) 636162.

LINCOLN SHORT WAVE CLUB, G5FZ. Meets
At The Railway Club, Triton Road, Lincoln.
Details from Mrs Pam Rose G4STO. Tel: (01427)
788356.
RAF CON1NGSBY ARC, G3LQS. Meets at Essex
Block, RAF Coningsby. Details from Peter Hanson
GONVY.
RAF WADDINGTON ARC, GORAF. Meets at Pyewipe
Inn, Fossebank, Saxilby Road, Lincoln. Details from
Robert Pickles G3VCA. Tel: (015221 528708.
SPALDING & OARS, G4DSP Meets at The Old Fire
Station, Spalding, Lincs. Details from Raymond
Pearson G8ELV. Tel: (01775) 711953, Web:
www.sdars.org.uk
SPILSBY ARS, RS91468. Details from Clive
Ironmonger G6HYF. Tel: (01790) 752712.

NORTHANTS
KETTERING & DARS. G5KN. Meets at The Lilacs
Public House, 39 Chuck Street, 'sham. Kettering,
Northants NN14 1HD. Details from Fay BanveII
G6AKS. Tel: (01536) 390954.
MID NORTHANTS AR EXP, GOING. Details from boner
Parker G5LP
NORTHAMPTON RC, G3GWB. Meets at the
British Timken, Social & Athletic Pub. Cotswold
Avenue, Duston, Northampton.
Details from Norman Miller GOGBZ. Tel: r01327:
349188.
NORTHAMPTON SCOUT ARG, G6NDS. Meets at
Overstone Scout Activity Centre, Northampton.
Details from Ian Revett
PARALLEL LINES CG. G4L1P. Details from Mr PS.
Lidsay G4CLA.

NOTTINEHALUR1RE
ARC OF NOTTINGHAM, G3EKW. Meets at the
Haywood Road Community Association, Haywood
Road, Mapperley Road, Nottingham NG3 6AD.
Details from Ron Hague G4X0U. Tel 0115 919
9177.
DUKE RIES ARS, G4XTL .Meets at Ambleside
Community Centre, Amblesrde, New 011erton, Notts.
Details from Colin Foster G7DEX.
HUCKNALL ROLLS ROYCE ARC, G5RR. Meets at the
Hucknall Rolls Royce Sports & Social Club, Watnall
Road, Hucknall, Nottingham. Details from Mr P Hart
G4JSM.
MANSFIELD ARS. G3GQC. Meets at the Debdale
Park Sports & Recreation Club, Debdale Lane,
Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts. Details from Daind
Peat GORDP. Tel: 101623) 631931.
NORTH NOUS DATA GROUP, GOWNN. Details from
Tony Jenkins G8TBE
SIEMENS ARC. G8ZK, G8IGQ. Meets at the GPT
Sports Ground, Beeston, Nottinghamshire. Details
from Ches Archer G4VEK. Tel: 0115-943 3387.
SOUTH NOTTS ARC, GOOAU. Meets at the Farrham
Community
Famborough Road, Clifton,
Nottingham NG11 9AE. Details frorn Gary Bishop
GOWUG. Tel: (015091672846.
WORKSOP ARS, G3RCW. Meets at the Club House,
59-61 West Street, WonLsop, Nottinean S80 DR
Details from Terry Calvert G4GBS. Tel: (013021
743130.

SHROPSFS/E
OSWESTRY & DARC, G4TTO. GlORA. Meets at the
Sweeney Hall Hotel, Sweeney. Oswestry. Details
from Ant Astley GWOAJA. Tel: r
01691 ,860545.
SALOP ARS, G3SRT, MlAXW. Meets at the TelepoSt
Club, Railway Lane, Abbey Forgate, Shrewstury.
Details from John Bumford GOGTN.
TELFORD & DARS. G3ZME. Meets at the Dirwiey
Bank Community Centre, Dawley. Telford.
Shropshire. Details from Mr M. V,,cert
l010ç2i 255416

KYNOCH R & TN/S. G3HPP Meets at the Club
Workshop, IMI Ltd., Sportsfield, Pony Bar,
Birmingham. Details from Mr G. Nicholls. Tel:
(01922i 635376.
MIDLAND ARS, G3MAR. Meets at Unit 22,60
Regent Place, Hcckley. Birmingham (jewelry
quarter). Details from John A. Crane GOLAI. Tel:
0121-628 7632.

CANNOCK CHASE ARS, 06SW. Meets at the Four
Crosses Inn, Watling Street, Hatherton, Cannock.
Details from Arnold Matthews G3FZW. Tel: r01543 ,
262495.
CHAD RC, G4CAR. Meets at the Swinfen Officer's
Club, Sw(nfen, Lichfield, Staffs. Details from Bernard
Jayne G8BFL. Tel: (01543) 268569.
LICHFIELD ARS. G3WAS. Meets at the Queens
Head, Sandford Street, Lichfield. Details from Roger
Srnethers G3NLY. Tel: (01543) 672762.
MOORLANDS & DARS, G4NHT. G1MAD. Meets
at the Creda Works, Blythe Bridge,
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST11 9Lf. Details
from Mr Bi. Butcher G4HKG.
Tel: (017821 395793.
NEWCASTLE-U-LYME SCOUT AR COM GR. G7UQG
STOKE-ON-TRENT ARS. G3GBU. Meets at the '45'
Club, 92 Lancaster Road, Newcastle-under-Lyme,
Staffs. Details from Albert Allen G4DHO. Tel:
(01782) 638801.
SUTTON COLDF1ELD RS, G3RSC. Meets at the
Rugby Club, Walmley Road, Sutton Coldfield, West
Midlands. Details from Paul G. Turner G7MWD. Tel:
0121-350 4263.

WARWICKSHRE
AVON VALLEY ARA. MORAD Details from Mr Peter
Bradham GOWXJ. Tel: (019051 724531.
MID WARWICKSHIRE ARS, G3UDN. Meets at the St.
John Ambulance HQ, 61 Emscote Road, Warwick.
Details from Bernard Prttaway. Tel: (01926)
420913.
RUGBY ATS, G4APD. Details from Tony Humphnes
GOOLS. Tel: (01455) 552683.
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON & ORS, GOSOA. Meets at
the Home Guard Club, Tiddingham, Stratford-uponAvon, Wads. Details from Ron Horsley GOMRH. Tel:
(07970) 148204.

ST DUNSTANS COLLEGE ARS, G4SDC. Details from
Sam Kennard G4OHX. Tel: 0181-690 1274,
SURREY RADIO CONTACT CLUB, G3SRC. Meets at
the T.S. Terra Nova, 34 The Waldrons, Croydon,
Surrey. Details from Maunce Fagg G4DDY. Tel:
0208-669 1480.
WEST LONDON ARS, RS95599. Details from Robin
Clay GOV.11.

SANDWELL AMATEUR RADIO CLUB. GOCWC. Meets
at Sandwell ARC, Broadway, Oldbury, Warley, West
Midlands B68 908 Details from Stuart Collins
MOBTO. Tel: 0121-561 4663.

WHITTON ARG. GOMIN. Meets at the Whitton
Community Centre, Percy Road, Whitton. Details
from Ian Clabon GOOFN. Tel: 0208-894 9131,

BERRA HOTEL ARCO. GOOBS. Details from Waninck
M. Hall G4WMH.

FEIZTPCIRCISIfflE

SOLIHULL ARS, G3GEI. Meets at The Shirley Centre,
274 Stratford Road, Shirley, Solihull, West
Midlands. Details from Paul Gaskrn G8AYY. Tel:
0121-783 2996.
SOUTH BIRMINGHAM RS, G3OHM. Meets at
Hampstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath,
Birmingham. Details from The SBRS Secretary.
STOURBRIDGE & DRS, G601, G6SRS. Meets at the
Old Swinford HospitaVSchool, Stourbridge, West
Midlands. Details from Tom Edwards.
WEST BROMWICH CENTRAL RC, G4WBC. Meets at
The Sandwell Public House, High Street, West
Bromwich, West Midlands. Details from Ian Leitch
GOAL Tel: 0121-561 2884.
WEST MIDLANDS POLICE ARC. GOCOP G1WMP
Details from Steven Jones G6LRL.
WILLENHALL & DARS, G4ETW. Meets at The Liberal
Club, Villiers Street, Willenhall, West Midlands.
Details from Dave Bradbury. Tel: (01902) 411252.
,VOLVERHAMPTON ARS. G8TA. Meets at the
Electricity Board Sports Club. St. Marks Road,
Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. Details from Mrs J.
Smith. Tel: (01902) 751936.
WORDSLEY RC, G4WRA. Meets at the Brick Makers
Arms, Mount Pleasant, Bnerley Hill, West Midlands.
Details from Andy Evans G1PKZ.

LONDON & CENTRAL
ISERKSHIRE
ARBORFIELD ARC. G3IHH. Details from Mrs E.W.
Harding 2E1AUQ.
BRACKNELL AEC, G4BRA. Meets at the Coopers Hill
Community Centre, Bagshot Road, Bracknell, Berks.
Details from John Ellerton G3NCN.
BURNHAM BEECHES RC. G3WIR. Meets at the
Farnham Common Village Hall, Victoria Road,
Famham Common, Bucks. Details from Mrs Eileen
Chrslett G6EIL. Tel: (016281 625720.
MAIDENHEAD & DARC. G3WKX. Meets at the Red
Cross Hall, The Crescent, Maidenhead, Berkshire.
Details from Neil Sevin GOSVN. Tel: 101628)
626210.
NEWBURY & OARS, G5XV. Meets at the Rugby Club,
Monk's Lane, Newbury. Details from Mark Slade
MOCUK. Tel: 1014881 638985.
READING ARC, G3ULT. Meets at the Woodley
Pavillion, Woodford Park, Haddon Drive, Woodley,
Reading. Details from Mamoch Standen GOIMS.
Tv
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BISHOPS STORTFORD ARS, G5ZG. Meets at the
Royal British Legion Club, Windhill, Bishop's
Stortford, Herts. Details from Tony Judge GOPQF. Tel:
(01279) 506933.
DACORUM ARTS, G7RIH. GOWIH. Meets at the
Guide Meeting Rooms (next to the Royal British
Legion), Queensway, Hemel Hempstead. Details
from Ian HamIlion GOTCD. Tel: (01442) 211925.
HODDESDON RADIO CLUB, GOTSN. Meets at the
Rye Park Conservative Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon,
Herts. Details from Don Platt G3JNJ, Tel: 0208-292
3678_
MINIRAM CONTEST GR MOABC. Details from Alan
Holdsworth 0800. Tel: .01707, 392950.
RADIO SCOL NNG TEAM. GB2RST Meets at Tolmers
Scout Camp. Tolmers Road, Cuffley, Hefts EN6 41S.
Details from Mill Loess G2CKB. Tel: l019921
558493.
STEVENAGE & DARS. G3SAD. Meets at the
Stevenage Day Centre, Chells Way, Stevenage,
Herts SG2 OLT. Details from Peter Bell 2E1CRK. Te!:
i01462i 674505.
ERL LAN' ARC. G3VER. G8VE R Meets at the RAF
Acan, iation HQ, New Kent Road, St Albans, Herts.
Details from Wafter Crane G3PMF Tel: 01923
262180.
WELWYN & HATFIELD ARC. G3WGC. Meets at the
Royal Naval Association, Black Fan Road, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts. Details from Dean Jackson
G7PKF, Tel: 1079731 560649.

SMIRK

Tie Harveck

SONY BROADCAST ARC, G4SZC. Accredited C&G
RAE centre. Meets at Sony Sports & Social Club,
Priestley Road, Basingstoke. Details from Stephen
Harding G4JGS. Tel: 1012561 55011,
SOUTH HAMPSHIRE INT, TELE SOC., G3DIT. Meets
at G3JZV's QTH, Space is limited. Details from Rev.
T.R. Mortimer G3JZV. Tel: 02392 649254.
SUBMARINE ARC, G3BZU. Meets at HMS
Collingwood, Newgate Lane, Fareham, Hants P014
lAS. Details from -Mr W.S. Myth GORE. Tel:
101329) 232386,
THREE COUNTIES ARC. G4WWR. Meets at the
Bramshott Pansh Inst. & Club, Headley Road,
Uphook, Hants. Details from Damian Kamm G7RFV.
Tel: (014281 724456.
WATERSIDE ARS, G4LYN. Meets at the Applemore
Scout HQ, Applemore, Hythe, Southampton. Details
from Tony Horton GOLKG. Tel: (01703) 841794.

ISLE OF WORT
BRICKFIELDS ARS. GOBAR. Meets at Brckfields
Horse Country Cent, Newnham Road, Binstead. Isle
of Wight. Details front Mr Pebodv.
ISLE OF WIGHT RS, G3SKY. Meets at The Old Cafe,
Whiteciff Bay. Holiday Park, Bembridge. Details from

OXFORDSHIRE
rtANp-R, AO's, ocel-.A. Meets at St. John's Church
Social Club. South Bar, Banbury. Oxon. Details from
Mr R.S. Marsden GIPSY. TeL7FAX: 1012951 253509.
HARWELL ARS, G3PIA. Meets at the Social Club,
Harwell Laboratory, Didcot, Oxon. Tel: (01235)
223250.
OXFORD & DARS. OSLO. Meets at the Grove House
Club, George Street, Summertown, Oxford. Details
from Mr D. Walker G3BLS. Tel: (018651247311.
VALE OF WHITE HORSE ARS, CARP) G4 \AVH,
G6VWH. Meets at The Fox, Steventon. Details from
Ian White G3SEK. Tel: (01235) 531559.

WEST SUSSEX
CHICHESTER ARC, G2NM. Meets at the St. Pancras
H0
G
alL
,A s
Ciphichester. Details from Graham Swann
CRAWLEY ARC. G3WSC. Meets at the Tilgate Forest
Rec. Centre, Hut 18, Tilgate Forest, Crawley, West
Sussex, Details Iron. MilS Spence GOEPt.
HORSHAM ARC, G4HRS. Meets at the Guide Hall,
Denny Road, Horsham, West Sussex. Derars Von,
Atster Watt G3ZBL.
-01403. 253.132.

BENTLEY ARC, GOVZS. Details from Derek Gilbert
GONFA,

MID SLSSE'r 4PS. 03./IS Meets at Mane Place.
Leylands Road, Burgess Hill. West Sussex. Details
from Mr C. Childs 2E1DCP. Tel: .01444i 244689.

CATERHAM RG, GOSCR. Details from Mr RN. Lewis
G4APL

T.S. VINDICATRIX ASN, GOWVB. Details from Don
Still r.DOne.

COULSDON AMATEUR TRANS. SOC., G4FUR. Meets
at St Swithuns Church Hall, Grovelands Road,
Purley, Surrey. Details from Andy Briers GOKZT. Tel:
(01737) 552139.

WORTHING & DARC, G3WOR. Meets at the Laming
Parish Hall, South Street, Lancing, West Sussex.

DORKING & DRS, G3CZU, G7DOR. Details from
John Greenwell GIAF7. Tel: (01 ,,,, 62 '2 46
FARNBOROUGH & DRS, G4FC
Community Centre, Meudon A. ,
Hants. Details from Mr M. He..
1012521 715765.

o' 4- PICT VIDEO RO, GB3VR. Details
reh (019031 211919 (w).
WILTSHIRE
G3VRE. Meets at the Sea
. Sam. Details from Jon Amge
r 462610.

GUILDFORD & ORS, G6GS. Meets at the G.
Model Engineers HQ, Stoke Park. Guildforci.
Details from Stella Whitboum GOSWE

t. -.DON 501C C43FEG. Meets at the Eastcott
Community Centre, Savenake St., Swindon. Details
f
-crrest NIOACM.

siGSTOT. & DAPS. 13K'N Detain from M's Mar.
Ashrlown GOBQV

':r.D.*.B 4 1DGE & DARC. G2BQY. Meets at the
Southwick Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge, Wilts.
Deturs from Ian Carter GOGRI, Tel' 101225.
864698.

_

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

G1LNT Te,
s

Dera strc- M- 4C
01883 344 -23
Pr-•-

Meets at the
Ssorts

Mnlarg7

ENANNIEL.

AVON

STAFFORDSHIRE
. ..
Staperull Institute, Main Street, StapehrII, Burtonon-Trent, Staffs. Details from Mr M.W. Cotton
G4HBY.
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RS OF HARROW. G3EFX. Meets at the Harrow Arts
Centre, Uxbndge Road. Hatch End. Middlesex.
Details from Aar C. Fnel G4AUF, Tel: 101895)
621310.

UNCOLNSHIRE
Tatnall G4ODA.
GRANTHAM RC, GOGRC. Meets at the Sontak Social
Club, Barrowby Road, Grantham, Lincs. Details from
the secretary. Tel: (01476) 657436.

E.

...DL

C- :ERN kPC.1--36A 6 Cetars `-or^ Re, P
G4YA.1), Ter 01494 534216

.

i-STiNES AA'S
_ Wets at Rcorr 202.
Faukner Haze. Berrie) Park Museum. Wilton
aserue. Blew.hiey. Milton Keyne-s. Cetms .'orr man
Preece Te 01908 3-9739
ES à"•.C._ - AAS
f4aets at The
Quarries, U.K. Saxe Campsite. Cossree. Details
from Mr Pa Di-c-are.
Te 01908, 648186.

CiREATER LONC10141
ADD SUOMBE ARD O4-4.1 meets at Me Len Inn,
Pawsons Road. Creep, .Details trcre Mr Q.G.
Collier G3wRR. Teh 02C13-6S3 6948.
BARKING P & ES. O3‘2.- , Saeets at the Parksade
Community Centre. Detain
Chewter GOIQK
Tel: (01708 ,474443.
BROMLE
DARS
Meets at the Victory
Social Club, Kischili Gardens. Hayes, Bromley.
Details from Alan G. Messenger G011_k&
CLIFTON 4RS.
Meets at the laidbrooke
House, Community Centre. 90 atcenae Road,
London SD 7SE. Details from Mr J. Veaney G7BKH.
CRYSTAL PALACE & DPC 13.CP Meets at the All
Saints Church, Parish Rooms. Beulah Hill, London.
Details from Bob Burns G300t). Te, r017371
552170.

,
eie
-t
a-es D ttor oorarv, Watts Road, GIggs Hill,
Thames Ditton, Surrey. Details from Cdr. J. Pegler
C1.3ENI. tel. 01483 284279.
MBLEDO\ & DORS. G3WINI. Meets at St.
Andrews Church Hall, Herbert Road, Wimbledon,
London. Details from Mr Reg Blackwell MlEEK. Tel
0208-696 9857.

SOUTH & SOUTH @AT
EAST SUSSEX
.) 6 S. 1-4GQP Meets at the Roast Beef
Bar, Bngnton Racecourse, Elm Grove. Brighton.
Details from Mr P.J. Fellingham.
CROWBOROUGH OARS. GOCRW. Meets at the
Plough & Horses, Welshes Road, Jarvis Brook.
Details from Mrs M. Clark. Tel: (01892) 663666.
EAST SUSSEX AMATEUR TV GROUP) RS178475 was
GB3VX. Details from Keith Ellis G8HGM. TEL:
(01323) 720220.
SOUTHDOWN ARS, G3WQK. Details from Jim Hams
G4DRV. Tel: (01323) 728479.
THE QRZ ARC OF SUSSEX. GB3VX. Meets at the
Coach Station, Wartling Road, Eastboume. Details
from Stuart Constable MOCHW. Tel: /014351
863020.

HANFISHIQE

DARENTH VALLEY R4D
Tr_r-C. Meets at the
CrockenhIll Village Hall. Swanie, Kent. Details from
Mr K.W. Halls GMG. Te, - 013 1
.2
6'63022.

ANDOVER RAC. GOARC. Meets at the Village Hall,
Wildhem, Andover, Hants. Details from Mr /QS.
Coleman GOWYD,

ECHELFORD ARS, G3'..,ES Meets at The
Community Centre. St. Martin's Court. Kingston
Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex.
Details from Robin Hewes G3 -2
-6 "e
01784
456513.

BASINGSTOKE ARC, G3TCR, G8JYN Meets at the
GEMS Social Club, Lister Road. Basingstoke, Hants.
Details from Bob Brown MOCJJ.

EDGWARE & DRS. G3ASP Meets at the Watling
Community Centre. 145 Orange Hill Road. Bumt
Oak, Edgware, Middlesex. Dh)i.)
Steven
Stater GOPQB. Tel 0208 953 2164
HAVERING & DARS,
Meets at the Fairkytes
Arts Centre, 51 Billet Lane. Homchurch, Essex,
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FAREHAM & DARC. G3VEF. Meets at the
Portchester Community Centre, Westlands
Grove, Portchester, Hants.
Details from Andrew Smclart GOAMS. Tel: l01329)
235397.
HIGHFIEl D PARE, RC. G4WD Meets at Hi field
Park RC, National Air Traffic Service, Highfield Park,
Heckfield, Hants 8027 OLD. Tel: (01734) 225019.

o3lif, Meets at the LodgesIde Club,
Lodge Road, Kingswood. Bristol. Di.'
Dave
Bendrey G7BYN.
GORDANO ARG, G6GRG. Meets at The Srup,
Radcliffe Bay, Portishead, Avon. Details from Mr R.T.
Whle G8SPC Tel: 4)1275 874001.
tr , ""
•-.
- Meets at the Self
Help Enterprise, 7 Braernar Close, Northville, Bristol.
Deta.,s five` Di.
GOGHN - ".r5,
790448,
SEVERNSIDE TV GROUP GB3ZZ. Meets at NBARC,
TeL
D
5
er
8i
6
1s.from Paul Stevenson G8YMM.
SHIREHAMPTON ARC, G4AHG. Meets at the Twyford
House. Lower High Street, Shirehampton, Bristol.
Details from Mr R.G. Ford G4GTD. Tel: 0117-985
6253.
SOUTH BRISTOL ARC. G4WAVV. Meets at the
Whitchurch Folk House, East Dundry Road,
Bnstol. Details from Mr LF, Baker. Tel: (012751
834282.
THORNBURY & SOUTH GLOS ARC, G4ABC. Meets at
the United Reform Church Hall, Rock Street,
Thombery, Bristol. Details born Stan Greenhill
GOR•YM. Tel: (01454) 413177.
WESTON-SUPER-MARE RS, G4WSM. Meets at the
Woodspnng Hotel, High Street, Wade, WestonSuper-Mare, Details from Stephen Cole G3YOL, Tel:
101934) 84314.4.

CORNWALL & SCILLY IS
CORNISH RAC, G4CRC. Meets at the
Perran-ar-Worthal Village Hall, Perranwell,
Nr Truro, Cornwall. Details from Mrs Chehll
Hammett 2E1ADQ. tel l017261 882758.
NEWQUAY & OARS, G4ADV. Meets at the
Treweas School, Newquay. Deta,
from Mrs Maggie Reed GOYIM Tel 01726
882752,
POLDHL ARC. GB2GM. Meets at the Club House,
Poldhu Cove, Mullion, Cornwall 1812 7113.
Details from Mrs Carolyn Rule MOADA. Tel:
(013261240144.
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SALTASH & DARC. G4GXK. G8SAL. Meets at the Toc
H Hall, Warraton Road, Saltash, Cornwall. Details
from Bean Giles. Tel (017521 844321.
ST AUSTELL ARC. GOECC. Meets at Peer School.
Details from Reg Pears G4TRV. Tel: (01726) 72951.

DEVON
APPLEDORE & DARC. G2FKO. Meets at the
Appledore Football Club. Details from Mr B. Jewell
MOBRB
A.AE
A, C. G8CA. 075XE. Meets at the George
Hotel. Axmlnster, Devon. Deta,m 'fr2'. Pal Ç.
Gi49 Te 01297, 33756
DARTMOOR RADIO CLUB, G1RCD, GODRC. Meets at
the Yelverton War Memorial Village Hall, Meavy Lane,
Yelverton, Devon. Details from Ron Middleton G7LLG.
Te 01822, 852586.
ExETER ARS. G4ARE. Meets at the Moose Centre,
Spinning Path Lane, Blackboy Road, Exeter. Detalls
frco-15X, Donna G3YBK.
EXMOUTH ARC, GOXRC. Meets at The Scout Hut,
Mar!pool Hill, Exmouth.
NORMAN LOCKYER OBSERVATORY ARG, GOAXC.
Meets at the Norman Lockyer Observatory, Salcombe
Hill, Sidmouth. Deta Is from Ron Harnson GONOC
Tel: (01395i 515349.
NTE (PA1GNTON) ARS. GOOSH. Meets at Paignton
Community College, Upper School, Waterleat Road,
Paignton. Details from Rod Maude GOSWN1.
(01803) 521066.
SOUTH DEVON ARC, G4SSD. Meets at the Hillhead,
Kingswear, Devon. Details from John May GOCDB.
Tel: (01803) 522995.
TORBAY ARS. G3NJA. Meets at the Highweek Family
& Social Club, Highweek, Newton Abbot, Devon.
Details from John Okvay G3RMA. Tel: (01803)
556425.
UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH ARS, GOUOP Details from
Alan Santillo GOXAW.

DORSET
BLACKMORE VALE ARS, G4RBV. Meets at
Shaftesbury Club for Young People, Coppice Street,
Shaftesbury, Dorset SP7 SPE Details frorr Nfr A
Mamott GOGFL. Tel: 101258) 860741.
BOURNEMOUTH RS, G2BRS. Meets at the Pinson
Community Centre, Kinson, Boumemouth, Dorset.
Details from Len Rayner MOAXI. Tel: (01202)
895134.
CHRISTCHURCH ARS, GOMUD. Meets at the
Siemens Plessey Sports & Social Club, Grange Road,
Somerford, Christchurch, Dorset. Details from Mr K.P
Hares G7WSN. Tel: (01202) 484892.
FLIGHT REFUELLING ARS, G4RFR. Meets at the
Flight Refuelling Social Club, Merley, Wimbome,
Dorset. Details from Mann) Mon 2E1DEZ. Tel:
101202) 693334.
POOLE RS, G4PRS. Meets at the Bournemouth &
Poole CFE, Constitution Hill Site, Poole, Dorset
Details from Phil Mayer GOKKL. Tel: (01202)
700903.

Betty Maynard G6LUO. Tel: (01268) 695474.
SOUTHEND & DRC. G5QK. Meets at the Alexandra
Yacht Club, Cliftown Parade, Southend-on-Sea.
Essex. Details from Alan Radley GOTTM. Tel: 101268)
741229.
STANFORD-LE-HOPE & DARC. G4SLEI. Meets at the
St Joseph Parish Rooms, Scratton Road, Stanford-leHope, Essex. Details from Ken Thompson G4PAD.
Tel: (01375) 671238
VANGE ARS, G3YCW. Meets at the Barnstable
Community Centre, Basildon, Essex. Detarls from
Mrs D. Thompson. Tel 1012681 552606.

KENT
BREDHURST Rh & TX SOC., GOBRC. Meets at Rock
Avenue Working Mans Club, Rock Avenue,
Gillingham, Kent. Details from Mr T.M. Wheeler
G7MIM.
CRAY VALLEY RS. G3RCV. G1RCV. Meets at the
Progress Hall, Admiral Seymour Road, Eltharn.
London SE9. Details from Richard Perzyna G8ITB.
Tel: '01689) 602948.
DOVER RADIO CLUB, G3YMD. Meets at the Dover
Grammer School for Boys, Astor Avenue, Dover.
Details from Bean Hancock G4NPM. Tel: (01304)
821007.
EAST KENT RADIO SOCIETY. GOEKR. Meets at St.
Bartholomew's Church Hall, Heme Bay. Details from
Paul Nicholson G3VJF. Tel: (01227) 743070. FM:
(01227) 742288.

MEDWAY ARTS. G5MW, G8MWA. Meets at Tunbury
Hall, Catkin Close, Tunbury Avenue, Walderslade,
Chatham. Det.1, from Mr J. Hale G3FTH
NORTH KF NI PS. G4CW. Meets at The Pop-inPadour, Graham Road. Bexleyheath, Kent. Details
from Mr AV I,Ibber'S G8MLQ. Tel. (014741
365694.
SWALE ARA. G4SRC. G6SRC. Meets at the Ivry Leaf
Club. Dover Street, Sitbngboume, Kent. Details from
Gordon Powell MOAKA. Tel: (017951665559.
THE MORSE CLUB, GX0OXE. Details from Mr K.
Churchill M1CZA. Tel: 0208-301 5067.
WEST KENT ARS. G3WKS. Meets at the St. Marks
School Hall, Tunbridge Wells, tient, Details from
T
)--1G4FWG. Tel: (01892) 652272.
NORFOLK

SOUTH DORSET RS, G3SDS. Meets at the Church
Hall, Chickerell, Weymouth, Dorset. Details from
John Rose MOBQO. Tel: (013051832057.

GREAT YARMOUTH RS, G3YRC. Meets at the
Bradwell Community Centre, Brachvell, Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk. beta's from Mr A.D. Besford
G3NHU.

JURSEY
JERSEY ARS, G.I3DVC. Meets at the German Signal
Station, Rue Baal, La Mope, St Brelade. Details frorn
Mrs Anne Mourant MJOBJU. Tel: (01534) 734948.

SOMMRSET
PRESTON COMMUNITY SCHOOL ARC, GOPCS.
Details from Craig Douglas GOHDJ. Tel: (01935)
71131.
TAUNTON & DARS, G3XZW. Meets at The Memorial
Hall, Trull, Taunton. Details from David Rosewarn
MOCIE
WEST SOMERSET ARC, GOOWX. Meets at the West
Somerset Community College, Minehead, Somerset.
Detalls Sor,, Alan Elliott G7RSU. Tel: (01643'
707207.
WINCANTON ARC, GOWRA. Meets at King Arthur's
Community School, West Hill, Wincanton. Details
from Mr GA. Fingerhut GOENW. Tel: (019631
370506.
YEOVIL & DARC, G3CMH, G8YEO. Meets at the
British Red Cross HQ, 72 Grove Avenue, Yeovil,
Somerset. Details from George Daws G31CO. Tel:
(01935i 425669.

ESSEX
BRAINTRt FAR & CCC. G4JXG. Meets at the
Braintree Hockey Club, Church Street, Bocking,
Braintree. Details from Keith Farthing 2E0ARS. Tel:
(01376) 347736.
CHELMSFORD ARS, GOMWT. Meets at the Marconi
Social Club, Beehive Lane, Chelmsford, Essex.
Detarls from Dowd Bradley MOBQC. Tel )01245)
602838. E-mail: cars@gOrnwt.org.uk
CLACTON RADIO CLUB. G3CRC. Detarls from Mr D.
Fitzpatrick MOCHL.
COLCHESTER ARS, G3VCO. Meets at the Colchester
Institute, Sheepen Road, Co(chester. Details from
Frank R. Howe G3F11. Tel: (01206) 851189.
DENG1E HUNDRED ARS, GOUTT, G7SDH. Meets at
the Henry Samuel Hall, Maryland, Fsmn. Details
from Mrs Christine Wade. Tel: (01621) 772986.
HARLOW & OARS. G6UT. Meets at the Mark Hall
Barn, First Avenue, Harlow, Essex. Details from Len
Brackstone G7UFF. Tel: (012791832700. FAX
1012791864973.
HARWICH AR1G, GOGRH. Meets at the Park Pavillion
Barrack Lane, Harwich. Details from Eugene Kraft
G4FTP
LOUGHTON & EPPING FOREST ARS. G4ONP. Details
from Marc Lachman GOTOC. Tel 0208-502
1645/(07803) 023501.
SOUTH ESSEX ARS, G4RSE. Meets at the Paddocks,
Long Road, Canvey Island, Essex. Details from Mrs
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POWYS

%MO', or r.r.r.r.r ,sE
.1.1 15100 Meets at The
Red Cross Hall, Kirlunfilloch. Details from John
L1,1 ,Km
0". ,(1 ,1*. Ti. (1111101 312954

POWYS ARC, GW4HVN. Meets at the ATC HQ, Park
Lane, Newtown, Powys. Details from Mrs Jean Brown
2W10EZ. Tel: 101686) 640814.

liOUTH WALES
DV'S]
ABFRPORTH YMCA, GW4SZV. Meets at the Hut B17,
The Airfield, Aberporth. Details from Mr G. Carruther
GW4HG.1. Tel: (01239) 811205.
ABERSYSTWYfH & OARS. GWOARA. Meets at the
Scout Hut, Plascrug Avenue, Aberystwyth. Details
from John Woodward GW6IDK. Tel: (01970)
890657.

GRESHAM'S SCHOOL ARC, GX3PXO. Details from
Rev. R.N. Myerscough G3PXO.
KINGS LYNN ARC. G3XYZ. Details From Derek
Franklin GOMQL.
NORFOLK ARS, G4ARN. Meets at Norwich Aviation
Centre, Norwich Airport. Details from John Wadman
GOVZD. Tel: 101953) 604769.
NORTH NORFOLK ARG, GB2MC. Details from Keith J.
Martin GOGFQ. Tel. (012631 588506.

SUPPCILK
BURY ST EDMUNDS ARS, G2TO. Meets at the
Culford School Culford, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.
Details from George Woods G3LPT.
FELIXSTOWE & OARS. G4ZFR. Meets at the Orwell
Park School, Nacton, Near Ipswich. Details horn Paul
Whiting G4YQC. Tel: (01473) 642595.

KELSO ARS, GM41(1-1S. Meets at the Abbey Row
Community Centre, Kelso. Details from Margaret
Chalmers GMOALX. Tel: (01573) 226372.

LLANELLI ARS. GWOEZQ. Meets in the Furnace
Community Hall, Furnace Square, Uanelli. Detarls
from Roy Jones GWOKJZK. Tel. (01554) 820207.

EBBW VALE COLLEGE RS, GW011W. Meets at the
Gwent Tertiary College, Ebbw Vale Campus, College
Road, Ebbw Vale, Gwent. Detalls from Mr T. Hayden
GWOHCN. Tel: (01495) 305192.
NEWPORT ARS, GW4EZW. Meets at the Brynglas
Community Centre, Bninglas Road, Newport, Gwent.
Details from Paul Nicholls.
PONTYPOOL ARS, GW3RNH Meets at the
Settlement, Rockhrll Road. Pontypool, Gwent. Details
'ham Smnt)
'
MIEI-GLAMORGAN
B. -•
Ho,

in

.P Meets at the Club
.
Bridgend. Details from Alun
.,;16.,6,, /21574.

HOOVER (MERTHYR) ARC. GW3RDB. Meets at time
Hoover Sports Pawnee, Hoover Ltd., Pentrebach,
Merthyr Mehl, Mid Glamorgan, Details Robert
Cummings GVVORVG.
MID GLAMORGAN ARG, MWOCNA. Meets at
Aberkenfig Sports & Social Club. Details horn Mervyn
Carm. GAY4VSF To 9 (C 0C 7 24668.

D.
D. r Meets at Sully Sports &
Leisure Club, South Road, Sully, S. Glamorgan.
Details from Richard Mortiinore GW4BVJ
101446) 738756.
H1GHFIELDS ARC, GW4LFO. Meets at the Highfields
Physically Handicapped Centre, Allensbank Road,
Cardiff. Tel: (01222) 561542.

WEST GLAMCIRCL&N
PORT TALBOT (BS PLC) ARS, GW3EOP Meets at the
British Steel PLC Sports & Social Club, Margam, Port
Talbot, West Glamorgan. Details from Mr J. Chinnock
MWOAGE.
SWANSEA ARS. GW4CC. Meets at the Applied
Sciences Building, Swansea University. Details from
Dawd Williams GW4BNJ. Tel' (017921 519046.

VVaterall GMOKBU.

LE1STON ARC. GOTUQ. Meets at Leiston Town
Athletic Assn., Victory Road, Leiston, Suffolk. Details
from Sam Lydiate G4110. Tel: (017281832999.

STIRLING & OARS. GM6NX Meets at Bandeath
lndustnal Estate, Throsk. Nr Stirling. Details from
John Sherry GMOAZC Tel (01324, 824709.

LOWESTOFT DRS. G3JRM. Meets at The George
Barrow Hotel, Oulton Road, Lowestoft. Detarls from
Phil Holden GOJSG. Tel: (01502) 585448.

CILIARRIES & GALLOWAY
WIGTOWNSHIRE ARC, GM4R1V. Meets at the And
Unit. Stranraer Academy, Stranraer, (entrance from
Caimport Road). Details from Nell Macdonald
GM4LQS.

SUDBURY & DRA. WSW', G7SRA. Meets at the Old
School, Wells Hall Road, Great Cornard, Sudbury,
Suffolk. Details from Bryan Ponton G1TWY.

STIQATHCLYCIE

SUFFOLK DATA GROUP, GB7MXM. Details from Peter
Pryke G8HUE. Tel: (01473) 631313.

AYR ARG, GMOAYR. Meets at the Citidal Leisure
Centre, Ayr. Details from Peter Sturgeon MMOBQP

NORTH WALES

CENTRAL SCOTLAND FM GROUP RS38728. Details
from Thomas Stalker GM7TZU. Tel: 101698)
816793.
DALRY ARC. MMOARG. Meets at The Turf, In Dairy
Court, Hill Street, Derry. Details from Ales McKeeman
MMOABM. Tel: (01294) 823295.
DUNOON & OARS. GMOCOD. Meets at the Edward
Street Community Centre, Edward Street, Dunoon.
Detarls from A.B. Honon GMOBUL. Tel: ,01369,
840217.

NORTH WALES RS, GWONWR. Meets at the Old
YMCA, Queen's Drive, CoMyn Bay, Clywd. Details
from, Ted Shrpton G\NODSJ. Tel: (01745) 336939.

HELENSBURGH ARC, GM4HEL. Details from G.
Capstick GM70AF. Tel. 101436 675922.

WREXHAM ARS. GW4WXM. Meets at the Community
Centre, Maesgwyn Road, Wrexham. Detarls from Mr
P Moran GWOWER

1NVERCLYDE ARC, GMOGNK. Meets at the Cardwell
Bar, Cardwell Road, Gourock, StrathcNde. Deta i
ls
from Andrew Gwens GM3YOR. Tel: 1014751 638226.

CNVYNECIO
MEIRION ARS, GW4LZP. Meets at the Royal Ship
Hotel, Dolgellau, Gweedd. Details from Gervase
Chavasse GW4URJ. Tel: 1013411421028.
PORTHMADOG & OARS, GWOMV1. Meets at The
Yacht Club, The Harbour, Porthrnadog, Gvvynedd.
Details from Mr G. Cadwaladr MW1DEN.

PPE
GLENROTHFS & DARC, GM4GRC. Meets at the
Football Pavillion, Station Road, Thornton, Fife.
Details from Alexander Adarn GMOFVD. Tel, ,01592,

...• • ..
,• .Meets at the Red Cross
HQ, 22 Queens Road, Aberdeen. Dota Is from Robert
DL,ncae. Tel: 01224, 896142
BANF f DAR). GNIOPY( Meets at the
Pnncess Royal Park Football Ground,
Conference Room (Deveronvale F.C.), Banff.
Details from Steve Roberts GM4HWS. Tel: (01888)
551377.
MORAY FIRTH ARS, GM3TKV. Meets at the Grant
AIMS Hotel, Fochabers. Details from Geoff Crowley
GM7SIC Ti". '01542 882818.
I-IIGHLANO REGION
FORI
Detalls from R.
Johnstone GM1YGV. Tel: 1013971 703046.
INVERNESS ARC. GM4TPF. Meets at The Emergency
Operations Centre, Inverness (except July and
August). Details from R.E Goodall GMOOGZ. Tel:
(01463) 811701.

LOTHIAN
COCKENZ1E tti PORT SETON ARC. RS177035. Meets
at the Thomtree Inn, Lounge Bar, Old Cockenae High
Street, Cockenzie, E. Lothian. Details from Mr Bob
Glasgow GM4UYZ. Tel: (01875) 811723.
LOTHIANS RS. GM3HAM. Meets at the Orwell Lodge
Hotel, Pohirarth Terrace, Edinburgh EH11 1NH.
Details from Thomas G. Main, Sec.

ORKNEY

SOUTH GLAMORGAN

CMYTRAL REGION

HALKYN & OARS. GW3HRG. Details from Mr D.
Austin GW1XHG.

GALASHIELS & OARS, GM4YEQ. Meets at the Focus
Centre, Galashiets. Details from km Peddle GM7LUN.

GRAMPIAN

ABERGAVENNY RS, GW4GFL. Meets at the Hill
Residential College, Pen -y-Pound, Abergavenny,
Gwent. Details from Glyn Hughes GWODQY. Tel:
(016331 483186.
BLACKWOOD & OARS. GW6GW. Meets at the
Oakdale Comprehensive School, Oakdale,
Blackwood. Gwent. Details from John Evans GW8171.
Tel: (014951225178.

IIMLAND WSW'

CONWAY VALLEY ARC, GW6TM. Meets at the Studio,
Penrhos Road, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. Details from Mr
R.W. Evans GW6PMC. Tel: (017451 855068.

SCOTLAND PAST g.
BORCIERS

CLEDDAU ARS, GWOSYG. Details from Trevor Perry
GW4XQK. Tel: (01646) 600725.

IPSWICH RADIO CLUB, 041PC. Meets at the Golden
Hind, Nacton Road (3rd Wednesdays at The Hollies,
Bucklesham Straight Road), Ipswich. Detalls Iron
Keith Gaunt G7CIY. Tel (01394' 420226.

cLvero

SCOTTISH DIGITAL COMMS. GRP, GM7VSR. Detain
from Stuart Clink GM1VBE. Tel [01698) 884803
WEST OF SCOTLAND ARS. GS4AGG Meets at the
Muni Cultural Centre, 21 Rose Street, Glasgow.
DiI
fr ,rr Hon Sec

BORDERS ARS, GMOBRS. Meets at the St. John
Ambulance Hall, Benvick-upon-Tweed. Dees from
AM. McCreache GMOBPY. Tel. 10189071 50492.

FRAMLINGHAM COLLEGE ARC, MOCE113. Tel: (01728)
727232.

MARTLESHAM RS, Gnmns. Meets at the BT
Laboratones, Martlesham Heath, Ipswich, Suffolk.
Detalls from Darren Hatcher, Tel (01473I 644475.

PAISI IS APC. C22
'' Meets at the
Paisley YMCA Hall. 5 New Street, Paisley PA1 1XLJ.
Dei,, I'. from for •e
• "
Tel: 0141-889 686C

CARMARTHEN ARS. GW4YCT. Meets at The Aelwyd
Care Home, Carmarthenshire County Council,
Tregynwr Road, Llangunnor, Carmarthen SASS 3BS.
Details from Mr W.D. Hughes GW4ZXL. Tel: (01267)
231359.

GIMINT

MAIDSTONE YMCA ARS, G3TRF. Meets at YMCA
Sports Centre, Melrose Close, Maidstone, Kent.
Details from Cohn WrIson GOVAR. Tel: (01622)
736636.

rr.Ji J

Min AVM* APS GM113PxfA Meets at the Newarthrll
C,ommunny Ed, Cent.. High Street, Newarthill,
Motherwell, Lanarkshire ML1 5GU. Detai's fro ,'Jo'
\f,c, GMOI,EK Ir. (216.8. 822860

HILDERSTONE ARS, GOHRS. Meets at Hilderstone
A.E.C., Broadstairs, lient, Details from Mr G. Shaw
MOAQA.
HOME COUNTIES ATV GRP G6HCT. Meets at the
Binfield Club, Binfield (near M4/110). Details from Mr
A. Brooker G4WGZ.

3Lc3

THE DRAGON ARC, GW4 rm. Meets at the Ebenezer
Church Hall, Lon Foel Graig. Llanfaipw11, Isle of
Anglesey. Details from Stewart Rolfe GWOETF. Tel:
(012481362229.

PEMBROKESHORE RS, GWOEJE. Meets at Furey Park
Community Centre, Furzy Park, Haverfordwest,
Pembrokeshire. Details from Ian M. Jones MWOCAB.
Tel: (01437) 763028.

ANGLIA TELEVISION ARS, GOTXV. Meets at Anglia TV,
Norwich NR1 3.1G. Details from Jim Bacon G3YLA.
Tel: (01603) 615151.

WESSEX AMATEUR WIRELESS CLUB, GlWAW.
Details from Ken Powell G1NCG. Tel: (01202)
549376.

nurp

HASTINGS ELEC. & RC. G6HH, G1HHH, G6LL. Meets
at West Hill Community Centre, Croft Road, Hastings,
East Sussex. Details from Mr J. Boothroyd COWL
Tel: (01233: 732656.

PORTLAND ARC, GOVOP/G7VQP. Meets at Clifton
Hotel, Grove Road, Portland. Details from Kerry
Moms G1WIK. Tel: (01305) 788591.

SWANAGE & PURBECK ARC, MOBLJ. Meets at Kings
Arms, Langton Matravers, Dorset. Details from Peter
Wakefield M1WCH/M3WCH. Tel: (01929) 424413.

iE

KILMARNOCK & LOHDOUN ARC. GMOADX. Meets at
the Hartford Community Centre, Cessnock Road,
Hunford. Detarls from Steve Campbell GM4OSS. Tel:
i01560) 483800.

ORKNEY ARC, RS181749. Details from Mrs Terry
Penna. Tel: (01856) 741233.
SISLTLAND ISLANDS
LERWICK RC. GM3ZEf. Meets at the Islesburgh
Community Centre, King Herald Street, Lerwick,
Shetland. Details from Ian C. Millar GM7RKD. Tel
01950' 460106
TAYSIDE REGION
Meets at the Dundee
College, Graham Street Annex, Dundee. Details (morn
John R. Nicholson GMOMFE. Tel: 101382) 858700.
PERTH & DARG, GM4EAF. Meets at the Perth Sports
& Social Club, 18 Leonard Street, Perth. Details from
Ron Harkess GM3THI. Tel: (01738) 643435.
STRATHMORE & DARC. GM3GBZ. Meets at 2231
Scidn ATC, 1Lochside Road, Forfar. Details from
Graham Scattergood MMOBSX. Tel, (013071
468824.

SELAMO
CO. ANTRIM
BALLYMENA PC. GI3FF , Meets at 70 Nursery Road,
Graceful', Ballymena, Co. Antnm. Dota Is from Jeffery
Clarke GI4HCN. Te c,01266, 659769.
CARRICKFERGUS ARG. 0101 IX Meets at the
Downshlre Community School, Downshire Road,
Camckferips. Details from John Branagh GI3YRE.
(01960. 367208.
GLENGORMLEY ELECTRONICS ARS. GNOXYZ. Meets
at the Glen vrmley High School, Room 18F, 134
Ballyclare Road, Newtonabbey.
LAGAN 'ALLEY ARS. 014015. Meets at the Harmony
Hall Arts Centre, Harmony Hill, Lisburn, Co. Antnm.
Details from Ron McCaughey GI4NTO.
ROYAL NAVY (ULSTER) ARC, GIOURN. Club affiliated
to the Royal Navy Amateur Radio Society. Details
from Alex Miller GI4SFV.

CO ARMAGFI
ARMAGH & DARC, GIOADD. Meets at County Armagh
Golf Club, 7Newry Road, Armagh City. Details from
101,1 A M,,rofy TM, 028 3752 2153.

co. DOWN
BANGOR & OARS. G13XRQ. Meets at The Stables,
Groomsport, Co. Down. Details from Terry Barnes
GI3USS. Tel: 0289-147 3948.
NEWRY 8, MOURNE ARC, GI4MBO. Meets at the
Shamrock Social Club, Newry.
ULSTER DX ARG. M1OUDX. Details from Mr PG.
Mercer GI4V1V,

TYRONE

LAWS & OARS 13MOVKI3.
LORS ARS, GMOLRA. Details from T. Olsen GMOEQW.
Tel: (0186612580.

THE FOYLE & OARS, M1OAKU. Meets at 159 Victoria
Road, Bready, Co. Tyrone. Details from Trevor
Campbell G11XGA. Tel: 0287-134 5405.
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Do you know that
there are weather
satellites
passing
overhead right now?

RIG

Remote Imaging Group

With fairly simple equipment YOU could be receiving
their weather pictures at home!

Amateur Radio
Communications Ltd
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown,
Newton-le-Willows, Merseyside WA 12 9BA
OPEN Tue-Sat 10am-5pm FREE PARKING

The Remote Imaging Group is an international group of
over 2000 enthusiasts who are interested in receiving
weather satellite transmissions from all over the world. We
publish a 100 page quarterly journal that contains articles
and information related to the reception of weather
satellite meteorological transmissions. The journal
includes
regular articles
on
meteorology,
and

We would like to offer all our valued customers
and friends a warm thank you for all your support
over the year and welcome the opportunity to
wish everyone a very happy Christmas and if we
don't see you before, all the best for the New Year.
NEW FROM BEARCAT

reviews and constructional articles as well as lots ol
images, some in colour! RIG maintains alarge shareware
and image library for members' use and provides
comprehensive helplines for those that need it. RIG also
endeavours to provide all the equipment required to
receive weather satellite images directly, and also carries
adverts from manufacturers that give generous discounts
ONLY to RIG members! In short the benefits ot
membership are too good to miss so why not join our 2000
plus international membership NOW?
Membership rates are for a FULL year's journals (x4)

A new style radio

RIG

enabling you to

UBC-780XLT
Bearcat have always been renowned for
their top quality scanners and the UBC780XLT desktop scanner is the latest
product to take the market by storm
becoming our No 1seller. There are so
many features to this scanner including
500 memories, coverage of 25-510MHz
and 800-130MHz AM/FM, alpha tagging

its mini flip-up 'dish'. Features include:* Decryption and narrow cast capability
* Program selection by language and
category
* Portable, battery powered with AC
adaptor

RRP £149.95

plus this CE approved desktop offers
VHF/400/500/800/900.
Hurry now whilst stocks last
ONLY

£329.00

incl. PSU & antenna

-S1G, 34 Ellerton Road, Surbiton
Surrey KT6 7TX, England

receive over 40

channels of fade free digital programs via

trunk tracking -Motorola/EDACS/LTR/

£12 (UK) £15 (EU outside UK) £18 (Outside EU).
For more information visit our interne website at:http://www.rig.org.uk
For afree information pack send alarge SAE to:-

à

WORLD
HITACHI
'• SATELLITE
RECEIVER

understanding weather satellite images, it also contains

'

it

‘...""

IN STOCK. LATEST
HAND-HELD SCANNER
ICOM IC-R5
Now the expense of
Christmas is out of the
way why not treat
yourself to the latest
pocket sized scanner
from 'corn complete

•
.

ALINCO DJ-X3
Amazing new ultra
satin
finish
.Features
modern
scanner
in silver
* 100kHz-1300MHz
* AM/FM/il/FM
* Auto descrambler
* Bug detector
* Stereo FM with
headphones)
* SMA antenna
* 700 memory channels

RAP F149.00

with nicads and

ONLY £129.95

charger. It had an
excellent review in
Decembers Short

WIRELESS AND ELECTRONIC SURPLUS

Wave

Magazine and is

FAIRHAVEN RD-500VX

fast becoming atop seller -so don't miss
out and phone us today. RRP f179.95

Phone for our price

DOUBLE GANG 365+365 PF 1111sriG CAPACITOR Plessey soc
£5.00 each, P&P £1.00. Two for £10.00 uni free
ADIGITAL NAND-HELD LC1 METER Measuung aductance. capacitance and resist,.
indunance range 2Mh to 20H, capaotance range 2000pF to 200µF, resistance range
with test alligator clip leads and usen mama £44.00 +£4.00 P&P.

MAYCOM FR-100
New pocket size dual
cmvsVmmlitary airband

VALVE BASES Octal B-GB9A. All 5for 62.50
HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS 01 ILOOV wig meted dielectx roaL
.All 60p each..
250V slug anal type 10 brills,.

6COV witg

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLVTICS 10µE .KO: virg usaL 2:44F 2505' gig maL (0385V slug

scanner with 8.33kHz

cute Tippet(

=IOU, bA\

steps for the airband.
AM/FMANFM.

A1150p each

Ideal budget priced

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS 3241F 45th' .
slip CAN type 2for MIMI
VINTAGE CARBON ONE WAIT RESISTORS
VINTAGE CARBON I 2WATT RESISTORS
1/
4 WA TT

SILvi

scanner at only

,11,10. Pack c1501310
• • £225

CAPACITORS 3501/wkg.

11111 (r RAMICS

;
,
F.56tIpF. 680pF.ECOpF 10 rx BLS.

Ake. 220pF..i3OpF.

PrOpF..002ttid. 15 friSLIO,

si rr
rOs nu.r1 11 SATELLITE SET TOP RECEIVERS Suicabk ímetiaised for snaky ows ald lor
ems
• •\c.c.! ,
af-f !VF
Eel
grè --r&yr
£29.50 ,..:

BOOKS AND MANUALS
RI155 RECEIVER DATA i
-

£12.50 inuf

THE ULTRA MAGIC DEALS in
(Pr
••,
,

FSmith. .k well researched NY* on Ultra code-breaking ceraisos
S11.50 P&P 63.50.

P&P.

JANI
win

\WHAM' COMMEND ATION 12111 EDITION 1991-1992 (her 800 pages. contains much recent* relent* •£25.00 6

THE

lis \I 800k Ol ',Flo\ VT m-flow Mark. This unique book shines arevealing light
.
•'616 al level( itYnentl ,,:q,'M , 111 , 10111culat emphasis
.e Emgola ego •
J'
PAP £3. -5

liii 111 in 1
Haa -ED
Wen A
8ntam. German;
I
661 Rex leeper 262 pages. photo,. S8.95 P&P S2.50.
l /f. TR1( 1111, ,6Albert Budder,. The effects of
•,I,, S10.011
.ding P&P.

.

en n. _

Tasted in Europe in the 1951:6 and seoric
is propaganda campaign including the sort

'magnetic pollution. UFOs, fireballs and abnormal ••12,- ,

rHF. WINNINC EDGE 1939.1945 NAVAL TECHNoLOGY This new book presents deschptions of AtAt .
elopments of numerous devices including ASDIC, SONAR,RADAR, HF/DF. Includes details of sensitive lutening
•Jong enemy messages to cryptographers. 235 pages £11.50 P&P 02."

t.r

SALUS CiOATRNMENT SURPLUS RADIO SALES CATALOGUE 1959 ‘.6 fuellen( catalogue containic:
equipment and acce,, •
s

(((MAE Sil AI ltri, ito FIVER Do A utin-19 -ii
£11.50
POP .L2.00

smile reprint in the circuit diagrams

IV« £12.00. 01E1e FRii

(Dept SW) CHEVET BOOK SUPPLIES
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Tel: (01253) 751858. Fax: (01253) 302979.
E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.
Callers welcome Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday Warn -6pm
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company. The RD-500VX is anew kind of
wideband receiver with sleek, robust
styling... only 8inches wide! Its
massive memory can store information
equivalent to several scanning directory
books. Frequency range 0-1750MHz.
RRP £199.00

£99.95

METAUCARBON FILM RESISTOR , _

R MICA

Excellent database built by aUK

ARC PRICE £759.00

KEEP IN TOUCH ...
Do you worry about losing contact with each other when out shopping or
during outdoor activities? If your answer is yes, then why not buy apair of
our Goodmans GPMR-116 hand-helds for only £79.95. They can cover a
range of up to two miles and come complete with nicads and charger.
SCANNING ACCESSORIES
UK Scanning Directory
Watson base antenna
Watson discone antenna
Watson WSM-1900 mobile scanning
£22.95
Comtel earpiece
Global AT-2000 receive ATU

£19.15
£39.95
£49.95
aerial..
£9.95
£89.95

Below is asmall selection of our used
equipment, all fully checked out and ready
for despatch
ADO AR8200 Mk11
£325.00
Yupiteru MVT-7100
£149.00
Icon.
'1C-R10
£150.00

Sangean AIS-818
£10.00
Icom IC-R70
£399.00
corn IC-R71E
£325.00
Yaesu FRG-7700
£199.00
Realistic DX-394
£110.00
Icom 1C-PCR100 c/w DSP
£250.00
PK-232MBX
£99.00
MML-1100 easy reader +monitor
£99.00
KW E-ZEE match
DO 00
Heatherkte Explorer HF linear
£699.00
Ameritron AL-84 HF linear amplifier 1350.00
Yaesu FT-690R1
£150.00
Yaesu FT-690811
£225.00
`loess FT-790R1
£150.00
Kenwood TM-255
£375.00

E-mail us at htte/www.arcoms.19.co.uk

r

HP AVAILABLE UP TO 3
YEARS REPAYMENT PERIOD

Finance example:
£699 depostl £69..36
£25 52 'On
APR 29.8%.

VISA
MOMS

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882
81

The quickest and most comprehensive
radio book service in the UK

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

pages

price

LISTENING
RIRBRND
AIRWAVES 2002
144
AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE (abc) 5th Edition
112
AIRBAND RADIO HANDBOOK (Haynes)
190
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (abc) 8th Edition
112
CALLS1GN 2002
144
CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS (abc)
384
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 2002 Williams
160
MILITARY AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 2002 (abc)
224
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
740 x520mm
WORLD AIRLINE FLEET & SELCAL
DIRECTORY +UPDATE
300
MILITARY AIR SCAN 2002
348

£9.95
£8.99
£12.99
£8.99
£9.95
£7.99
£7.95
£7.99
£9.00

AIR22
ABRG5
ABRHB
ATC8
CAL22
CIVAIR
FR22
MILAIR
NAROUT

£16.00
£15.99

WAFSEL
MILSCN

514

£19.99

£2.75
£26.50
£23.50
£15.50
£4.75
£5.25
£19.75
£19.95
£16.50

GBGJA3
KFUTIL
KFSWFG
PASS23
PROMCD
RLG23
UK8TH
WRTH23
KFSWCD

FREQUENCY GUIDES
FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 12th Edition
FERR12
GLOBAL BROADCAST GUIDE (January 2003 Issue)
32
KLINGENFUSS GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 2003
KLINGENFUSS SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE 2003
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 2003
592
PROMA SCANNING SCENE CD
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 2003
128
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 8th Edition
700
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 2003
672
KLINGENFUSS SHORTWAVE CD 2003
N/A

SCRINININe le SHORT WRVE
BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVERNew 4th Edition F. Osterman
RECEIVING (VALUE) STATION LOGBOOK (RSGB)
SCANNERS 4SCANNING INTO THE FUTURE
Bill Robertson
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS
Peter Rouse GU1DKD
SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT
3rd Edition
THE SUPERHET RADIO HANDBOOK I.D. Poole

78
.. 80

£5.95
£4.95

BUSWRX
RXLOG

245

£9.95

SCAN4

187

£4.50

SWCOM

450
104

£25.95
£4.95

SWRXPP
BP370

WER -I
HER
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS Philip Mitchell
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
5th Edition. Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES.
3rd Edition. Philip Mitchell

88

£11.50

FXTWR

192

£15.50

WSATHB

32

£7.50

WRFRSO

RMRTEUR RADIO
RIvIRTEUR TELEVISION
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION.
Mike Wooding G6IQM & Trevor Brown G8CJS
THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM.
Mike Wooding G6IQM

156

£5.00

INTATV

104

£3.50

ATVCOM

FINTENNR5/TRRN5M15510N
LINErt/PROPRGRTION
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS E.M. Noll
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS
EM. Noll
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS
E.M. Noll
ANTENNA FILE (RSGB)

82

pages

code

63

£1.95

BP125

50

£1.75

BP136

54
285

£1.75
£18.99

BP145
ANTFIL

ANTENNA TOOLKIT (inc. CD-ROM) Joseph J. Carr
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 19th Edition
BACKYARD ANTENNAS Peter Dodd G3LDO
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
WI. On W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX
BUILDING & USING BALUNS Jerry Sevick
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS H.C. Wright
HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB)
Edited by Erwin David G4LQI
HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB)
Les Moxon G6XN
INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
J.G. Lee
MORE OUT OF THIN AIR (PWP).
PHYSICAL DESIGN OF YAGI ANTENNAS
(Hardback) D.B. Leeson W6QHS
RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr
VERTICAL ANTENNAS
WI. Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX
VHF UHF ANTENNAS I.D. Poole

price

code

214
732
200

£25.00
£24.00
£18.99

ANTOOL
RRAB19
BYANTS

268
125
70

£8.95
£18.95
£3.50

BMANHB
BUBALS
BP278

233

£9.99

HFANTC

£16.99

HFAFAL

116
112

£3.95
£6.95

BP293
MOOTA

200
189

£15.50
£17.50

PDYAGI
RXANHB

192
128

£8.95
£13.99

VERANT
VUANTS

AMATEUR RADIO EXPLAI\ED. Ian Poole
150
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO
Ian Poole G3YWX
150
AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK
Bob Griffiths G7NHB
76
FOUNDATION LICENCE NOW! (RSGB)
HE AMATEUR RADIO. Ian Poole
120
RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION/
END OF COURSE TEST PAPERS Ray Petri GOOAT
104
RAE MANUAL (RSGB) 16th Edition
127
RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB)
92
SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis . 84
THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK
John Case GW4HWR
124
THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION HANDBOOK Ian Poole G3YWX
150
THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION &
ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL.
5th Edition Ray Petri GOOAT
208
TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE: A MANUAL
FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB) John Case GW4HWR ..101

£9.90

AREXPL

£4.99

BP257

£6.95
£3.95
£13.99

RAESNB
FLNOW
HFAR

£13.95
£15.00
£5.00
£6.95

RAECTP
RAEMAN
RAERVN
SOLMC

£6.00

NOVSTU

£4.95

BP375

£13.95

RAQARM

£6.75

TNOVIM

- £4.75
462 £15.95

PWCALL
RSYB23

106
112
21-

£3.95
£18.99
£13.95

BP160
LFEXHB
PRPROJ

165

£14.99

PRRXFB

126

£12.50

PTXNOV

92
319
312

£3.95
£16.99
£20.95

BP304
RECOOK
RRPYCB

398
288

£22.50
£17.99

RFCOMP
RSTECO

310
84
.314

£14.99
£3.99
£15.50

TT9599
BP324
UNDBEL

BEEINNERS/NOVICE/RRE

CRU- DIRECTORIES
PW UK/EIRE CALLSIGN CD 2001/2 (PW)
RSGB YEARBOOK. 2003 Edition

DESIGN e CONSTRUCTION
COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
B.B. Babani
LP EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK
PRACTICAL PROJECTS G. Brown (RSGB)
PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS
(RSGB) John Case GW4HWR
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES
John Case GW4HWR
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWL.
R.A. Penfold
RADIO & ELECTRONICS COOKBOOK (RSGB)
RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD
RF COMPONENTS & CIRCUITS
Joe Carr (RSGB-Newnes)
TECHNICAL COMPENDIUM (RSGB)
TECHNICAL TOPICS SCRAPBOOK (RSGB).
1995-99 Pat Hawker
THE ART OF SOLDERING R. Brewster
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL) ...
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pages

price

code

51-1FiCK E.SSENTIFN-5
AMATEUR RADIO MOBILE HB
(RSGB)
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL
(RSGB)
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 7th Edition
ARRL HANDBOOK 2003 79th Edition
AMATEUR RADIO (VALUE) LOGBOOK
(RSGB)
AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS
(A4 size)
GREAT CIRCLE MAP
IOTA DIRECTORY 11th Edition
(RSGB)
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD
2002 (Trutt)
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK
7th Edition. Dick Biddulph/Chris Lorek
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE

114

£14.99

MOBHB

257
420
1216

£24.99
£18.50
£28.00

AROPM
RROPM
RRHB23

80

£4.95

TXLOG

20
400 x400mm

£8.00
£1.50

ARWAT
GCMAP

128

£9.95

980 x680mm

£7.00

RAMAPW

580
34

£29.99
£8.95

RCOMHB
PFXGDE

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS &
HOW TO MAKE THEM
CRYSTAL SETS. The Xtal Set Society Newsletter,
Volume 5. Phil Anderson WOXI
CRYSTAL SET BONANZA Vol 9, 10 & 11
Xtal Set Society Newsletter
CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE
CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS
CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS
AND DESIGN P.A. Kinzie
CRYSTAL SET LOOPERS, A THREE TUBER & MORE
Volume 8Xtal Set Society Newsletter

price

code

88

£7.00

XTNL4

124

£7.95

XTHTM

88

£7.00

XTNL5

226
168
160

£15.00
£10.50
£10.00

XTBONZ
XTNL67
XTPROJ

122

£8.00

XTHIST

128

£10.50

XTLOOP

48

£3.35

100RHU

260

£11.85

1934SW

141
96

£17.95
£6.99

COMRXV
MALEAP

568

£14.99

POPPIR

346

£25.00

SMOV

27

£3.70

SBYWIR

94

£6.95

TGOHRX

...271

£9.95

222RAD

63

£6.75

HTBTRR

127

£8.25

HTBFVA

100

£6.70

HTBYRR

63

£5.95

HTMNRX

127

£8.75

SHBRRX

262

£15.99

BRPRIN

110

£4.95

BP392

102

£3.99

BP239

292

£20.99

SCROGY

170

£12.99

TESTEQ

IOTA II

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES EA. Wilson ...134
INTERNATIONAL MICROWAVE HANDBOOK
A. Barter (RSGB-ARRL)
474
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK -CONSTRUCTION &
TESTING VOL 2(RSGB)
120
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK -BANDS &
EQUIPMENT VOL 3(RSGB)
140

pages

£3.95

BP312

£24.95

IMWHB

£18.99

MWHBV2

£18.99

MWHBV3

CRP

HISTORICAL
100 RADIO HOOK UPS 2nd Edition (reprinted)
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gernsback
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS THE VACUUM TUBE ERA RS. Moore
MARCONI'S ATLANTIC LEAP (H/B)
POP WENT THE PIRATES
Keith Skues
SAGA OF MARCONI OSRAM VALVE (Paperback)
B Vyse
SEEING BY WIRELESS -THE STORY OF BAIRD
TELEVISION Ray Herbert
THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS
(1929 & 1934)

VALVES

LOW POWER SCRAPBOOK
(RSGB)
QRP POWER
(ARRL)
INTRODUCING QRP
Dick Pascoe GOBPS

320

£12.99

LPSCRA

188

£11.50

QRPPWR

48

£4.95

INTQRP

VI-e Er HIGHER
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. I. Orr W6SAI
GUIDE TO VHF/UHF AMATEUR RADIO
Ian Poole G3YWX
NOS INTRO: TCP/IP OVER PACKET RADIO
Ian Wade G3NRW

163

£8.95

AAVHF

180

£8.99

GTVUHF

356

£11.50

NOSINT

VINTRSE Er LUIRELE55
CRVSTRL SETS
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
Volume 1& 2Combined. Phil Anderson WUXI
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3XTAL
SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WOXI

96

£14.00

XTNLI2

13-1

£8.00

XTNL3

HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS (1924)
HOW TO BUILD THE TWINPLEX
REGENERATIVE FtECEIVER Lindsay
HOW TO BUILD YOUR FIRST VACUUM TUBE
REGENERATIVE RECEIVER T.J. Lindsay
HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER (A4)
(Popular Radio Handbook No. I)
HOW TO MAKE A NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER
Webb
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT
REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey)

ELECTRONICS
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY
Ian Poole G3YWX
ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING
FOR BEGINNERS R. Penfold. (BP392)
GETTING THE MOST
FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
SCROGGIES -FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS &
ELECTRONICS Ilth Edition
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Clive Smith G4FZH

MI\

'114i

Telephone

VISA

(01202) 659990

To place your book order , please write to Book Store. PW
Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach. Broadstone.
Dorset BH18 8PW.
or E-mail: bookstorenwipublishing.ltd.uk
or FAX: (01202) 659950
POSTAL CHARGES
UK: £1.50 for one item. £2.75 for two or more items.
Overseas surface: £2.75 for one itern. £4.25 for two items.
For more items please add 75p per additional item.
Airmail prices on application.

Please note: Cash not accepted with mail orders. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery although the usual wait is about 4 days.
Buying A Used
Mena» Receiver
--
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NEW FROM KRC

PHOTAVIA PRESS

AIRWAVES 2002

THE 9th EDITION OF THE UK's MOST COMPREHENSIVE
HF /VHF /UHF CIVIL & MILITARY AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
A5 /WIRE SPIRAL BOUND -FULLY UPDATED FOR 2002

KRC-A-3 Active antenna tuner
500kHz to 30MHz
20dB gain
Optional BFO board
Optional marker oscillator
The KRC-A-3 will match your 50S-2receiver input to a wire antenna at

TOWER -APPROACH -RADAR -GROUND -AIR TO AIR -RANGES -ATIS
GCI -SQUADRON OPS -AIR REFUELLING -VOLMET -AIRLINE OPS -AWACS
AIR DEFENCE RADAR (UK & EUROPE) -AEROBATIC TEAMS -SEARCH & RESCUE
UK '
EUROPEAN CIVIL & MILITARY AREA RADAR -MILITARY AIRFIELD STUDS
4LETTER AIRFIELD CODES -RUNWAYS -SSR CODES -UK BASED MILITARY UNITS
MAPS OF -UK TRANSMITTER SITES AND FREQUENCIES -MILITARY TACAN ROUTES
LOW ALTITUDE, AWACS &AIR REFUELLING AREAS -UK RADAR SECTORS FREQS
UK PRIMARY AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS -UK SUPERSONIC ROUTES
UK OCEANIC ROUTES & FREQUENCIES -MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTE HF AREAS
MIUTARY AND CIVIL HF DIRECTORY - (
INCLUDES MANY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES AND
CHANNEL DESIGNATORSi - RAFROYAL NAVY - WORLD-WIDE
NATO MILITARY AIR-ARMS
US MILITARY GLOBAL HF NET -MYSTIC STAR -US NAVY -US COAST GUARD -VOLMET
HURRICANE HUNTERS - SEARCH & RESCUE - SPACE SHUTTLE - MAJOR WORLD
AIR ROUTES -AIRLINE OPERATIONS LONG DISTANCE OPERATIONS CONTROLILDOCI -DOMESTIC HF
UK PRICE £9.95 INCLUDING FREE POSTAGE & PACKING

the same time boosting the signal from those weak stations an
reducing the spurious signals. With the BFO board added you can

CALLSIGN 2002

receive CW and SSB with an AM receiver.
The 3.5MHz marker board pin points the ameteur bands. When
paired up with our KCR-2 you have a short wave receiver kit with
virtually general coverage and resolving all modes.
Why not take advantage of our package price on these two kits.
KRC-A-3

£49.99

BFO

MILITARY DIRECTORY
CALLSIGNS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND
ALSO BY AIRARM , SQUADRON - INFORMATION INCLUDES :CALLSIGN
AIRCRAFT TYPE - CODE - UNIT/SQUADRON - HOME BASE - REMARKS
CIVIL DIRECTORY -CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM OVER 180 COUNTRIES ARE
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND ALSO BY THREE LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PREFIX
INFORMATION INCLUDES: CALLSIGN - THREE LETTER ATC PREFIX
AIRLINE OR OPERATOR - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX

£9.99

KRC-2

£49.99

Marker

PACK

£79.99

(KRC-A-3/KRC-2)

P&P

£4.00

£9.99

Send SAE for further details of our range of kits

Kit Radio

THE 8th EDITION OF OUR CIVIL AND MILITARY AVIATION
CALLSIGN DIRECTORY - FULLY UPDATED - OVER 2700 CHANGES
A5 / WIRE SPIRAL BOUND - OVER 6500 AVIATION CALLSIGNS

UK PRICE £9.95 INCLUDING FREE POSTAGE & PACKING
(SORRY -NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS/STERLING IMO's/PAYABLE TO:

Company

PHOTAVIA PRESS (DEPT SW) -SUNRISE BREAK

Unit 11, Marlborough Court, Westerham, Kent TN16 lEU

CHISELDON FARM - SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM

Tel: 01959 563023

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: www.photay.demon.co.uk

iledtAIRS Log

B.S.I. Regd. stocklet
ISO 9002 RS33906

We supply

..1-\911111,9011r
What type of aircraft is that? Who owns it? What route is it
flying? Discover all this and more with ACARS Log Analyser.
Filter and manipulate your ACARS logs the way YOU want to.
Supports all major decoders via log importing and DDE Linking
for real-time data input.
Only £30.00 — order online or by phone.
Drmo CAN

BE DOWNLOADED FROM OUR WEB SILT OR CONTACT U

http://www.acarsonline.co.uk -the

FOR A FREE DEMO

CD.

ACARS portal on the web

El=-co 1Ah-ge

aide

Member
Siemens franchised distributor
Diodes & rectifiers
Books
Transistors
Boxes & Cases
Integrated Circuits
Breadboards
Semiconductors
Connectors
Lamps & LEDs
Cable
Power supplies
Fans
Regulators
Switches
Thyristors
Relays
Sensors
Transformers
Crystals
Hardware
Panel meters
Headphones
Test gear
Soldering equipt
Valves
PCB materials
Flash tubes
Service aids

Electroyalue Ltd. See us at web site: www.electrovalue.co.uk
Mail order: Tel: 01784 433604. Fax: 01784 433605. E-mail: sales@electroyaluescosuk

E-mail: saleseaveyationsoftware.co.uk

Unit 5, Beta Way, Thorpe Industrial Park, Egham, Surrey T1N208RE

P. 0. Box 148, Leatherhead

for:
•Resistors
•Capacitors
•Switches

•Cable

Phone 01372 372587

connectors

Fax 01372 361421

•and much more

reece

The UK Scanning Directory

Try us

•Semiconductors

Surrey KT22 9YW

COMPONENTS AND AMATEUR
RADIO EQUIPMENT PURCHASED

E-mail: robin@sycomcomp.co.uk
Web: www.sycomcomp.co.uk

84

Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses
Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

Tel: 01803 855599

Tel: 01207 549293

Sycan
Robin G3NFV
Geoff G4ECF

DEVON -TG5 OAE - UK

Vi
o
o
'05
•7

This 8th edition is packed full of VHF/UHF frequencies from
26MHz to 1.8GHz covering everything from covert Drug
Squads to refuse collection. This is the largest edition
produced, has been completely updated and thousands of
new frequencies added. The vast frequency list continues to
amaze everybody. Included are Civil and Military Aviation,
Army, Navy, the largest Police list ever published, DSS Snoopers, GCHQ, Eyein-the-Sky links, Bailiffs, Prisons, Outside Broadcasting, Motor Racing,
Universities, Railways, Telephones, Couriers and more we dare not mention.
There is more! Articles on scanning for beginners, monitoring aviation, PrVIR,
European frequencies and a scanning log.
Price £19.75 +£3.00 UK post. Airmail to Europe add £6.00, elsewhere £13.00.

k
5

Stocked by leading radio dealers or contact:-

INTERPRODUCTS
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland
Tel: 01738 441199

Fax: 01738 626953
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EXCHAN35
NRD-515 radio, memory unit, four filters,
plus speaker, book and good 390A for
5151 or either one for 13 or J4, w.h.y.? Both
radios excellent Brian on 0207-736 6581.
Red Devil antenna, firestick antenna, two
power packs, ext. speaker, s.w.r./power
meter, exchange for home-base scanner,
must have n.f.m., w.f.m. and a.m., also
cover 25-1300MHz without gaps, must also
be vg c. Andy, Mid Glamorgan.
Tel: (01656) 651497 or E-mail:
andy.parsons@the-itspecialist.co.uk

Subscribers free,
£4 non-subscribers

Please write your advert clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS up to amaximum of
30 words, plus 12 words for your contact details, and send it together with
your payment of 14 (subscribers free!) to Trading Post, Short Wave
Magazine, Arrowsmith Court., Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW. You can also E-mail your Trading Post advertisements
to: tp@pvvpublishing.ltd.uk (if you don't want to include your credit
card details with your E-mail, just 'phone us on (01202) 659910).
If an order form is not provided due to space constraints, aform from a

FOR SPILE
AOR AR3000A ..vith manual, no longer
required, £450. Tel: Cheshire (01606)
837826, E-mail bobcooker@oneternet.uk
AOR AR7030 Plus, £475. Watson Hunter,
£35. Lowe HF -150, £120. Tel: (02871)
345032.
Drake AC-4 power unit, new, unused,
boxed (for R4A set-up), £65. RME DB20
six band pre-tuner, original, good
condition, £165. Rare Class D Mk11
wavemeter, 1.2-19.2MHz, 100kHz xtal,
mains lip, original, £120. Tel: Cornwall
(01872) 862291.
Drake R7, very good condition, £450.
Codar PR-30 pre-selector, £22. SEM QRM
eliminator, £30. SCF-1A switched
capacitor, s.s.b./c.w. filter, designed by
W4UAU. Lake NRF2 noise reduction, £5.
Tel: Preston (01772) 704009.

previous issue can be used as long as the cornerflash or subscriber number
is attached as proof of purchase of the magazine.
Adverts appear on afirst come first served basis.
All queries on (01202) 659910.
We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is
illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK. Please note
that SWM are in no way liable for any loss incurred as aresult of buying or
selling via 'Trading Post'. Please note cancellations cannot be accepted.

Kenwood TS-570D, as new, boxed, with
25A power supply, £650. ME' Deluxe
Versa Tuner, MEP-949D, £60. Cobweb 5band antenna, £40. Shack clock, £15. Tel
(01923) 244069 or rwyatt@freeuk.com
Log periodic 16-element complete with
rotator, control box, £70 o.n.o. Buyer
collects. Tel (01733) 266137 -ask for Ian after 1800.
Mast 65ft. three section lattice tower
dvy winch, base plate and template, good
condition, £280 o.n.o. Tel: (01771)
624567 or mobile (07778) 156780.
MF.1-4628 MultiReader, very good
condition, not used very much, comes
with plug leads, manual and one small
cable, f100 o.v.n.o. Must sell. Darren
Smith, Herts. Tel: 0208-449 7446.
Mint condition FRG-100 and manual,
p.s.u., keypad, boxed, £325. Tel: Lincs
(01724) 763404.

Grundig Yacht Boy 218 world band
receiver, fair condition, plus manuai and
wallet, £18. Tel: Waterlooville 0239-242
6866.
Hitachi KH-WS1 WorldSpace digital
receiver, f110
' •
_£450. Jim, Lancashire Te (k01695
622754
Icom IC-R7000 communications
receiver, 25-1999MHz, £300. JRC 525
communications receiver, 30kHz to
34MHz, £300. AOR AR8200 MkIlscanner,
£250. Garmin GPSIII+ inc. disk and led.,
£230 -all v.g.c. Mike, Bedfordshire. Tel:
(01582) 700961 or (07961) 029222.
Icom IC-R75, mint condition, only ten
months old, all manuals, boxed. £450 or
swap for Alinco DX7OTH Tel Kettering
(01536) 391448 or (07970) 304553
lcom IC-R9000 -arare oppo‘:.. - •
purchase atop of the range recerer, n.
coverage, all modes, spectrum scone e*:
£1950 o.v.n.o. + P&P Lee. Dorse'.
(07770) 956021 for deta 's
JRC NRD-545 d.s.p. short wave
receiver, bought 23/7/02
will sell for £600. Yaesu
bought 17/6/02, cost 1654 se- 'Jr
£400. Tel: Middlesbrough '01642
270397.
Kenwood R-2000 receiver
. -• 2
vhf., mint condition, very •."...?
£200. Tel: Kent (01795) 877503 a^e-ne.
Kenwood R-5000 receiver ...•:v.h.f./u.h.f., very good indeec
manual, £500. Tel: (01460 ,62599 ete. ,
1600 please.

Radio Shack DX39A, 0.2-30MHz, boxed,
mint condition, with manual, surplus now
to requirements, cost £210 (inc carriage),
sell for, £110 (inc carriage). Dave, Scottish
Borders. Tel (01896) 752465.
Roberts R-9914 digital radio, manual,
-so (01926)
859697
Sony CRF-5090 receiver 1976 model,
collectors it,ffl, 195 --(Dand). Sangean

Timestep weather system, PROSatIlwith
antenna receiver interface and software,
manuals for Racal RA1792 h.f. receiver. Tel:
Birmingham 0121-608 3188.
Yaesu VR-500 all-band hand-held, 1000
channel for a1000 channel Tandy home
base or sale for £170 -as new. Call after
1830 weekdays or after 2030 Sunday. Tel
(01392) 424571 or mobile (07754)746487.

AIS-909 receiver, as new, £95. Buyer
collects. Howard, Merseyside. Tel: (01704)
878089

UJANTED

Sony SW7600GR radio, plus AN LP1
active loop antenna, Sony p.s.u., manual,
boxed, all in mint condition, £150 plus
postage. Tel: Lincs (01754)762359.

AOR AR5000+3 and SDU5500 with
Dressler to match, must be immaculate
condition, also Telemast for side of house.
Cash paid -no time wasters. Mr S. Boagey,
9Cairn Road, Hartlepool, Cleveland TS25
3AH, Tel: (01429)289917.

Uniden 9000XLT base scanner, £120,
mint condition, boxed, with p.s.u.,
handbook. Tel 0191-488 8338.

Eddystone EC958/7 or EC958/7E -would
consider the original EC958, also required
SG Brown headphones, types 'A' and 'F'.
Tony, Chesham. Tel: (01494) 778352
evenings.

Universal M8000 communications
terminal with manual, 14in multi sync
monitor included, Datong FL3 filter
included in package, £300. Mike on
(01908) 613021 evenings only, E-mail:
barling@breathemaircom
Wavecom W4010 hardware decoder
and monitor, £120. Yaesu FRG-7700,
f160. Target HF3 and p.s.u., £75. All items
plus carriage, boxed with manuals, clean
and in g.w.o. Tel: Preston (01995) 602607.

Icom IC-R8500 scanner, must be in
excellent condition, with manual, etc
waiting. Please 'phone for details. Tel
(01483) 502410.

Old half inch ferrite rods, willing to pay
good money for them. Peter on (07931)
463823 0900 to 2130.

Yaesu FRG-100, good condition plus
handbook, no p.s.0 buyer collects, £225.
Alan on (01268) 750744.

Sony SW1 receiver, any condition
considered. Tel: Ringwood (01425)470767.

Yaesu FRG-7 communications receiver,
little used, perfect condition, £85. Tel
Brighton (01273) 671532.

Understanding ACARS by Ed Flynn, 3rd
Edition. Contact Rick via E-mail:
sakrak@earthlink.net

Yaesu VR-500 scanner, £m., w.f.m., a.m.,
s.s.b., 100kHz to 1300MHz, inc. NiCads,
boxed, instructions, in mint condition, £135
inc. postage. Tel: Dorset (01202) 895079.

Yupiteru MVT-7200 or MVT-225. For sale:
Sony AIR7, mint, £80 o.n.o. Tel: Bristol
(01275) 845351 after 1730 and ask for
John.

ORDER FORM
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Ienclose Cheque/P.O. for E
(£4.00)
Made payable to PW Publishing Ltd
FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words

Please insert this advertisement IN THE NEXT

AVAILABLE ISSUE OF SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Name
Address

Post Code
Credit Card Details: Card Number
(30)

ffl =
S,gnature
Expiry date of card
Subscription Number
Ion mailer label)
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cash

CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words

Subscribe Here

Ii Ike »re Alquin /Ned Ville: /Ids Min
• Never miss an issue

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN

• Have it delivered to your door

the hours of

ON (01202) 659930 between
9.00am -5.00pm.

• Subscribers get their copies before they
reach the shops

Outside these hours your order
will be recorded on an
answering machine.

PW is Britain's best selling amateur radio
magazine

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202)
659950 or please fill in the details

SWM -The UK's authoritive magazine
dedicated solely to radio spectrum monitoring
RA covers all aspects of radio
communications, scanners, cb, amateur,
446, sw listening, and more -ifs al/ here!

Subscription Rates

PW

SWM

ticking the relevant boxes,
a photocopy will be acceptable to
save you cutting your beloved copy!
To: PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW

PW+
SWM

RA

RA.
PW

RA.
SWM

PW.
RA.
SWM

(Please tick appropriate box)
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Payment Details
Ienclose my Cheque/Postal Order * for £
made payable to PW Publishing Ltd.

Address

or please debit my Access/Visa/Amex card No.

gig

VA

Name

Expiry Date

or please debit my Switch card No

Postcode

Date

Switch Issue Number (if on card)

Switch Expiry Date

Daytime Tel. No
Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days
for delivery. Prices correct at time of going to press.

Signature

(*Delete as necessary)

Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling. Cash not accepted.

Photocopies of this page are acceptable

J

J

issue.

...America's Best!
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TEN-TEC

QUALITY RECEIVERS & KITS
High performance, versions for PC control,
hobbyist and commercial use, all feature DSP
technology •
also kits from £10 upward and
support for current and older equipment

MADE IN
USA

PRICE TRANSPARENCY
What does Ten-Tec DIRECT and price transparency mean ?? Simply your knowledge that you are getting excellent products
backed by first class service at the lowest prices.., no need to hassle over direct imports or concerns of dealing with distant
companies. Buy DIRECT from the UK today, no worries. UK specification CE approved with 12 month warranty supported in the UK.
Remember, Ten-Tec is available direct only, Ten-Tec products held in UK stock for immediate despatch. Prices quoted in GBP
Sterling including VAT. * Nominal next working day carriage to a UK mainland address £10 extra. UK sales & support office operated
by AOR UK LTD. E&OE.

TenTec Kits

TenTec produce a wide range of
kits with prices from less than
£20 through to short wave
receivers and transceivers.
A cross section of kits are listed
below, but many more are
available to order as the range
expands over the coming months. Full details may be viewed
on the TenTec UK web site. A short-form catalogue is also
available to request. Popular items are available from stock,
for special orders (typically unlisted items) please allow 28
days for delivery.
Full instructions supplied with each kit, support is via e-mail
from the factory in the USA only.

SERIOUS 'DSP' HF PERFORMANCE
FROM A SIMPLE LOOKING BOX
RX 320: PC 'biaz«
by the small size

cecicated snort wave receiver. Don't be deceived
zao,net or by, price, the RX-320 performance is

much closer to :na: a' me RX 350 desktop short wave receiver than any low
cost rival, it features 34 DSP bandwidths. Take a look what the technical
review said about this surprising package.
John Wilson S.'.'.'

=2...Third order intercept point measured at a

nominal 14MHz was +15dBm with a 50kHz signal spacing as used by
TenTec themselves (handbook specification +10c1Bm). Dynamic range
was 98dB against the specification of 90dB, so all better than
manufacturer's fig. es. The RX 320 has a wide band front-end, so I
expected the seco -cooer intercept point to be quite modest, but it
measured at -53a8— e-r. a dynamic range of 92dB... it is remarkably good
when compared in-:, any receiver in the middle-price class, and
considerably better then the Lowe HF150 which also had a wide-band front
end... In conclusion, the TenTec RX 320 is an amazingly satisfying
receiver to use, and despite its simple appearance when you look inside, it
really does perform and has perhaps come the closest yet to marrying the
power of aPC with a hie performance short wave receiver. The tuning
action is smooth, the ...Lc system works properly, the d.s.p. is
excellent... A serious

• -,•
former, RX-320 £249 inc VAT*
RX 340: The Ten Tec
RX 340 is a multimode, general
a

performance areceivers into r'
wave listeners
and by Per-

-

coverage synthesized
receiver utilizing

extensive Digital
Signal Processing.
DSP brings the
.ce - s .e military grade communications
::^imercial receivers for short
SWM October 2001

£3,799 inc VAT*

£25.00 (B)
£25.00 IB)
£59.50 (A)
£169.00 (Al
£12.00 (B)

Transceivers (50kHz segment)
1315
15m ()RP CW
1320
20m QRP CW
1330
30m QRP CW
1340
40m QRP CW
1380
80m QRP CW

£88.50
£88.50
£88.50
£88.50
£88.50

Accessory kits
1001
DC -1GHz preamp
1051
noise bridge for AT).1 optimising.
1064
smart squelch for receivers
1553
budget Morse code keyer lexcl paddle)

£9.90 (B)
£15.00 1131
£16.50 (B)
£10.50 (B)

Fun kits
1050
universal BFO

£9.90 (B)

IA)
IA)
IA)
IA)

•Carriage costs (postage /packing /handling) to UK:
A=£8.00
B=£3.00
RX 350: The Ten-Tec RX-350
is afull featured, mid-price
range HF DSP receiver, onscreen band activity display
adds a new dimension to
locating transmissions and
tuning the receiver, 34 DSP
bandwidths provided, noise
reduction etc. Extensively
reviewed by John Wilson,
SWM September 2002.

£1,099 inc VAT*

TEN—TEC DIRECT Tel: 01773 880788 Fax: 01773 880780
dE East Mill, Bridgefoot, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2UA England
tentec@aoruk.com
www.aoruk.com/tentec
TEN-TEC USA, 1185 Dolly Parton Parkway, Sevierville, TN 37862, USA

SPECIAL

Price /carriage

Receivers
1054
Regen 4band SW receiver
1056
SSB/CVV direct cony SW receiver
1253
9band short wave receiver
1254
SWL receiver with digital display
1552
active aerial (SWL)

FtlEILA-1-101\ISI-111

ROBERTS
Sound for Generations

The New R9914 from Roberts
PLL digital world band radio —ideal for
LW/MW/FM/SW wavebands
4
•0
4.

Direct keypad tuning

Digital clock

45 station presets

41,

la Rotary tuning

olo Alarm/time functions

4110

SSB for reception of single sideband and CVV transmissions

ID Station tuning in lkHz steps

ID Key lock

41,

Blâ WORLD SERVICE

41,

FM stereo via earphones

Dual conversion for improved SW image rejection
41110

Soft carry pouch

411,

Complete with AC adao .2-

BY APPOINTMENT

BY APPOINTMENT TO

BY APPOINTMENT

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

H M. QUEEN ELIZABETH

H R.H THE PRINCE OF WALES

SUPPLIERS & MANUFACTURERS

THE QUEEN MOTHER

MANUFACTURERS & SUPPLIERS OF

OF RADIO AND TELEVISION

RADIO MANUFACTURERS

RADIO RECEIVERS

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED
PO Box 130, Mexborough, South Yorkshire S64 8YT
Tel: +44 (0) 1709 571722

Fax: +44 (0) 1709 571255

Website: www.robertsradio.co.uk

